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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
this work is a grammar ofMaale, a North Omotic language in Southern Ethiopia so 
far not intensively studied. In this chapter we introduce the people and the area and 
make some remarks on the background of the research project that led to this study. 
1.1 The people 
The Maale people number about 46,000 1. They are found in what is now known as 
the Southern Ethiopian Nations, Nationalities and Peoples' Regional State of the 
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, more specifically in the Bako-Gazer 
woreda (district) of the South-Omo Administrative Zone; The people use the self-
name maale (singular) or maall6 (plural) to refer to themselves, and maall6 mucci 
(cf. mucci 'language') to refer to their language. The Maale are predominantly an 
agro-pastoralist group; their main agricultural products are maize, sorghum, t'eff 
(Eragrostis abyssinica), coffee, and some root crops such as yam and sweet potato. 
Besides farming, most of the Maale people keep large herds of cattle used for dairy 
products and, more importantly, as a store of wealth. 
The Maale area is at an altitude ranging from about a 1000 m. to about 2800 J?l· It 
shows a variety of landscapes and micro-climates according to the altitude. The 
highland areas are mainly used for cultivation; the relatively inaccessible, semi-arid 
lower plains are where the cattle herds are k~pt. The Maale share boundaries with the 
Gofa people in the north and north-east, the Aari to their west, and the Banna and 
Tsamay to their south (See Map l). 
Although research on their language has so far remained minimal, the Maale are 
well- known through a series of excellent books and articles on their political and 
social history by the American anthropologist D. L. Donham (e.g., 1986, 1992, 
1993, 1994, and 1999). 
From the above-mentioned publications and from their oral history it is clear that 
the Maale society is historically interdependent with the other Omotic-speaking 
groups in southern Ethiopia, and shares several social and cultural characteristics 
with them. The Maale had important economic and social links with these 
1 This figure, (46,391 Maale people) is taken from the 1994 National Census of Ethiopia, 
published in 1996 (see CSA 1996: 119) 
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surrounding and related peoples (as is evident from their myths and from migration 
histories of certain clans). Furthermore, the Maale were involved, from an early date, 
in the long-distance trade networks, extending from the South towards Northern 
Ethiopia and the Red Sea coast (cf. Donham 1994). Still, Maale was, until the late 
19th century, a more or less independent political formation with a 'divine king' 
(known as kati) at its religious and political centre. The king was the embodiment of 
order, well-being and fertility of the people (see Donham 1994: 22-24 for a 
description of the cultural aspects of Maale kingship). 
The Maale are internally divided into over thirty different clans. These include: 
karnayi; banati, 1aare, zage 1aabanni, kurtummi, ka36, g6nti, kallatti, 1adare, 
zi6atti, k'ook'i, ganazze, 16rassi, b6r6ddi, Jume, goll6 maalle, wurti, turgati, 
gantsa, kawro, melezzi, bereddi, wolaitta maalle, 1autti, diiddi and beri. Each 
clan branches into various lineages. For example, karnayi, the only clan from which 
a king was nominated, consists of the kaarati, ode, mol633o and g633i lineages. 
Similarly, the banati clan is subdivided into: saile 1ind6, 1abb6 banati, 1angillo 
and 1agge 1ind6. Marriage among members of the different lineages of a clan is 
taboo. 
Maale was incorporated into the Ethiopian empire in 1894, after submitting 
without a fight to the troops of Emperor Menilik II. However, the Maale king was 
allowed to remain a government-recognized indigenous leader, but the kingship was 
gradually undermined by the growing role of additional administrators sent from the 
central government, and by Maale internal rivalry and social change. The period of 
the Ethiopian revolution, 1974-1991, appear€d to have brought the fmal demise of 
the traditional Maale kingship. However, after the regime change of 1991, the 
kingship made a remarkable resurgence when the "traditionalist" Maale were able to 
ritually re-bury the remains of the last kati (king) and reinstate his son as a 
successor; although the latter's role in the present political system is only nominal. 
(The dramatic story of 20th century Maale kingship is told in detail in Donham's 
recent 1999 book.) 
The Maale at present are mainly adherents of two religions, the traditional Maale 
religion and Christianity (notably the Protestant-Evangelicalism), which was 
introduced in the area in the 1960s. In the past few years more and more people have 
joined the latter religion, leaving the traditional belief system which is focused on 
'ancestor worship' and elaborate rituals, e.g., for the ceremonial evocation of rain, 
blessing of the first-born or of first crops. The impact of conversion on Maale genres 
of oral literary expression (parables, recitals, etc.) and on traditional music seems to 
be great. 
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1. 2 The language 
The Maale language is alive and well. It is presently not threatened by 'language 
shift' or 'language death'. Most of its 46,000 speakers are monolingual. Maale is used 
for all social, religious and local administrative purposes. There are plans to use the 
language as a medium of education as well. 
1. 2.1 Previous studies on the language 
As a brief survey of previous research on this language will show, Maale is one of the 
least studied languages of Ethiopia. The first and also the main source of information 
on Maale so far has been an extensive word list and a brief grammatical sketch 
written by Professor Donald Donham, who has carried out historical and 
ethnographic research among the Maale since 1974. This unpublished material was 
widely circulated among linguists studying Omotic and Cushitic languages, e.g. by 
Fleming (1976), Bender (1976), Zaborski (1984) and Hayward (1987). In 1976, the 
British linguist Professor Richard Hayward collected data on Maale from an 
informant he met briefly (only two mornings) in Gidole in Southern Ethiopia, where 
he was conducting research on Dirayta, a Cushitic language. These data were used for 
comparative purposes (cf. Hayward 1987, 1990: xiv). The third source of information 
on Maale is an unpublished BA thesis in linguistics at Addis Ababa University, 
entitled "The Phonology of Maale", written by Hirut Mengiste (1988). Hirut did her 
research with informants in Addis Ababa. However, it seems that these informants 
were not native speakers of Maale, since a number of lexical and grammatical forms 
reported in her work are not recognized by informants interviewed by the present 
author; some are recognized as forms found in Go fa. Finally, in 1994 members of the 
research group known as Survey of Little-known Languages of Ethiopia (SLLE), 
collected some sociolinguistic information on Maale. The results of this survey, 
containing information on language use and vitality and a word list of 320 entries, 
were published in 1995 in the S.L.L.E. Linguistic Report no. 24 (Siebert 1995). 
Considering, among others, the inaccessibility of the Maale area at the time, these 
were useful materials; however, they are far from being full reports on the grammar of 
the language. It is believed that the present study will fill the gap. 
1. 2. 2 Classification 
There are two basic points of view on the classification of Omotic in general. In his 
seminal classification of the languages of Africa, Greenberg (1963) subsumed the 
languages today known as Omotic under the Cushitic family of the Afroasiatic super-
family, labelling it 'West Cushitic.' Some scholars still recognize these languages as 
branches ofCushitic(e.g., Lamberti 1991). In the late 1960s, the American linguist 
Harold Fleming proposed that Greenberg's West Cushitic languages should be 
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separated from the Cushitic family and be represented as direct descendants of 
Afroasiatic. He coined the name Om otic (because most of these languages are spoken 
along the fringes of the great Omo River). Fleming's reclassification is accepted by 
most scholars who have worked on the languages of South-western Ethiopia (e.g., 
Bender 1971; Hayward 1990). 
Two slightly different classifications were proposed to show the family-internal 
relationships of Om otic languages. These are the classifications proposed by Bender 
in 1971 which he revised in 1998 and the classification of Fleming (1976). 
Comparison of the verb morphology of Ometo languages confirms that Fleming's 
classification better represents the similarities and differences existing among the 
Ometo languages (cf. Azeb 1994, 1996). Thus, the family tree in the following page 
is based on Fleming's 1976 classification ofOmotic. For our purpose here, the lower 
branches are shown only for the Ometo group, to which Maale belongs. 
Fleming (1976: 51) stated that "[w]ithin the Ometo cluster, the family tree-model 
is unclear because each dialect seems to merge into the next one in any direction." . 
Comparative lexical research by a number of scholars has shown that there has indeed 
been considerable lexical and phonetic diffusion among the members of the Ometo 
group, which complicates the sub-classification. However, based primarily on lexical 
comparisons, Fleming (1976) distinguished four sub-branches which are 'sharply 
distinct' from each other. These are labelled in the above family tree as North, East, 
West and South Ometo. With the exception of South Ometo, which consists of only 
Maale, each ofthe four sub-branches contains several 'dialects'. It should however, 
be noted that the distinction between 'dialects' and 'languages' among the speech 









































The main characteristic that distinguishes Maale from the rest of Ometo is said to be 
the absence of verbal inflection in this language. Hayward (1987: 222) has the 
following remark about Maale: 
[W]hat we do know of Maale leads us to consider it a highly aberrant 
language, at least in certain respects. The most outstanding instance cf 
this is the drastic simplification of the verb inflection. (Comparing the 
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total paradigm of the Maale verb with, say, that of Wolaitta is rather 
like comparing an English based pidgin with Classical Greek!) 
It is true that verbal inflection in Maale is not as complex as that found in other 
Ometo languages. However, contrary to Fleming's report (1976: 51) which states 
that "In Male [sic], in the south, inflection has gone altogether, as far as we know", 
Maale still has some verbal inflection in areas of aspectual and modal distinctions; 
and in fact, verbal derivation in Maale makes as many distinctions as reported fur 
other Ometo languages. More importantly, the nominal morphology of Maale is by 
far richer than that found in the north Ometo branches. 
Maale appears to be crucial for the reconstruction of Proto-Ometo at different stages 
or levels. To mention just a few examples, at the level of the reconstruction of 
Ometo, Maale material proved useful in the reconstruction of 'terminal vowels' (c£ 
Hayward 1987) and in the reconstruction ofthe case system, particularly Oblique case 
marking in Ometo (cf. Hayward forthcoming). At the level immediately higher than 
Ometo (see family tree above), Maale provides further evidence for the controversial 
hypothesis put forward in Fleming (1976) with regard to the unity of 'Gimojan' 
(rightly called by Wedekind (1990) Ben-Yem-Om) including 'Gimira' (self-name 
Benchnon), 'Janjero' (self-name Yem) and languages belonging to the Ometo group. 
This evidence involves the fact that Maale is a tone-marking language, as are 
Benchnon and Yem. The other Ometo languages, e.g. Garno, Zayse and Wolaitta 
have a tone-accent system as reported respectively, in Hayward 0984), Hayward 
(1990), and Azeb Amha (1996). Still on a higher level, Maale has retained a feature 
that helps to show the relationship between Western and Eastern Omotic. This 
involves the case marking system. The Eastern branches of Omotic, including 
languages such as Hamar, Banna, Aari and Dime, have a morphologically marked 
Accusative, realized by way of the suffix -m, and an unmarked Nominative system. In 
contrast to this, many of the Western Omotic languages, particularly languages 
belonging to the 'Gimojan'/Ben-Yem-Om branch including Maale, have a marked 
Nominative and an unmarked Accusative system. However, Maale marks indirect 
objects with -m which is obviously cognate with the Accusative case marking suffix 
-m of Eastern Omotic languages. (For details on the historical scenario which led to 
the shift of Ometo languages from Accusative marking to Nominative marking 
languages, see Hayward and Tsuge 1998.) 
1.2.4 On the issue of dialects and bilingualism 
Under the present administrative division, the Maale area consists of six large units, 
known as k'ebele, each of which have varying numbers of villages within them. 
While most of the Maale are monolingual, people in the border areas ofthe north and 
north-east also speak Gofa. There is frequent contact and a limited degree of inter-
marriage with the Aari in the west, and it is said that many people in this area are 
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bilingual in Aari. The Maale are also conscious of the linguistic influence of the 
Banna and Tsamay languages on their southern border and they cautioned the present 
author that villages in these areas are not the best places to 'learn good Maale'. 
Due to distance and transport problems, it was not possible to do a proper 
investigation on dialect differences within a reasonable period of time. However, 
informants claim that there are a number of mutually intelligible, but distinct 
dialects. Four of these are considered important: firstly, the 'northern dialect', a 
variety spoken in areas including Lemo, Asheker, etc.; secondly, the 'south-west 
dialect' spoken in and around Beneta and Gero; thirdly the 'central variety' spoken 
in the heart land ofthe Maale area, in BaJa and Mak'ana; and fmally, the 'daulle 
dialect' spoken in the low lands in the south. (The term daulle refers to Maale 
people who live in the lowlands). The differences among these varieties are attributed 
'. 
to 'purity' and 'influences' from the neighbouring languages. For instance, the 
northern dialect is claimed to be different because it is 'influenced' by Gofa, a North 
Ometo language. The south-west dialect contains loans from Banna, a neighbouring 
east Omotic language. Similarly, the southern dialect is 'mixed' with Gofa (a North 
Ometo language) and Tsamay (a Cushitic language). On the other hand, the 'central 
dialect', which is the variety of Maale reported on in this study, is said to be the 
least affected by other languages. In his survey article, Siebert (1995: 3) reports a 
similar opinion: 
The best or "purest" variety of Maale is said to be spoken in Balla 
(stated by 50% of the respondents) and in Kwebe (39%). 
The fieldwork for this study was carried out in Koibe ('Kwebe' in the above quote), 
although some of the informants were commuters from the nearby villages such as 
Baala ('Balla' in the above quote) and Gomosho. Koibe is a small but fast 
expanding village, where a weekly market is held which is attended by people from 
the neighbouring villages, and where the office of the Beneta-Koibe k'ebele (civil 
administrative unit), the Kebele's police headquarters, and one of the only two 
clinics for the whole Maale area are also located. 
1.2.5 Aim and context of the present work 
This study was conceived in late 1995 with two goals in mind: to document the 
Maale language and to undertake a sociolinguistic study of language use and 
language development in the South Omo Zone. The title of our proposed research 
was: Minority Language and Regional Development: the case of Maale, Ethiopia. 
This project was initiated in a unique time in Ethiopian history during which 
language was taken to be the most important factor in the expression of social and 
cultural identity and territorial organization. Prior to 1994, Amharic was the only 
language used as medium of instruction in primary schools in all parts of the 
country. (From 1979-1989, fifteen of the over seventy Ethiopian languages were used 
..... ·.· .. · .. ·.·.·.·.· ·.·:·.·.··:·:·:·:·:.:-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~.· ·.· .. · 
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as media of instruction m national literacy campaigns. Text materials for adult 
literacy programs were written in these languages. However, their use was not 
extended to the formal education system.) In its first years after taking power in 1991, 
the present Government of Ethiopia proposed a number of radical social and political 
reforms, among them the promotion of a federal system and a political recognition of 
ethnic and linguistic diversity in the country. The regional and local administrative 
structure was reorganized, and a new educational and cultural policy was announced. 
Relating to the recognition of equal rights of languages, a clause was included in the 
new constitution drawn up in 1995. For example, article 39.2 of this constitution 
states: 
Every Nation, Nationality and People in Ethiopia has the right to 
speak, to write and develop its own language; to express, to develop 
and to promote its culture; and to preserve its history .2 
In the years 1994-96 the promotion of languages was considered as one of the main 
issues in the development of the new Regional States. The structure of Regional 
States' Ministry of Education includes a section entitled "Department of the Study of 
Nations and Nationalities Languages", set up to facilitate the promotion of local 
languages. Although these developments in themselves are positive steps, a number 
of questions were raised by the people about their consequences and their 
implementation (cf. Cohen 1999 on the reaction of local people in .southern Ethiopia 
on the effects of the Language Policy). 
One of the recurrent questions was how a country with at least 70 languages most 
of which were unstudied could achieve the goal of promoting several dozens of 
languages simultaneously. In the Southern Omo Zone to which Maale belongs, there 
are about twelve languages; some of these belong to the Cushitic, some to the 
Omotic and others to the Nilo-Saharan language family. Besides, none of these local 
languages is used as a lingua franca among all of these groups. The challenge was to 
determine how the Zone was going to further the development of each of these 
languages, or alternatively, which one of them would be chosen to be used for 
educational and administrative purposes. Thus, the present study, besides aiming to 
provide a basic description ofMaale grammar, initially planned to observe efforts and 
achievements in regional development in relation to the language policy. 
However, during the present research it was observed that the language policy did 
not continue to enjoy the initial commitment and rigour at the stage of policy 
implementation. Understandably, the Zone carne to emphasize other priority 
development projects, e.g., in the sectors of health and infrastructure, at the expense 
of certain educational matters, among them language and curriculum policy. 
2 Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Federal Negarit Gazeta 
1 ( 1 ), 21 August 1995 (published December 1996). 
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According to (the low) Ethiopian standards, the South Omo Zone is one of the least 
developed areas. National Census Report figures for Ethiopia (of 1994) show that it 
has only a very low percentage of the population that completed formal education up 
to grade 12, comparing unfavourably with the rest of the country. Also, 92% of its 
population is rural, also higher than the national average. The problems affecting 
language development are thus, budget shortage and lack of expertise in the 
educational sector. It seems, however, that with the intention of filling this gap, the 
Regional State now uses a quota system for student enrolment in higher education 
and for job opportunities whereby people from 'disadvantaged areas' - such as the 
region to which Maale belongs- are given priority. 
At present, Amharic, the official language of Ethiopia, is used as a medium of 
instruction at primary schools and as the working language of the administration in 
the South Omo zone. Despite the political agenda behind it, the Ethiopian Language 
Policy has one advantage from the linguistic point of view: the continued interest on 
the part of the Government and the people involved in the value of language as a 
social asset will lengthen the lives of many minority languages in Ethiopia that face 
the risk of extinction without being properly documented. 
Because of practical problems mentioned above, we focused on one of the original 
goals of our research. That is, the emphasis of our research has of necessity shifted 
towards the description ofMaale grammar. Hence the title: The Maale Language. 
1.3 Theoretical and methodological preliminaries 
In studying Maale grammar we chose not to start with one theoretical approach as a 
guiding principle. Rather, we followed a more or less "problem-oriented" approach. 
That is, where necessary, we pointed out which of the current theories would be 
relevant in accounting for the Maale data. For instance, the chapters dealing with 
morphology, Chapters Three to Six, show that the traditional 'item and arrangement 
morphology' which regards words as realizing ordered sequences of morphemes is 
not adequate for the analysis of Maale data. Such theories cannot account for 
portmanteau morphemes, Le., cases in which a single morph is an exponent of two 
or more morphemes which express grammatical or semantic functions. For instance, 
defmiteness, gender and case may be expressed by one and the same morpheme in 
Maale. Furthermore, the same meaning or grammatical function may be obligatorily 
expressed more than once in the same word; an example of this in Maale is the 
marking of negation in verbs. Data like these can be better accounted for by Word 
and Paradigm Morphology as outlined in Matthews (1972, 1974), Anderson (1977, 
1982) and Zwicky (1985) and subsequent works. In relation to this, the polysemy 
versus homonomy issue is accounted for through syncretism, which is motivated by 
the principle of economy (c£ Corbett 1991). Several theories are engaged in the 
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debate whether or not grammatical categories such as subject and object are 
primitives or not and on what bases they should be defmed (c£ Relational grammar, 
Principle and Parameters Theory, Lexical Functional Grammar, Head-Driven Phrase 
Structure Grammar). Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine show that the notion of the 
grammatical relation subject is essential in Maale. However, the data on logoph<.>ric 
pronouns (Chapter Four), switch reference markers (Chapter Eight), and word order 
(Chapter Twelve) show that defming this grammatical relation only with respect to 
syntactic position is not adequate. Finally, in the analysis of complex sentences in 
Maale (Chapter Eight), the two-way division of clausal relations as co-ordinate and 
subordinate forms is not satisfactory; it is necessary to recognize a third type of 
syntactic relation between clauses, i.e., co-subordinate relation, as advocated in Van 
Valin and LaPolla (1997), to account for complex sentences involving converbs. 
The methodology adopted in data collection focused not only on structural forms. 
Emphasis has also been placed on various semantic nuances expressed through the 
typical and atypical uses of structures. For instance, we note that in certain pragmatic 
contexts, dependent clauses may be used as main clauses. Furthermore, in 
combination with certain discourse functional morphemes, negation may be used not 
to deny a property or situation but to assert it. Information such as this is obtained 
from texts (narratives, spontaneous conversations and dialogues). Next to standard 
questionnaires for linguistic fieldwork (e.g., Bouquiaux and Thomas 1992), 
questionnaires were used which were prepared in advance by the researcher based on 
current interests in the field of linguistics, e.g. topics discussed in various 
typological studies. Occasionally, direct appeal to the intuition and judgement of the 
speakers was also necessary to understand the system. 
The data were collected during two fieldwork periods in Maale area: a first period 
from April 1996 up to December 1996 and a second one from January 1997 up to 
July 1997. I worked with several native speakers; some of these gave so much time 
and interest that this book is as much their work as it is mine. My main research 
assistant was Meseret Metaferia, 28, born in Gomosho. Meseret worked with me 
both in my first and second fieldwork periods. He was often joined by other 
assistants, who helped at different stages of the research and for different spans oftime. 
These include: Beletech Tilahun, 20, born in Koibe; Dangachew Desie, 27, born in 
Koibe; Israel Melka, 24, born in Lemo Gento; Oyisha Tushkulo, 48, born in Beneta 
and Tammene Lale, 28, born in Koibe. 
Financial support for the project was jointly provided by WOTRO-DGIS 
(Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research) and the CNWS 





The following are consonant phonemes of Maale. 
Table 2 1 Consonant Phonemes of Maale 
Labial Dental/ Alveolar 
Plain stops: Vis. p t ts 
Vd. b d 
Glottalized stops: Vis. s' 
Vd. 6 d' 
Spirants: Vis. s 
Vd. z 
Nasals m n 
Liquids: Ltr. I 
Vbr. r 
Glides w 
Palatal Velar Laryngeal 
-






In table 2.1 the dental/alveolar and palatal consonants which are put in a box form 
the class of sibilant consoants. (See section. 2.1.1.4 for a discussion on the 
phonological characteristics ofthese segments.) 
2.1.1 Phonotactics 
2. I. I. I Sequences of consonants 
Sequences of consonants occur only in word-medial position. Only two consonants 
may occur in sequence. The first consonant (C
1
) can be any one of the sonorants: r, I, 
n, m, or the sibilants s and J. Except in the case of homorganic articulation of nasals 
preceding oral obstruents there is no restriction on the choice of the second consonant 
(Cz) 
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1. w6rtsi 'spear' d6Ic'a 'coffee leaf 
berta 'before' meizi 'dry' 
mark a 'witness' gista 'bird (speci.) 
mente 'twins' k'umpata 'big knife' 
bangaia 'jaw' dambaye 'tobacco plant' 
zanze 'trunk' dfun1are 'cattle insect' 
bus1- 'grind' woft6 'long crested hawk eagle' 
When members of the set of consonants n, m, s, J, r and I constitute a cluster, the 
cl position is filled by r or l, and the c2 position by n, m, s or J, as illustrated 
below. 
2. ferne 'bald (on both sides offorehead)' 
darsi 'elephant' 
torJ- 'separate grain from cob' 
harm- 'uproot' 
k6Imo 'property' 
kuis- 'feed somebody by hand' 
tilb- 'shear' 
This shows that the preferred consonants in C
1 
position are r and I, which, among 
the members of the set, rank highest in the sonority scale. An exception to this 
generalization is observed in the following borrowed words from Amharic in which 
cl is filled by s and c2 by m and t respectively: masmare 'line'' 1astamare 
'teacher'. In other borrowed words in which C1 position is filled with consonants 
other than n, m, s, J, r and I, the cluster is broken by adding a vowel in between. 
Thus, Amharic mazmur 'prayer song' is pronounced in Maale as mazamure. 
In sequence of consonants in which both members are liquids, C1 is filled by r and 





When C 1 in sequence of consonants is a nasal, it is pronounced as n, Jl, 1J or m 
depending on the consonant that follows the homorganic nasal. Thus, we fmd n 
before alveolars, 1J before velars, J1 before palatals and m before labials. 
4. mente 'twins' 
1a1Jko 'ant' 
g6J1ja 'wall' 
gimpi 'old (ofpeople)' 
dambayi 'tobacco' 
Preceding the glottal stop, however, we find both n and m, as in: 
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5. dum1are 'cattle tick' 
gl.n1o 'sleep' 
The two nasal consonants of the language, n and m, are clearly phonemic, 
contrasting in word-initial and in intervocalic positions, as in maari 'house' vs. 
naari 'calf and gone 'true' vs. gome 'punishment, curse'. The nasals 1J and Jl, 
however, are only found preceding velar and palatal consonants respectively, as 
shown in (4) above. We conclude that the distinction between nand m is neutralized 
in the C 1 position of sequences of consonants and when C2 is not a glottal stop. 
When nasals occur in C
2 





In our data, no words with clusters of the type In, mn and sn are found. All 
consonants except j, ts and y can be geminated. Other attested consonant sequences 
are summarized in Table 2.2. The symbol N is used in this table to represent the 
homorganic forms of n and m. 
T bl 2 2 a e s equences o fC onsonants 
cl N m n s f r I 
c?. 
p + + + 
t + + + + + 
c + + 
k + + + + + 
1 + + + + + + 
b + + + 
d + + 
+ + 
_g_ + + + 
m (mm) + + + 
n ·nn) + 
6 + + 
d' 
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s' + + 
c' + + + 
k' + + + 
s (ss) ' + + 
.r cr.n + + 
h + 
z + + 
3 + 
ts + + + 
r (rr) 
I (11) + 
w 
y 
2.1.1.2 Allophonic variation 
p has two variants: [p], a voiceless bilabial stop, and [~], a voiceless bilabial 
approximant, which are alternatively used when they are non-geminate. 




When geminated or when used as a member of a cluster, however, only p is used. 
8. kaappi 'branch' 
gimpi 'old' 
2 .1.1. 3 Free variation 
Free variation between k and 1: The alternation between k and 1 occurs when one of 
these occurs at the C2 position of a cluster (often attested with J or s). In simple 
lexical forms we have a few examples of this shown below. 
9. 1aJki or 
boJk6r6 or 
1aJ1i 'meat' 
boJ16r6 'place name' 
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The k and 1 alternation affects verb r9ots ending in -sk or -Jk as well: 
lOa. kesk-1 or kes1-l 'having gone out' 
go out-CNV1 go out-CNV1 
lOb. nafk-e-ne or naf1-e-ne 'liked' 
like-PF-A:DCL like-PF-A:DCL 
Informants claim that the free variation between k and 1 is dependent on dialect 
differences. According to them people from the low land area of Maale (referred to as 
the Maale of Daule) use the variant with 1 while those from Koibe and its 
surroundings use k. However, the author observed that people from Koibe (where the 
reseach was done) were not consistent in their choice of the two variants. 
Free variation between h and y, and h and w: These two types of variations take 
place word initially. The free variation in question is partly determined by the 
quality of the vowel which occurs following word-initial h, y, or w. 
Example (11) demonstrates variation between h and y. 
11. herga or yerga 'axe' 
heem6 or yeem6 'flying ants' 
helo or yelo 'part of the ceiling which the central pole joins' 
hiippe or yiippe 'eyelash' 
hell- or yell- 'arrive' 
henk'- or yenk'- 'look after cattle' 
herk'- or yerk'- 'kiss' 
hirg- or yirg- 'be worried' 
hirk- or yirk- 'became dishonored, be humiliated' 
In some words the h andy alternation is not allowed as indicated by (*) below: 
12. hatsi 'now' but: *yatsi 
hay hi 'death' *yaybi 
hampur6 'vulture' *yampuro 
yeepi 'tears' *heepi 
The number of words that have has a fixed consonant is much larger than those with 
y as a word-initial consonant. In the list of Maale lexicon used for this phonological 
description, only one word, i.e., yeepi 'tears' is listed having a non-alternating 
initial y. In other words where y occurs initially, it can be replaced by h without 
changing meaning or causing ungrammaticality. The other way round does not 
always hold true because replacing initial h by y is not always possible, as example 
(12) demonstrates. This suggests that the norm for the alternate forms in example 
(11) is the variant with h. From the examples in (11) and the exceptions in (12) it is 
clear that the conditioning factor for the free variation is the vowel following word-
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initial h: when word-initial h is followed by front vowels i ore, it can optionally be 
replaced by y (cf. examples in 11); when it is followed by a, the free variation does 
not take place (cf. examples in 12). When word initial his followed by o, it may be 
replaced by w, as will be shown below. 
Free variation between h and w: Initial h alternates with w in the following words. 
13. holle or wolle 'neck' 
hooJo or wooJo 'cane' 
hoori or woori 'weed' 
hork'- or work'- 'weed' 
hobb- or wobb- 'became crooked' 
Here too the free variation in question does not apply across the board. There are 
several words beginning with w and h which are not affected by the alternation 
described above: 
14. haise 'story, news' *waise 
baas'i 'broom' *waas'i 
waari 'goat' *haari 
wal6 'clearing knife' *halo 
There are no words in which word-initial h is followed by u. The environment for 





2.1.1.4 Co-occurrence restriction: sibilants 
In Maale the sibilant category includes s, z, J, 3, ts, c, j as well as the ejectives s' 
and c'. These consonants form a natural class, as they are affected by a well-
formedness condition which does not apply to other segment classes (cf. Hayward 
1988). According to this well-formedness condition, if a word has more than one 
sibilant, all of these sibilants should agree in palatalization. In this section we 
discuss the distribution of 'sibilant consonants and the well-formedness condition 
affecting them. 
ts, c and j are distributionally restricted. ts does not occur word-initially and while 
all consonant phonemes may occur geminated, ts is never geminated. Since the non-
occurrence in word-initial position is also a restriction affecting consonant clusters of 
the language, ts at first sight may appear to be a cluster oft and s. However, because 
of the following four reasons ts is analysed as a single, complex segment. Firstly, in 
word-medial position, ts contrasts with other single consonants. 
15 0 ts - d - r matsi 'bee' 
ts- z w6rtsi 'spear' 






hatsi 'now hati 'having streched one self 
gitsi 'snake ( sp)' gisi 'sieve' 
Secondly, as with single consonants ts occurs in e
2 
position of clusters as in w6rtsi 
'spear', w6ntsi 'grinding stone' and beltsi 'penis'. Since sequences of three 
consonants are not allowed in this language, the occurrence of ts in such clusters 
supports the analysis of this segment as a single consonant. However, it can also be 
argued that t in the sequences nts, rts, and Its of the above words occurs to bridge 
the transition from the highly sonorous nasals and liquids to the following voiceless 
sonorant; this analysis would suggest that each consonant in nts, rts, and Its is 
independent. Hence, there is no segment as ts. This phonetic insertion oft between 
voiced and voiceless sonorants might be the historical origin of the complex segment 
ts. Synchronically, however, ts is contrastive and it also occurs intervocalically, i.e., 
where no consonant cluster is involved. Furthermore, even though there are no words 
with the cluster ofns recorded, there are several words such as dorsi 'shoe', darsi 
'elephant', kuls- 'feed, somebody by hand', etc. with the sequence rs and Is where t 
is not added to bridge the transition between r and s and I and s. Thirdly, 
phonological rule~ affect ts as a unit. For instance, in morpheme boundaries ts 
changes to s' or s (cf. morphophonemic rules below for details). Finally, there are no 
other words consisting oft in e
1 
position and consonants other than s in e
2 
position 
as would be expected if ts represents two segments. On the other hand, where s is 
used as e 1' both t and other consonants such as k and m are used in e
2 
position, 
e.g. mask- 'wash', masmare 'line' (the latter word is borrowed from Amharic). 
Thus, Maale words such as gets- 'put down' and gest- 'speak' are considered in this 
study as having the structure eve and evee respectively. 
A similar restriction affects c. Like ts, it does not occur in word-initial position 




expression of anger for children 
to express disagreement during conversation; also as Jaha 
to disperse chicken 
Unlike ts, c may occur as a geminate or non-geminate e
2 
consonant. In non-cluster 
positions it is always geminated. 
17. maceo 'wife' buucci 'beard' 
Jticci 'stone' muucci 'language' 
Jacci 'snow' miicci 'laughter' 
'' . C DCCI 'saliva' Joocci 'guest' 
kticci 'hand' [licci 'soft' 
c'acci 'pain in the body' Jaacci 'lath' 
7acci 'teeth' 7aacc- 'hid' 





In cluster with other segments c always occurs non-geminated. 
c'arinci 'sky' 
'old' 








ganco 'boiled maize' 
Thus, while ts cannot be geminated, c almost always occurs geminated. This might 
suggest that these two segments are in complementary distribution and are 
allophones of the same phoneme. However, there is one position where both of these 
may occur, namely in C
2 
position of clusters. Here, c, ts and also j yield near-
minimal pairs (however, the status of j is not clear, see examples (21) and (22) 
below). Only four words are recorded showing the contrast between the three 
segments in question. 
19. ganco 
c'anci 






Across morpheme boundaries c (both in its geminate or single form) changes to c' (a 
parallel alternation to ts which changes to s'; see also the discussion on 
morphophonemics below). Are ts and c therefore allophones of s' and c'? This does 











'itching (skin disease)' 
'food (also m66zzi 'food')' 
'teeth decay' 




'wake up (itr.)' 
'wake up somebody (tr.)' 
Although we have shown that j contrasts with another sibilant consonant, i.e., c in 
example (19), the phonemic status of j in Maale is not clear. j is recorded word-
initially only as a free variant of3 as in (21). However, there are other words such as 













'wall, not covered with mud' 





It is possible, however, that the alternation between 3 and j also occurs in word-
medial position as well for some speakers. In his unpublished list of Maale lexicon 
Donham recorded one of the above words with medial 3 instead of j: thus he has 
mo36le. 
As mentioned above, when there are two or more sibilants in a word, these tend to 





suntsi 'crab lice' 
susi 'rope' 
saza 'heart' 
serzi 'diarrhoea disease' 
smzzi 'flea' 
saas'ine 'box' 
sullusse 'knife, sharp on both sides' 
















3ibarJ- 'became windy' (alternatively, 3ibars-) 











This co-occurrence restriction of sibilants does not apply across morpheme 
boundaries as the following form illustrates. 
25 Jii6-itsi 'prayer' (fu6- 'pray' + -itsi = infinitival suffix) 
2.2 \!ovvels 
Vowel inventory 
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All words begin with a consonant and end in a vowel. Where the word-initial 
consonant is a glottal stop, it can optionally be deleted allowing word-initial 
occurrence of vowels. In word-fmal position only i, e, a and o occur. Word-final 
vowels with low tone are devoiced before pause. Long vowels are very frequent in the 
language although minimal pairs are rare. 
26. 1:.ila 'beer' 1:.i:.illa 'new born baby' 
t6ki 'foot' tooki 'head' 
J:.iJi 'vein' JaaJi 'roasted grain' 
m1J6 'sister' miiJJe 'money' 
bur- 'be spoiled' buur- 'sweep dirt with stick' 
Simple, underived words always end in short vowels. However, through affixation, 
sequences of identical and different vowels may occur (see below). 
In words containing long vowels or diphthongs and geminate consonants or 
clusters of two consonants, the former typically occur before the latter, as the 
following examples demonstrate. 
27. Buulla 'egg' puutta 'cotton' 
d':.i:.id'd'e 'snail' maaJ:.ila 'sand' 
zeegilsa '7th month (in M. c)' taab6te 'caterpillar' 
g66rante 'rat (species)' guuguntsi 'thunder' 
k66k1ntsi 'example' goofinni 'lung' 
s'eek'ire 'anus' 1eeziJIDe 'nephew' 
goga•k'k'- 'shiver' 
2.2.2 Diphthongs 
There are three falling diphthongs: au, ai and oi. Of these three, ai and oi are the 
most frequent in the lexicon. 
28. ai oi au 
haits6 'three' 161si 'butter' hauJJi 'rest' 
m:.ilzzi 'liver' 1oita 'seat (type)' 1autti 'dream' 
waizzi 'ear' k'oida '8th month' Jaukki 'light (adj)' 
naizzi 'hunger' koida 'chicken' Jaulle 'left' 
kaizzi 'forest' goitsi 'path' 1:.i6kare 'face' 
b:.ilsi 'son-in-law' wo1mm6 'elder brother's wife' sautti 'tree (sp)' 
h:.ilbi 'death' 161d'i 'hot' 1auk'k'a 'new skin' 
SaiZZi 'flea' t61ddi 'eldest child/sibling' c'aulle 'mixed color' 
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The above diphthongs contrast with long vowels: mruzzi 'liver' vs. muuzzi 'food'; 
waizzi 'ear' vs. waari 'goat'. A sequence of non-identical vowels as in the final 
syllable of lekkei 'that up there (M:NOM)' which is derived from leka 'up there' 
and the nominative case marker -1., are not treated as diphthong because they involve 
a morpheme boundary. 
2.3 Morphophonemics 
2.3.1 Consonant alternation 
Many of the morphophonemic processes observed apply to a specific morphological 
category. Such processes are mainly discussed in the sections dealing with the 
respective morphemes. This section presents recurring morphophonemic processes 
and reports on those inflectional categories which yield more than one 
morphophonemic process. An example of the latter case involves the inflection of 
nouns for case, defmiteness, gender or number. For example, various phonological 
changes affecting the fmal consonant of nouns occur when an indefmite singular noun 
(citation form noun) is inflected for definiteness and case. The case suffixes in 
question are -6 and -a which respectively mark Absolutive and Nominative cases in 
defmite singular or in indefmite plural nouns. Different historical accounts can be 
given as causes for the alternations listed below. For instance the alternations might 
be triggered by loss of a morpheme or a total assimilation of it to a previous 
consonant. We do not deal with such diachronic issues in this section. 
• gemination ofword-fmal consonant: 
29. IDF:SG:ABS DF:SG/IDF:PL:ABS 
J) -> bb waabe 'evidence' waabb6 'the witness/witnesses' 
t -> tt pak'ate 'bat' pak'att6 'the bat/bats' 
d -> dd d6di 'strong' d6dd6 'the strong one/strong ones' 
p -> pp duupi 'grave' duupp6 'the grave/graves' 
n -> nn paana 'bandit' paann6 'the bandit/bandits' 
k' -> k'k' puk'a 'straw' puk'k'6 'the straw' 
k -> kk booka 'market' bookk6 'the market/markets' 
• voicing of last voiceless sibilant: 
30. IDF:SG:ABS DF:SG/IDF:PL:ABS 
I -> 3 6aii 'running race' 6a36 'the race/races' 
s -> z besi 'place' bez6 'the place/places' 
I -> 33 guuii 'knee' guu336 'the knee/knees' 
II -> 33 walaiii 'lear wala336 'the leaf/leaves' 
ss -> z wussi 'thief w6z6 'the thief/thieves' 
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It should be noted that this voicing rule does not affect all words with a sibilant 
consonant: 
31. IDF:SG:ABS DF:SG/IDF:PL:ABS 
bassi 'load (to be carried on back)' b:.iss6 
baassa 'levelled ground' baass6 
balaJa 'digging instrument' balaJJ6 
'the load/loads' 
'the levelled ground' 
'the digging instrument/ 
digging instruments' 
t changing of the alveolar and palatal affricates ts and e to their respective ejective 




















meges'6 'the bone/bones' 
mls' 6 'the tree/trees' 
s'ung6s'6 'the nail/nails' 
mas'6 'the bee/bees' 
DF:SG/IDF:PL:ABS 
buue'6 'the chin/chins' 
moe' 6 'the language/languages' 
Joe' 6 or Jow6 'the stone/stones' 
fue'6 'the soft one/soft ones' 
Jooe'6 'the guest/guests' 
In a few words, suffixation of the morphemes -6 and -a results in the deletion of the 
alveolar sibilant z if z is preceded by a diphthong (34) or by one of the liquid 
consonants I or r (35). Only one example illustrating a similar deletion of s is 
attested (cf. last example in 34). Furthermore, as the forms in the second column of 
example (34) show, when deletion of the sibilant takes place, the second vowel of the 
diphthong is reanalysed as a glide (cf. section 2.4.2 on resyllabification). This might 
be to avoid sequence of three non-identical vowels. 
34. IDF:SG:ABS DF:SG/IDF:PL:ABS 
saizi 'flea' say6 'the flea/fleas' 
waizi 'ear' way6 'the ear/ears' 
maizi 'liver' may6 'the liver/livers' 
kaizi 'forest' kay6 'the forest/ forests' 




35. worzi 'river' wor6 'the river/rivers' 
16lzi 'war·' 1616 'the war/wars' 
Trrzi 'rain' 1ir6 'the rain' 
But in the following word where z occurs after a nasal, it is not deleted. 
36. d6nza 'respected adult' d6nz6 
Suffixation of the locative marker -ka 'on/in' which is one of a few suffixes beginning 
with a consonant causes the change of word-final ts to s. The other suffixes which 
begin with a consonant include the temporal markers -za and -nte, and the 
dative/benefactive marker -m. Since these latter suffixes occur following other suffixes 
which end in a vowel, no morphophonemic rules arise from their suffixation. 
37. 1utsi 'body' 1us-ka 'on top' 
waatsi 'water waas-ka 'on the water' 
mitsi 'tree' niis-ka 'on the tree' 
The sk cluster is frequent in verb roots, as in mask- 'wash'. Clusters with ts as C1 
on the other hand do not occur in the language and the change of tsk cluster to sk 
may occur in order to maintain this word structure restriction. As mentioned in 
section 1.1.1, when the voiceless velar stop k occurs following s or J, it alternates 
with the glottal stop 1. Thus the words in (37) above can be alternatively pronounced 
as: 
38. 16s-ka or 16s1a 'on top' 
waas-ka or waas1a 'on water' 
niis-ka or m'IS1a 'on a tree' 
2.3.2 Sequence of vowels 
Except for locative expressions such as 166 'up there', and luu 'down', no word-final 
long vowels have been observed in simple lexical forms. However, in 
morphologically complex forms a sequence offmal vowels is allowed. 






'that which exists' 
'the bond friend too' 
When case or gender suffixes are attached to nouns, an intervocalic glottal stop or 
glide consonant is deleted, resulting in sequences of identical or non-identical 
vowels. 
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40. base form suffix derived form 
bayi 'cow' -6 ba6 'the cow (F:ABS)' 
bayi 'cow' -a baa 'the cow (F:NOM)' 
nayi/na1i 'child' -6 na6 'the child (F:ABS)' 
nayi/na1i 'child' -a naa 'the child (F:NOM)' 
30yi 'diviner' -ats• 30ats1 'the·diviner (M:NOM' 
The deletion of fmal glottal stops in verb roots and the presence of verbal suffixes 
beginning with a short or long vowel create the possibility of having a sequence of 
two, three or more non-identical vowels. However, as will be shown in the following 
section, sequences of three vowels are generally avoided by adding an intervening 
glide. 
2. 3. 3 Glide insertion 
In many cases, when the vowels i or e (front vowels) are immediately followed by 
another vowel, the glide y is inserted in between. On the other hand, when o or is 
followed by another vowel, the glide w is inserted. This glide insertion is optional 
when a sequence of only two vowels is involved. Examples (41) and (42) illustrate 
these two cases respectively: 
41a. 1aj?i-y-a 1agg-a-ne 
meat- y-INCL1 add-IPF-A:DCL 






'(he) adds meat too' 
'the one that is tired' 
'the door too' 
'mine too' 
With sequences of three vowels, glide insertion seems to be obligatory. 
43a. 7•za Jow-aana < 7IZa Jo1-aana 
3FS:NOM give birth-TEMPz 
'when she gave birth' 
43b. 1iyata muw-aana 
3PL:NOM eat-TEMPz 
'when they ate' 
43c. 7Iii k6w-aana 
3MS:NOM search-TEMPz 
'when he searched' 
< 1iyata mu1-aana 
< 1iz"' k61-aana 
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The glottal stop is not deleted when verb roots with long vowels are follwed by the 
temporal marker -aana. Thus a sequence of four vowels is not attested. 
44. ?izl bii1-aana 'when he smeared' 
2.3.4 Vowel raising 




'the body too' < 
'the property too' < 
'that of the lords too' < 
*biiaana 
1us'-6 + w +-a 
k'6lm6+w+a 
godau + ko + w + a 
Raising is also attested with the change of the optative marker -6nk'6 to -6nk'6 
when this suffix follows the labio-velar glide w as the difference in (46a) and (46b) 
shows: 
46a. Jatink'-6nk'6 'let it be allowed!' 
be allowed-3 :OPT 
46b. Jati maw-6nk'6 'let it be allowed!' (ma1- 'happen') 
allowed happen-3:0PT 
2.3.5 Vowel assimilation 
The vowel of the verb root ge1- 'say' undergoes complete assimilation to whatever 
vowel that follows it as part of the inflectional morpheme. This optional assimilation 
rule takes place when the glottal stop 1 of the verb root is deleted, in which case, the 













'the one who is called Maalleka' 
In several Ometo languages, there is a set of verb roots which consist of just a e 
segment. For instance, in Wolaitta (a North Ometo language) the verb roots for 'eat', 
'say' and 'go' are respectively m-, g- and b-. The corresponding verb roots in Maale 
for 'eat' and 'say' are m61- and ge1- with a eve structure (the verb root for 'go' in 
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Maale is 7aad'- or lo7- 'go on level ground' or 1od- 'go up'). These verb roots 
demonstrate that Maale is more conservative compared to the languages that have 
lost the last two segments ofthese verb roots. However, in Maale too we have signs 
of segment erosion affecting basic/frequent verbs. This is particularly clear in the 
inflection ofthe verb root ge7- 'say' as illustrated in (47) above. 
• A case of monophthongization 
This is observed only on the third person plural pronoun: 
48a. 7iyat6-ro-t-i -> 7eet6roti 
they:ABS-GEN :NMZ-BE-VER 
'(It) is theirs!' 
48b. 7iyat6-ssi-t-• -> 7eet6ssiti 
they:ABS-GEN :NMZ-BE-VER 
'(It) is theirs!' 
2.4 The syllable structure 
The phonotactic rules of Maale depend essentially on word-structure conditions rather 
than on phonological units such as the syllable. However, the notion ofthe syllable 
is relevant since rules of consonant insertion, vowel deletion, etc. can be explained as 
well-formedness conditions of the syllable. 
Most Maale nominals have two syllables. Only nine monosyllabic words are 
recorded. These are three dependent possessive pronouns ta, nu, ne as in ta maari 
'my house'' nu maari 'our house' ne maari 'your house'; three shortened subject 
pronouns ta '1', nu 'we' and ne 'you (sg)'; and three locative words 166 'up', lou 
'down', s66 'there on level ground, side ways'. The subject pronouns have longer 
variants: taanl. 'I', neen1 'you', and nuunl. 'we'. Three-syllable nouns are also 
relatively few. Most verb roots have one-peak CV(V)C(C)- structure. However, since 
a verb root takes at least two suffixes, a phonologically independent verb form often 
comprises three or more syllables. 
It is demonstrated for many languages that phonological rules may depend on the 
syllable. For example, restrictions on sequence of consonants in several languages are 
explained as rules guaranteeing the well-formedness of syllables and are also known 
as 'syllable structure conditions'. It is also known that in many languages 
phonological rules affecting syllables also affect words. For instance, in English 
segments which cannot occur in syllable-initial positions are also excluded from 
word-initial positions. In Maale however, syllables and words (non-phrasal lexical 
units) are affected differently. Restrictions on segment distribution can affect these two 
categories differently. For instance, the sibilant phonemes ts and c do not occur in 
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word-initial position but they do occur in syllable initial position as in waa.tsi 
'water' and 'lac.ci 'teeth'. There are words with consonant clusters in medial 
position, but there are no syllables with consonant clusters. Since only a sequence of 
two consonants in word-medial position is allowed in Maale, the first consonant of 
the cluster is syllabified as a coda of the first syllable and the second consonant of the 
cluster is syllabified as the onset of the second syllable as in gar.ci 'old'. When a 
word contains sequences of two consonants e1e2, e1 can only be one of the 
sonorants n, m, I, r or the sibilants s and f. This restriction is a word-structure 
restriction and does not affect the syllable structure because codas of syllables can be 
sonorants or any of the other segments (obstruents) as the syllabification of harmene 
'weeded', duud'd'i 'selfish' and kaappi 'branch' as har.me.ne, duud'.d'i and 
kaap.pi illustrates. 
Except for some ideophones and words with the Dative suffix -m, there are no 
words ending with a consonant, whereas syllables may end with a consonant (see 
below). However, both syllables and words must begin with a consonant. 
The status of the syllable in Maale phonology seems very weak, also because some 
morphological processes such as reduplication 'ignore' the syllable. For example, 
the frequently used derived intensive verb stem is formed by reduplicating only the 
first ev of the verb root and not the first syllable as a whole. 
49. 6a6afk-e-ne 'ran hard' 
16166mm-e-ne 'fell badly' 
< 6af.ke.ne 'ran' 
< loom.me.ne 'fell' 
Thus, unless specified, when we talk of the distribution of consonants, we are refering 
to initial and medial positions of words rather than syllables. 
2.4.1 Canonical forms 
Maale has both open and closed syllables. In the following examples the syllable 
boundaries are marked with a dot(.). 
ev nu 'we' bi.ti 'chief' be.si 'place' 
evv 166 'up there' puu.pi 'big' mMt-.ri 'house' 
eve pet.te 'one' zer.tsi 'seed' bar.gi 'rainy season' 
eVN1e puut.ta 'cotton' bool.li 'plain' muuz.zi 'food' 
eV1Vze t6id.di 'first born' fauk.ki 'light (adj)' hauf.fi 'rest' 
Thus, all syllables begin with a consonant but they may end in a consonant or in a 
vowel. Long vowels can be the nucleus of both open and closed syllables. Syllable 
onsets and codas must be monosegmental. The nucleus of syllables can consist of a 
single vowel, long vowels, or a sequence of two vowels with different quality in the 
case of diphthongs. 
·······. ···········.·.·...-.·.··:·:···:···:·:·:··-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.····. 
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2.4.2 Resyllabification 
When the Absolutive and Nominative case markers -6 and -a are affixed to words 
such as saizi 'flea' and 1otsi 'butter' the alveolar sibilants s and z are deleted (c£ 
section 2.3 .1 ). When such word-medial deletion takes place, the second vowel of 
diphthongs preceding these deleted segments is resyllabified as a consonantal glide, 
as illustrated below: 
50. SG PL 
saizi say6 'flea' 
naizi nay6 'hunger' 
waizi way6 'ear' 
maizi mayo 'liver' 
16lsi 16y6 'butter' 
The resyllabification of the vowel i to y satisfies the structural restriction on Maale 
syllables which can be stated as 'no onsetless syllables'; also, a nucleus branching 
into three nodes is ill-formed. 
2.5 Tone 
Maale has two tones, high and low; the former is represented in the following 
discussion by ('); low-tone is left unmarked. Tone is realized only on vowels, there 
are no syllabic nasals or other tone-bearing consonants. Except for the following three 
short pronouns, ta, ne, nu (representing shortened forms of taam 'I'' neeni 'you'' 
and nuunl 'we' respectively), locative 166 'up'' luu 'down'' s66 'sideways'' and 
possessive pronouns ta 'my', ne 'your' and nu 'our', no other monosyllabic words 
have been recorded. 
The following examples illustrate the role of tone in distinguishing lexical 
meaning: 
51. work'itsi 'to weed' ban no 'this' 
w6rk'itsi 'to spend the night' hann6 'today' 
bull- 'open, translate' k'61da 'grain. drying place' 
bull- 'have miscarriage (of cattle)' k'oida 'the 8th month' 
bur- 'ransack' suntsi 'name' 




Long vowels and diphthongs carry an identical tone, showing that these fonn a 
structural unit. 
2.5.1 Tone in nominals 
In this section the tonal behaviour of nouns, adjectives and time adverbials is 
discussed. While each of these constitutes a distinct category, for our purpose here 
they can be discussed in the same section because they show a similar tone pattern. 
In two-syllable words with short vowels the following tone combinations are 
possible: 
52 a. LL 
besi 'place' tami 'fire' 
d'aga 'anger' woza 'happiness' 
mente 'twins' bargi 'rainy season' 
toJa 'bush' sa'?a 'earth' 
walli 'healthy' carJi 'courageous' 
52 b. LH 
say6 'divorced woman' 3ib6 'short stick' 
boto 'pumpkin' ku66 'bow-legged' 
52 c. HL 
b61o 'wild animal' puze 'kind of fly' 
buni 'flower' meyi 'sorghum' 
me6i 'yoghurt' mad'o 'work' 
wudi 'hut' 6a6i 'green, unripe' 
g6ri 'empty' hatsi 'now' 
52 d. HH 
m616 'fish' marr6 'female calf' 
kem6 'hunting' k6rn6 'scorpion' 
tirb6 'porridge' zl.r6 'yesterday' 
Long vowels in a syllable bear identical tones. 
53 a. LLL 
baazzi 'thing' boo IIi 'plain' 
maati 'grass' maaki 'leopard' 
miicci 'laughter' wooJJi 'bamboo' 
waatsi 'water' daaJe 'cobra' 
boore 'white' haammi 'industrious' 
waizzi 'ear' koida 'chicken' 
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53 b. HHL 
puupi 'big' aeeppi 'big' 
beeri 'common cold' ?Mille 'raw, green' 
bUura 'dirt' Jaa3a 'transparent' 
maari 'house' 1aatsi 'sweet' 
mumzi 'food' buuk'i 'grey hair' 
dilni 'gum' mazzi 'liver' 
Jaukki 'light (adj.) 16isi 'butter' 
53 c. LLH 
piis'6 'comb' peer6 'he/she/they alone' 
waar6 'flesh around ribs' woord6 'liar' 
zoor6 'men's group work song' loom6 'lemon' 
yeem6 'flying ants' haits6 'three' 
53 d. HHH 
w-uuko 'fox' z66k6 'infertile woman' 
ziir6 'hind-leg's meat of oxen' gee do 'younger sister' 
3aa36 'crazy' woimm6 'elder brother's wife' 
The following are examples of tone combinations in trisyllabic words: 
54 a. LLL 
bokolli 'pool' kolayi 'he-goat' bak'ana 'nape of neck' 
Bofori 'bachelor' wofana 'male calf wodara 'rope' 
54 b. LHL 
baf1tti 'forehead' morade 'sharpener' 
bidlntsi 'ashes' Jele1e 'light' 
megetsi 'bone' kamltsi 'short' 
moj6le 'jigger' fencenni 'thin' 
54 c. LLH 
mafumb6 'wrestling' dingicc6 'sweet potato' 
zigin6 'yesterday' tazu66 '11th month (September)' 
54 d. LHH 
hampur6 'vulture' 
54 e. HLL 
pak'ate 'bat' k66issi 'foot print' 
kllank'e 'hawk' kukute 'owl' 
gap ani 'feather' gapintsi 'end' 




1ihitti 'noise' kumutsi 'full' 
b6rsinti 'shame' k66kintsi 'example' 
1~6mmi 'hermaphrodite' 
54 g. HHH 
c'ihim6 'elephantiasis' 
16m?616 'beans' 
54 h. HHLL 
.fii6itsi 'prayer' 
g!lurante 'rat-like animal' 
The pattern HLH is not attested in simple words. In morphologically complex 
forms, however, this pattern is found, e.g., ?ugus' -a 'the enset' (involving ?ugutsi 
'enset' and the suffix -a which marks defmite Nominative). Both in disyllabic and 
trisyllabic words, words ending with H tone are fewer in number than those ending 
in L tone. 
2.5.2 Tone in verb roots 
All verb roots are bound forms; independent phonological verb forms have at least 
one vowel suffix. For the purpose of exposition, we can classify verb roots into 
different canonical shapes based on the number of consonants and vowels. These are 
CV-, CVC-, CVCC-, CVVC-, CVVCC-, CVCVC-, CVCVCC-, CVCCVC- and 
CVVCVCC-. It should be noted that verb roots of the CVCCVC- and CVVCVCC-
shape are rare. Below, we group Maale verb roots into tone classes based on these 
canonical shapes. 
Tone in CV(C)- and CVCC- verb roots: 
55 a. H 
?a- 'be, exist' 
bUd'- 'destroy, dismantle' 






















Tone in CVC(C)VC(C)- verb roots. 
57. LL 





danda1- 'be able' 







3ibark'- 'be windy' 
dik'att- 'be scared' 
cfagacf- 'be angry' 
godank'- 'curse' 
gilk' aJ- 'tickle' 
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suurunk'- 'whistle' 
LLL 
gii6iJ- 'close (of eye, momentarily)' 
Since most verb roots have only one or two vowels, possible tone combinations are 
also limited. The HL (e.g. yicfiJk- 'sneeze') and HH combinations are particularly 
rare. Note that in examples (55) through (58) there are a number of verb roots which 
end with one of the velar consonants k or k'. Hayward (1996) reconstructs these and 
other velar consonants observed in various Om otic languages as reflexes of a Proto-
Om otic perfective aspect marker *k. 
2.5.3 Tone and affixation 
Tonal differences may indicate morphological distinctions. For example, definite 
plural and defmite masculine singular nouns are marked for Nominative and 
Absolutive case by -i and -i respectively. 
59a. maar-atsi ma33.:mt-e-ne 
house-M:NOM build-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The house is built' 
59b. 1iini maar-atsi ma33-e-ne 
3MS:NOM house-M:ABS build-PF-A:DCL 
'He built the house' 
59c. laal6-ntsi ba-at6 cfants-e-ne 
woman-PL:DF:NOM cow-PL:ABS milk-PF-A:DCL 
'The women milked the cows' 
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59d. 7ilni laal6-ntsi 7eell-iba-se 
3MS:NOM woman-PL:DF:ABS call-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He did not call the women' 
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Most verb roots can be distinguished from their nominal counterparts by their tone 
patterns. For ease of pronunciation, the inflected form of the verb root is given below. 
60. mad'o 'work' mad'-e-ne 'worked' 
16li 'war' 7ol-e-ne 'fought' 
p617i 'light' po77-e-ne 'became light' 
7anjo 'blessing' 7anj-e-ne 'blessed' 
tal7e 'debt' tal7- e-ne 'borrowed/lent' 
d'abo 'mistake' d'ab-e-ne 'erred, missed a target' 
Ba3i 'race' Bafk-e-ne 'run' 
The verbal form lam-e-ne 'repeated' and the numeral lam76 'two' also show a 
similar tone alternation. A number of inchoative verb forms derived from adjectives 
also have a different tone pattern from their sources, as illustrated below: 
61. d6di ~strong' dod- 'become strong' 
porta 'bad' purt- 'be bad, spoiled' 
pizze 'straight' pizz- 'be straight' 
melzi 'dry' mel- 'become dry' 
zertsi 'seed' zerk'- 'saw' 
s'aad'i 'dry (of mud)' s'aad'- 'become dry' 
garci 'old' garc- 'become old' 
Jele7e 'light' Jele7- 'become light' 
However, this tonal alternation does not exist between all verb roots and their 
nominal or adjectival counterparts. This can be seen from the identical tone on both 
nominal and verbal forms in the following examples: 
62a. goJi 'farm' gofk- 'plough' 
kaaJi 'cult' kaafk- 'worship' 
gin7i 'sleep' gin7- 'sleep' 
62b. deetsi 'heavy' dees's'· 'become heavy' 
7akki 'new' 7akk- 'make new' 
k6Ji 'good' k6Jk- 'become good' 
7ukke 'nearby, close' 7ukk- 'become close' 
Most morphemes keep their tone unaltered in all inflections or derivations. But the 
tone of some morphemes can be affected by that of the noun or verb root to which 
they are attached. The morphemes -6 and -e-, marking 'indefmite plural or definite 
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singular' and 'perfect aspect' respectively, are examples of morphemes with fixed 
tones: 
63. 6oJori 'bachelor' 6oJor6 'bachelors' 
d'uka 'mountain' aukko 'mountains' 
galat- 'thank' galat-e-ne 'thanked' 
?aacc- 'hide' ?aacc-e-ne 'hid' 
The morpheme -atsi marking 'defmite masculine singular' or 'indefmite plural' (the 
latter meaning occurs only with a closed class of nouns ending in -6/-o in the 
singular) however, copies the immediately preceding tone of the nominal root as 
illustrated in (64 and 65). 
64a. nayi 'child' na11atsi 'the child' 
tiiki 'monkey' tiikatsi 'the monkey' 
bot6 'pumpkin' botatsi 'the pumpkin/pumpkins' 
64b. b61i 'wild animal' bollatsi 'the wild animal' 
maari 'house' maaratsi 'the house' 
m616 'fish' m6latsi 'the fish/fishes' 
65. pir6 'trap' piratsi 'traps' 
pank'6 'frog' pank'atsi 'frogs' 
zaye 'horn' zayatsi 'horns' 
say6 'divorced woman' sayatsi 'divorced women' 
marr6 'female calf marratsi 'female calves' 
tuko 'coffee' tukatsi 'coffees' 
The infmitival morpheme -itsi has low tone on both vowels. However, when it is 
affixed to verb roots with low tone, the first vowel of the infmitival marker may 
optionally be assigned a high tone. 
66. 6aJk-itsi or 6aJk-itsi 'to run' 
Janc-itsi or Janc..J.tsi 'to sell' 
laamm-itsi or laamm.:Itsi 'to change' 
dod-itsi or dod..J.tsi 'to become strong' 
But verb roots with high tone have only one possibility: 
67. 6ecc-itsi 'to wake up' 
hih-itsi 'to lie down' 
bUII-itsi 'to open' 
mu?-itsi 'to eat' 
The high-tone insertion rule in derived forms is productive and is applied to larger 
syntactic units to avoid phrases with low tone on all vowels. This can be illustrated 
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with the copula marker -ke, which is attached to nominals. If this morpheme is 
attached to nouns with low tone on all of its syllables, the last vowel of the nominal 
root gets high tone; if it is attached to words with one or more high tones, no change 
occurs on the base form as can be seen from the forms in (68) and (69): 
68. d'eeJa 'medicine' hayi d'eeJake 'this is medicine' 
6oJori 'bachelor' hayi 6oJorike 'this is a bachelor' 
tami 'fire' hayi tamike 'this is fire' 
tooki 'head' hayi tookike 'this is a head' 
But: 
69. d'onko 'gossip' hayi d'6nkoke 'this is gossip' 
d'akka 'small' hayi d'akkake 'this is small' 
sugutsi 'blood' hayi sugutsike 'this is blood' 
Other instances where we fmd higij tone insertion of the type described above include 
the suffixation of the Instrumental marker -na and the Ablative -ppa to a nominal 
stem with low tones on all vowels. 
The following are examples of inflectional morphemes maintaining the same tone 
regardless of the tone pattern of the base form to which they are affixed: 
Nominal Verbal 
-6 [DF.ABS] -e- [PF] 
-a [DF:NOM] -a- [IPF] 
-en- [F] -anda- [F:IPF] 






Tone in phrases 
There is downdrifting of tone in alternating sequences of HLHL, as the representation 
of hayi d'eeJake 'this is medicine' below shows: 
[_ _] 
ha yi d'ee ke 
There do not appear to be tone rules cutting across word boundaries. This can be 
illustrated with demonstratives used in isolation and when modifying nouns. 
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70. NOMINATIVE ABSOLUTIVE 
hayi hay a 'this (M)' 
hanna han no 'this (F)' 
haata/hantsi haat6/hantsi 'these (PL:M/F)' 
yeyi 1 yei yeya 'that (M)' 
yenna yenn6 'that (F)' 
yeyata/intsi yeyato 'those (PL:M/F)' 
71 a. hayi baf1tt-a 'this forehead' 
this:NOM forehead-NOM 
(cf. balitti 'forehead') 
71 b. yey1 wodar-a 'that rope' 
that:NOM rope-NOM 






(cf. 1ugutsi 'ensete') 
As with demonstratives, a modifying adjective and its head noun retain their 
respective tones. In the following Maale examples, the adjective precedes the noun. 




'a heavy load' 
'a tall tree' 
'a big boy/child' 
'a little monkey' 
The same can be observed for possessive constructions as well: 
73. doc'a besi 'place of rats' 
tami besi 'place of fire' 
m616 mruzzi 'fish's liver' 
bot6 buni 'pumpkin's flower' 
6oJori maari 'bachelor's house' 
maaki wruzzi 'leopard's ear' 
waari tooki 'goat's head' 
The following phrases illustrate the tone pattern of the above forms in the plural. 











The word waari 'goat' presents a tonal irregularity. With the addition of -6 the 
expected tone pattern is LLH (*waar6); the actual form, however, is HHH: waar6 
'goats'. 
Since Ometo languages are known to have a tone-accent system or stress-accent 
system, the Maale case raises the question whether this language shows an 
innovation or retention of a tone system that is lost in the other Ometo languages. At 
this point this question cannot be answered with full certainty; the prosodic system 
of all members of the family should be investigated in detail first. Based on the 
information available for some related languages, it can be shown that Maale (with 
five words as exceptions), is similar to tone-accent languages such as Gofa and 
Wolaitta in having a disyllabic word as a minimum tone-bearing unit. Howe~er, 
Maale is different from these languages because it allows sequences of low or high 
tones in a word, while in the former languages an underived word must have one and 
only one high tone-accent which is positionally restricted to the ultimate or 
penultimate vowel. Because of this, in simple lexical forms Maale allows more 
combinations of tone patterns than the other Ometo languages as shown in this 
chapter and in Azeb Arnha (1997). But when morphology is involved, Wolaitta and 
Gofa exhibit more tone dynamics than Maale. These languages have tone deletion 
and shift in affixation. Because of their morphological complexity, these languages 
have a complex tone pattern in their verb inflection and derivation, but in Maale this 
is not the case. Tone in Maale, on the other hand, is more stable; as more affixes are 
added to a word, the tone of the previous morpheme(s) remains the same except in 
the case of the infmitival and definite masculine/indefmite plural marking 
morphemes. 
With the exception of five words (three pronouns and two spatial expressions) the 
minimum independent word in Maale consists of two-syllables/tone bearing units. 
This combined with the fact that H tone has a limited distribution in word-final 
position may suggest that Maale perhaps shifted from a tone-accent system to a more 
classic tonal system. This appears to be convincing from the point of view of Ometo 
languages, many of which have a tone-accent system, e.g. Garno (Hayward 1994), · 
Zayse Hayward (1990), Wolaitta (Azeb Arnha 1996). On the other hand, outside the 
Ometo cluster, many Omotic languages are tonal. In the Gimojan (Ben-Yem-Om) 
branch of Omotic, which consists of Bench, Yem and Ometo languages such as 
Garno, Maale and Wolaitta, Yem makes three level tone and two glide (rising tone) 
distinctions (Wedekind 1990:78). According to Wedekind (1983, 1985), Breeze 
(1990) Bench has five level and a sixth glide tone (rising from level two to three). 
Thus, it is also possible that Maale retained a tone system which is lost in the other 
members ofOmeto. In view of the more conservative nature ofMaale, as witnessed in 
the case and number-marking system for example, this latter point of view seems 
plausible too. Further comparative research is needed to answer the question of 
innovation or retention. 
CHAPTER 3 
NOUNS 
3.1 Citation form of nouns 
In their citation form, Maale nouns are formally characterized by their ending in one 
of the vowels i, e, o, or a; there are no nouns ending in u. Although the number and 
the type of vowels used varies from language to language, in many Omotic languages 
nominals (nouns, adjectives and numerals) end in vowels (cf. Hayward 1987). These 
citation form fmal vowels are often treated as noun class markers. Synchronically, 
citation form fmal vowels do not correspond to meaning distinction, "and it is not 
possible to predict the membership of nouns within one or the other class using 
semantic or other criteria. 
The following are examples of citation form nouns in Maale: 
1. "i-class" "e-class" "o-class" "a-class" 
J66Ji 'snake' t66tte 'ostrich' g6rg6ro 'crocodile' puuta 'cotton' 
besi 'place' miiJJe 'money' k'arro 'python' ziya 'bull' 
waari 'goat' murte 'chaff mad'o 'work' yerga 'axe' 
166ssi 'sound' k'ase 'elbow' 6al6 'kidney' gorda 'village' 
1akki 'new' 16kke 'near' bar6 'patient' k'ara 'good' 
As can be seen from the above examples, except for the o-class, all citation form final 
vowels are realized with low tone. The o-class however, may take either final high or 
low tone. As will be shown later, nouns ending in o also behave differently in 
inflection. 
The fmal vowels of nouns in the citation form are replaced when any morpheme 
begirming with a vocalic segment is suffixed to the citation form, as in puuta 
'cotton' and puut-6 'the cotton (ABS)'. Generally, when the suffix begins with a 
consonant, the fmal vowel is not replaced: 1asi 'a person' and 1asl-m 'for someone'. 
However, in forms such as beska 'at/in a place' formed from besi 'place' and the 
Locative suffix -ka, and maarka 'in a house' which involves maari 'house' and the 
same locative suffix -ka, the final vowel of the base noun is replaced. This may be 
because the resulting consonant cluster is widely attested in the language. 
Syntactically, ~i!ation form nouns occur in direct object position of transitive verbs 
without any additional marking for case. They are also used, still without any formal 
modification, as predicative nominals and before peripheral case markers such as the 
Dative and Instrumental. In such contexts, citation form nouns are interpreted as 
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indefmite singular nouns. The following sentences illustrate the use of J66Ji 'snake' 
in the three contexts mentioned above. 
As object noun: 2a. 1ats• J66Ji wod'-e-ne 
kill-PF-A:DCL person:M:NOM snake:ABS 
'The man killed a snake' 
As predicative noun: 2b. hayl J66Ji-ke 
this:M:NOM snake:ABS-BE:A:DCL 
'This is a snake' 
Before peripheral case: 2c. 7Ii'I J66Ji-na d'a1:mt-e-ne 
3MS:NOM snake:ABS-INST bite-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'He is bitten by a snake' 
Morphologically distinct nominal categories in Maale include gender, number, .:ase, 
diminutive and defmiteness. The verb is not marked for any of these categories. o 
Some of these nominal categories are mutually exclusive; thus, if a noun is 
morphologically marked for plural, it is not marked for gender and vice versa. Case o 
however, is always marked. The following table summarizes the possible 
combinations of nominal affixes in a noun. 
T bl 3 1 a e M hl ·n k d. f1 t · Maale. orp1 o og1ca 1y mar e m ectwna ca egones m 
Gender or Diminutive Defmiteness Case 
Singular + + + 
Plural - + + 




Citation form-PLURAL/DEFINITE-CASE I[} 
Before going into the discussion of each category, it is useful to note the following 
general points about the nominal morphology of Maale: 
+ Maale is an agglutinative language with some fusional characteristics. Although, 
as shown above, the boundaries between some morphemes can readily be 
recognized, there are a number of portmanteau morphemes which suggest that it is 
not satisfactory to use an item-and arrangement approach in the analysis of Maale 
nominals. For example, the morpheme -a marks Nominative case and defmiteness 
simultaneously while -6 marks Absolutive case and defmiteness. Information 
about a nominal catagory, e.g., gender (which occurs in the first morpheme slot) 
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may be repeated in the next slot (e.g. in case markers) too. Furthermore, gender 
and number markers involve syncretism, e.g., the morpheme marking definite 
masculine in the singular is also used to mark indefmite plural. 
+ In terms of Case typology, Maale is a Nominative-Accusative language. However, 
unlike the widely attested pattern in Nominative-Accusative languages of having 
an unmarked Nominative and a marked Accusative, Maale has a marked 
Nominative and an unmarked Accusative. This is evident from the fact stated 
above that indefmite nouns occuring in subject position are morphologically 
marked for the Nominative case whereas those in object position are unmarked, 
i.e, they are identical to the citation form. Defmite· nouns occuring in subject 
position as well as those occuring in direct object position are morphologically 
distinct from the citation form. However, parellel to citation form nouns (see 
example l above), a defmite noun which is morphologically marked for case 
occurs not only in direct object position, but also as a predicative nominal and as 
the base form to which peripheral cases such as the Dative and Instrumental are 
added. This phenomenon is widely attested in Omotic and Cushitic languages 
( cf. Hayward 1990 on Zayse ). Scholars studying these languages refer to this case 
type as Absolutive (not Accusative). We follow this Omotic/Cushitic tradition 
and label both the morphologically unmarked and marked case of direct object 
nouns (i.e., of indefinite and defmite nouns, respectively) as the Absolutive. The 
term Absolutive is appropriate also because the morphemes marking case in direct 
object position are used even when nouns are elicited in isolation (i.e., not in a 
sentential context). For example, when plural nouns equivalent to the English 
'houses', 'two houses', 'the houses' etc. are elicited without a context, these are 
always given in the form they take in a sentence in the direct object position. 
Case morphemes vary according to gender and number. Below, each of the 
nominal categories such as defmiteness, gender, number, etc. are discussed 
together with the case affixes they occur with, in each case showing the contrast 
between the two core cases, i.e., the Nominative and Absolutive. In section 3.4 
the marking of both structural and peripheral cases is discussed in detail, and a 
summary showing the interaction between case and the other nominal categories 
is given. 
3.2 Definiteness and case 
In Maale, indefinite singular nouns are identical to the citation form as discussed in 
section 3 .l above. These are morphologically marked for the Nominative case by a 
high tone on the citation form fmal vowel, i.e. on i, e, o or a. In contrast, the 
Absolutive is identical to the citation form. Consider the following examples: 
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3. Citation form IDF:NOM IDF:ABS 
J66Ji 'snake' J66Ji J66Ji 
na1i 'child' na1i na1i 
tuutte 'ostrich' tuutte tuutte 
miiJJe 'money' miiJJe miij'Je 
g6rg6ro 'crocodile' g6rg6r6 g6rg6ro 
k'arro 'python' k'arr6 k'arro 
Buulla 'egg' Buuna Buulla 
yerga 'axe' yerga yerga 
Consider also the following examples: 
4a. J66Ji nayi Jo1-a-m6 BU.ulla B66ll-a-y 
snake:NOM child:ABS give birth-IPF-RHT:Q egg:ABS lay egg-IPF-Q 
'Does a snake give birth to a baby snake or does it lay an egg?' 
4b. 1-ats"' J66Ji wocf-e-ne 
person-M:NOM snake:ABS kill-PF-A:DCL 
'The man killed a snake' 
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The defmite form of a noun can be identified by various means. A few singular 
masculine nouns are marked for defmiteness by the suffix -(z)z- which is then 
immediately followed by a case marker (for the feminine counterparts of these nouns, 
see the section on Gender below). 
5. Citation form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
kani 'dog' kan-z-"' kan-z-i 'the dog (M:ABS)' 
mani 'potter' man-z-"' man-z-i 'the potter (M:ABS) 
nayi/na1i 'child' naa-zz.:1 naa-zz-i 'the boy' 
The suffix -(z)z- in Maale is no more productively used to mark defmiteness. 
However, remnant cases of it are found in different parts of the grammar. For instance, 
the third person pronouns 1iil 'he(NOM)' and 1iza 'she (NOM)' involve this 
morpheme (for details, see Chapter Four). It is also used in nominalized relative 
clauses and in possessive constructions, as illustrated below. 
6a. haiss-6 keezz-a-z-ell-a lab b-e-ne 
story-ABS tell-IPF:REL-DF-F-NOM be tired-PF-A:DCL 
'The one (F) who is telling the story is tired' 
6b. taam-ya taa-ra-zz-6-na mukk-e-ne 
lSG:NOM-INCL1 lSG:GEN-GEN:NMZ-DF-ABS-INST come-PF-A:DCL 
'I too came with mine' 
6c. neem pette-z-6 pas-a11o pette-z-6 haJJi ge1-e 
2SG:NOMone-DF-ABS criticize-CNV2 one-DF-ABS IDEO say-2SG:IMP 
~ : 
:' 
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'Having stated criticism about one (mistake) you should keep quiet about the 
other!' 
In related Ometo languages such as Garno, the suffix -z- marks definiteness in all 
singular and plural nouns (Cf. Hayward 1994, Homp6 1990). 
The majority of singular nouns in Maale distinguish defmite and indefmite forms 
through gemination of the fmal consonant and through the use of special case 
markers. Contrary to indefinite nouns (see example 3 above) which mark case 
through tone, in defmite nouns (which are not marked for gender) Nominative and 
Absolutive case are marked by -a and -6 respectively. Compare the following forms: 
7. Citation Form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
saza 'heart' sazz-a sazz-6 
d'eeJa 'medicine' d'eeJJ-a d'eeJJ-6 
wudi 'hut' WU.dd-a wlldd-6 
mad'i 'work' maad'-a mad'd'-6 
buni 'flower' bonn-a bunn-6 
z6ka 'bridge' z6kk-a z6kk-6 
b61o 'wild animal' bon-a b611-6 
Looking at the above forms one may argue that gemination is caused by the 
suffrx:ation of the case markers -a and -6. That is, perhaps one or more initial 
segment(s) of this suffix is lost and the gemination ofthe fmal consonant ofthe base 
form compensates for the loss. However, the gemination also occurs when there are 
other intervening suffixes, e.g. gender markers, between the noun root and -a or -6 
(see below). It is also possible that the defmiteness marker -z(z)-, described above, 
undergoes total assimilation to the preceding consonant. Thus, in this study, 
gemination is treated as an indicator of defmiteness. (A related, but distinct function 
of gemination is discussed in section 3.4) There are a few exceptions to the 
gemination rule. These include, firstly, forms in which the citation form ends in a 
geminate consonant or in a cluster of consonants; no gemination takes place in the 
defmite with such nouns. 
8. Citation form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
666lla 'egg' Buun-a 666U-6 'the egg' 
marka 'witness' mark-a mark-6 'the witness' 
pal1e 'bow' pal1-a pal1-6 'the bow' 
Secondly, if the fmal consonant in the citation form is a liquid, it is often not 
geminated in the definite as shown in (9). 
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9. Citation form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
maari 'house' maar-a maar-6 'the house' 
naari 'calf naar-a naar-6 'the calf 
Ia ali 'woman' Iaal-a laal-6 'the woman' 
The restriction on the gemination of liquids does not seem to have a phonological 
basis since geminate I and r do occur in the language, as can be seen from the 
following .examples: 
10. Citation form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
Jari 'acacia tree' Jarr-a Jarr-6 'the acacia tree' 
kere 'neck stool' kerr-a kerr-6 'the neck stools' 
auli 'flour' cru.n-a auii-6 'the flour' 
Thirdly, if the citation form noun ends in a sibilant consonant, the latter may be 
voiced or glottalized: 
11. citation form DF:NOM DF:ABS 
besi 'place' bez-a bez-6 'the place' 
goJi 'farm' go3-a go3-6 'the farm' 
mitsi 'tree' miS'-a nllS'-6 'the tree' 
kucci 'hand' kUc'-a kuc'-6 'the hand' 
For a few still, both phonological alternation and gemination are required. 







geezz-6 'the speech' 
J6633-6 'the snake' 
In plural nouns defmiteness is marked uniformly, by suffixing the morpheme -6ntsi. 
Consider the following: 
13. Citation form DF:PL:NOM DF:PL:ABS 
J66Ji 'snake' J66336-ntsi J66336-ntsi 'the snakes' 
k'arro 'python' k'arr6-ntsi k'arr6-ntsi 'the pythons' 
waari 'goat' waar6-ntsi waar6-ntsi 'the goats' 
For a discussion on the interaction of number and definiteness,' see section 3 .4 below. 
3. 3 Gender and case 
Gender is overtly marked only in singular nouns. Two gender distinctions are 
observed: feminine and masculine. These are assigned to nouns based on semantic 
grounds. That is, animate nouns denoting females are marked with -ell-; those 
referring to males are affixed with -atsi. Normally, inanimates are not marked for 
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gender, but when this happens, it correlates with size and/or age. Thus, big and/or 
old are masculine whereas small and/or young are feminine (cf. section 3.6). 
However, inanimate nouns take case morphemes which co-occur with the feminine 
gender marker, and may consequently be regarded as feminine (for examples, see 
below). 
14a. 1asi 'person' Joocci 'guest' 
1as-atsi 'the man (M:ABS)' Jooc'-atsi 'the guest (M:ABS)' 
1as-atSt 'the man (M:NOM)' Jooc'-atsl. 'the guest (M:NOM) 
1as-ell-6 'the woman (F:ABS)' Jooc' -ell-6 'the guest (F:ABS)' 
?as-ell-a 'the woman (F:NOM)' Jooc' -ell-a 'the guest (F:NOM)' 
14b. nayi/na1i 'child' darsi 'elephant' 
nall-atsi 'the boy (M:ABS)' darz-atsi 'the elephant (M:ABS)' 
nall-atsl. 'the boy (M:NOM)' darz-ats'i 'the elephant (M:NOM)' 
na17-ell-6 'the girl (F:ABS)' darz-ell-6 'the elephant (F:ABS)' 
na11-ell-a 'the girl (F:NOM)' darz-eil-a 'the elephant (F:NOM)' 
Notice that when the masculine gender marker -atsi is affixed to a word with low 
tone on all non-fmal vowels, the first vowel of this suffix gets a low tone; if it is 
affixed to a word that has high tone on a non-fmal vowel, it carries high tone. All 
nouns taking the gender suffixes -ell- and -atsi are defmite. Feminine nouns take 
Nominative -a and Absolutive -6. Masculine nouns are marked for the Nominative 
case by way of a high tone realized on the fmal vowel of the masculine gender 
marker. The Absolutive form of masculine nouns can be recognized by the low tone 
on the final vowel of the gender suffix. The marking of case through tone alternation 
in masculine nouns looks parallel to case marking attested in indefmite nouns (see 
above). However, it is possible to propose an alternative analysis of case in 
masculine nouns: as Nominative -1. and Absolutive -i. According to this second 
analysis, the masculine gender marker is not -atsi but -ats-. The latter analysis gets 
support from case marking in pronouns in which third person masculine and first and 
second person pronouns are marked for Nominative case by the suffix .:1. The 
difference resulting from the choice of one or the other analysis concerns emphasis 
attached to the formal and semantic similarities shared between indefmite and defmite 
nouns on the one hand and the morphological similarities shared between defmite 
nouns and pronouns on the other hand. As will be shown in Chapter Four, 
morphologically, pronouns behave in a similar way as defmite nouns. Both 
approaches are plausible, showing that in the speakers' processing -atsi may be 
recognized as consisting of two elements, i.e., of the morphemes -ats- and (low tone) 
-i, marking masculine gender and Absolutive case respectively. Or -atsi may be 
analysed as a single unit marking masculine gender and a low tone on its fmal vowel 
as a separate morpheme indicating the Absolutive case, and a high tone on the same 
vowel as indicator of the Nominative case. (Such alternative synchronic 
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interpretations are often the bases for language change, cf Ohala 1989.) We adopt the 
first analysis, which treats core case marking in indefmite nouns and defmite 
masculine nouns as being identical. 
There are some nouns which may optionally omit the feminine gender marker but 
still unambiguously refer to a defmite feminine person or animal. 
15. Citation form DF:F:NOM DF:F:ABS 
kani 'dog' kan-a kan-6 (or NOM/ABS: kan-ell-a/6) 
mani 'potter' man-a ' man-6 (or NOM/ABS: man-ell-a/6) 
nayi 'child' na-a na-6 (or NOM/ABS: na11-ell-a/6) 
The masculine counterparts of the nouns in ( 15) must occur either with the definite 
marker -z- (as shown in 3.2. above) or with the masculine gender marker -atsi. 
16. Citation form DF:M:NOM DF:M:ABS 
kani 'dog' kan-z-i kan-z-i (or DF:ABS: kan-atsi; *kan-i) 
mani 'potter' man-z-i man-z-i (or DF:ABS: man-atsi; *man-i) 
nayi 'child' naa-zz-i naa-zz-i (or DF:ABS: na11-atsi; *nay-i) 
It seems that the forms *kan-i, *man-i, etc. in (15-16) are unacceptable as definite 
forms because if they were, the distinction between citation formlindefmite nouns and 
defmite nouns would be lost. In these examples, masculine and feminine gender is 
distinguished through the case suffixes. For example, in the words kan6 'the dog 
(F:ABS)' and man6 'the potter (F:ABS)', feminine gender is not morphologically 
marked but the words refer only to a female dog and a female potter respectively. Here 
gender is identified through the Absolutive case marker -6 which occurs with the 
feminine gender marker -ell-. As shown in section 3.2 above, when a noun is not 
morphologically specified for gender, the default case markers are those that co-occur 
with the feminine gender marker, i.e. -a for the Nominative and -6 for the Absolutive. 
For this reason, the feminine gender in Maale is considered here as the default gender. 
There are two other pieces of evidence which support this claim. 
a) The Vocative case is marked with-e in the feminine and -o in the masculine. This 
is illustrated for nayi 'child' below. 
17a. ta na11-atsi-y6 'my child (M)!' 
1SG:GEN child-M-VOC:M 
17b. ta na11-ell-e 'my child (F)!' 
1SG:GEN child-F-VOC:F 
(Notice that in 17a, they before the vocative suffix is epenthetic.) However, in nouns 
which are lexically distinct for gender, -e, which otherwise marks feminine vocative 
forms, is used either with masculine or feminine forms: 
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18. 1ind-e 'mother!' (cf. 1ind6 'mother(ABS)') 
1ad-e 'father!' (cf. 1ade 'father (ABS)') 
miJ-e 'sister!' (cf. miJ6 'sister (ABS)') 
Tl[-e 'brother!' (cf. T!j'6 'brother (ABS)') 
b) The term denoting a female animate noun is used as a generic or collective term. 
For instance, unlike ziya 'bull' and gemayi 'ox' which are more specific, the word 
bayi 'cow' refers also to 'cattle'. To avoid ambiguity between the generic and the 
specific use, bayi Tmd6 'cow (lit. cattle mother)' may be used to refer to 'cow'. 
Similarly, in the naming of some wild animals, the term used to refer to the species 
(i.e., the generic/collective term) and that used to refer to the female of these species 
are identical in form. The following are examples: 
19. mirda 'bongo' dok'6ssi 
'waterbuck' 
m1rda (Tmd6) 'female bongo' dok'6ssi (Tmd6) 'female waterbuck' 
geebo 'male bongo' borokki 'male waterbuck' 
Jor6kki 'oryx' z6bbi 'lion' 
Jor6kki (Tmd6) 'female oryx' z6bbi (Tmd6) 'lioness' 
kese 'male oryx' ma'Ito 'male lion' 
r6tto 'eland' 
r6tto (1ind6) 'female eland' 
kaite 'male eland' 
For some animate nouns, sex distinction is expressed lexically. Some of these have a 
distinct generic term. 
20a. wudur6 'young (unmarried) girl' marr6 'female calf 
6oJori 'young (unmarried) boy' naaro 'male calf 
gapl.ri 'bushbuck' meenni 'buffalo' 
ga1s6 'female bushbuck' badi 'female buffalo' 
dukulli 'male bushbuck' haafa 'male bufallo' 
maaki 'leopard' guduntsi 'pig' 
sokolli 'female leopard' leebb6 'female pig' 
duri 'male leopard' baakale 'male pig' 
Furthermore, the same system of using the feminine gender as a default gender marker 
is attested in an east Ometo language, Zayse (cf. Hayward 1989). This is in contrast 
to what is observed in other Ethiopian languages, including many Omotic, Semitic 
and Cushitic languages, in which the masculine gender is used as default. 
In Maale pronouns and demonstratives, gender is marked differently from that 
described for nouns in this section. For gender marking in pronouns see Chapter 
Four; demonstratives are discussed in Chapter Six. 
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3.4 Number and case 
Except for a few irregular ones, there are three ways of distinguishing indefinite plural 
nouns in Ma~le: 
(a) by geminating the last consonant of the singular noun. 
(b) by suffixing -atsi 
(c) by suffiXing -att-
The morpheme -att- has a free variant form -at-. The same speaker may use any 
one of the two forms in an identical context. Thus, naatt6 'children' or naat6; 
bolatt6 'brothers-in-law' or bolat6; geezzatt6 'younger brothers' or geezzat6 may 
be used. 
It should be mentioned from the start that two of the above ways of forming 
indefmite plural nouns, i.e. (a) and (b), are identical to some defmite singular nouns 
( cf. sections 3.2 and 3.3 above). The question whether lack of formal differentiation 
between indefinite plural nouns and definite singular nouns corresponds to lack <f 
semantic differentiation or not will be discussed below. Before we elaborate upon this 
issue, each of the indefmite plural types are described. 
+ Plural marking with Gemination: 
The majority of nouns in Maale form their indefmite plural by the gemination of the 
last consonant of the singular noun. Such indefmite plural forms are marked for the 
Nominative case by -a and for the Absolutive by -6. The following are examples: 
21. Citation form IDF:PL:NOM IDF:PL:ABS 
wudi 'hut' wudd-a wtldd-6 'huts' 
z6ka 'bridge' z6kk-a z6kk-6 'bridges' 
b61o 'wild animal' b611-a b611-6 'wild animals' 
The above indefmite plural nouns are identical to defmite singular nouns discussed in 
section 3.2. The morphophonological alternations and restrictions to the gemination 
rule which were observed in section 3.2 apply in the formation of indefinite plurals as 
\veil. Thus, citation forms ending in geminate consonants or consonant clusters are 
not geminated. Likewise, with few exceptions, nouns ending in 1 or r are not 
geminated. Citation form nouns ending in sibilant consonants are often not 
,0 .-. .. , .. ~,-v. .• , but are voiced or changed into their corresponding ejective counterparts. 
indefinite plural marker -atsi is formally identical to the masculine gender 
which, as shown in section 3.3, is only realized when the noun is defmite. In 
cases, the first vowel of -atsi copies a (non-fmal) high tone from the citation 
If the citation form has low tone on all non-fmal vowels, the first vowel of -atsi 
low tone; and if any of the non-final vowels of the citation form has high tone, 
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the first vowel of -atsi gets high tone. Compare examples (22a) and (22b) below. In 
these examples, the forms in the second column represent the indefmite plural in the 
Absolutive case. The Nominative is distinguished from this by assigning high tone 
on the fmal vowel of the word. 
22a. Citation form IDF:PL:ABS 
mod'd'o 'lizard' mod'd'-atsi 'lizards' 
par6 'horse' par-atsi 'horses' 
pir6 'trap' pir-atsi 'traps' 
met6 'problem/ accident' met-atsi 'problems' 
wal6 'garden clearing instrument' wal-atsi 'clearing instruments' 
bot6 'pumpkin' bot-atsi 'pumpkins' 
sa yo 'divorced woman' say-atsi 'divorced women' 
pank'6 'frog' pank'-atsi 'frogs' 
piis' 6 'comb' piis' -atsi 'combs' 
22b. m616 'fish' m61-atsi 'fishes' 
marr6 'female calf' marr-atsi 'calves' 
wud6r6 'young girl' wudur-atsi 'young girls' 
g6rg6ro 'crocodile' g6rg6r-atsi 'crocodiles' 
tuko 'coffee plant' tuk-atsi 'coffee plants' 
As can be seen from the above list, the indefmite plural nouns formed using the suffix 
-atsi have a corresponding citation form noun which ends in -6 or -o. In our data 
there are only two words which do not end in -o or -6, but which nevertheless do 
take the plural marker -atsi. These are the following singular nouns ending in (low-
tone) e and a respectively. 
23. zaye 'horn' 
66la 'bird (species)' 





Nouns which take the plural morpheme -at(t)- are few in number. They include words 
which refer to close kin and pets, and one (pejorative) term mani 'potter'. However, 
not all nouns referring to close kin or pet animals take -at(t)-in the plural. It is 
possible that originally, the suffix -at(t)- interacted with gender since six of the eleven 
words in (24) designate male referents while the rest are generic. The following is a 
complete list of words in our data taking the plural marker -at(t)-. The Nominative 
counterpart of the indefmite plural Absolutive nouns in (24) is distinguished by 
replacing -6 with -a. 











boli 'brother-in-law' bol-att-6 'brothers-in-law' 
geezzi 'younger brother geezz-att-6 'younger brothers' 
1eezz'Ime 'sister's son' 1eezz'Im-att-6 'sister's sons' 
mani 'potter' man-att-6 'potters' 
kani 'dog' kan-att-6 'dogs' 
bayi 'cow/cattle' ba-att-6 'cattle' 
gemayi 'ox' gem-att-6 'oxen' 
kolayi 'he-goat' kol-att-6 'he-goats' 
marayi 'sheep' mar-att-6 'sheep' 
As can be seen from the above list, almost all nouns which take the plural marker 
-at(t)- end in -i in the singular. However, it seems that this fmal vowel does not ' 
represent the true noun class ofthis group. This is because one of the words in (24), 
i.e., gemayi 'ox' has an alternative citation form geme, thus ending in e. It is 
possible that, historically, the words listed in (24) represented a morphologically 
complex form. 
+ Irregular Plurals: 
There are a few plural forms which do not follow the pattern described above. 
25. Citation form IDF:PL:NOM IDF:PL:ABS 
1asi 'person' 1as-a 1as6 'people' 
fii3i 'excrement' fi11-a fi116 'heaps of excrement' 
Baai 'lash (hitting)' 6a3-a 6a36 'lashes' 
Jucci 'stone' Juw-a Juw6 'stones'(also: Joe' 6) 
baazzi 'thing' bakk-a bakk6 'things' 
m66zzi 'food' mull-a mu116 'diff. kinds of food' 
be em 'bond friend' beelamm-a beelamm6 'bond friends' 
dambayi 'tobacco' damba11a damba116 '(rolls of) tobacco' 
at some of the examples in this section one may wonder about the 
~yy.•auu"' of plural marking. In Maale plural marking does not necessarily coincide 
countability. Almost all nouns can be "pluralized". In some cases these are 
.,. .• aJLluc;u to be countable on the basis of measurements. For example, waas'6 
from waatsi 'water' can be used to refer to water kept in different 
:'l','c'!''"'·u'""'" or several small springs. Similarly, the plural noun d'illl6 from d'iili 
may refer to 'different kinds of flour' or 'flour kept in different containers'. 
marking demonstrated above involves indefmite nouns. When defmite, the 
.-"·-·-,..,~ of the above words can be altered. 
'H·"'u"'·•" plural nouns are marked by -ntsi in the Absolutive case and by -ntsi in 
~11'·'-"""'·ve. The three indefmite plural types discussed in section 3.4 above 
differently when combined with the defmite plural marker -ntsi. That is, in 
,..,~..au•"· the plural marker -atsi is substituted with the defmite plural marker 
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-ntsi. As can be seen from the following examples, in this case, the citation form 
final vowel is not omitted: 
26. Citation form IDF:PL:ABS DF:PL:ABS 
par6 'horse' par-atsi par6-ntsi 
m616 'fish' m6l-atsi m616-ntsi 
say6 'divorced woman' say-atsi say6-ntsi 
wudur6 'unmarried girl' wudur-atsi wudur6-ntsi 
In contrast to plurals with -atsi, in plurals formed with the suffixation of -at(t)- and 
the gemination of the fmal consonant, the defmite plural marker -ntsi is added to the 
indefmite plural form (not to the citation form as was the case in indefmite plurals 
with -atsi). In other chapters, this double marking is not indicated in the morpheme-
by-morpheme translation in this study. Examples (27) and (28) below illustrate this. 
27. 
28. 
Citation form IDF:PL-ABS DF:PL:ABS 
na7i 'child' na-att-6 'children' naatt6-ntsi 
kani 'dog' kan-att-6'dogs' kanatt6-ntsi 
marayi 'sheep' mar-att-6'sheep' maratt6-ntsi 
Citation form IDF:PL:ABS DF:PL:ABS 
z6ka 'bridge' z6kk6 
b67o 'wild animal' b6ll6 
'bridges' z6kk6-ntsi 
'wild animals' b6116-ntsi 
wudi 'hut' wudd6 'huts' wUdd6-ntsi 
The following are illustrative sentences: 
29a. laal6-ntsl baat6-ntsi d'ants-a-ne 
woman:PL:DF:NOM cow:PL:DF:ABS milk-IPF-A:DCL 
'The women milk the cows' 
29b. baat6-nts1 maati mu1-a-ne 
cow:PL:DF:NOM grass:ABS eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'The cows eat grass' 







guest:PL:DF:NOM father:ABS-INST together eat-PF-A:DCL 
'The guests ate with the owner of the house' 
Most of the nouns referring to close kin do not have indefmite plural forms. In such 
cases only the citation form and the defmite plural forms are distinguished: 
30. Citation form DF:PL 
1ade 'father' 7ad6-ntsi '(the) fathers' 
1lnd6 'mother' 1ind6-ntsi '(the) mothers' 











'(the) elder sisters' 
'(the) younger sisters' 
'(the) husbands' 
Those that have both indefmite and defmite plural forms include the following. Note 
that, in this group, the defmite plural is formed on the basis of the citation form. 
31. Citation form IDF:PL DF:PL 
geezzi 'younger brother' geezz-att-6 geezzi-ntsi 
baisi 'father-in-law' bais-att-6 baisi-ntsi 
b61i 'brother-in-law' bol-att-6 b6h-ntsi 
1eezz'une 'sister's son' 'i'eezzim-at-6 'i'eezzimi-ntsi 
In examples (21-24) above, the three indefmite plural forms of Maale have been 
demonstrated. Those formed with the gemination of the fmal consonant of the 
citation form, those formed with the suffixation of -atsi, and those formed with -at(t)-. 
We also mentioned that the frrst two of these are formally identical to definite 
singular nouns. The formal similarity between singular definite forms and plural 
indefmite ones cre_ates ambiguity, as can be seen from the following examples: 
32a. darz-a m'IS' -6 ments-a-ne 
elephant:DF-NOM tree:DF-ABS break-IPF-A:DCL 
'The elephant breaks/is breaking the tree' 
darz-a miS' -6 ments-a-ne 
elephant:IDF:PL-NOM tree:IDF:PL-ABS break-IPF-A:DCL 
'Elephants break/are breaking trees' 
<This raises the following questions: Does the exact formal identity between some 
,,,,,.,, '"~''"uu•" singular nouns and indefinite plurals in Maale underlie lack of a meaning 
between these two forms? That is, is it plausible to suggest that in Maale 
n.._.••U.llU'-' plural is distinguished only in the case of those nouns which take the 
maemme plural mruker -at(t)- and not in others (i.e., those nouns marked with 
8 .., ........ H .. ,,vu and with the suffix -atsi taken as only defmite singular forms)? If not, 
does the language resolve the ambiguity? Finally, is this ambiguity a case of 
. or polysemy? 
)) There are enough indications that, regardless of the formal identity, speakers treat 
defmite singular and indefmite plural as distinct forms. Depending on the context, 
==·•··· or the other reading may be judged unacceptable. For example, once, a passer by 
out from a distance to greet the present author and two research assistants. The 
responded to the greeting and subsequently asked the passer by where he was 
from (as it is customary to ask such questions). When he responded with the 
:C·'"'_ .. ,_.., in (33) below, the two assistances exchanged a smile. 
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33. waar-6 kess-1 ma1-a-ne 
goat:PL-ABS take out-CNV1 return-IPF-A:DCL 
'(I am) returning (home) after having taken out (my) goats for grazing' 
? '(I am) returning (home) after having taken out the goat for grazing' 
They later explained that this person is boasting. That is, by using the indefmite 
plural form which indicates a large number of entities, he emphasized his wealth. His 
speech was understood as stating "too many goats to be known individually by 
neighbours or too many goats to count". Note that, in this context, the definite 
singular reading of (33) was judged strange. According to my assistants, the speaker, 
in the above context, should have instead used the expression in (34). 
34. waar6-ntsi kess-1 ma1-a-ne 
goat-PL:DF:ABS take out-CNV1 return-IPF-A:DCL 
'(I am) returning (home) after having taken out the goats for grazing' 
In texts, various means are used to keep the two readings distinct: The plural fonns 
are often accompanied by reduplicated verbs (which in Maale expresses distributive or 
repetitive actions). For example, out of context, dorbatsi may be used to refer to a 
single defmite (M) drummer and singer in a mourning ritual or a number of 
drummers and singers in the same ritual. In (35), however, only the plural reading is 
possible, as the reciprocal fonn and the reduplicated verb indicate. 
35. dorb-ats1 Jo1-1nt-1 Jo1-1nt-1 mukk-a-ne 
drum-PL:IDF:NOM hit-RECP-CNV1 hit-RECP-CNV1 come-IPF-A:DCL 
'The drummers come singing and beating the drum to each other's rhythm' 
The use of modifiers such as demonstratives and numerals may vary according to the 
singular or plural reading. Consider the following examples with numerals. 
36a. pettewaan 1a-a-ne 
one goat:NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There is one goat' 
36b. lam16 waar-a 1a-a-ne 
two goat:PL-NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There are two goats' 
36c. lam16 waar6-ntsl 1a-a-ne 
two goat:PL:DF:NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There are the two goats' 
However, citation fonn nouns may also be combined with numerals 'two' and 
above, as in (37). 
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37. lam16 waari 1a-a-ne 
two goat:NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There are two goats' 
The same is true with quantifiers. Note, in the following examples, the formal 
variation of the quantifier in agreement with the plural noun. (For more examples, see 
Chapter Six) 
38a. cfibi nayi mukk-e-ne 
many child:NOM come-PF-A:DCL 
'many children came' 
38b. cfibb6 na-att-a mukk·e-ne 
many:AGR child-PL-NOM come-PF-A:DCL 
'many children came' 
When the intended meaning is plural, plural demonstratives are used; when it is 
singular, singular demonstratives are used: 
39a hayi z6bbi-ke 'This is a lion' 
this:M:NOM lion-BE:A:DCL 
39b. hayi z6bb-6-ke 'This is the lion' 
this:M:NOM lion:DF-ABS-BE:A:DCL 





z6bb6-ntsi-ke 'These are the lions' 
lion-DF:PL:ABS-BE:A:DCL 
Furthermore, with regard to indefmite plurals formed by -atsi, the fact that some of 
the plural nouns in this group are feminine, excludes the defmite masculine reading: 
40. say-atsl 1anni-na 1a-a laal-6 
divorced w.-:PL:NOM husband:ABS-INST exist-IPF:REL woman:PL-ABS 
naJk-uwa-se 
like-IPF:NEG-N :DCL 
'Divorced women do not like married women' 
* 'The divorced woman (M) does not like the married woman' 
Most importantly, the fact that these grammatical categories are distinguished in 
some forms makes it highly unlikely that the formally identical defmite singular and 
indefmite plural nouns lack semantic distinction. For example, some nouns do not 
allow the formal similarity in defmite singular and indefmite plural. One such noun 
is 1asi 'person'. As can be seen from the following list, each gender and number is 
distinguished. (All nouns in the list are in the Absolutive case form.) 
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(Often reduced to: 1atsi 'the man') 
'the people' 
1as-6 in the above list cannot be interpreted as a defmite singular noun, i.e., it cannot 
mean 'the man' or 'the woman'. Consider the following examples: 
42a. 1as-a yeeppi yeekk-1 peek'k' -a-ne 
person:PL-NOM tears cry-CNV1 spend the day-IPF-A:DCL 
'People spend the day mourning' 
42b. 1as-6 de1-its-l 1ala 1agg-a-ne 
person:PL-ABS sit-CAUS-CNV1 beer:ABS add-IPF-A:DCL 
'Making people sit, (the host) gives (them) beer' 
Based on data mentioned above, we analyse defmite singular nouns formed by 
gemination and indefmite plural nouns formed by the same process, as semantically 
distinct. Similarly, indefinite plurals with -atsi and defmite masculine singular with 
-atsi are semantically distinct. This means that in this language two diametrically 
opposed values for defmiteness and number are rendered formally identical, i.e., one 
is defmite and the other is indefmite; one is singular, the other is plural. Concerning 
the question whether the formal similarity between the defmite singular forms and the 
indefmite plural involves homonomy or polysemy, one may suggest the latter 
because the forms in question belong to the nominal category (cf. Lyons 1968 who 
uses relatedness of syntactic function as one of the diagnostic means for the 
homonymy and polysemy distinction). However, this question may not have direct 
relevance to the forms in question. Formal similarity in different paradigms can be 
accounted for as a systematic reduction in the morphological differentiation of these 
paradigms. This is also known as polarity. The explanation given for polarity or 
reduction of morphological forms, is economy of inflection ( c£ Corbett 1991, Plank 
1991). Thus, identity between masculine gender and some of the plural forms, and a 
similar formal identity between defmite singular (gender-neutral) nouns and indefmite 
plurals described above is not an accidental similarity. It is a systematic reduction in 
the morphological differentiation of each gender, number, and case distinction. 
Section 3.5 provides further evidence on the systematic correspondence between 
number and gender. 
The Maale data may help to understand the different systems of number marking 
among Ometo languages. There are three patterns of number marking in Ometo 
languages: 
+ Indefmite and defmite plurals are distinguished, as in the South Ometo language 
Maale. 
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+ There is more than one way of marking the indefmite plural but there is no 
separate form for the defmite plural, e.g. East Ometo languages. Hayward ( 1990) 
shows that in Zayse there are two plural formatives: -ir and -aats. The latter 
suffix, which is restricted to terms denoting nuclear kin and considered archaic by 
Hayward, seems to be cognate with the Maale -atsi which marks both indefinite 
plural and definite masculine. In Koorete, there is a cognate plural marker -atse, 
which is also distributionally restricted (cf. Hayward 1982). However, it seems 
that (synchronically) there is no interaction between number and gender marking 
in these languages. 
+ All plurals are defmite, as in the West and North Ometo languages. Languages in 
these two sub groups of Ometo converged number and defmiteness into one form. 
It is very likely that the system in Maale is more archaic, preserving the 
distinction which is lost in the other Ometo groups. 
3.5 Case 
In our analysis case marking morphemes of Maale are divided into two hierarchical 
levels or strata. In the first level we have, what is called here "core case", which 
includes the Nominative and Absolutive cases. In the second level we have 
"peripheral" cases comprising "Genitive", "Dative", "Instrumental", "Locative", 
"Ablative" and "Vocative". The terms "core" and "peripheral" in this context are 
adopted from Blake (1994). The latter label corresponds to those case types that are 
sometimes referred to as "semantic cases". Generally, peripheral case markers are 
preceded by one of the core cases, namely, the Absolutive case which belongs to 
level one. The fact that peripheral cases need to follow the Absolutive case justifies 
the division of the cas~ types into two strata. Plank (1995:53) reports a similar 
situation in Oromo, a Cushitic language: 
In Oromo there is interdependent case marking: a dative or other post-
genitival case on the secondary implies absolutive on the primary, and 
nominative on the primary implies no further post-genitival case on the 
secondary. 
Furthermore, core case markers in Maale interact with other nominal categories such 
as number, defmiteness and gender, wheras peripheral cases, with the exception of the 
Vocative, are not affected by the latter categories. Although it involves number and 
gender distinctions, the Vocative is grouped among peripheral cases for syntactic and 
semantic reasons. 
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3.5.1 Core case 
There are two main ways of marking core case in Maale. The first type involves 
suffixing the morphemes -6 for the Absolutive and -a for the Nominative. The second 
way of marking core case involves tone. That is, low tone on the fmal vowel of the 
noun designates the Absolutive whereas high tone indicates the Nominative. The 
choice of one of these two ways of marking case correlates with defmiteness, gender 
and number inflection of the noun. In this section we present a summary of the 
interaction between defmiteness, gender, number and these two core cases. 
All indefmite singular nouns (which are identical to citation form nouns), nouns 
affixed with the masculine gender marker -atsi, indefmite plural nouns marked with 
-atsi, and defmite plural nouns marked with -ntsi distinguish Nominative and 
Absolutive cases by high and low tone respectively. The following examples 
illustrate this: 
43a. z6bbl. darsi baJ-uwa-se 
lion:NOM elephant:ABS surpass-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'A lion cannot intimidate an elephant' 
(lit. 'A lion does not surpass an elephant') 
43b. nall-ats'i wal-atsi baizz-e-ne 
child-M:NOM axe-M:ABS lose-PF-A:DCL 
'The boy lost the axe' 
43c. wudur-ats'i 
young girl-PL:NOM 
'Young girls came' 
mukk-e-ne 
come-PF-A:DCL 
43d. darz6-nts'I mls'6-ntsi ments-e-ne 
elephant:PL-DF:PL:NOM tree:PL-DF:PL:ABS break-PF-A:DCL 
'The elephants broke the trees' 
In addition to the above forms, those defmite singular nouns which occur with the 
(synchronically non-productive) defmitness marker -z- distinguish case by tone, as 
the contrast in kanzi 'the dog (ABS)' and kanzi 'the dog (NOM)' shows. 
On the other hand, in definite singular nouns marked by fmal consonant alternation 
or gemination, in feminine nouns marked by -ell-, in indefmite plurals formed by 
gemination, and in indefmite plurals formed by suffixing -at(t)-, Nominative case is 
marked by -a and the Absolutive case is marked by -6. Each of these is illustrated 
below: 
44a. darz-a miS' -6 ments-e-ne 
elephant-NOM tree-ABS break-PF-A:DCL 
'The elephant broke the tree/elephants broke trees' 
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44b. laal-ell-a bay-ell-6 d'ants-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM cow-F-ABS milk-IPF-A:DCL 
'The woman is milking the cow' 
44c. na-att-a bayi yenk' -a-ne 
child-PL-NOM cattle:ABS herd-IPF-A:DCL 
'Children herd cattle' 
44d. Tlii na-att-6 nafk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM child-PL-ABS like-IPF-A:DCL 
'He likes children' 
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The above examples show that case marking in Maale involves gender-number 
syncretism or polarity. In some Afroasiatic languages, particularly in the Cushitic 
sub-family, a similar gender and number interaction exists, as discussed in detail in 
Corbett (1991). As Rijkhoff(1992: 57) puts it, there seems to be areal dissemination 
involved: languages exhibiting polarity features are concentrated in the East African 
region, namely, in Sudan, Ethiopia and Kenya. That case marking in plural nouns in 
Maale, is split into two can be seen from the following representation. 
T bl 3 2 a e Ab 1 . so utlve an dN k" . M 1 ommatlve case mar mg m aa e 
ABS: ... NOM: Hi ABS: -6 NOM: -a 
7asi 'person' 1asl. ·' SG IDF -
ml.tsi 'tree' ml.tsl. 
kani 'dog' kani 
wudur6 'girl' wudur6 
SG DF - miS'-6 miS'-a 
wudur-6 wudtir-a 
SG DF MASC 1as-atsi 1as-atsi 
kan-atsi, kan-atsi, 
(kanzi kanzl.) 
SG DF FEM 1as-ell-6 1as-ell-a 
kan-ell-6, kan-ell-a, 
(kan-6 kan-a) 
PL IDF - wudur-atsi wudur-atsi 1as-6 1as-a 
ml.s'6 ml.s'a 
kan-at(t)-6 kan-at(t)-a 
PL DF - 1as-6-ntSi 
wudur-6-ntsi wudur-6-ntsl. 
kan-at(t)-6-ntsi kan-at(t)-6-ntsi 
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Table 3.2 shows that some plural nouns take the same case markers as feminine 
nouns while other plural nouns take the same case suffixes as masculine nouns. 
3.5.2 Peripheral case 
The term 'peripheral case' is used here as a cover term to rerer to morphemes 
marking the "Dative", "Instrumental", "Locative" etc. Except in some occurrences of 
the Locative, the other peripheral cases are preceded by the Absolutive marker -6. 
3.5.2.1 The Dative 
The Dative is marked by the morpheme -m. It is affixed to nouns in the Absolutive 
case. The following examples illustrate the marking of the Dative case in indefinite 
singular nouns (i.e., the form identical to the citation form). 
45. Citation form Dative 
1anni 'husband' 1am1I-m 'for a husband' 
doone 'pigeon' doolle-m 'for a pigeon' 
par6 'horse' par6-m 'for a horse' 
marka 'witness' marka-m 'for a witness' 
The above examples show that there is tonal alternation between the citation form 
and the Dative form. In Maale, if a monosegmental, consonantal suffix such as -m or 
a (multi)syllabic suffix with low tone is attached to a word that has low-tone in all 
syllables, high tone is added to the final vowel of the base form, as can be seen from 
the form of the first three nouns in the above list. We mentioned earlier that the 
Dative case is added to the Absolutive form of a noun. Since Nominative and 
Absolutive case distinction in indefmite nouns is marked with high and low tone 
respectively, high tone before peripheral case markers in indefmite nouns can be 
mistaken to be an exponent of the Nominative case marker. However, it is clear that 
the high tone before peripheral case markers in indefmite nouns is not that of the 
Nominative case; it is a realization of a general tone insertion rule in the language 
which affects noun phrases (which also occurs with Ablative -ppa and Instrumental 
-na), and predicative constructions (c£ Chapter Two). In general, in this language, 
morphologically complex forms tend to avoid sequences of low tones throughout the 
word. 
In defmite nouns, as in the indefmite nouns shown above, the Dative marker is 
preceded by the Absolutive case marker. Consider the following examples: 
46a. 1iini 1ad-6-m ma1-e baazzi keezz-e-ne 
3MS:NOM father-ABS-DAT happen-REL.PF thing:ABS tell-PF-A:DCL 
'He told something to his father' 
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46b. 1iim Jooc' -atsi-m goys' ,6 d'aww-e-ne 
3MS:NOM guest-M:ABS-DAT road-ABS show-PF-A:DCL 
'He showed the road to the guest' 
46c. 1iim 1aJk-6 1as-6-m pak'- e-ne 
3MS:NOM meat-ABS people-ABS-DAT divide-PF-A:DCL 
'He divided the meat among the people' 
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The Dative may occur with transitive verbs lacking an overtly expressed direct 
object. Often the Dative occurs as the only overt complement when the direct object 
is a cognate object or when the latter can be understood from the context and may 
thus be dropped. 
47a. 1iim suuggatsi-m mah-e-ne 
3MS:NOM chief:ABS-DAT answer-PF-A:DCL 
'He answered the chief' 
(cf. with mah6 'answer': Tum suuggatsi-m mah6 mah-e-ne 'He answered 
the chief') 
47b. 1ilm mad'd'6 1as-6~m c'igg-a-ne 
3MS:NOM work:ABS people-ABS-DAT pay-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is paying the workers' 
(also with miiJJe 'money': 1'un1 mad'd'61as6-m miiJJe c'igg-a-ne 'He is 
paying money to the workers' 
As the above examples illustrate, the Dative marker -m occurs word-fmally. 
However, there is one suffix which occurs after the Dative marker: the Inclusive 
marker -a. In this case, the Dative is realized as -mm. Apart from this case there are 
no other instances where the Dative occurs geminated. 
48a. 1atSI-mm-a 1intsi keezz-a 
person:M:ABS-DAT-INCL1 2PL:NOM tell-IPF:Q 
'Do you (polite) tell to the man too?' 
48b. god-att-6-mm-a hail-itsi-na kaatt-6-mm-a 
chief-PL-ABS-DAT-INCL1 work for-INF-INST king:DF-ABS-DAT-INCL1 
hail-its!-na nang-e-ne 
work for-INF-INST live-PF-A:DCL 
'(poor farmers) lived by working for the chiefs and the king too' 
48c. taa-mm-a keezz-e 
lSG-DAT-INCL1 tell-2SG:IMP 
'Tell to me too!' 
~-·.·.··· 
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The question is whether the Dative is basically -mm- and changes to -m- when it 
occurs word-fmally, or whether the inclusive marker generally causes the gemination 
of word final consonants. Except for the Dative forms illustrated in examples (45-47), 
in Maale all nouns and noun phrases end in a vowel. Thus, whether the inclusive 
causes gemination of all word-fmal consonants can not be tested. However, there is 
one reason to assume that the gemination is caused by the inclusive marker. That is, 
there is another inclusive marker -ntsa which mainly occurs with proper names and 
pronouns and marginally with simple nouns, but not with nouns marked with the 
Dative or other peripheral cases. There is a slight meaning difference between the two 
types of the inclusive: when -ntsa is used, the reference is not restricted to the entity 
denoted by the noun; it can refer to other participants not mentioned, as illustrated 
below. 
49a. 7asapa-ntsa woka d-a-y 
Aseffa-INCLz where BE-IPF-Q 
'Where are Aseffa and the other(s)?' 
49b. 7acte 'liZa-ntsa 'liZ6-ntsa gorr-e-ne 
father:NOM 3MS:ABS-INCLz 3FS:ABS-INCLz insult-PF-A:DCL 
'Father was angry at him, at her (and others unspecified-)' 
Notice that -ntsa differs from the Conjunctive/Instrumental marker -na. In (49b) if 
-na is used instead of -ntsa, as in 7ade 'l1za-na 1iz6-na gorr-e-ne this expresses 
only that 'Father was angry with him AND her' without implying that other people 
were involved. 
It seems that the inclusive marker -a is a shortened variant of -ntsa which 
compensates for the missing initial part (i.e., -nts) by geminating a preceding 
consonant, in this case, the Dative marker -m 
Positionally, the Dative might occur immediately before the verb, or other 
categories may intervene between the Dative complement noun and the verb. 
50. barg-e 7as1-m lahitsi k'ara-ke 
sick- PF:REL person-DAT to lie down good-BE:A:DCL 
'Lying (down) is good for a sick person' 
Semantically, the Dative in Maale mainly (but not exclusively) expresses a 
benefactive meaning. 
51 a. 766-m neeni kats-a-y 
who-DAT 2SG:NOM cook-IPF-Q 
'For whom are you cooking?' 
NOUNS 
51 b. 1ann'i.-m ta kats-a-ne 
husband-DATlSG:NOM cook-IPF-A:DCL 
'I am cooking for (my) husband' 
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However, there are some examples where the benefactive meaning does not seem to 
be associated with the noun affixed with the Dative case. 
52a. 1iza niiza66i 1asi-m 161-e-ne 
3FS:NOM beautiful person-DAT marry-PF-A:DCL 
'She married a handsome boy' 
52b. gubbe 1afki muuzit-m k'ara-ke 
all meat food-DAT good-BE:A:DCL 
'All meat is good to eat' 
52c. lli.n'i. 1afill-6-m waa11i miiJJe c'igg-e-y 
3MS:NOM cloth-ABS-DAT how much money:ABS pay-PF-Q 
'How much did he pay for the cloth' 
In some fixed expressions, the noun with the Dative case is interpreted as an affected 
entity or beneficiary which lacks control over the situation expressed. 
53a. ltza-m gng-e-ne 
3MS:ABS-DAT agree-PF-A:DCL 
'He succeeded' (i.e., 'It agreed to him') 
53b. ltza-m gel-e-ne 
3MS:ABS-DATenter-PF-A:DCL 
'He understood' (i.e., 'It entered to him') 
Compare the above examples with (54) below in which the subject is in the 
Nominative case: 
54a. 1izl. giig-e-ne 
3MS:NOM agree-PF-A:DCL 
'He agreed' 
54b. 7tzl. gel-e-ne 
3MS:NOM enter-PF-A:DCL 
'He entered' 
The following is a list of verbs in Maale that take a Dative complement 
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Ta bl e 3.3 Maa e verbs t ak" mg a Dative como ement 
Three-Place Verbs taking Dative Case Two-Place verbs taking Dative Case 
mad'- 'work' t- 'to be (verb)' 
wot- 'do' salant- 'greet (borrowed Amh.)' 
1ing- 'give' giig- 'agree' 
keezz- 'tell' gabba1- 'to be legitimate (borrowed 
c'igg- 'pay' Amh.)' 
1er- 'know' rna?- 'happen' 
1ekki hant- 'lead' 161- 'marry' 
mah- 'return, answer' 





3.5.2.2 The Instrumental 
The morpheme -na marks the Instrumental and its semantically related case; the 
"Comitative". Consider the following examples: 
55a. 1iirn d'eeJa wolk'e-na poll-e-ne 
3MS:NOM medicine:ABS power:ABS-INST be-light-PF-A:DCL 
'He was cured by the medicine' 
(lit. 'He became light (not dark) by the power of the medicine) 




peek6 macc-6-na wolla 
3LOG:GEN wife-ABS-INST together 
'My friend came with his wife' 
The morpheme -na also marks coordination of noun phrases. However, while the 
Instrumental occurs only in non-subject positions, the conjunctive marker can occur 
in subject or object position, as illustrated in (56). (We label these three identically: 
INST. See also section 3.9.) 
56a. kan-ell-6-na wur-ell-6-na 1aJki mu1-a-ne 
dog-F-ABS-INST cat-F-ABS-INST meat:ABS eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'The dog and the cat eat meat' 
NOUNS 
56b. kan-ell-a nall-ell-6-na wur-ell-6-na dauss-a-ne 
dog-F-NOM child-F-ABS-INST cat-F-ABS-INST chase-IPF-A:DCL 
'The dog is chasing the girl and the cat' 
3.5.2.3 The Genitive 
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The Genitive relation between nouns can be marked by word order or through a 
combination of word order and suffixation of -ko, as represented below: 
T bl 4 a e 3. G .. k' emtlve mar mg_ 
Possessor Noun Possessed Noun Possessor noun-ko Possessed Noun 
nayi kucci 'a child's hand' nayi-ko kucci 'a child's hand' 
laali kucci 'a woman's hand' laali-ko kucci 'a woman's hand' 
There is a slight semantic difference involved in the choice of these two strategies. 
The presence of the morpheme -ko on the possessor noun adds emphasis to the 
following possessed (head) noun. The contrast in the (a) and (b) forms in the 
following example illustrates this. 
57a. guduri t6ki k'amitsi-ke 
hyena:ABS foot:NOM short-BE:A:DCL 
'A hyena's leg is short' 
57b. guduri-ko t6ki k'amitsi-ke 
hyena-GEN foot:NOM short-BE:A:DCL 
'A hyena's leg is short' 
Example (57b) above implies: 
hango bez-a k'amitsi t-uwa-se 
another place-NOM short:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The rest of its body is not short' 
A similar contrast is expressed in examples (58a) and (58b) below. In (58b) note the 
additional sentence given in brackets. 
58a. 7iyata keetsi kara koJJ-a~ne 
3PL:NOM house:ABS door:ABS make-IPF-A:DCL 
'They are making a door of a house' 
58b. 7iyata keetsi-ko kara koJJ-a-ne 
3PL:NOM house-GEN door:ABS make-IPF-A:DCL 
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(keets'i-ko tiitsi dirk' -uwa-se) 
( house-GEN fence:ABS fence-IPF:NEG-N:DCL) 
'They are making a door of a house (they are not making a fence of a house)' 
Note first that in the above examples the possessive phrase involves indefmite nouns; 
however, both ways of genitive marking can be used with definite nouns as well; 
moreover, the possessor nouns in these examples occur in the Absolutive case. 
Example (59) below shows that in the possessive construction defmite nouns also 
take the Absolutive case. 
59a. na17-atsi t6ki 'the boy's foot' 
child-M:ABS foot 
59 b. na17-ell-6 t6ki 'the girl's foot' 
child-F-ABS foot 
59c. na17-atsi miiJJe 'the boy's money' 
child-M:ABS money 
59d. na71-ell-6 miijJe 'the girl's money' 
child-F-ABS money 
The above examples also show that there is no formal distinction in Maale between 
alienable and inalienable possession (compare examples 59a-b and 59c-d above). 
Expanded possessive constructions can be expressed through word order of the type 
shown in table 3.4 above, although this appears to be less preferred when four or 
more possessive nouns are involved. An example of such juxtaposed expanded 
possessive construction is given in (60a). Alternatively, expanded possessive 
constructions may be expressed with -ko affixed to each possessor noun as in 
example (60b-c) or -ko only attached to the first possessor noun as in (60d-e). 
60a. na71-6 ?ind-6 kan-a 
child-ABS mother-ABS dog-NOM 
'The child's mother's dog is. big' 
puupi-ke 
big-BE:A:DCL 
60b. na71-6-ko 1ind-6-ko tookk-a B'ark' -'int-e-ne 
child-ABS-GEN mother-ABS-GEN head-NOM hit-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The child's mother's head is hurt' 
60c. na71-6-ko 1ind-6-ko 71[6 7eell-e 
child-ABS-GEN mother-ABS-GEN elder brother call-2SG:IMP 
'Call the boy's mother's elder brother!' 
60d. na71-6-ko puupp-6 kanzi 7aapp-a harg-a-ne 
child-ABS-GEN big-AGR dog:DF:ABS head-NOM be sick-IPF-A:DCL 
'The child's big dog's eyes are infected' 
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60e. kan-6-ko t6kk-6 meges' -a mek'k' -e-ne 
dog-ABS-GEN leg-ABS bone-NOM break-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog's leg's bone is broken' 
Modifiers may intervene between possessor and possessed noun, e.g. 1asi melle 
laali 'another person's wife' in the following sentence. 
61. laali kesk-1 1aaa-e-to 1asi mene laali 
woman:NOM go out-CNV1 go-PF-CND person:ABS another wife:ABS 
ma1-uwa-se 
happen-IPF:NEG-N :DCL 
'If a woman (who is married to the Kamayi clan) walks out (on her husband), 
she will not become a wife of any other man' 
3.5.2.4 The Locative 
There are three Locative suffixes. These have an overlapping but slightly different 







-ldda, -aa and -ka may occur in identical positions as in : 
63. t6ki 'foot' -> t6k-1dda t6k-a t6k-ka 
niitsi 'tree' -> niits-ldda miS'-a niis-ka 
maari 'house'-> maar-ldda maar-a maar-ka 
tooki 'head' -> took-ldda took-aa took-ka 
'on/in a foot' 
'on/in a tree' 
'on/in a house' 
'on/in a head' 
Note that the expressions maara, maaridda, maarka 'on/in a house' do not strictly 
refer to the interior of the house or the construction itself. They refer to the house as 
well as the cleared ground around it, which is used as a drying place for grain and a 
place where different family activities. take place. To refer only to house as a 
construction or to locate something in the interior only, keetsi 'house', wude 'hut' 
are used. 
As the examples under (63) show, when the Locative suffix -aa follows a syllable 
with high tone, it is reduced to -a. Further examples showing this tonal variation 
include the following: 
64a. 7IZi zeaa-aa koom-e-ne 
3MS:NOM skin-LOC jump-PF-A:DCL 
'He jumped on the mat' 
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64b. 7iz'I 7arap-6 7ars-a gets-e-ne 
3MS:NOM knife-ABS bed-LOC put-PF-A:DCL 
'He put the knife on the bed' 
Although all of the three Locative markers may occur in an identical environment 
and/or context (as in 63), these three are distributionally, and to some extent, 
semantically different. For example, -J.dda mainly refers to spatial relations which 
involve physical contact as well as a static relation between the located object and the 
reference object. On the other hand -ka and -aa refer to Locative relations in which 
the located object may move within the area/region of the reference object. One 
indirect support for this differentiation comes from the way drawings in the 
Bowerman & Pederson Topological Picture Series are automatically interpreted. 1 For 
instance, for entities in a coincidence Locative relation which are construed as static, 
the Locative marker -idda is used: 
65a. slnn-a s'arllez-6-l.dda-ke 
cup:DF-NOM table-ABS-LOC-BE:A:DCL 
'The cup is on the table' 
' 65b. mis' -a d'ukk-6 goobb-6-l.dda 7a-a-ne 
tree:DF-NOM mountain-ABS side-ABS-LOC exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The tree is on the side of the mountain' 
65c. J6633-a durm-6-l.dda mart..J. 7a-a-ne 
snake:DF-NOM trunk-ABS-LOC curl up-CNV1 exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The snake is curled up on the trunk' 
On the other hand, in a similar Locative relation, for entities that are perceived as 
"active" the Locative marker -ka or -aa is the first choice: 
66a. na7-atsl k' ork' ori 1\lS' -a gi7..J. 7a-a-ne 
child-M:NOM iron sheet body-LOC clirnb-CNV 1 exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The boy is on the iron-sheet roof, having climbed up' 
66b. Jang-ell-a maar-6-ko sak-ka 7a-a-ne 
spider-F-NOM house-ABS-GEN roof-LOC exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The spider is on the ceiling ofthe house'. 
1 The Bowerman & Pederson Topological Picture Series was developed by members of the 
Max Plank Research Institute in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. It contains series of drawings 
which are used as a mean~ of getting at information on spatial expressions in various 
languages. According to this method, the researcher asks the speakers to look at the 
drawings and describe in his own language the location of one highlighted object in the 
drawing in relation to the other (non-highlighted) objects. 
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66c. m61-atsi 76tt-6 waas' -aa 7a-a-ne 
fish-M:NOM pot-ABS water-LOC exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The fish is in the pot' 
When asked, informants say the Locative markers -idda, -aa and -ka in the above 
examples can be interchanged, but when they first describe the spatial relation by 
looking at drawings their choice of one or the other form appears to be associated 
with relative possibility for movement within the perceived reference point. 
The second piece of evidence for considering -ka as a Locative marker expressing 
relations in which the located object and the reference object are not in a static 
contact, involves the use of -ka in spatial deixis such as ha-ka 'here, close to the 
speaker' (-aa does not occur with demonstratives). In contrast to ha-ka 'here', ha-
ldda 'on/inside this one' expresses the fact that the located object occupies a fixed 
position. In other words, haka 'here' is indefmite and refers to a non-specific 
location while hayldda 'inside/on this' is more specific. Furthermore, place deictic 
words such as Ui-ka 'upwards', 11-ka 'downwards', which are formed by suffixation 
of -ka, to 166 'up' and luu 'down' express 'indefmite locations', i.e., locations not 
identified in context. 
Finally, while -ka and -aa can occur with complements of motion verbs; -ldda 
cannot replace these morphemes in the following examples: 
67a. neen1 wo-ka 7aad'-a-y 
2SG:NOM where-LOC go-IPF-Q 
'Where are you going?' 
67b. waas' -aa ne 11nd6 naa-zz.:i 
water-LOC 2SG:GEN mother child-DF-NOM 
'Your brother went to the water (to draw water)' 
7aad'-e-ne 
go-PF-A:DCL 
As mentioned ap~ve, the morphemes -idda, -ka, and -aa are general Locative 
markers, which, &~pending on the shape or nature of the nouns in relation, are 
interpreted as denoting spatial relations of coincidence (on/at) or of interiority or 
inclusion (in/inside) as in the following examples: 
68a. Tnnl wudd-a gel-e-ne 
3MS:NOM hut:DF-LOC enter-PF-A:DCL 
'He entered (into) the hut' 
68b. Tnnl m6l-atsi zed'd'-6:1dda gets-e-ne 
3MS:NOM fish-:PL:ABS mat:DF-ABS-LOC put-PF-A:DCL 
'He put fish on the mat' 
To express more specific locations -ldda, -ka and -aa combine with locative nouns 
such as denime 'under', saza 'heart/middle', etc, in genitive construction, as in the 
following examples. 
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69a. maar-6 zUll-a 
house-ABS back-LOC 
'roof of the house' 
69b. 16tt-6 demm-a 
pot-ABS under-LOC 
'under the pot' 
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or maar-6-ko zull-a 
house-ABS-GEN back-LOC 
or 16tt-6-ko demm-a 
pot-ABS-GEN under-LOC 
69c. 1iini 1aJk-6 saann- 6 sazz-aa gets-e-ne 
3MS:NOM meat-ABS plate-ABS heart:DF-LOC put-PF-A:DCL 
'He put the meat in the middle of the plate' 
The reason for considering words such as zulla 'back', demme 'under', etc. as 
nouns is the fact that they take Accusative, Locative and Genitive cases, which 
otherwise are affixed to nominal categories. They are also phonologically similar to 
nominals in their vowel ending. We use the term 'Locative noun' here, which is 
used in Hayward (1990) to refer to similar nouns in Zayse, another Ometo language. 
The following is a list of Locative nouns in Maale. 
Table 3.5. Locative nouns in Maale 
1utsi 'body' saza 'center, heart' 
1ac'i 'area, side, near' k6illa 'beside' 
garsi 'inside' k6ra 'beside, next' 
gidimiJi 'center, waist, noon' baaka 'middle' 
goobbe 'side of vertical objects, e.g. tree gidda 'inside, among' 
demme 'under' ? (garsi + -idda) 
zUlle 'back, behind, outside' 
3.5.2.5 The Ablative 
The Ablative in Maale is marked by the morpheme -ppa. 
70a. kani-ppa rQegetsi sar:mt-uwa-se 
dog-ABL botie:NOM snatch-PAS-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'A bone can/should not be snatched from a dog' 
70b. nayi-ppa miiJJe 1ekk:mt-uwa-se 
child-ABL money:NOM take-PAS-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Money can/should not be taken from a child' 
That the Ablative is also formed on the basis of the Absolutive case becomes clear 
when the defmite form of the noun is considered, as in the following examples: 
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7la. 7'1ii. na11-ell-6-ppa miiJJe 1ekk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM child:DF-F-ABS-ABL money:ABS take-PF-A:DCL 
'He took money from the girl' 
7lb. 1iii d'U.kk-6-ppa hans'lle 1ekk-1 
3MS:NOM mountain:DF-ABS-ABL firewood:ABStake-CNV1 
ye1-e-ne 
come-PF-A:DCL 
'He brought firewood from the mountain' 
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In pronouns .and content question words, the Ablative is also affixed to the 
Absolutive form: 
72a. 1iyata 1iyat6-ppa tal1-e-ne 
3PL:NOM 3PL:ABS-ABL borrow-PF-A:DCL 
'They borrowed from them' 
72b. 1iza 1iz6-ppa 1ekk-e-ne 
3FS:NOM 3FS:ABS-ABL take-PF-A:DCL 
'She took from her' 
72c. neeni hann6 166-ppa 1ekk-e-y 
2SG:NOM this:ABS who:ABS-ABL take-PF-Q 
'From whom did you take this?', 
(cf. 166ni 'who:NOM') 
We have dem~trated in the previous sections that peripheral cases occur in 
combination with the Absolutive case. This holds true for the Genitive, Dative, 
Instrumental and the Ablative. In addition to this, the Ablative tends to occur with 
the Absolutive and with one of the Locative case markers as illustrated in (73). 
73a. ha-ka-ppa 'from here' 
this-LOC-ABL 
73b. maar-6-ldda-ppa 'from the house' 
house-ABS-LOC-ABL 
73c. miJ-ell-6-ldda-ppa 'from the eldest sister' 
eldest sister-F-ABS-LOC-ABL 
3.5.2.6 The Vocative 
When a gender distinction is made lexically, both masculine and feminine forms are 
marked with -e in the Vocative. 
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However, when gender is marked morphologically, the Vocative is marked with -(y)6 
for masculine and with -e in the feminine (i.e., in the latter case, the same marker as 
shown above). 
75a. ta na11-atsi-y6 'my child (M)!' 
lSG:GEN child-M-VOC:M 
75b. ta na11-ell-e 'my child (F)!' 
lSG:GEN child-F-VOC:F 
75c. 1ank'-6 'young boy!' 
young person-VOC:M 
75d 1ank'-e 'young girl!' 
young person-VOC:F 
There are some lexicalized Vocative forms to address members of different 'clans' of 
Maale. In such forms the feminine and masculine Vocative forms are marked with 
different strategies: Masculine is matked by the morpheme -6ss6 and the feminine 
form by juxtaposition of a noun referring to the clan and""nayi 'child' suffixed with 
the vocative marker -e as illustrated by the following forms. 
76. ge66ss6' ... Vocative, for a man whose mother belongs to the Karnayi clan 
ge66 naye Vocative, for a woman whose mother belongs to the Karnayi clan 
worr6ss6 Vocative, for a man whose mother belongs to the Banate clan 
worr6 naye Vocative, for a woman whose mother belongs to the Banate clan 
The base forms in the above terms of address refer to plants or objects which are 
important to the rituals of different clans or which are taboo for the members to touch. 
The above Vocative forms for example come from ge66 'kind of plant' and worra 
'sling' respectively. 
3. 6 Diminutive and augmentative 
The diminutive marker is -6mma with low tone on its fmal vowel in the Absolutive 
and high tone in the Nominative. However, when the vowel of the base form is not 
deleted, the diminutive marker is realized as -mma (see below the diminutive affixed 
to deictic terms). The diminutive is marked only for defmite nouns. The contrast 








'A little monkey came' 
taam d'akka darsi 
lSG:NOM little elephant:ABS 
'I saw a little elephant' 
zag-e-ne 
see-PF-A:DCL 
77c. d'akk-6 tiik-6mma mukk-e-ne 
little-AGR monkey-DIM come-PF-A:DCL 
'The little monkey came' 
77d. taani d'akk-6 darz-6mma zag-e-ne 
lSG:NOM little-AGR elephant-DIM see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw the little elephant' 
The feminine marker -ell- can also be interpreted as diminutive in some usages. 
7 8. yenn6 m•s' -ell-6 d6ngo 7as-a bukint-i 
that:F:ABS tree-F-ABS five person:PL-NOM gather-CNVt 
~ ~ 
wolla tug-a-ne 
together up root-IPF-A:DCL 
'Five people gather together and uproot that (small) tree' 
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Similarly, the augmentative is expressed by the masculine gender marker -ats-, as 
shown in the following example. 
79. maar-atSi. ma33.:mt-e-ne 
house-M:NOM build-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The (big) house is built' 
The masculine demonstrative form hay!. 'this' (which, when referring to things or 
non-humans denotes something big) can be combined with the diminutive marker to 
expresses relative smallness. In contrast, when ha 'this F/M' (which is the base form 
for both masculine and feminine demonstratives) is combined with the diminutive, it 
refers to an even smaller object. Thus, the form in (80b,) may be used to refer to a 
tiny object held in the hand. 
80a. hayi-mma 'this:NOM' 
this:M-DIM 
80b. ha-mma 'this:NOM' 
this-DIM 
Agreement between demonstratives and a head noun in the diminutive can be seen 
from the following forms: 
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81a. hayi-mma nall-6mma taanl 1er-a-ne 
this-DIM child-DIM lSG:NOM know-IPF-A:DCL 
'I know this boy' 
81 b. ye-mma ta nee-m keezz-e-mma ne 
that-DIM lSG:NOM you-DAT tell-PF:REL-DIM 2SG:NOM 
wayz-iba-y 
hear-PF:NEG-Q 
'Didn't you hear that which I told you? (i.e., Why did you ignore my (little) 
advice?) 
3. 7 Indeterminacy marker 
The suffix -ske- in Maale marks referents which are "unidentified" or "unknown" 
either by the hearer, or the speaker or both. When this suffix is attached to nouns, the 
gender marke.r;s-used are different from those described in section 3.:3. With -ske-, the 
feminine gender is marked by -nn- whereas. the masculine gender is not 
morphologically marked. The feminine gender marker -nn- is also used with 
pronouns and demonstratives (see Chapter Six). The following examples illustrate 
feminine indeterminate forms. 
82a. 1asi-ske-nn-a nena 1eell-a-ne 
person-INDT-F-NOM 2SG:ABScall-IPF-A:DCL 
'Some woman is calling you' 
(the speaker does not know the visitor; the hearer has not yet identified the 
visitor) 
82b. bayl-ske-nn-6 ta zag-e-ne 
cow-INDT-F-ABS lSG:NOM see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw a cow (which I did not know before)' 
82c. 1ey1lle na1i-ske-nn-a kats-anda-ne 
no child-IDET-F-NOM cook-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'No. A certain girl (whom you don't know) will cook' 
Example (82c) above is used as a response to the following question: 
83. hann6 nena d-a-y na-att-6-m mull-6 
today you:ABS BE-IPF-Q child-PL-ABS-DAT food-ABS 
kats-anda-tsi 
cook-F :IPF:REL-NMZ 
'Is it you who cooks today for the children?' 
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The following are examples of Masculine indeterminate nouns. Note that case 
marking in these forms is slightly different: Nominative case is marked by -1 and the 
Absohitive case by -a. The same case marking is used in Masculine forms of 
demon~tratives (see Chapter Six). 
84a. pette sabake-ske-1. maa3a ga1-a-ske-'i 
one preacher-IDET-NOM maaZa say-IPF:REL-IDET-NOM 
mukk-e-ne 
come-PF-A:DCL 
'One preacher, who is called MaaZa came (whom the hearers do not know)' 
84b. gemayi-ske-ya ta zag-e-ne 
ox-IDij'T-ABS lSG:NOM see-PF-A:DCL 
I 
'I saw an ox (the speaker did not know before)' 
84c. na1i-ske-l. peer6 go3-6 1aad'-e-tsi-ro 
child-INDT-NOM he alone farm:DF-ABS go-PF-NMZ-REAS 
ta mal-a-ne 
lSG:NOM think-IPF-A:DCL 
'I am worried about a boy who went to the farm alone' 
As the context in which example (84c) was used suggests, the indeterminate form is 
not necessarily associated with the "known" and "unknown" dichotomy: the referent 
may be known both to the speaker and the hearer(s). However, he may not be 
"identified/determined" in the speech context; in the case of (84c) the speaker was 
referring to one of his sons whom the other speech participants knew. Although we 
occasionally used the English words 'some' and 'certain' in translating the 
indeterminate suffix -ske- in Maale, the function of the latter is different. Maale uses 
pette pette, a reduplicated form of the numeral one, as an equivalent term to 'some' 
and 'certain'. Consider the following examples: 
' 
85a. kafi maar!. pette pette ml.ts-idda 6ed'-a-ne 
bird house:NOM one one tree-LOC be seen-PF-A:DCL 
'Nests are found in certain trees' (Nests are found in some trees but not in all) 
85b. 1iini pette pette haise koJJ-1. 'keezz-a-ne 
3MS:NOM one one story:ABS good-CNV 1 tell-IPF-A:DCL 
'He tells certain stories very well (Some stories he tells good (others he tells 
badly))' 
1iinl haiss-6 pette pette 1as1-m keezz-a-ne 
3MS:NOM story-ABS one one person-DAT tell-IPF-A:DCL 
'He tells the story to certain people (and refuses to tell them to others)' 
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3.8 Nominal derivation and compounding 
3.8.1 Nominal derivation 
Only one type of derived nominals is identified. These are abstract nominals which 
are derived from adjectivals through the suffixation of -urn-. 
86. 7odossi 'tall' 7odoss-urn-6 'tallness' 
dalgi 'wide' dalg-urn-6 'wideness' 
Jiicci1 'soft' Jiicc-urn-6 
'softness' 
I 
'heavy' deets-urn-6 'heaviness' deetsi 
When -urn- is affixed to a noun that has high tone on one or more vowels, all vowels 
on the base form get low tone as the following examples demonstrate: 
87. kun7e 'narrow' kun1-urn-6 
'narrowness' 
duud'd'i 'selfish' duud'd' -urn-6 'selfishness' 
7iriSSi 'thick (of liquid) 7iriss-urn-6 'thickness' 
mlza6i 'beautiful' rniza6-urn-6 'beauty' 
kumutsi 'full' kurnuts-urn-t'f 'fulness' 
Jencenni 'thin (of bread, book)' Jencenn-urn-6 'thinness' 
The following are illustrative sentences: 
88a. yeya kan-z-1-ko karts-urn-6 ne zag-·iya 
that:ABS dog-DF-ABS-GENblack-NMZ-ABS 2SG:NOM see-PF:Q 
'Did you see the blackness of that dog?' (cf. kartsi 'black') 
88b. rnaar-6-ko puup-um-6 1izi naJk-a-ne 
house-ABS-GEN big-NMZ-ABS 3MS:NOM like-IPF-A:DCL 
'He likes the magnitude of the house' 
The -6 following the nominalizer suffix is a case marker. It changes to -a in the 
Nominative as shown below: 
89a. d'eeJJ-6-ko c'anc-um-a 7IZa c'ooJJ-e-ne 
medicine-ABS-GEN bitter-NMZ-NOM 3MS:ABS vomit:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'The bitterness ofthe medicine made him vomit' (cf. c'anci 'bitter') 
89b kanz1-ko 
dog:DF-GEN 
karts-urn-a c'llanc'i gudeya-ke 
black-NMZ-NOM soot:ABS like-BE:A:DCL 
'The blackness of the dog is like that of soot' 
There are verbal and nominal pairs which formally differ from each other only in tone. 
However, for these forms, it is not possible to take one form as basic and derive the 
4 . 
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other from it. Thus, below, we simply list the verbal and nominal (i.e., noun and 
adjective) forms. 
90. Nouns Verbs 
mad'o 'work mad'- 'to work' 
161i 'war' 1ol- 'to fight' 
p611i 'light' po11- 'to become light' 
1anjo 'blessing' 1anj- 'to bless' 
tal1e 'debt' tal1- 'to borrow/lend' 
d'abo 'mistake' d'ab- 'to err, miss a target' 
6~\Ji 'race' 6aJk- 'to run' 
c6Ji 'vomit' c'ooJk- 'to vomit' 
7eofii 'starting point (of river source)' 1ek'k'- 'to stand' 
kem6 'hunting' kern- 'to hunt' 
Joicci 'labour' Jo1- 'to give birth' 
yeepi 'tears' yeekk- 'to cry' 
deebissi 'belch' deebisk- 'to belch' 
The following examples illustrate the fact that the adjectival aid verbal forms may be 
distinguished in tone. However, here too we cannot take one of these forms as basic 
and the other as derivative. 
91. d6di 'strong' dod- 'to become strong' 
p6rta 'bad' port- 'to become bad, spoiled' 
pizze 'straight' pizz- 'to become straight' 
melzi 'dry' mel- 'to become dry' 
s'aad'i 'dry (of mud) s'aad'- 'to become dry' 
garci 'old' garc- 'to become old' 
Jele1e 'light' Jele1- 'to become light' 
Agentive and Instrumental nouns are d.pressed through compound or phrasal forms 
(see below). 
There are several reduplicated nouns in Maale. Most of these involve plant names 
various bird species and body parts. These nouns cannot be treated as derived forms 







'black bean' (also known as: fiil6) 
'part of the mouth between the (inner) chick and mollars' 
gangara 'jaw' 
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3.8.2 Compound nouns 
Nominal compounding in Maale involves only two components. In the data 
available, most of the compound nouns are formed with nouns. Except for a few color 
terms, there are no other compound nouns derived from noun and adjective 
combinations. A/ few compound nouns which have noun and verb components are 
recorded. The Noun + Noun and the Noun + Verb combinations are illustrated in 
examples (93) and (94) respectively: 
93a. N =N +N 
'a small rat' (66la 'k. of bird'; BoJori 'bachelor') 




1ele 1ind'Irsi 'uvula' (1ele 'acting, pretending'; 1ind'Irsi 'tongue') 
s66kko beelli 'special friend' (s66kko 'chyme'; beelli 'bond friend') 
1aapi karenaukare 'face' (1aapi 'eye'; kare 'door') 
1abi t6ki 'ray, sunbeam' (1abi 'sun'; t6ki 'leg/foot') 
1abb6 baacci 'areola' (1abb6 'uncle'; baacci 'hole where flying 
insects gather') 











'brain' (tooki 'head'; sore 'bone marrow') 
'intestine' (g66i 'belly'; baazzi 'thing') 
'noon' (1abi 'sun'; d'uussi 'explosion') 
'gourd used for travelling' (k'alsa 'elbow'; gusi 'gourd') 
'front teeth' (w6tti 'opposite'; 1acci 'teeth') 
'prisoner' (tussi 'bunch'; 1asi 'person') 
'a stream bed between Bala and Bunka villages' 
(legg6 'co-wife' wod'- 'kill') 
'kind of sorghum, short' (1utt- 'sit'; 1ekk- 'take') 
94b. N=V+N 
wofl w6ngo 'hip' (woJ- 'to clean gourd with water and pebbles; w6ngo '?') 
g6cci nay! 'small gourd used when travelling' (g6cc- 'pull'; nayi 'child') 
The following compound nouns contain a component the meaning of which was not 
known to my informants. 
95. sitta k6666 
gM1ro buk'o 
gooJi g6666 
'chicken pox' (sitta '?'; k6666 'viper') 
'ankle' (gaaro 'kind of tree'; buk'o '?') 






'caterpillar' (gaJ- 'to gulp'; mailo '?') 
'a house with sleeping platform' (kubba '?' maari 
'house') 
Number and case markers can intervene between the two components, as the contrast 
between the plural and singular forms of the following words show. 
96. tooki sore 'brain' tookko sorro 'brains' 
toki zed'i 'front part of foot and toes' t6kk6 zed'd'o '(front part of) feet' 
go6i baazzi 'intestine' go66o bakk6 'intestines' 
1aapi kare 'face' 1aappo karro 'faces' 
Some of the colour terminology involve compound words: 
97. saamuna galapi 
dinki zok'k'e 
sugutsi zok'k'e 
'orange' (saamuna 'soap'; gallappi 'yellow') 
'dark red' (dinki '?'; zok'k'e 'red') 
'bright red' (sugutsi 'blood'; zok'k'e 'red') 
Some colour concepts are expressed through ideophones (see also Chapter Thirteen): 
98. zok'k'e d'a11e 'whitish red' d'e11i ge1ene .·· 'it became whitish red' .. , 
kartsi diili 'very black' diili diili ge1ene 'it became very black' 
Many compound nouns involve the words 1ind6 'mother' and maceo 'wife'. 







'whitish, big lizard' (foofi 'snake'; 1indo 'mother') 
'plant used to clean beehives' (gurdari '?') 
'middle-sized plant with bad smell' (dampuri '?') 
'a short plant which grows on hard ground' 
'a woman who divorced or widowed her first husband after 
having given birth to a son' 
'kind of flying insect which has two pairs of wings; the 
upper ones are hard and are used for decoration when 
making dresses for young girls' (foncoori 'the sound 
made when young girls who are wearing the dress, 
decorated with the wings of the insect, walk) 
'motor mill' (laali 'woman' maceo 'wife') 
The last compound noun in (99) seems to be a newly coined term which reflects the 
division of labour in Maale society. A woman is the one who grinds and cooks for 
her husband. The machine which accomplishes one of the most time-consuming 
tasks of women, i.e. grinding, is identified with another noun referring to the marital 
role of women. Structurally this noun looks like a possessive construction: 
'woman's wife'. 
Many plant names are compounds: 
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'kind of yam plant' (dlrsi 'fence'; boyo 'yam') 
'kind of plant' (waari 'goat'; 1am1i 'coffee beans') 
'spur' (guduri 'hyena'; su6i 'fart') 
'taller variety of sorghum' (tiiki 'monkey'; kucci 
'hand') 
'kind of tree' (k'aare 'ape'; halakko 'big tree, the leaf 
of which is used as vegetable') 
war gale Jongalacci 'kind of tree' (fongalacci strong tree used to make 
household utensils; wargale 'kind of bird') 
Some compounds, formed by using nayi 'child' as a second component, express an 
agentive meaning. Semantically these are transparent and express "division of 
labour" among family members; note, however, that these do not express Genitive 
meaning. 





'one who brings cattle to grazing area'(bayi 'cow or cattle') 
'one who takes care of goats' (waari 'goat') 
'one who stays around the farm and protects it from cattle and 
birds' (goJi 'farm) " 
'one who lives in cattle camp, located a few kilometers away 
from villages, and takes care of cattle there'(mootsi 'cattle 
camp') 
'one who brings cattle to grazing area in the morning and 
brings them back home in the evenings' (k'6lmo 'property') 
Maale compound nouns do not involve the use of a connecting element. Neither is 
there tonal or segmental alternation on the base form of the components. As can be 
seen from the above list, most compounds involve N + N combinations. This shows 
that there is structural similarity between compounds and possessive constructions. 
Semantically too, in some cases it is ·difficult to tell whether the form is a compound 
noun or a possessive noun phrase as in the following forms: 




'nostril' (sfi.d'i 'nose'; 1ete 'hole') 
'palm ofthe hand' (kucci 'hand'; garsi 'inside') 
'floor, interior' (keetsi 'house'; garsi 'inside') 
'kind of snake, lives in termite hills (duunni 'termite hill'; 
J66Ji 'snake') 
The above forms too allow inflectional markers between the two nouns, as the 
following examples demonstrate: 
103. duunn6 J66336 
sll.d'd'6 1ett6 





'palms of hands' 
'floor, interior' 
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However, while possessive constructions can take an optional Genitive case marker 
-ko, compounds do not. Thus, the compound nouns in (103) above cannot be affixed 
with -ko as the ungrammaticality of the following forms shows: 
104. *duunoko J66Ji 
*siid'iko 1ete 
*kuc' 6ko gar6 
'kind of snake' 
'nostril' 
'palm ofhand' 
Furthermore, possessive constructions may involve more than two members whereas 
all compound nouns have only two components. 
3. 9 Co-ordination 
Coordination of two or more noun phrases is marked by the morpheme -na which 
also marks the Instrumental and the Comitative (cf. Section 35.2.2. above). Payne 
(1985:29) correctly predicts that "[e]ven in languages which' do have the same surface 
morpheme for the conjunction and the comitative, it is commonly the case that 
devices exist for keeping the two apart". Maale achieves this distinction by double 
marking all conjoined nouns for conjunction and by using only one -na for the 
Comitative. Consider the following examples. 
105a. taani suugg-atsi laal-ell-6-na (1a-a-nte) 
lSG:NOM chief-M:NOM woman-F-ABS-INST (exist-IPF-TEMPJ) 
zag-e-ne 
see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw the chief with the womm+' 
105b. taani suugg-atsi-na laal-ell-6-na zag-e-ne . 
lSG:NOM chief-M:ABS-INST woman-F-ABS-INST see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw the chief and the woman' 
CHAPTER4 
PRONOUNS 
Pronouns in Maale are similar to nouns in some respects. However, since they also 
exhibit characteristics which are not observed in nouns, e.g. having their own 
paradigm for person and number, they are dealt with separately in this chapter. 
In the following table a list of Logophoric, Genitive, Subject and Object pronouns 
of Maale is given. 
T bl 4 1 a e Th d' e pronoun para 1gm 
3LOG GEN SBJ/NOM OBJ/ABS 
lSG ta taani tami 
ta 
2SG ne neeni .. - nemi 
ne 
3MS pe- 7iza 1izi TIZa 
Tum 
1i 
3FS pe- 7IZ6 TIZa 7IZ6 
lPL nu nuuni nun a 
nu 
2PL Tmtsi 1intsi 1intsi 
3PL pe- 7iyat6 7iyata 7iyat6 
Based on their morphological characteristics, the pronouns in the above table are 
divided into two groups: the first group, which is labelled here as 'basic pronouns' 
for convenience, consists offrrst person (singular and plural), second person singular 
and third person masculine singular pronouns. Pronouns which belong to this first 
group have a simple morphological form and they distinguish case, gender and 
number distinctively from nouns. The second group consists of third person feminine 
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singular and second and third person plural pronouns which contain more than two 
morphemes. We label these 'secondary pronouns'. Secondary pronouns are marked 
for case, defmiteness and number by using the same morphemes which mark case, 
definiteness and number in nouns. Secondary pronouns are thus more noun-like. The 
distinction between basic and secondary forms of pronouns in Maale raises interesting 
synchronic an&diachronic issues. Below, each of the two pronoun types is discussed 
in tum. 
4.1 Basic pronouns 
The following basic pronouns are extracted from Table 4.1 above. 
1. LOG GEN Unmarked Pronouns 
lSG ta ta 
2SG ne ne 
3MS pe ?i 
lPL nu nu 
The logophoric pronoun is used only in the third person (see below for a discussion 
of this form). The third person does not have a basic possessive pronoun; it also 
exhibits other peculiarities which will be discussed later. The possessive pronouns 
and 'unmarked pronouns' differ from each other only in tone. This might suggest 
that either the possessive pronouns are derived from the unmarked pronouns by 
replacing high tone with low tone or the other way round. This position is not 
adopted here because no evidence can be · provided to justify the direction of 
derivation. We also expect that the phonological and morphological nature of the 
nouns with which possessive pronouns occur can have effect on the form of the 
possessive pronouns and thus compli9ate the issue. 
Unmarked pronouns are used as Subject pronouns, as in: 
2a. ne nuu-na mad'-anda-ne 
2SG:NOM lPL-INST work-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'You will work with us' 
2b. nu ?arsa man-a-ne 
lPL:NOM bed:ABS make-IPF-A:DCL 
'We are making a bed' 
Although the 'unmarked pronouns' occur in subject position, it seems that they are 
not spelled out for case, because we find the same ta, ne, etc. in the Absolutive, 
Dative, Ablative, etc. as well (see below; however, in this study, both short and 
long/inflected forms of subject pronouns are interlinearized as Nominative). 
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Moreover, the unmarked (subject) pronouns have another variant which is marked for 
Nominative case, as can be seen in the following paradigms: 
3. Unamrked SBJ NOM ABS 
lSG ta taa-n:• ta-n-a 
2SG ne nee-n-1 ne-n-a 
3MS 1i Tli-n-1. 
lPL nu nuu-n-1. nu-n-a 
Thus, as illustrated in the following sentences the first person singular subject 
pronoun can be ta or taam. 
4a. ta BaJk-e-ne 'I ran' 
lSG:NOM run-PF-A:DCL 
4b. taam BaJk-e-ne 'I ran' 
lSG:NOM run-PF-A:DCL 
Similarly, first person plural, second and third person singular Subject can be 
expressed with any of the alternative long or short pronoun forms shown in (3) 
above. One may argue that ta, ne, TI and nu representing fitst, second and third 
person singular and first person plural respectively, are·~shortened forms or clitics 
derived from taam, neem, Tum and nuuni. This is rejected in this study because 
the unmarked subject pronouns occur in identical syntactic environments where their 
longer counterparts taam, neeni, Tum and nuuni occur. Unlike clitics, the ta, ne 
types of pronouns are not positionally restricted or phonologically dependent on any 
category. For instance, they can occur sentence initially (5a) or just before the verb 
(which is a focus position, see Chapter Thirteen) intervening between the latter and 
its complements (5b). 
5a. nu 7aari 7as-6-ke 
lPL:NOM now person-PL-BE:A:DCL 
'Well, we are people' 
5b. kall-um-6 nee-ssi ne denk' -uwa 
naked-NMZ-ABS 2SG:GEN-GEN:NMZz 2SG:NOM fmd-NEG:IPF 
gudi 7aapp-a nee-k6 baik'k' -i 7a-a-ne 
COMP eye-NOM 2SG:GEN-GEN lost-CNV exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'Your eyes are lost (blind), so that YOU cannot fmd out about your nakedness 
(shame)' 
In summary, the list of 'basic pronouns' in (1) and their inflected forms in (3) above 
shows that these pronouns do not distinguish gender; number distinction is made for 
first person lexically. They mark nominative case by -1 and Absolutive case by -a 
which is different from case marking in nouns and in secondary pronouns .. A similar 
._..... .......... __________ __ 
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Nominative -'1 and Absolutive -a case marking pattern is attested in demonstratives. 
Moreover, basic pronouns formally distinguish Nominative, Absolutive and Genitive 
cases whereas secondary pronouns have identical forms for Absolutive and Genitive 
cases. Finally, all members of basic pronouns contain a petrified morpheme -n-
whereas this is absent in secondary pronouns. In a comparative research of Omotic 
languages, Hayward and Tsuge (1998) have convincingly argued that the widely 
attested -n- in Ometo pronouns represents a fossil of the Proto-Omotic Accusative 
marker *n when Ometo languages shifted from Accusative marking to Nominative 
marking case system (for details, see Hayward and Tsuge 1998). This suggests that 
the secondary pronouns lacking the archaic morpheme -n- may be new to the 
pronoun paradigm ofMaale. The fact that basic pronouns behave differently in terms 
of number, )ender and case marking from secondary pronouns and other nouns 
supports this view. 
4.2 Secondary pronouns 
The following is a list of secondary pronouns in Maale: 
6. NOM ABS GEN 
.~ 
3MS 1i-z-i 1i-z-a 1i-z-a 
3FS 1i-z-a 1i-z-6 1i-z-6 
2PL 1i-ntsi 1i-ntsi 1i-ntsi 
3PL 1i-yat-a 1i-yat-6 1i-yat-6 
All of the above pronouns have the basic form 1i-, suggesting that these are derived 
from the same form and are distinguished from each other by morphemes marking 
defmiteness, number and case. It seems that the deictic forms, 1intsi 'those (NOM)', 
1iika 'there' also have the same origin as the secondary pronouns. The morpheme 
-ntsi in 1intsi 'those (NOM)' is attested in nouns as a defmite plural marker and -ka 
in 1iika 'there' is the Locative marker which is discussed in Chapter Three (see 
Chapter Six for deictic forms). However, the tonal difference between the pronoun 1i 
and the deictic 1i- cannot be explained here. 
The suffixes added to the secondary pronouns in (6) contain elements which are 
similar to those identified in the noun morphol~gy. In the third person feminine 
pronoun, for example, Nominative and Absolutive case are marked by -a and -6 
respectively, as are all feminine nouns (cf. Chapter Three). The suffix -ntsi, which 
occurs in the second person plural pronoun 1i-ntsi, is identical to the definite plural 
marker -ntsi. Just as definite plural nouns, the second person plural pronoun 
distinguishes case by tone: 1i-ntsi Nominative, and 1i-ntsi Absolutive. 
The morpheme -(y)at in third person plural pronouns, e.g. 1i-yat-a 'they (NOM)' 
is related to the indefmite plural marker -at(t). Notice also that in this pronoun, we 
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fmd the Nominative and Absolutive case suffixes -a and -6 which occur with the 
indefmite plural marker -at(t). 
The -z- in the third person singular feminine and masculine pronouns, e.g. 7iza and 
7izi, marks defmiteness (cf. Chapter Three). The gender distinction among these two 
pronouns is marked through the case affixes as is the case with some nouns. 
It should be noted that, while a very similar pronoun system is found in many 
Ometo and Omotic languages, different analyses are proposed especially on the status 
of the short; and long pronouns. Sometimes the difference in analyses is motivated by 
distributional restrictions holding for the short and long pronouns. For example, 
Azeb (1993) argued for an analysis of short pronouns in Basketto as clitics. Breeze 
(1990) seems to suggest a similar analysis for Bench/Gimira by using 'shortened 
subject pronouns' to refer to the pre-verbally occurring ta3, ne3, etc. and the term 
'normal subject pronoun' to refer to ta3n, ne3n, etc. Adams (1983) argues that the 
short pronouns such as ta and ne in Wolaitta belong to the word-level while taa-n:• 
and nee-n-i are phrases. According to him the latter consist of the word-level 
'proforms' ta, ne etc., the nominalizer -n- and the Nominative case marker -i 
However, Lamberti and Sottile (1997) analyse Wolaitta pronouns as 
Absolutive/Genitive form ta-, ne- etc., and Nominative and Accusative case suffixes 
-ni and -na respectively. Allan (1976) reports for Kullo ("br Dawro) that the long and 
short pronouns represent dialectal variation. Thus, according to him the Jimma 
dialect of Kullo differs from the Gene and Waka dialects in having short pronouns. 
(The latter thus have only long pronouns.) 
4.3 Third person pronouns 
The third person pronouns exhibit two peculiarities. Firstly, the third person 
masculine singular has properties of both basic pronouns and secondary pronouns. It 
belongs to the former group since .one of its alternating three subject pronouns, i.e., 
Timi shows the features of basic pronouns: in this pronoun Nominative case is 
marked by :1 just like the other basic pronouns. Tnni 'he' also contains the archaic 
morpheme -n- whereas its feminine counterpart lacks this form. On the other hand, 
1iini does not have corresponding possessive and Absolutive pronouns. Rather, the 
third person masculine pronoun has an alternative form: Nominative 1izl. and 
Absolutive 1iza, which are similar to secondary pronouns in that they contain the 
defmiteness marker -z- which occurs with nouns. Furthermore, like other secondary 
pronouns, the third person masculine Absolutive and Genitive pronouns are 
identical. 
Secondly, third person pronouns exhibit partial gender-case syncretism. That is, 
third person feminine Nominative is identical to masculine Absolutive. The relevant 















7. NOM ABS 
3MS 7Iii. 1iza 
3 F s 1iza 7IZ6 
A similar syncretism is observed in other Ometo languages such as Wolaitta (c£ 
Bender in preparation). 
4.4 Possessive pronouns 
The basic possessive pronouns, ta, ne, 1i, nu, etc shown in Table 4.1 are used in 
the following manner: 
8. ta nayi 'my child' 
ta maari 'my house' 
ta 1afinni 'my neigbour' 
Howeveil, when the possessed noun is modified, the Genitive case marker -k6 is often 
attached to the possessive pronoun. 
9. taa-k6 lam16 naatt6 
taa-k6 haits6 maar6 
taa-k6 1oidd6 13finn6 
'my two children' ,.-n 
'my three houses' 
'my four neighbours' 
As in nouns, the suffix -k6 is optional and it emphasizes the noun to which it IS 
attached ( cf. Chapter Three). 
Possessive nouns are formed by adding one of the nominalizer suffiXes -r6 or -ssi 
to the Genitive pronouns. Thus we have: 
10; taa-r6 
nee-r6 
'mine' taa-ssi 'mine 
'yours' nee-ssi 'yours' 
As will be shown in Chapter Eight, the suffix -r6 is also used as a reason clause 
marker. It seems that this suffix originally served as a peripheral case marker 
expressing Dative or Beneficial. (Synchronically, the Dative is marked by -m, as 
shown in Chapter Three.) This can be see11 from the slight meaning difference 
between independent possessive nouns with -r6 and -ssi. The difference between 
these two . involves expressing known and unknown possession. For example, as a 
response for the questions in (11a-b) below, either (12a) or (12b) can be given. 
lla. hayi 1oo-r6 d-a-y 'Whose is this?' 
this:NOM who-GEN:NMZ1 BE-IPF-Q 
11b. hayl 1oo-ssi d-a-y 'Whose is this?' 
this:NOM who-GEN:NMZz BE-IPF-Q 
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12a. hay! Tmtsi-r6-ke 'This is yours/This is for you' 
this:NOM 2PL:ABS-GEN:NMZ1-BE:A:DCL 
12b. hay! 1intsi-ssi-ke 'This is yours' 
this:NOM 2PL:ABS-GEN:NMZz-BE:A:DCL 
(12a) expresses a first statement that something belongs to somebody. It is 
appropriate, for example, if said by somebody who has divided something among 
several people and then lets the people know what belongs to whom. He declares 
what is going to be in somebody's possession from the utterance time onwards. On 
the other hand by saying ( 12b) the speaker expresses his know ledge of the situation. 
He confirms to the addressees, who claim/believe that the object in question belongs 
to them, that he too knows/accepts this fact. The following two sentences further 
illustrate this distinction. 
13a. ne ne mes'app-6 166-m 1ing-e-y 
2SG:NOM 2SG:GEN book-ABS who-DAT give-PF-Q 
I 
ta taa-ssi isra1el-m 1ing-e-ne 
lSG:NOM 1SG:GEN-GEN:NMZ2 Israel-DAT give-PF-A:DCL 
'To whom did you give your book? I gave mine to Isra~l' 
(*taar6) 
13b. hann6 mas'app-ell-6 ta d6ngi tammi-na Jank' -e-ne 
this:F:ABS book-F-ABS · lSG:NOM five ten-INST buy-PF-A:DCL 
may:• taa-r6-ke !IZa 
retum-CNV 1SG:GEN-GEN:NMZ1-BE:A:DCL 3FS:NOM 
'I bought this book for fifty Birr. From now on, it is mine' 
? (taassi) 
The following table represents a summary of dependent and independent possessive 
pronouns. 
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T bl 42 a e p . I ossess1ve pronomma s 
GEN1. GEN2 GEN:NMZ1 GEN:~ 
lSG ta taa-k6 taa-r6 taa-ssi 
2SG ne nee-k6 nee-r6 nee-ssi 
3MS 7iza 7iza-ko 7IZa-ro 7IZa-ssi 
3FS 7IZO 7izo-ko 7IZ6-ro 7IZ6-ssi 
lPL nu nuu-ko nuu-r6 nuu-ssi 
2PL 7intsi 7intsi-ko 7mtsi-ro 7intsi-ssi 
3PL 7iyat6 7iyat6-ko 7iyat6-ro 7iyat6-ssi 
4.4 pe: logophoric or reflexive? 
The list of Maale pronouns at the beginning of this Chapter contains a separate 
column for t~e pronoun pe which is used only in the thirl"person. This pronoun 
occurs only when there is a co-referential third person subject in the same sentence. It 
cannot be used co-referentially across sentences. Formally, pe partly behaves in a 
parallel way to the other basic pronouns. That is, like other basic pronouns, in the 
Absolutive it takes the morphemes -n- and a. Like basic pronouns, the Genitive and 
the Absolutive.cases ofpe are distinguished by tone: the former with a low tone and 
the latter with a high tone. However, unlike other basic pronouns pe does not have a 
Nominative form and cannot occur as subject of a sentence. 
Functionally, pe may appear as a reflexive pronoun. In the following sentences, a 
reflexive reading may be appropriate. 
14a. 7iyata pena naJk-a-ne 
3PL:NOM 3LOG like-IPF-A:DCL 
'They like themselves' (i.e., 'they are selfish/egoistic') 
I4b. 7Iii pena Bark' -e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3LOG hit-PF-A:DCL 
'He hit himself 
Like reflexive pronouns, pe- cannot be used when Subject and Object refer to different 
referents. Compare: 
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15a. 7izl 7iza Bark'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3MS:ABS hit-PF-A:DCL 
'Hei hit him;' 
15b. 7izl pena Bark' -e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3LOG:ABS hit-PF-A:DCL 
'Hei hit himj' (i.e. 'He hit himself) 
In the above example, the pronoun pe is in the Absolutive form, i.e., with the 
suffixes -n- and -a. In the context of this example, the Absolutive form of first and 
second person pronouns is used as shown in the following sentences: 
16a. taani tana 6ark'-e-ne 
lSG:NOM lSG:ABS hit-PF-A:DCL 
'I hit myself (=I hit me)' 
16b. mium nun a Bark'-e-ne 
lPL:NOM lPL:ABS hit-PF-A:DCL 
'We hit ourselves (=we hit us)' 
It was suggested that for Maale the third person objeckform is 7iza and pena as 
illustrated in (15b) is a reflexive pronoun (this same analysis is adopted in other 
Ometo languages with a parallel construction). However, there is one main reason for 
arguing against such an analysis of pe in Maale. That is, pe occurs as a third person 
possessive pronoun when the subject of the sentence and the possessive pronoun are 
co-referential, which will not be possible if pe is a reflexive pronoun. When the 
subject and the possessive pronoun are not co-referential, pe cannot be used as a 
possessive pronoun. Compare: 
17a. 7izl pe maari koJJ-a-ne 
3MS:NOM 3LOG house:ABS repair-IPF-A:DCL 
'Hei is repairing hisi house' 
17b. 7izl TIZii maari 
3MS:NOM 3MS:GEN house:ABS 
'Hei is repairing his; house' 
koiJ-a-ne 
repair-IPF-A:DCL 
Similarly, pe occurs with the Dative marker -m and with the independent Genitive 
suffix -r6, in both cases as co-referential with the subject. These are shown in 
example(l8a-b) and (19a-b) below respectively. 
18a. TIZa pee-m c'aamme Jank'-e-ne 
3FS:NOM 3LOG-DAT shoes:ABS buy-PF-A:DCL 
'She; bought shoes for hen (herself)' 
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18b. 1iza 1iz6-m c'aamme Jank'-e-ne 
3FS:NOM 3FS:ABS-DAT shoes:ABS buy-PF-A:DCL 
'She; bought shoes for her/ 
19a. '?iyata pee-r6 
3PL:NOM 3LOG-GEN:NMZ 
'They; guarded theirs;' 
kap-e-ne 
guard-PF-A:DCL 
I9b. '?iyata 1iyat6-r6 kap-e-ne 




Furthermore, when an (emphatic) reflexive interpretation is intended, expanded 
constructions are used instead of the simple pena. The first is a phrasal structure 
involving a Genitive pronoun followed by tooki 'head' and the Instrumental marker 
-na. 
20. 'lade ba'?-uwa-nte ta ta tooki-na 
father bring-NEG:IPF-SIML ISG:NOM ISG:GEN head-INST 
ba'?-a-ne 
bring-IPF-A:DCL 
'While my father does not bring (carry out a ritual), I myself do it' 
The second means for expressing the reflexive involves the combination of object 
pronouns with the 'restrictive pronouns' (see below). 
21 a. nuuni nun a nuusi wod' -anda-ne 
IPL:NOM IPL:ABS IPL:REST kill-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'We will kill ourselves' 
2Ib. '?atsi pena pe~si Bark'-a-ne 
person:M-NOM 3LOG:ABS 3LOG:REST hit-IPF-A:DCL 
'The man hits himself' 
Based on the above features we conclude that, except for one restriction, pe is a 
logophoric pronoun the function of which is to denote identity between the third 
person subject of the sentence and an Object, Possessive or Dative pronoun in the 
same sentence. The restriction involves this: in languages which have logophoric 
pronouns, the latter typically occur as co-referential subjects in reported speech as in: 
He; said HE; is tired. If both occurrences of the pronoun 'he' in this sentence 
designate the same referent, the second of these two pronouns (which is in the 
embedded sentence) will be represented by a specific pronoun type, known as 
logophoric pronoun; the latter is only used in such co-referential functions. Thus, 
verbs of reporting and those expressing mental or psychological state which involve 
'implicit reporting' are considered to be the main triggering factors for logophoricity 
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(cf. Stirling 1993). pe in Maale, doesn't occur with the quotative verb ge1- 'say'. It 
is never used as subject pronoun of an embedded clause. It may be used as an object 
or possessive pronoun in a dependent clause which is co-referential with the subject 
of the main clause. The fact that pe is not used in quotative clauses such as Hei said 
HEi is tired emerges from the non-occurrence of indirect speech forms in Maale. 
Where one would expect an indirect speech form, Maale speakers only use a direct 
speech form. (See also Chapter Eight.) Consider the following reported speech: 
22. 1ade 1arhmana ta ge1-e-ne ge1-e-ne 
father:NOM mission:ABS 1SG:NOMenter-PF-A:DCL say-PF-A:DCL 
'My father said 'I joined the Christian religion" 
='My father said that he became a Christian' 
Reflexes ofpe are found in different Omotic languages: ba in Wolaitta; be in Garno 
(cf. Homp6 1990); pe in Baskette (Azeb 1994). It is interesting to note that at least 
one Om otic language, i.e., Bench, uses a similar pronoun ba 4 as a co-referential 
subject pronoun in the same sentence (i.e., in a direct speech. cf. Breeze 1990). The 
case of Bench supports the analysis of pe- as a logophoric pronoun in Maale. 
4.5 Restrictive pronouns 
The term restrictive pronouns is used here to refer to a set of Maale pronouns which 
express meanings parallel to the English: 'I alone', 'you alone', 'she alone', 'he 
alone', etc. The paradigm of these pronouns is shown below: 





These Restrictive pronouns are often used with a co-referential subject pronoun. 
24a. taanl s'aabb-6 taasi kap-a-ne 
lSG:NOM prison-ABS 1SG:alone guard-IPF-A:DCL 
'I am guarding the prison alone' 
24b. 1i:il peesi 1aad'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3LOG:alone go-PF-A:DCL 
'He went alone' 
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Notice that the restrictive pronouns and 'known independent Genitive pronoun' 
discussed in section 4.3 above, differ from each other by gemination. The following 
examples illustrate the contrast: 
25a. ta taasi nabab-anda-ne 
lSG:NOM lSG:alone read-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'I will read it alone (with out somebody's help)' 
25b. ta taassi nabab-anda-ne 
read-F:IPF-A:DCL lSG:NOM .fuine 
'I will read mine' 
Restrictive pronouns seem to be adverbial in nature. They express the fact that the 
referent of the pronoun is the only participant in the state event expressed by the verb, 
excluding other participants. 
4.6 Pronouns and peripheral cases 
Other than the Nominative, Accusative and Genitive cas~s, pronouns can also take 
different peripheral cases. When Dative, Ablative and Instrumental case markers are 
attached to basic pronouns the vowel of the latter is lengthened. Vowel lengthening 
takes place also in the Nominative but not in the Absolutive. In the following full 
paradigms the Nominative and Absolutive pronouns are repeated for comparison. 
26. NOM ABS DAT ABL INST 
lSG taam tana taam hiappe taana 
2SG neeni nena neem neeppe neena 
3MS 1iim 
lPL nuum nona nuum nuuppe nuuna 
The above forms contrast with secondary pronouns in which no vowel lengthening 
takes place: 
27. NOM ABS DAT ABL INST 
3MS 1iz1 1iza 1izam 1izappe 1izana 
3FS 1iza 1iz6 1iz6m 1iz6ppe 1iz6na 
2PL 1intsi 1intsi 1intsim ?intsippe 1intsina 
3PL 7iyata 7iyat6 1iyat6m 1iyat6ppe 1iyat6na 
Similarly, when Genitive -ko, possessive nominalizer -r6 or -ssi are affixed to basic 
pronouns, vowel lengthening takes place whereas no change occurs on the basic form 
when these are affixed to secondary pronouns (see the list in Table 4.2 above). 
5 .1 Verb roots 
CHAPTER 5 
VERBS 
The ev structure of verb roots in Maale typically contains only one peak. Verb roots 
with only e structure include predicative verbs. Verb roots with two-peak ev 
structures are relatively few in number; while three-peak verb roots are unattested. It 
is noteworthy that those with two-peak ev structures contain verb classes such as 
motion verbs, e.g. bunbal- 'roll over', gogaik'k'- 'shiver'; verbs expressing 
instinctive actions, e.g. h\yid'iJk- 'sneeze' and dee6isk- 'belch', and verbs 
expressing an emotional state, e.g. 1igic'c'- 'fear', gadank' 'curse', gundum-
'murmur'. The following two tables summarize the canonical shapes of verb roots: 
Ta bl 5 1 e ev structure o f b ver . M l roots m aa e: group one 
e ev eve evve 
t- 'be' 1ii- 'exist' ge1- 'say' 1aad'- 'go' 
n- 'be' him- 'repeat' keer-
d- 'be' mad'- 'work' 'throw' 
bii1- 'smear' 
evee evvee 
16c' ' c- hiiik'k'-
'wipe' 'die' 
6ull- 'jump' c'i\fk- 'be 




T bl 52 a e CV tru tu f b t . M 1 s c reo ver roosm aa e: ~ ouptwo 
cvcvc cvcvcc CVCCVC (C)-
d'akal- h\yid'iJk- gum7at-
'inherit' 'sneeze' 'kneel' 
galat- gumurk'· bunbal- 'roll 







As will be shown in the next sections, most verbal affixes begin with a vowel. Thus, 
when affixation takes place, the above verb root forms can be syllabified differently. 
(For tone classes in verbs, see Chapter Two.) 
In the following sections we discuss morphological anCf" some. of the syntactic 
characteristics of verbs. For this purpose, verb roots are subdivided-into two: a) main 
verbs which take all the inflectional and derivational possibilities in the verb 
conjugation, and b) predicative 'be' verbs, which occur with a limited number of 
inflectional markers. Furthermore, these latter type of verbs do not take derivational 
affixes. 
When a main verb form has both derivational and inflectional affixes, these affixes 
occur in the following order: 
VERB ROOT-DERIVATIONAL AFFIX- INFLECTIONAL AFFIX 
Within derivational or inflectional affi~es, each morpheme has a fixed slot (see 
below). 
5.2 Verb root extension 
5.2.1 Causatives 
Maale has productive, morphological causatives as well as periphrastic causatives. 
The productive causative verb stem is derived by affixing -is -or -iJ- to the verb root. 
Except in some verb roots which end in s', z, or ts, these two suffixes are freely 
interchangeable in all other verbs. Thus: 
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1. dod-is- or dod-iJ- 'make strong, fat, plump' 
d'umm-is- or d'umm-iJ- 'make dark' 
Jane-is- or Jane-if- 'make sell' 
mad'-is- or mad'-iJ- 'make work' 
Jank'-is- or Jank'-iJ- 'make buy' 
yenk'-is- or, yenk'-iJ- 'make look after cattle' 
I 
In verb roots ending 'ins', z, ts, however, informants prefer the -is- suffix to -if-. The 
following are examples: 
2. Preferred Less preferred 
pis's' -is- pis's'-iJ 'make sweep' 
keezz-is- keezz-iJ 'make tell' 
Bok'its-is- Bok'its-iJ- 'make remember' 
k'ass-is- k'ass-iJ- 'make add' 
pizz-is- pizz-iJ- 'make straight' 
The preference of the causative marker -is- with roots ending in alveolar sibilants s', 
s, z involves a word structure condition in which two sibilants in a word tend to be 
identical in palatalization. In some Omotic languages inc.luding Aari, Zayse, Bench, 
co-occurrence of alveolar and palatal sibilants is strictly avoided (cf. Hayward 1988). 
In Maale this co-occurrence restriction is not obligatory, as demonstrated in (2) 
above. Examples in (3) below illustrate that verb roots ending in palatal sibilants can 
also take a causative suffix with an alveolar sibilant. 
3. haJJ-is- or 
1aaee-is- or 
haJJ-if- 'make give up' 
1aaee-iJ- 'make hide' 
With some (frequently used?) verbs the causative suffix -is- can optionally be realized 
as -z-. 
4. 1ol-is- or 1ol-z- 'make fight' 
gel-is- or gel-z- 'make enter' 
1er-is- or 1er-z- 'make know' 
dar1-is- or dar-z- 'tear (tr.)' 
All of the verb roots in (4) above which take causative -z- end in liquids. However, 
this does not seem to be a systematic phonological criteria since there are also verb 
roots which end in liquids in which the causative suffix -is- is not changed to -z-. 
The following are examples of this latter type. 
5. mal-is- 'cause to think/cause to worry' *mal-z-
teel-is- 'cause to become hot (of metal)' *teel-z-
sar-is- 'make snatch' *sar-z-
k'iir-is- 'make jealous' *k'iir-z-
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In verb roots ending in -t, the v9wel of the causative suffix may be dropped, e.g. 
1eett-'bum' vs. 1eet-s- 'make fire' and 1eet-s-is- 'cause to make fire'. 
The causative verb stem may be formed from transitive or intransitive verbs. In the 
causative of intransitive verb roots, the causative suffix is realized twice. One of these 




kas's'- 'be cooked/ripe' 









The following sentences illustrate the use of the above extended verbs: 
7a. waas' -a burk' -a-ne 
water-NOM boil-IPF-A:DCL 
'The water is boiling' 
7b. 'l1ii waatsi burk' -is-a-ne 
3MS:NOM water:ABS boil-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is boiling water' 
7c. 'li:ii 'liZ6 waatsi burk' -is-is-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3FS:ABS water:ABS boil-CAUS-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He made her boil water' 
Some verb roots make a formal distinction for transitive and intransitive forms. Some 
of these involve alternation of fmal consonant, e.g. ejective and non-ejective 
counterparts of palatal consonants (8a). A few examples are found where reduction of 
vowel length and verb root fmal consonant alternation plus the addition of the 
causative suffix are involved (8b). There are also some examples where different 
lexical items are used to designate transitive and intransitive verbs, as in (8c) below. 
8a. Intransitive 
mic' c'- 'burn' 
Bec'c'- 'wake up' 
1igic'c'- 'fear' 
8b. loomm- 'fall' 
kaamm- 'meet' 
8c. Joott- 'spill' 
Transitive 
mice- 'burn sth.' 
Becc- 'wake so~ebody up' 
1igicc- 'make fear, threaten' 
lont-s- 'let fall' (cf. tong- and keer- 'throw') 
kant-s- 'connect points, e.g. of rope' 
laal- 'spill sth.' 
The causative form of the above verbs can be formed either from the intransitive or 
the transitive root. The choice of one or the other of these depends on whether the 
subject noun is a 'personally involved causer' or 'non-involved causer'. These two 
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labels are borrowed from Sak:sena (1982: 2). When the intransitive verb root is used 
to form a causative verb stem, the causer noun is regarded as directly involved in the 
action. In this case, the causer noun occurs in the Nominative and the caused noun in 
the Absolutive. On the other hand, when the causative verb stem is formed using the 
transitive verb root, the subject noun of the sentence is not personally involved in the 
action. In these latter causative stem types, there are two causer noun phrases: the 
indirectly involved causer which occurs in the Nominative case and the directly 
involved causer which occurs in the Instrumental case (9d). The caused/affected noun 
in this second type 9f causative clause occurs in the Absolutive. Compare the 
following examples with the verbs mic' c'- 'bum' and mice- 'bum something'. 
9a. hiadd-a mic'c'-e-ne 
bread-NOM bum-PF-A:DCL 
'The bread burned' 
9b. 1iin1 maatt-6 micc-e-ne 
3MS:NOM grass-ABS bum-PF-A:DCL 
'He burned the grass' 
9c. 7Izi tami garb-i 7eett:I laadd-6 
3MS:NOM frre:ABS put_much-CNV1bum-CNV1 bread-ABS 
mic' c' -is-e-ne 
bum-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He made the bread bum by making too much frre under the baking pan' 
*micc-e-ne; *micc-is-e-ne 
9d. 7un1 na17-6-na taa-k6 tiis' -6 
3MS:NOM child-ABS-INST 1SG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS 
micc-is-e-ne 
bum-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He made the child bum my fence' 
The directly involved causer (in the instrumental case) may be dropped as in (lOa) 
below, or it may occur in the Absolutive if a converb is used as in (1 Ob ). 
1 Oa. 1iin1 taa-k6 tiis' -6 micc-is-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 1SG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS bum-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He had my fence burned (by somebody)' 
1 Ob. 1iin1 na11-6 7aits:I taa-k6 tiis' -6 
3MS:NOM child-ABS order-CNV1 1SG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS 
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rnicc-is-e-ne 
burn-CA US-PF -A:DCL 
'He had my fence burned by ordering the child to do so' 
I 
The intransitive verb stem may also be used to express indirect causation. In this 
case, the causative suffix occurs twice on the verb. Thus, examples (lOa) and (lOb) 
above may be rendered as ( 11 a) and ( 11 b) respectively. 
lla. 1iinl. taa-k6 tiis' -6 rnic'c' -is-is-e-ne 
3MS:NOM lSG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS burn-CAUS-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He had my fence burned (by somebody)' 
11 b. 1iinl. na11-6 1aits.:I taa-k6 tiis' -6 
3MS:NOM child-ABS order-CNV1 lSG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS 
mic' c' -is-is-e-ne 
burn-CA US-C A US-PF -A:DCL 
'He had my fence burned by ordering the child to do so' 
The two-way distinction of personally involved causer and non-involved causer 
which is demonstrated above also has another morphological basis: i.e., some verb 
roots have two causative stems which differ from each other in the 'involvedness' or 
·" in the subject's 'degree of control' on the action expressed by the verb. Consider the 
following examples: 
12a. na11-a dalk' -6 1uJk-e-ne 
child-NOM soup-ABS drink-PF-A:DCL 
'The child drank the soup' 
12b. 1ind-a na11-6 dalk' -6 1~JJ-e-ne 
mother-NOM child-ABS soup-ABS drink:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'The mother made the child drink the soup'. 
12c. 1ind-a na11-6 dalk'_-6 1uJk-is-e-ne 
mother-NOM child-ABS soup-ABS drink-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'The mother got the child to drink the soup' 
The difference between the two causative clauses in (12b) and (12c) above is that in 
example (12b) the causer controls or forces the action on the caused noun. On the 
other hand (12c) expresses causation without the causer's complete control but with 
the will or participation of the caused noun in carrying out the action. The context for 
the use of these two causative verbs is explicitly stated in the adverbial clauses in the 
following examples: 
13a. na11-a 1uJk-uwa-ya t-a-te-ya 1ind-a 
child-NOM drink-IPF:NEG:REL-NMZ BE-IPF-CND-NMZ mother-NOM 
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JiJink' -1 7uJJ-e-ne 
force_feed~CNV1 drink:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'Although the child is one who would not drink, the mother forced him to 
drink' 
(*16Jk-is-e-ne) 
13b. na11-a peer6 1ark' :1 16Jk-anl 
drink-PURP child-NOM 3P alone hold-CNV 1 
danda1-uw:.i-tsi-ro 1Ind-a 16Jk-is-e-ne 
be able-IPF:NEG:REL-NMZ-REAS mother-NOM drink-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'Because the child could not hold and drink by itself, the mother made him 
drink' 
The verb JiJink'- in example (13a) above expresses the act offorce feeding. A similar 
causative meaning distinction is illustrated below with the verb kesk- 'go out'. 
14a. ba-at-:.i kesk-e-ne 
cattle-PL-NOM go_out-PF-A:DCL 
'The cattle went out' 
14b. 1ilni ba-at-6 karr-6 bUil-l haJJ-I 
3MS:NOM cattle-PL-ABS door-ABSopen-CNV1 give_up-CNV1 
kesk-is-e-ne 
get_ out_ CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He caused the cattle to go out by leaving the door open' 
(? kessene) 
14c. 1ilnl ba-at-6 karr-6 bUil-l 1iJ-l 
3MS:NOM cattle-PL-ABS door-ABSopen-CNV1 drive-CNV1 
kess-e-ne 
get_out:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He made the cattle go out by opening the door and by driving them out' 
(? keskisene) 
When the subject is not expected to affect the realisation of the action expressed in 
the verb, the causative form which expresses a higher degree of control by the subject 
is not used. Thus: 
15a. 1iza macca k6Jk-e-ne 
3MS:GEN wife-NOM be_good-PF-A:DCL 
'His wife became good' 
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15b. 7i:ii macc-6 Bark' -1 k6Jk-is-e-ne 
3MS:NOM wife-ABS beat-CNV1 be_good-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He caused his wife to be good by beating her (she came/learned to be good)' 
But: 
15c. ? 7i:ii macc-6 Bark' -I koJJ-e-ne 
3MS:NOM ~ife-ABS beat-CNV1 be good:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
? 'He made;his wife good by beating her' 
(15c) is 'anomalous' because it entails that the agent (7izi) changed his wife's 
character all by himself, without her doing anything about it. Thus, both the degree 
of control of the subject as well as the will of the object may determine the choice cf 
the causative verb. For example, in impersonallexperiencer verbs in which the object 
is a mere recipient of the action, the causative verb used is the one in which the 
subject has a high degree of control. Note the contrast in the (a) and (b) forms in the 
following two examples (on case marking in these examples, see Chapter Nine). 
16a. taam s66ge naJk-uwa-se 
lSG:NOM · salt:ABS like-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I do not like salt' 
16b. sooge tana naJJ-uwa-se 
salt:NOM lSG:ABS like:CAUS-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I do not like salt I salt does not agree with me' 
17a taam m66ti naJk-a-ne 
lSG:NOM argument:ABS like-IPF-A:DCL 
'I like arguing' 
17b. m66(I tana naJJ-a-ne 
argument:NOM lSG:ABS like:CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'I like arguing I Arguing makes me happy 
All verb roots with the two-way causative verb distinction end in the velar consonant 
-k. In the following list of such verbs, we refer to personally involved causative verbs 
as Causative1 and non-involved causatives as Causativez. Note that where the basic 
verb root and the Causative1 verb stem have high tone, Causativez has low tone: 
18. Vb.root Causative1 Causativez 
k6Jk- 'be good' k6Jk-is- koJJ· 
7uJk- 'drink' 7uJk-is- 7uJJ-
c'uJk- 'be cold' c'l\fk-is- c'iiJJ· 
geeJk- 'clean' geeJk-is geeJJ· 
c'66Jk- 'vomit' c'66Jk-is- c'ooJJ· 
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The following verb roots also end in a velar consonant, but these do not make the 
two-way causative meaning distinction. There seems to be a semantic reason for this 
restriction. 
19. Verb root Causative 
goJk 'plough' goJk-is- *goJJ-
giJk- 'divide' giJk-is- *giJJ-
kaaJk- 'worship' kaaJk-is- *kaaJJ-
k~hlJk- 'be pregnant, of cattle' k~h1Jk-is- *kaaJJ-
tiJk- 'smear' tiJk-is- *tiJJ-
c'aJk- 'insult' c'~-is- *c'aJJ-
The velar consonant seems to be a relic of a once productive derivational morpheme 
(cf. however, Hayward 1984, who analyses verb root fmal-k in Koyra as a fossilized 
old Perfective marker, i.e., an inflectional marker). 
Maale also has 'periphrastic causatives' involving G,o clauses, but with no 
causative suffix. In such constructions, the verb wot- 'make, do' occurs in the main 
clause and the caused event is expressed by the verb in the dependent clause. Both 
the causer and caused nouns occur in the Nominative case (20a). The following are 
examples: 
20a. taam ?ilm bookk-6 7aad'-anda gudi wot-e-ne 
1SG:NOM 3MS:NOM market-ABS go-F:IPF COMP make-PF-A:DCL 
'I made him go to the market' 
20b. kani ba-at-6 daus-anda gudi wot..J.ppo 
5.2.2 
dog:NOM cattle-PL-ABS chase-F:IPF COMP make-NEG:IMP 
'Don't make the dog chase the cattle' 
The reflexive, reciprocal and passive 
Reciprocal and passive verb stems are derived by affixing ..J.nt- to the verb root. The 
reflexive is morphologically marked on the verb only in a few verb roots. Reflexives 
will be discussed at the end of this section. First, we illustrate in (21) below the 
structure of the reciprocal and passive constructions: 
21a. kan-z:I guduri-na mu7-J.nt-e-ne 
dog-DF-NOM hyena:ABS-INST eat-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog is eaten by a hyena' 
VERBS 
21 b. 1iyata woli Bad' -int-e-ne 
3PL:NOM each other hit-RECP-PF-A:DCL 
'They hit each other' 
2lc. 1iyata wolla k6nk' -int-e-ne 
3PL:NOM together embrace-RECP-PF-A:DCL 
'They embraced each other' 
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Despite their morphological identity the passive and reciprocal verb stems can be 
distinguished syntactically. That is, the passive often involves an agentive noun 
phrase with the Instrumental case whereas the reciprocal often occurs with woli 'each 
other' or wolla 'together'. However, when these optional categories are dropped, the 
sentence can be ambiguous, as illustrated below. 
22a. 1iyata yerk' -int-e-ne 
3PL:NOM kiss-RECP-PF-A:DCL 
'They kissed each other' 
22b. 1iyata \ yerk' -int-e-ne 
3PL:NOM kiss-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'They are kissed (by somebody)' 
Given the right context, the subject of a passive verb can be omitted: 
23. guduri-na mu].:mt-e-ne 
hyena-INST eat-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'It was eaten by a hyena' 
The passive/reciprocal and causative derivational affixes may be combined. In this 
case, the order of morphemes is: Passive/Reciprocal-Causative, as illustrated in the 
following example: 
24. 1iza na11-6 1a!\f -in~~is-e-ne 
3FS:NOM child-ABS hide-PAS-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'She had the child hidden' 
The passive/reciprocal suffix .:'int- derives experiencer verbs: 
25. taan1 d'eeb-int-e-ne 
lSG:NOM be thirsty-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'I am thirsty' 
Other experiencer verbs with .:mt- are: 
26. giiJ -int- 'be unhappy (of children crying continuously)' 
Jaakk-int- 'abhor, loath' 
harp-int- 'tremble (only ofleg)' 
bard-int- 'tremble, be convulsed (ofwhole body)' 
-..... ~---
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ziil..J.nt- 'be weary' 
bors..J.nt- 'be ashamed' 
yerJ ..J.nt- 'be proud of, rely on' 
mats:mt- 'be drunk' 
Non-experiencer verbs which take .:mt- as a formative are given in (27) below. The 
simple, underived verb root form of two of these verbs cannot be used as an 
independent verb. This is indicated by (*) in the data given in brackets. 
27. buk:mt- 'gather, e.g. of a meeting' (cf. *buk-; but: buk-is- 'assemble') 
geek'.:'mt· 'lean on sth.' (cf. *geek'-; but: geek'-is- 'make lean') 
d'ab.:'mt- 'err' (cf. d'ab- 'err; miss a target in shooting') 
Similarly, most of the derived forms in (26) above do not have basic, non-derived 
verb roots. Thus, we do not find *gllj'-, *d'eeb-, etc. followed immediately by other 
verbal derivational suffixes or by an inflectional marker. However, some have cognate 
nominal forms without the -int- suffix: 
28. d'eebi 'thirst' 
met6 'problem' 
As discussed in Chapter Four, the reflexive is mainly expressed by syntactic means, 
i.e., through the use of pronouns without morphological marking on the verb. The 
following example illustrates this: 
29. lam76 1as-a pena 
two person-NOM 3LOG 
pees1 wod'-e-ne 
3REST kill-PF-A:DCL 
'Two people killed themselves' 
However, in a handful of verbs, the reflexive may be morphologically marked on the 
verb. In this case the morpheme used is -t-. The affixation of-t- may involve tone 
and/or verb root fmal consonant alternation. Because of this, in this study the 
morpheme boundary is not marked in the reflexive verb stem. It may be suggested 
that the reflexive -t- is a shortened form of the passive marker -int·. In the present 
analysis this possibility is left open. Compare the morphologically marked reflexive 
verb in (30c) below with the basic verb root (30a) and the passive in (30b): 
30a. 7iini na71-6 76isi-na tiJk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM child-ABS butter:ABS-INST smear-PF-A:DCL 
'He smeared the child with butter' 
30b. na71-a 16y-6-na tiJk.:'mt-e-ne 
child-NOM butter-ABS-INST smear-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The child was smeared with butter' 
VERBS 
30c. na77-a 16y-6 bookk-1 tiJt-e-ne 
child-NOM butter-ABS dig~,CNV 1 smear:REFL-PF-A:DCL 
'The child took the butter with his fmger and smeared himself with it' · 
(*tiJk-int-e-ne) 
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In (30c) the verb tiJt- cannot be replaced by tiJk-lnt-. The former denotes that the 
agent/effector noun also functions as a patient/affected object whereas with tiJk-int-
agent/effector and patient should be distinct. A similar distinction is made for the 
verb mask- 'wash', as in: 
3la. 7IZa na11-6 mask-e-ne 
3FS:NOM child-ABS wash-PF-A:DCL 
'She washed the child' 
3lb. 7IZi waas'-aa s'ub-1 s'ub-i mast-e-ne 
3MS:NOM water-LOC swim-CNV1 swim-CNV1 wash:REFL-PF-A:DCL 
'He washed himself while swimming in the water' 
(*mask-int-e-ne) 
3lc. 11za mask-ani ga1-aza na11-a 1is's' -uwa-a77o 
3FS:NOM wash-PURP say-TEMP1 child-NOM refuse-IPF:NEG-CNV2 
mask:mt-e-ne 
wash-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'When she wanted to wash him, the child got washed by her without 
refusing' 
(*mast-e-ne) 
In some cases the reflexive or the passive verb stem may be used to describe the same 
situation, as in (32b) and (32c). However, this entails a slight meaning difference. 
32a. 1aakumm-atsi 11za c'arg-e-ne 
doctor-M:NOM 3MS:ABS stab-PF-A:DCL 
'The doctor gave him an injection (lit. The doctor stabbed him)' 
32b 111m tiis' -6-na gel-a-ne ge1.;J 1angltsi-na 
3MS:NOM fence-ABS-INST enter-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 thom:ABS-INST 
c' arg-int-e-ne 
stab-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'He got stabbed by thorns while trying to enter through the shrub fence' 
32c. 111m tiis' -6-na gel-a-ne ge1-i 1angltsi-na 
3MS:NOM fence-ABS-INST enter-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 thom:ABS-INST 
c'att-e-ne 
stab:REFL-PF-A:DCL 
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'He stabbed himself with thorns while trying to enter through the shrub fence 
(this is his fault)' 
The difference in sentences (32b) and (32c) is that, in the latter, in addition to the 
agent/effector noun in the Instrumental case, the patient (unintentionally or by 
negligence) contributed to the action effected upon it. 
Tl;1e passive may be derived by adding -int- to the reflexive verb stem. Such a 
sentence is interpreted in either of the following two slightly distinct ways. Firstly, 
the subject/patient noun acts upon itself because circumstances forced him/her to do 
so. This is illustrated below in (33a) with the. reflexive-passive verb stem tiJt:mt-
'smear oneself against one's will' which is derived from tiJk- 'smear'. Secondly, the 
reflexive-passive verb stem may also express that the patient lets somebody else act 
upon him/herself, as illustrated in (33b) and (33c) below with c\itt.:int- 'let oneself 
be stabbed/injected' which is derived from the verb root c'arg- 'stab' and tuutt:mt-
'let oneself be tied/imprisoned', which is derived from tukk- 'tie' respectively. 
33a kas's' -e 76isi-na tiJt.:int-e-ne gonte 
ripe-PF:REL butter:ABS-INST smear:REFL-PAS-PF-A:DCL however 
za17-anda-sinway 
stink-F:IPF-DUB 
'(I) had to smear myself with old butter but (do you think) it would stink?' 
33b. maati d'eeJa 7uJk-ond6-nte narp-6 gun 
grass:ABS medicine:ABS drink-P:IPF-PRVN needle-ABS empty 
c' att:mt-e-ne 
stab:REFL-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'While I should have used traditional medicine effectively, I got myself to be 
treated by the doctor without result' 
33c. mina 7eeyy-um-6-na tuutt.:int-e-ne hinda 
earlier innocent-NMZ-ABS-INST tie:REFL-PAS-PF-A:DCL INTJ 
7aari tana tukk-6ng6 
yet lSG:ABS tie-3:0PT 
'In earlier times, because of my innocence I let myself be imprisoned; now let 
someone dare to imprison me and see what I would do!' 
As demonstrated in examples (30-33) above, in some verbs, the reflexive, the 
passive/reciprocal, and the reflexive-passive verb stems are morphologically distinct. 
These verbs are listed in (34) below. Verbs which exhibit the same formal 
distinctions but for which we do not have illustrative examples demonstrating their 
use in the reflexive are put in a separate column with a question mark. Further text-
based study may determine their status. 
VERBS 
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34. Vb root Reflexive ?Refl!Passive Refl-Passive2 Passive/Reciprocal 
tiJk- tiJt tiJt-int tiJk-int- 'smear' 
mask- mast- mas t-int mask-int 'wash' 
mar- mart- mart-int- mar-int- 'be wrapped' 
tukk- tuutt- tuutt-int tukk-int- 'tie' 
c'arg- c'att- c'att:mt- c'a:rg-int- 'stab' 
k'ur- k'U:rt- ?k'urt-int- k'ur-int- 'isolate (of cattle)' 
giJk- giJt- giJt-int- giJk-int- 'divide' 
zor- z6rt- z6rt:mt- zor-int- 'advise' 
zU:r- zU:rt- zU:rt:mt- zU:r:mt- 'entertain' 
?ur- 1lnt- *1urt-int- 1ur-int- 'pierce' 
goJk- g6Jt- *g6Jt-int- goJk-int- 'plough, farm' 
For some verbs in the above list, the reflexive-passive verb stem does not exist, as 
the forms preceded by a question mark or by(*) indicate. Some of these, e.g. *g6Jt-
'int- seem to be unacceptable or anomalous for semantic reasons. Notice that most of 
the verb roots in the list end in -k or -g, which, as we already mentioned in section 
5 .1.1 represent an archaic morpheme. Thus, the marking of the reflexive only in a few 
verbs may be a remnant morphology of a once productive system. It should also be 
noted that the reflexive and reflexive-passive have a different tone pattern from the 
basic verb root and the regular passive: basic verb roots with low tone are changed to 
high tone in the reflexive and reflexive-passive forms. In (35) below, further examples 
are presented illustrating the basic and derived stems in the above four columns. The 
verb root used in these examples is mar- 'wrap around'. 
35a. suz-a geme mar-e-ne 
rope-NOM ox:ABS wrap-PF-A:DCL 
'The rope wrapped around the ox' 
(*martene, *martintene, *marintene) 
35b. geme sliz-6-na ma:rt-e-ne 
ox:NOM rope-ABS-INST wrap_up:REFL-PF-A:DCL 
'The ox entangled itself with the rope' 
(*marene, *martintene, *marintene) 
35c. J6633-ats'i mart-e-ne 
snake-M:NOM wrap_up-PF-A:DCL 
'The snake coiled up' 
(*marene, *martintene, *mar'intene) 
35d. nan-a suz-6-na 1amall-a-ne ge1-i 






'The child got himself wrapped up with the rope while it was trying to play' 
(mart-e-ne, mar-int-e-ne) 
35e. kees' -6-ko b66kal-atsi mar:mt-e-ne 
house-ABS-GEN purlin-M:NOM wrap-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The (thin) purlin of the house is put around it' 
(*martene, *martintene *marene) 
Where the main verb in the above sentences cannot be replaced with one or the other 
of the three verb stem types shown in (34) above, we have indicated this by putting 
(*) before the verb stems given in brackets. In each case the ungrammaticality of the 
sentence with the verbs marked with (*) relates to case roles. For example, in (35a) 
the verb mar-e-ne cannot be replaced by martene because this would require that 
there be an animate subject noun which functions as agent/effector as well as patient, 
as is the case in (35b and c) above. Furthermore, martene may occur with an 
Instrumental noun, e.g. s6z-6-na 'with the rope' as in (35b) but not with the 
Absolutive form s6z6 'the rope'. Similarly martlntene cannot be used in (35a) 
above since this verb stem too requires that agent and patient be designated by the 
same form. In addition to this, as in the case of tiJtint- and mastint- above, the 
meaning ofmartint- also indicates that no will or intention of the agent/effector noun 
is involved. 
5.2.3 The infinitive 
The infinitive form is derived by suffixing the morpheme -itsi to verb roots. 
36. Vb. root Infmitive 
k61- k61-itsi 'search' 
1een- 1eell-itsi 'call' 
mal- mal-itsi 'think' 
korg- korg-itsi 'dance' 
koom- koom-itsi 'jump' 
The following is an illustrative sentence. 
37. 1izi paid-itsi tamaar-a-ne 
3MS:NOM count-INF learn-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is learning to read' 
Like other nominals, the infmitival form is inflected for case (38). However, unlike 
other nominals, infinitivals do not take number markers. 
gest-is' -6 baJ-e-ne 
be surprised-INF-NOM speak-INF-ABS surpass-PF-A:DCL 
'Astonishment keeps him from speaking' 
7un1 wuuk'k' -is' -6-na bors..J.nt-a-ne 
3MS:NOM steal-INF-ABS-INST be_ashamed-PAS-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is ashamed of(the) stealing' (i.e. 'He is ashamed ofhaving stolen') 
The intensive 
HY7 
verb stem is formed by reduplication of the initial CV of the verb root. 
fonn is very frequently used in conversations. It is used with all aspect types 
various sentence forms: statements, questions, and in complement clauses. 
7un1 hatsi 1616fltf-a- ne 
3MS:NOM now cough:INT-IPF-A:DCL 
'Now he is coughing a lot' (16fitt- 'cough, have common cold') 
1ade bina Bark' -an1 ga-aza taan1 
father:NOM lSG:ABS beat-PURP say-TEMP1 lSG:NOM 
6a6aJk-e-ne 
run:INT-PF-A:DCL 
'When my father wanted to beat me, I ran hard' 
""v.u•n•""' also the contrast between the following question fonns. In these fonns the 
seems to express surprise or counter expected states. 
7un1 w6-dd-e-y 
3MS:NOM Q-VBZ-PF-Q 
'What did he do?' 
bUll-e-ne 
untie-PF-A:DCL 
'He untied it' 
7un1 w6w6-dd-e-y 
3MS:NOM what do-PF-Q 
'What did he really do?' 
bUbUll-e-ne 
open:INT-PF-A:DCL 
'He untied it completely!' 
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5.2.5 The inchoative 
The inchoative in Maale can be formed by one of the following three means. First, by 
affixing verbal inflectional markers to verb roots which seem to be derived from 
adjectives or nouns; in some cases, this may involve tonal or word-fmal consonant 
alternation. Secondly, by means of the affixation of -ad'- to the noun or adjective. 
Thirdly, by attaching -at- to the base of the noun or adjective. Inchoative meanings 
can also be expressed periphrastically (see section 5 .3). Some adjectives allow just 
for one of the three morphological possibilities mentioned. Others may form. their 
inchoative by using any two of the three possibilities and exclude a third possibility. 
There is even one example demonstrating that all of the three possibilities might be 
used to verbalize an adjective. Each of these cases is discussed in tum. 
The following examples illustrate the first possibility: i.e., the adjective and 
inchoative verb forms have the same base. Except for tonal alternation in some verbs, 
there is no additional derivational affix added to the inchoative form. 
42. d6di 'strong' dod-e-ne 'became strong' 
be strong-PF-A:DCL 
purta 'bad' purt-e-ne 'became bad, spoiled' 
pizze 'straight' pizz-e-ne 'became straight' 
melzi 'dry' mel-e-ne 'became dry' 
s'aaai 'dry (of mud) s'aad'-e- ne 'became dry' 
garci 'old' garc-e- ne 'became old' 
Jele1e 'light' Jele1-e- ne 'became light' 
c'ol1e 'green' c'ol1-e-ne 'became green' 
The following is a list of adjectives which take the inchoative marker -ad'- or -at- but 
which carmot occur as verb roots without these suffixes. 
43. kaati 'king' 
c'inc'i 'witty' 
g6Bi 'belly' 
kaat-ad'- kaat-at- 'become king' (*kaat-e-ne) 
c'inc' -ad'- c'inc' -at- 'become witty' (*c'inc' -e-ne) 
goB-ad'- goB-at- 'become pregnant' (*goB-e-ne) 
The fact that the above adjectives may take either of the two suffixes without this 
causing any meaning difference may suggest that -ad'- and -at- have an identical 
meaning and distribution. However, there are adjectives which take only the 
inchoative marker -ad'- but not -at-, as the list in (44a) shows. Conversely, those in 
( 44b) only take -at- but not -ad'-. Notice also that the adjectives in ( 44a-b) do not 
have corresponding verb roots which can take verbal inflectional markers directly. 
This can be seen from the forms marked with (*) 
44a. bels'i 'lazy' 
k'ara 'good' 
p1lrta 'bad' 
bels' -ad'- 'become lazy' 
k'ar-ad'- 'become good' 
purt-ad'- 'become bad' 





44b. d'egge 'young' d'egg-at- ''become young' *d'egg-ad'-e-ne; *d'egg-e-ne 
kupi 'poor' kup-at- 'become poor' *kup-ad'-e-ne; *kup-e-ne 
garci 'old' garc-at- 'become old' *garc-ad' -e-ne; *garc-e-ne 
c'ol1e 'green' is the only example we have of an adjective which may take -ad'-, -at-
or occur as inchoative verb without any of these two verbalizing suffixes. Consider 
the Perfective form of the derived inchoative verbs below. 
45. c'ol1e 
c'ol1-e-ne 
c' ol1-ad' -e-ne 
c' ol1-at-e-ne 
'green' 
'became green, of environment' 
'became green, of environment' 
'became green, of environment' 
That some adjectives first have to be verbalized by affixation of -ad'- or -at- while 
other adjectives can function as verbs by directly taking verbal inflectional markers 
suggests th<!t there is a hierarchy of adjectives. Those which need a verbalizing suffix 
to be used as inchoative verbs can be regarded as more 'independent' adjectives. 
Furthermore, the variations and restrictions on the choice of the inchoative suffixes 
-ad'- and -at- suggest that there might have been a semantic or structural distinction 
involved between these morphemes. Synchronically, however, such a distinction is 
not clear; all the words ( 42) through ( 45) express 'entering into a certain state'. 
Inchoative verbs can be transitivized or causativized by adding the suffix -is-. 
Consider the following forms: 
46. dum-ad'-itsi 'to isolate one self' ( cf. dumi 'different') 
dum-a-s-itsi 'to distinguish' 
As the last word in ( 46) above shows, when the verbalizing morpheme -ad'- is 
followed by the causative morpheme -is- there is reduction in form. Thus: -ad'- + -is-
= -as-. Other examples: 




'cause to get wounds' (kitsi 'wound') 
'make become new' (1akki 'new';1akkad'intene 'is 
renewed') 
'make become narrow, thin' (luuga 'narrow') 
'make a hand dip into liquid' (keelli 'finger') 
In table 5.3 a summary of inchoative verb forms is presented. 
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Table 53 Inchoative Verbs 
Adjective Verb root Verb root and Adj. takes verbalizing 
slightly adj. identical; suffix: 
different without 
from adi. verbalizer -ad'- -at-
c'ol1e 'green' - c'ol1-ene c'ol1-ad'- c'ol1-at-
kumutsi 'full' kumm- - - -
3aa3i 'crazy' 3aaJk- - - -
seelo. 'shy' selk'- - - -
k'amltsi 'short' k'amik'k'- - - -
1odossi 'tall' 1odok'k'- - - -
fil.cci 'soft' Jiitt- - fuc'-ad'- -
c'anci 'bitter' c'ank'- - c'anc' -ad'- -
kintsi 'dirty' kink'- - kins'-ad'- -
Jimme 'cold' - Jimm-ene - -
solke 'sour' - solk-ene - -
1aatsi 'sweet' - 1aas 's' -ene - -
d6di 'strong, hard' - dod-ene - -
melzi 'dry' - mel-ene - -
w611i 'wet' - wo11-ene - -
1oid'i 'hot' - 1oid'-ene - -
s'iik'k'o 'v. small' - s'iik'k' -ene - -
nl.lk'k'o 'v.small' - niik'k' -ene - -
d'akka 'small' - d'akk-ene - -
kun1e 'narrow' - kun1-ene - -
hakki 'far' - hakk-ene - -
dalgi 'wide' - dalg-ene - -
1andirk'i 'stout' - 1andirk' -ene - -
VERBS Ill 
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purta 'bad' purt-ene purt-ad'-
boore 'white' boo r-ene boor-ad'-
zok'k'e 'red' zok'k'-ene zok'k' -ad'-
deetsi 'heavy' dees's' -ene dees's' -ad'-
s' aad'i 'dry of earth' s'aad'-ene s'aad'-ad'-
tuni 'blunt' tun-ene tun-ad'-
m1za55i 'beautiful' miza55-ene miza55-acf 
guutsi 'small, skin' g6us's'-ene g66s's' -ad'-
1ukki 'near' 7ukk-ene 7ukk-aa-
manki 'very big' mank-ene mank-ad'-
puupi 'big' puup-ene puup-aa-
dicci 'fat of humans' dic'c' -ene die' c' -ad'-
Jencenni 'thin' Jenc-ene Jencenn-ad'-
gandi 'thick object' gand-ene gand-ad'-
guri 'empty' gur-ene g6r-aa-
gimpi 'old' gimp-ene gimp-at 
1aalle 'raw, green' 7aall-ene 13311-at-
haami 'tactful' haam-at-




c'inc'a 'witty' c'inc' -ad'- c'inc'-at-
bels'i 'lazy' b~ls' -ad'-
k'ara 'good' k'arad'-
hac'a 'sharp' hac'-ad'-
kulli 'bent in' kull-ad'-
k'ulbe 'deep' 
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5.2.6 Denominal verb roots 
These are verbs derived from nouns. In all cases recorded, there 1s a fmal k/k' 
segment on the verb root. 
48. zaalle 'worm' 
zalk'- 'to be wormy' 
kaalo 'one who comes to a beer party without working' 
kalk- 'to go to a beer party without working' 
gundulli 'thigh' 
gundulk'- 'to punish children by firmly squeezing the thigh' 
There are other comparable noun-verb pairs as shown in (49) below. However, in this 
case, it is not possible to regard one of the two forms as basic and the other as 
derived. The nouns and verbs in (49a) have identical segments but they differ only in 
tone whereas those m (49b) exhibit segmental differences, mainly involving final 
k/k'. 
49a. dlrsi 'fence, made of wood' dirk'- 'to fence' 
1uJi 'drink' 1uJk- 'drink' 
macfo 'work' mao- 'work' 
16li 'war' 1ol- 'fight' 
p611i 'light' po11- 'become light' 
1anjo 'blessing' 1anj- 'bless' 
tal1e 'debt' ta11- 'borrow/lend' 
a abo 'mistake' cfab- 'err' 
kem6 'hunting' kern- 'hunt' 
49b. 6~i3i 'race' 6aJk- 'run' 
Joicci 'labour' Jo1- 'give birth' 
c6Ji 'vomit' c'6Jk- 'vomit' 
cfuussi 'explosion' cruuk'k'- 'explode' 
yeepi 'tears' yeekk- 'cry' 
deeblssi 'belch' deebisk- 'belch' 
1e66i 'starting point (of river source)' 1ek'k'- 'stand' 
Some of the nouns in the above list are used as cognate objects of their respective 
verbal forms. The following are examples of verbs and their cognate object nouns. 
50a. Tlil JeeJi Jeek'k' -a- ne 
3MS:NOM urine:ABS urinate-IPF-A:DCL 
'he is urinating (urine)' 
VERBS 
sob. 7Izl JaaJi Jaak'k' -a-ne 
• 'li 
3MS:NOM roasted gram-ABS roast-IPF-A:DCL 
'he i~ roasting (roasted grain)' (cf. me'?i 'grain') 
SOc. nuuni '?UJi '?uJk-a- ne 
lPL:NOM drink:ABS drink-IPF-A:DCL 
'We are drinking (drinks)' 
5. 3 Verb inflection 
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Verbal inflection in Maale involves the distinction between aspect, mood and 
polarity. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, in comparison to other Ometo 
languages such as Garno and W olaitta, the verbal paradigm in Maale is simplified: 
with few exceptions, e.g., the imperative, Maale verbs do not have agreement 
markers. 
5.3.1 Aspect 
Maale makes a morphological distinction between Perfective and Imperfective 
aspects. 1 The Imperfective is further distinguished in present imperfect and future 
imperfect. Generally, aspect markers occur immediately after the verb root or after the 
verb stem (i.e. verb root plus derivational affixes). In main clauses, the aspect 
morpheme is immediately followed by so-called "sentence type markers" (see 
Chapter Seven). In dependent clauses, aspect can be realized in one of the following 
two ways: In some dependent clauses aspect is marked by attaching aspectual affixes 
(the same as those in the main verb) to the verb root which is then followed by a 
dependent clause marker. In others, the dependency markers themselves express 
aspectual distinctions. Aspect marking in dependent clauses is discussed in Chapter 
Eight. This section deals mainly with aspect marking in main clauses. 
1 For many Omotic languages the question of whether these languages have a tense or 
aspect marking system or both is not well investigated. Even for closely related languages 
such as the Ometo group, to which Maale belongs, different systems are reported. For 
instance, Koyra is reported to have an aspect system (Hayward 1982), whereas Zayse is 
basically an aspect system but may secondarily be marked for tense distinctions (Hayward 
1990). Garno and Kullo have a tense system, the former only with past and present 
distinctions (Homp6 1990), and the latter with present, past and future tense distinctions 
(Allan 1976). According to Adams (1983: 192) Wolaitta marks both aspect and tense, but 
"aspect plays a larger role than tense". Verb paradigms of Gofa are given as "tense or 
aspect" without any further discussion (Moreno 1938: 47). 
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5.3.1.1 The Perfective 
The Perfective aspect is marked by the morpheme -e- and it mainly expresses 
completed actions/events. The actual time difference between the completion of the 
action/event and the speech event does not affect the form of the verb itself. There are, 
however, aspectual adverbs that locate the situation in time relative to the moment of 
speaking. This is illustrated below. 
51a. hhhtl meyi wod'-e-ne 
lSG:NOM grain:ABS kill-PF-A:DCL 
'I crushed grain' 
51 b. 1ilnl hann6 gtltte mukk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM today morning come-PF-A:DCL 
'He came this morning' 
51 c. 1ilnl higg-atsi-na wolla hinmi beri 
3MS:NOM friend-M:ABS-INST together last_year 
'He came last year with his friend' 
mukk-e-ne 
come-PF-A:DCL 
51d. taam gen1-ell-6 Jukk-1 hatsi gap-is-e-ne 
lSG:NOM antelope-F-ABS slaughter-CNV1 now fmish-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'I just fmished slaughtering the antelope' 
51 e. 1ilnl hatsi pette dak'ik' a-ko berta kesk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM now one minute-GEN infront go_out-PF-A:DCL 
'He just left one minute ago' 
We mentioned above that the Perfective is mainly used to refer to completed actions. 
However, as in many aspectual languages, in complex sentences, the Perfective can 
be used in hypothetical conditional, and negative clauses where the completion of 
some action is contingent upon the event expressed in the main clause ( cf. sections 
5.3.1.4 and 5.3.1.6 below) 
5.3.1.2 The Imperfective 
The Imperfective aspect in Maale distinguishes: the present Imperfective which is 
marked by -a-, and the future Imperfective which is marked by -anda. The former 
may be anchored to the moment of the speech by referring to situations taking place 
simultaneous to the speech event, as in (52a); it may also refer to 'general truth' or 
'timeless' statements, as in (52b ), or to habitual actions (52c). 
52a. taanl meyi wod'-a-ne 
lSG:NOM grain:ABS kill-IPF-A:DCL 
'I am crushing grain' 
VERBS 
52b. kani 1afki nafk-a-ne 
dog:NOM meat:ABS like-IPF-A:DCL 
'Dogs like meat' 
52c. 1iza bia kelli glitte 
3FS:NOM all day morning 




On the other hand; -anda is mainly used to express situations which have not been 
started or initiated yet at the moment of speaking, as in the following examples: 
53a. taani 7IZa-m irr6 mad'-anda-ne 
1SG:NOM 3MS:ABS-DAT tomorrow work-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'I will work for him tomorrow' 
53b. hann6 taarii hauff-anda-ne 
today 1SG:NOM rest-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Today I will rest' 
53c. 1iini irr6 mukk-anda-ne 
3MS:NOM. tomorrow come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'He will come tomorrow' 
Thus, the present Imperfective and the future Imperfective contrast with the Perfective 
aspect in that they denote situations which are non-completed. Furthermore, the 
present and future Imperfective share partial formal similarity, whereas the Perfective 
marker is distinct from these two. It seems that the future Imperfective involves more 
than one morpheme: it seems to be a combination of -and- and the present 
Imperfective marker -a; -and- might be related to the intentional marker -ani-. 
Moreover, as will be shown in section 5.3.1.4, the aspect markers in the negative 
also exhibit the Perfective versus Imperfective dichotomy. The Perfective negative is 
marked by -iba-, whereas the present and future Imperfective are marked by partially 
similar forms: by -uwa- and -induwa- respectively. 
As reported in several typological studies, in most languages it is important to 
divide verbs into dynamic and stative types because aspect marking can be affected by 
this distinction. For instance, in many languages stative verbs are incompatible with 
affixes marking progressive, imperfect or present tense (cf. Dahl 1982, Bache 1995, 
Bhat 1999). In Maale, the semantic distinction of verbs expressing dynamic actions 
versus statives does not affect morphological aspect marking because potential stative 
verbs have the same inflectional possibilities as dynamic verbs. 
54. Present IPF /Pro g. Future Imperfective Perfective 
mai-a-ne mal-anda-ne mal-e-ne 'think' 
zag-a-ne zag-anda-ne zag-e-ne 'see' 
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1is's'-e-ne 'hate' 
naJk-e-ne 'like' 
Maale has a large inventory of adjectives (cf. Chapter Six). These adjectives as well 
as nouns can be verbalized in order to express inchoative/stative meaning (cf. 5.2.5 
above). These derived verbs occur with the same aspectual markers with which 
process verbs occur. For instance, 1akk-ad'- 'become new' and met-ad'- 'be in 
difficulty', which are verbalized forms of the adjective 1akki 'new' and the noun 
met6 'problem' respectively, have the following aspectual distinctions: 
55 a. Present Imperfective Fut. Imperfective Perfective 
1akk -ad' -a-ne 1akk-ad' -anda-ne 1akk -ad' -e-ne 
'becomes new' 'will become new' 'became new' 
55 b. met-ad'-a-ne met-ad'-anda-ne met-ad'-e-ne 
'is in difficulty' 'will be in difficulty' 'was in difficulty' 
Alternatively, inchoative meanings can be expressed periphrastically using the verb 
ma1- 'happen', which occurs with the three aspect markers. Compare the alternative 
forms in each of the following examples: 
56a. kaat-at-a- ne or 
king-VBZ-IPF-A:DCL 
'becomes king' 
56b. kaat-at-anda- ne or 
king-VBZ-F:IPF -A:DCL 
'will become king' 












There are some adjectives which have corresponding verbal roots. These adjectival 
verb roots can take the same aspect markers as other verbs. This is illustrated below. 
57 a. waas' -a Jimm-a-ne 
water-NOM be cold-IPF-A:DCL 
'The water is cold' 
57b. waas' -a Jimm:-anda-ne 
water-NOM be_cold-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'The water will be cold/cool' 
57c. waas'-a Jimm-e-ne 
water-NOM be_cold-PF-A:DCL 
'The water got cold' 
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In some cases, situations which might be described as states may be expressed with 
'dynamic' verbs. In this case too either the Perfective or Imperfective aspect marlcer 
can be used: · 
58. taa-k6 go66-6 k'6s's'-a-ne 
ISG:GEN stomach:ABS hit-IPF-A:DCL 
'I have stomach pain' 
5.3.1.3 Aspect, non-verbal sentences and "Be" verbs 
In non-verbal sentences, the Perfective-Imperfective aspect distinction is neutralized, 
as the following examples demonstrate: 
59a. hatsi waas'-a fimme-ke 
now water-NOM cold-BE:A:DCL 
'The water is cold now' 
59 b. zigin6 waas' -a fimme-ke 
59c. 
yesterday water-NOM cold-BE:A:DCL 
'Yesterday, the water was cold' 
bia kelli waas' -a 
all day water-NOM 
fimme-ke 
cold-BE:A:DCL 
'The water is always cold' 
The suffix -ke in the above examples is not a copula marker or a 'be verb'. Rather, 
this suffix shows that the non-verbal sentence is simple declarative, in contrast to the 
emphatic declarative (see also Chapter Seven). 
There are three 'BE' verbs in Maale, which are restricted in distribution: t-, d- and 
n-. As shown at the beginning of this chapter, the usual structure of verb roots in 
Maale is CVC or CVCC. The three BE verb roots (and the existential verb 1a-, see 
below) are special in not having these canonical shapes. Another peculiarity of the 
BE verbs relates to their expression of aspectual distinctions. The verb roots t- and 
d- only occur with the present Imperfective marker -a- whereas the verb stem n- only 
occurs with the future Imperfective marker -anda-. None of these three verbs occurs 
with the Perfective aspect marker. Below we elaborate on the aspect and modality 
interaction these verbs display. 
The verb root t- is used to express negative forms of identity, present conditionals, 
and it is used in temporal clauses. This verb stem occurs only with the present 
Imperfective aspect marker -a-. The three functions of this verb are illustrated in 
examples (60a-c) below. 
60a. taani tamaare t-uwa-se 
ISG:NOM student:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
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'I am/was not a student' 
(cf. taani tamaare-ke 'I am a student'; Perfective negative: *t-iba-se) 
60b. waas' -a Jim me t-a-to taan1 76Jk-anda-ne 
60c. 
water-NOM cold:ABS BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM drink-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the water is cold, I will drink it' 
taani tamaare t-a-nte jink6-idda 
1 SG:NOM student:ABS BE-IPF-TEMP3 Jinka-LOC 




The verb d- occurs only in interrogative sentences questioning nominal forms and in 
'hypothetical conditionals'. Like t-, it occurs only with the present Imperfective. It 
does not occur with future Imperfective and the Perfective aspect markers. 
61a. hay-1 1arsi d-a 
this:M:NOM bed:ABS BE-IPF:Q 
'Is this a bed?' 
(*d-e, *d-anda) 
61 b. Iaal-6 d-a 16tt-6 ma33-a-tsi 
woman-ABS BE-Q:IPF pot:PL-ABS make-IPF-NMZ:NOM 
'Is it women who make pots?' 
It is interesting to note that by just switching the verb roots t- and d- the language 
distinguishes between open conditionals and hypothetical conditionals which in 
other languages, e.g. English, depend on aspectual distinctions. Compare the 
meanings of the (a) and (b) forms in the following two examples: 
62a. walli waari t-a-to taani Jank' -anda-ne 
healthy goat:ABS BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM buy-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If it is a healthy goat I will buy it' 
62b. walli waari d-a-to taani 
healthy goat:ABS BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM 
Jank' -anda-nte (1att-e-ne) 
buy-F:IPF-PRVN (remain-PF-A:DCL) 
'If it were a healthy goat I would have bought it (but that did not happen)' 
63a. waas' -a Jimme t-a-to taan1 16Jk-anda-ne 
water-NOM cold BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM drink-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the water is cold, I will drink it' 
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63b. waas'-a Jimme d-a-to taarii 1UJk-anda-ne 
water-NOM cold BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM drink-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the water were cold, I would drink it' 
The verb root n- is used in dubitative or hypothetical constructions, and it occurs 
only with the future Imperfect aspect marker. It does not co-occur with the present 
Imperfective and the Perfective aspect markers. 
64a. nu 1inda mukk-e n-anda-ne 
lPL:GEN mother:NOM come-PF:REL BE-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Perhaps our mother has already come (but we do not know for sure)' 
(lit.; 'Our mother will be the one that has come') 
(*t-e-ne, *n-a-ne) 
64b. 7Iii 7tz6 1iginni n-anda 
3MS:NOM 3FS:GEN relative:ABS BE-F:IPF:Q 
'Could he be her relative?' 
(*~·a, *n-e) 
As briefly mentioned above, the existential verb 1a- behaves in a similar manner to 
the BE verbs in terms of aspect inflection. 1a- only occurs with the present 
Imperfective aspect marker -a-, even when the situation refers to a 'past event' 
65. zull-a 1asi 1a-a-ne 
outside-LOC person:NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There is/was somebody outside' 
Note, however, that the negative of the existential verb is expressed by the verb ba-, 
which is formally similar to the Perfective negative marker -iba-. However, while the 
former is an independent verballexeme (66a), the latter occurs suffixed to other verbs 
(66b). 
66a. zull-a 1asi ba-se 
outside-LOC person:NOM exist:NEG-N:DCL 
'There is/was nobody outside' 
66b. nall-atsi mukk-iba-se 
child-M:NOM come-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The boy did not come' 
5.3.1.4 Aspect and negation 
In the negative, the verb morphologically distinguishes Imperfective present, 
Imperfective future and Perfective aspects which are marked by -uwa-, -induwa-, and 
-iba- respectively. These three suffixes occur immediately after the verb root or the 
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verb stem; they are then followed by the negative declarative sentence type marker 
-se, as shown in the following examples: 
67a. 'liZl 1aJki m61-uwa-se 
3MS:NOM meat:ABS eat-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He does not eat meat' 
67b. 1izi 1aJki m61-induwa-se 
3MS:NOM meat:ABS eat-F:IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He will not eat meat' 
67c. 'lm 1aJki m61-iba-se 
3MS:NOM meat:ABS eat-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He did not eat meat' 
We pointed out in section 5.3 .1.2 that the future Imperfective marker -and a has an 
additional meaning of expressing intention, suggesting the possibility that this form 
can be further analysed as -and- and -a-. The expression of intention along with 
future time reference comes out clearly in the negative, as the following minimal pair 
sentences illustrate: 
68a. iir6 nu mad'-uwa-se 
tomorrow lPL:NOM work-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'We will not work tomorrow (as a rule) 
68b. irro nu mad'-induwa-se 
tomorrow lPL:NOM work-F:IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'We will not work tomorrow (we may be expected to work but we refuse to 
do so)' 
The above sentences demonstrate that unlike affirmative sentences in which the 
present Imperfective and the future Imperfective are always distinct and cannot be 
freely interchanged, in the negative the present Imperfective can be used to express a 
situation which will take place in the future. This negative construction with the 
present Imperfective then contrasts in meaning with the future Imperfective negative 
forms only in the additional expression of 'intention' but not in terms oftemporal-
aspectualmeaning. 
5.3.1.5 Aspect in interrogative sentences 
Depending on the type of the interrogative sentence, aspect distinction is marked on 
the interrogative verb by one of the following two ways. In non-polar interrogative 
sentences (i.e., interrogative sentences containing content question words), the 
present Imperfective, future Imperfective and Perfective aspects are marked by -a-, 
-anda- and -e- respectively; i.e., by the same aspect markers used in declarative 
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affmnative sentences (see above). These aspect markers are immediately followed by 
the interrogative sentence type marker -y, as illustrated in (69). 
69a. neeni 1aig6 mu1-a-y 
lSG:NOM what:ABS eat-IPF-Q 
'What are you eating/What do you eat usually?' 
69b. neeni > 1aig6 mu1-anda-y 
lSG:NOM what:ABS eat-F:IPF-Q 
'What will you eat?' 
69c. neeni 1aig6 mu1-e-y 
lSG:NOM what:ABS eat-PF-Q 
'What did you eat' 
In polar interrogative sentences (i.e., in interrogative sentences eliciting 'yes-or-no' 
answers) the Imperfective aspects are marked by -a and -anda (i.e., still the same 
aspect markers as in Declarative sentences) and the interrogative itself is expressed 
with rising intonation (cf. Chapter Ten for details). The Perfective interrogative, 
however, is marked by a distinct portmanteau morpheme. 
70a. neeni mu1-a 
lSG:NOM eat-IPF:Q 
'Are you eating? Do you eat?' 
70b. neeni mu1-anda 
lSG:NOM eat-F:IPF:Q 
'Will you eat?' 
70c. neeni mu1-iya 
lSG:NOM eat-PF:Q 
'Did you eat?' 
5.3.1.6 Aspect in complex sentences 
The syntactic structure of dependent clauses is discussed in detail in Chapter Seven. 
In this section, we briefly outline the morphological and semantic characteristics cf 
aspectual markers in dependent clauses against those of main clauses. 
In Maale, some types of dependent clauses occur with the Perfective or Imperfective 
aspect markers, shown above for main clauses. Others, e.g. complement clauses, 
purposive clauses and converb constructions, occur without overt aspect markers. In 
one instance, the meaning of the dependent clause marker may be altered depending 
on the aspect marker with which it occurs. These are shown below. 
Dependent clauses which co-occur with both Perfective and Imperfective aspect 




and the Imperfective aspect markers is illustrated in examples (71a-b), exa~ple (71c) 
illustrates the occurrence of the conditional and the Perfective aspect marker. 
71a. plwwe 7amman-anda-to 7amman-i haJJ-anda-to haJJ-i 
IDEO believe-F:IPF-CND believe-VER give_ up-F:IPF-CND give_ up-VER 
'Believe (in your religion) properly or give it up altogether' 
(lit. If you will believe properly, believe! If you will give it up, give it up!') 
71b. 7annl.-na na11-ell-6-na wolla 7ur-aa:• 
husband:ABS-INST child-F-ABS-INST together fight-VBZ-CNV1 
purt-a-to 
be bad-IPF -CND 
'If the husband and the daughter become bad by fighting with each other, ... ' 
71c. haya Jumm-6 mu7-e-to ta w6yt-anda-y 
this:M:ABS mushroom-ABS eat-PF-CN lSG:SBJ what be-F:IPF-Q 
'What will happen to me if I eat this mushroom?' 
Examples (71d-e) below illustrate the aspect marking in reason clauses. 
71d. nuuni 7iza nu 7Ind6 maadd-e-tsi-ro 
lSG:NOM 3FS:NOM lPL:GEN mother-ABS help-PF-NMZ-REAS 
galat-a-ne 
thank-IPF-A:DCL 
'We thank her because she helped our mother' 
71e. nuuni 7Iza nu 7Ind6 maadd-a-tsi-ro 
lSG:NOM 3FS:NOM lPL:GEN mother-ABS help-IPF-NMZ-REAS 
galat-a-ne 
thank-IPF-A:DCL 
'We thank her because she helps our mother' 
Dependent clauses, which occur without a morphological aspect contrast include the 
sequential temporal markers -aza and -aana. These are illustrated in the following 
examples: 
72a. Jooc'6-ntsi 7aad'-aza taani nena maadd-anda-ne 
guest-DF:PL:NOM go-TEMP1 lSG:NOM 2SG:ABS help-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'When the guests leave, I will help you' 
72b. Jooc'6-ntsi 7aad'-aana taani m!na maadd-anda-ne 
guest-DF:PL:NOM go-TEMPz lSG:NOM 2SG:ABS help-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Immediately after the guests leave, I will help you' 
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When the morpheme -nte occurs with the Perfective aspect marker, it expresses a 
counterfactual meaning. However, when it occurs with the Imperfective aspect marker 
-a-, it expresses a simultaneous action as in (73a) below. 
73a. 1iritsi mu7-a-nte taani tuk6 Jaak'k'-anda-ne 
2PL:NOM eat-IPF-TEMP3 1 SG:NOM coffee:ABSroast-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'While you are eating, I will roast coffee' 
73b. Tua-m keezz-int-e-nte 1iii waizz-uwa-se 
3MS-DAT tell-PAS-PF-PRVN 3MS:NOM listen-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'It wa!Y told to him, but he does not listen' 
It should be noted that the use of some aspectual dependent clause markers may be 
affected by spatial orientation. For example, we demonstrated that the temporal 
marker -aza is affixed to a dependent verb when the dependent verb expresses an 
action which took place before that expressed by the main verb. In contrast, the 
imperfective aspect marker -a- and the temporal marker -nte are affixed to a dependent 
verb when this verb expresses an action which takes place simultaneously with that 
expressed by the main verb. However, it was observed that both of these two 
temporal markers could be used to describe a situation which appears to involve 
simultaneity. 
74a. 1iii BaJk-a-nte miiJJ-a 
3MS:NOM run-TEMP3 money-NOM 
'The money fell while he was running' 
kedd-e-ne 
fall-PF-A:DCL 
74b. 1iii BaJk-aza miiJJ-a kedd-e-ne 
3MS:NOM run-TEMP1 money-NOM fall-PF-A:DCL 
'The money fell while he was running' 
Nevertheless, the above two sentences are understood as involving distinct spatial 
locations: example (74a) expresses that the situation described by the verb in the 
main and dependent clauses overlap temporally and/or spatially. This sentence can be 
used, for example, to expresses that "money fell out of one's pocket while one was 
running'. Example (74b) on the other hand, expresses a situation in which the events 
described by the two verbs take place in different spatial location but overlap 
temporally. Thus, this sentence is understood as expressing, 'the money the person 
left behind on the table or in the cupboard fell when he was running'. The utterance 
in (74b) cannot be used to express that "money fell out of one's pocket while 
running". A purely temporal explanation of the use of the sequential marker -aza in 
(7 4b) above can also be given if we assume that the speaker focused on the starting 
phase of the two situations: the starting of the running precedes the falling of the 
money. Such temporal-spatial coincidences merit further study. 
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5.3.1.7 Quantificational aspect 
The term 'quantificational aspect' is used here to refer to forms that express an event 
as occurring several times ( cf. Bhat 1999: 53). This aspect in Maale is expressed by 
the use of modifying verbs (i.e., converbs) whose semantic specification includes 
iterativity, or by reduplicating adverbs or adjectives. 
75a. 1atsi lam'i lam'i 16Jicc-e-ne 
person:M:NOM repeat repeat cough-PF-A:DCL 
'The man coughed repeatedly' 
(cf. lam16 'two') 
75b. 1atsi 1ukke 1ukke 16Jicc-e-ne 
person-M:NOM near near cough-PF-A:DCL 
'The man coughed often' 
Similarly, reduplication is used in the following sentence to express a habitual 
action: 
76. 7unl. gutte gutte 1ek'k' -a-ne 
3MS:NOM early morning early morning stand up-IPF-A:DCL 
'He gets up early in the morning' 
The special modifying verbs include: dil1- 'do something repeatedly' as in: 
77. ta 1een:. dil1-em 1as1 bmk'k' -e-ne 
lSG:NOM call-CNV1 do repeatedly-CNV1 person:NOM disapear-PF-A:DCL 
'I called repeatedly but there was no one around' 
Alternatively, adverbs which express 'verbal quantity' such as sani in the following 
example may be involved: 
78. sani 1ing- 'to give repeatedly' (cf. 1ing- 'give') 
sani soof- 'to work repeatedly' (cf. soof- 'work') 
Similar meanings are expressed by the verbs gaazz- 'take much' and nakk- 'do 
something with force, excessively' as in: 
79a. 1ats"' gaazz:I 1aad'-e-ne 
person:M:NOM take_much-CNV1 go-PF-A:DCL 
'The man took much and left' 
79b. 7urn gaazz:1 mukk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM take_much-CNV1 come-PF-A:DCL 
'He took much and came' 
VERBS 
79c. b61o zag-a11o Iaal-ell-a 7datti nakk-e-ne 
wild animal:ABSsee-CNV2 woman-F-NOM cry:ABS "DO"-PF-A:DCL 
'When she saw the wild animal, the woman started crying very loudly' 
79d. wozl.-m nakk-e-y 
how~DAT "DO"-PF-Q 
125 , 
'Where are you going hurriedly?' ('How do you do (walking) excessively!') 
5.3.1.8 Periphrastic expression of aspect 
Aspects expressed by periphrastic means include the following: 
+ Progressive actions in the past are often expressed by using an hnperfective 
relative clause construction headed by the nominal goitsa 'road, way', as 
illustrated in the following sentence: 
80. guunn-a tana cfay-a goitsa 
mosquito-NOM ISG:ABS bite-IPF:REL road:ABS 
work'-e-ne 
spend the night-PF-A:DCL 
'The mosquitos were biting me the whole night' 
+ The ingressive may be expressed by the verbs 1ark· 'hold' or kesk- 'go out' 
81 a. 7iini 16Jk-itsi 1ark' -a-ne 
3MS:NOM drink-INF hold-PF-A:DCL 
'He is starting to drink' 
Sib. 1iini macfcf-6-idda kesk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM work-ABS-LOC go out-PF-A:DCL 
'He sets out to work' 
+ The ingressive may also be expressed by a purposive clause followed by a 
declarative non-verbal sentence marker -ke. 
82a. maalle 1ac'i baazzi ta keezz-ani-ke 
Maale:ABS area:ABS thing:ABS ISG:NOM tell-PURP-BE:A:DCL 
'I am going to tell about the Maale area' 
82b. nuuni mu1-ani-ke 
ISG:NOM eat-PURP-BE:A:DCL 
'We are about to eat' 
+ Consecutive actions may be expressed by using a converb verb immediately 
followed by gapa. (On converbs, see Chapter Eight.) 
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83. zull-a kes?-1. gapa 7iyata k6tsi korg-a-ne 
out side-LOC go_out-CNV1 fmish 3PL:NOM dance:ABS dance-IPF-A:DCL 
'After going outside, they dance' 
A similar sequential aspect can be expressed using a nominalized construction. 
Notice that when the nominalizer -tsi is immediately followed by the Locative suffix 
-ka, ts is changed to s and the vowel i is deleted. 
84. gel-e-s-ka-ppa 7ad-6 yerk' -a-ne 
enter-PF:REL-NMZ-LOC-ABL father-ABS kiss-IPF-A:DCL 
'After (they) enter, (they) kiss the father' 
5.3.2 Mood 
In Maale declarative, interrogative, optative, and imperative moods are 
morphologically marked on the verb. Of these, in this section we only address 
imperative and optative Moods because, by showing some distinction of person and 
number, these two behave more like an inflectional category. For a general discussion 
on modality, see Chapter Seven. 
5.3.2.1 The imperative 
There are three forms of the imperative in Maale, labelled here 'Regular imperative', 
'Polite imperative' and 'Impolite imperative'. The 'Regular imperative' can be used 
for orders and also for 'instructing' somebody on how to carry out a certain task. For 
example, describing how to get to a certain place. The 'Polite imperative', is 
described by the speakers as a 'begging order'. It is not restricted for age and status; 
it is often used by young people when ordering older people but the same form can 
also be used by older people to order younger people (e.g., parents to their children) 
and among friends of the same age. The third type, 'Impolite imperative', is used as 
a curt command not brooking disobedience, e.g. when ordering somebody who is 
younger or low in status, parents to children when they are angry and most often 
among children when one of them acts as a boss. The impolite imperative is also 
used in chasing away pet animals (see below). The Regular and Polite imperative 
mark singular/plural distinction. The 'Impolite imperative' is not mflected for 
number. 
The regular imperative for second person singular is marked by affixing -e to the 
verb stem whereas the second person plural is identified by affixing -uwate to the 
verb root. Notice further that the imperative and the optative (see below) are the only 













The polite imperative is fonned on the basis of the regular imperative. Namely, by 
adding -(te)ra to the regular imperative fonns. 
86. 2SG:POL:IMP 2PL:POL:IMP 
BaJk-etera 6aJk-uwatera 'run!' 
Jank' -etera Jank' -uwatera 'buy!' 
d'ukk-etera d'ukk-uwatera 'shoot!' 
In (86) tb.e suffix -tera is shortened to -ra in the plural to avoid the repetetive 
sequence tete. Thus insteadofthe expected: 6aJk-uwate-tera 'run (2PL:POL)!' we 
get BaJk-uwatera. 
Example (87b) illustrates the impolite imperative. 
87a. Jikk-e 'Move away!' 
87b. Jikk-ibey 'Move away (curt command)!' 
Jikk-ibey is also one of the expressions used to chase away cats (as an alternative to 
interjections, see Chapter Thirteen). Fonnally, the impolite imperative is similar 
(but not identical) to the negative interrogative construction. An example of the 
latter: 
88. neeni bookk-6 1aad'-iha-y 
2SG:NOM market-ABS go-PF:NEG-Q 
'Didn't you go to the market?' 
In fact, in some Ethiopian languages such as Amharic an emphatic order is expressed 
by interrogative fonns (cf. Baye 1994). Thus, in Amharic the imperative verb hid 
'go (2MS:IMP)!' expresses simple order whereas its negative interrogative fonn i.e., 
atthedim 'Aren't you going?', accompanied with a special intonation expresses 
'emphatic order'. The latter kind of imperative in Amharic is understood as entailing 
punishment if the order is not complied with. Maale speakers interviewed were not 
sure of such a connection between the imperative and the interrogative~ ,They 
emphasize the slight pronunciation difference between, e.g., 6aJk-1bey 'run!' and 
6aJk-iba-y 'didn't you run?'. Furthennore, it seems that the Perfective aspect 
reading in the interrogative is not compatible with the imperative, that is, the Maale 
equivalent of the Amharic 'emphatic order' is 6aJk-uwa-y which is fonned with the 
Imperfective negative. However, this latter fonn in Maale does not express order; it is 
a question fonn. 
In negative imperatives, the polite-impolite distinction is neutralized; however, 
singular plural distinctions are maintained, as illustrated below (for details on 






'do not run! (2SG)' 
'do not run! (2PL)' 
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'eat! (2SG)' 
'do not eat! (2SG)' 
'do not eat! (2PL)' 
The optative is marked by -6m for the first person singular and plural; and by -6ng6 
for third persons. There is no optative form for second person. Thus, the imperative 
and the optative are in complimentary distribution with regard to person. 
90a. taam 6aJk-6m 'let me run' taanl Jank' -6m 'let me buy' 
nuunl 6aJk-6m 'let us run' nuunl Jank'- 6m 'let us buy' 
90b. 1i1n1 6aJk-6ng6 'let him run' 7iin1 Jank'-6ng6 'let him buy' 
TIZa 6aJk-6ng6 'let her run' 1iza Jank'-6ng6 'let her buy' 
1iyata 6aJk-6ng6 'let them run' lyata Jank'-6ng6 'let them buy' 
The optative in Maale is used to express an indirect order or a wish; it is used in 
collective prayers and in expressing good wishes to a sick person. 
91. s' oossi maar-6ng6 
God:NOM forgive-3:0PT 
'May you get better!' 
There is a construction in Maale which shares a similar meaning with the optative 
but which is formally different from it. We call this the 'pseudo-optative'. Unlike the 
optative, the pseudo-optative does not express orders or wishes. It rather states that 
the speaker is not interested in the activity expressed by the verb or its results: 
92. halk'k'-uwaza 'Let him die (I don't care)' 
zag-uwaza 'Let him see (I don't care!)' 
CHAPTER 6 
NOMINAL AND VERBAL MODIFIERS 
6.1 Adjectives 
Adjectives in Maale behave in a similar way as nouns: both adjectives and nouns end 
in one of the four vowels: i, e, a, o; an adjective can take nominal inflectional 
markers when the head noun it modifies is dropped; both nouns and adjectives can be 
used as attributes of another nominal. Dixon (1997) makes an interesting 
generalization about the correlation between head or dependent-marking and the 
similarity of adjectives either to nouns or verbs. According to Dixon (1997: 125), in 
"[d]ependent-marking languages ... adjectives are grammatically similar to nouns'. 
Dixon (1997: 125) gives the following explanation as to why adjectives are similar 
to nouns in some languages and like verbs in others: 
Adjectives tend to be in the center of things. Whichever of noun and 
verb bears the marking for syntactic function, that is likely to be the 
class to which the adjective class is grammatically most similar. 
In the previous sections we have shown that in Maale, syntactic functions are marked 
on the noun and not on the verb. Therefore, the similarity between adjectives and 
nouns in this language supports the claim that there is a correlation between 
dependency marking and the similarity of adjectives to nouns (cf. Dixon 1997). 
As can be seen from the following example, attributive adjectives precede the noun 
they modify: 
1 a. 1iini deetsi bassi bass-e-ne 
3MS:NOM heavy load:ABS carry on back-PF-A:DCL 
'He carried a heavy load' 
1 b. 1iini 1odossi rnitsi tik' -e-ne 
3MS:NOM tall tree:ABS cut-PF-A:DCL 
'He cut a tall tree' 
Adjectives modifying a defmite noun may take the definite Absolutive case marker -6 
showing that there is agreement in case between the Adjective and the noun it 
modifies. Below, examples (2a-b) ill)lstrate noun phrases in which adjectives modify 
an indefmite head noun while (2c-d) illustrate a noun phrase the head noun of which 
is a definite noun. 
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2a. cfakka tiiki mukk-e-ne 
2b. 
little monkey:NOM come-PF-A:DCL 





'A big monkey came' 
2c. cfakk-6 tiikk-6mma mukk-e-ne 
little-AGR monkey-DIM:NOM come-PF-A:DCL 





'The big boy came' 
When the head noun is dropped, the adjective is affixed with the gender and case 
markers of the noun for which it stands. 
3a. puupp-atsi mukk-e-ne 
big-M-NOM come-PF-A:DCL 












'The little one (F/M) came' 
When used as predicates, adjectives are affixed with the sentence type marker -ke. As 
in nouns, the last vowel of a predicative adjective with low tone is assigned high 
tone before -ke. 
4a. bass-a deetsl.-ke 
load-NOM heavy-BE:A:DCL 
'The load is/was heavy' (deetsi 'heavy') 
4b. m•s' -ell-a 7odossl.-ke 
tree-F-NOM tall-BE:A:DCL 
'The tree is/was tall' (7odossi 'tall') 
4c. cfukk-a puupi-ke 
mountain-NOM big-BE:A:DCL 
'The mountain is/was big' (puupi 'big') 
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' Some quality concepts are expressed by relative clauses. These relative clauses 
include verb roots such as kas's'- 'be ripe/cooked' and harg- 'be sick'. Contrary to 
the accepted notion that antonyms generally belong to the same syntactic category, 
Maale shows that antonyms of these verbal forms may be expressed through 
adjectives: 6a6i 'raw/not ripe' and walli 'healthy' respectively. 
5a. kas's'-e 7aapi 
be_cooked-PF:REL eye 
'ripe fruit (i.e., fruit that has become ripe)' 
5b. harg-e 7asi 
be_sick·PF:REL person 




'weak (i.e, one that is tired)' 
6b. 7its-e-ya 
refuse-PF:REt-NMZ:ABS 
'ugly (one that makes one refuse)' 
6c. wayzi baik'k' -e-ya 
ear lose-PF:REL-NMZ:ABS 
'deaf (lit. ime that has lost (his/her) ear)' 
6d. 7aapi baik'k' -e-ya 
eye lose-PF:REL-NMZ:ABS 
'blind (one that has lost (his/her) eye)' 
The following sentences illustrate how these are used as attributives: 
7a. taa-ko 7ac'c'-a wayzi bayk'-e 7a(I 7a-a-ne 
1 SG:GEN-GEN area-LOC ear:ABS lose-PF:REL person exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'There is a deaf person in my area' 
7b. 7asi d'anga balk'k' -e-ya-na wolla gorr-'int-a-y 
person mouth lose-PF:REL-NMZ:ABS-INST together insult-RECP-IPF-Q 
'Does one ever engage in insult with a dumb person? 
(d'anga bayk' -e 7asi 'dumb person') 
Some adjectives seem to have a verbal counterpart since the inchoative form of these 
is formed by affixing tense markers to an adjectival verb root: 
8. mel-e-ne 'it became dry' (melzi 'dry') 
Jimm-e-ne 'it became cold' (fimme 'cold') 
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Other adjectives should first be verbalized and then take verbal inflectional markers to 
form the inchoative. This type of inchoative verb formation is discussed in Chapter 
Five together with other verbal derivational forms. The derivation of abstract nouns 
from adjectives is discussed in Chapter Three. 
In table 6.1 Maale adjectives are listed (grouped into semantic types which are 
suggested in Dixon 1982). 
Table 6.1 List ofMaale adjectives 
Dimension 
kumutsi 'full' gliri 'empty' 
dicci 'stout (bigger than andri) 1odossi 'long' 
k'aml.tsi 'short' dalgi 'wide' 
puupi 'big' manki 'very big' 
1ukke 'close, nearby' hakke 'far' 
k'ulbe 'deep (only of water hole)' kun1e 'narrow' 
cfakka 'small' niik'o 'tiny' 
s'l1k'o 'teeny-weeny' gandi 'thick' 
duuddi 'round circular and deep ku66 'curved in (of leg, hom)' 
gliutsi 'thin, slim (of people, stick)' 1andri 'stout' (ofhumans) 
~encenni 'thin (ofbooks, bread)' 
Physical Property 
16yd'i 'hot' miza6i 'beautiful' 
tuni 'blunt edge, point' w611i 'wet' 
muuJJi 'rotten' Jiicci 'soft' 
?aatsi 'sweet' c'anci 'bitter' 
s6lki 'sour' malli 'fat (of ox, sheep, etc)' 
deetsi 'heavy' hac'e 'sharp edge, point' 
maasana 'ugly' Jimme 'cold' 
~enacfi 'ugly' (? derived adj.) baabule 'very big' 
hirke 'low, non-high' Jele'le 'light' 
melzi 'dry (ofwood, leaves, grain)' s'aacfi 'dry (of mud, cloth) 
kintsi 'dirty (of human boy, cloth .. )' d6di 'hard, strong' 
~aa3a 'transparent' m6ti 'soft, not well cooked 
(ofbread)' 
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Human Propensity 
duucfai 'selfish' c'arji 'courageous' 
walli 'healthy' haammi 'industrious' 
bels'a 'lazy' seello 'timid, fearful' 
c'lnc'a 'witty' z66sso 'peaceful, sociable' 
daid6 'foolish' bar6 'calm, patient 
1oso 'difficult' Bals'a 'funny' 
j/366ro 'disagreeable' p6rfe 'talkative' 
biro 'one who is new to the environment' 
Colour 
BaBi 'unripe, green' kartsi 'black' 
zok'k'e 'red' boore 'white' 
c'611e 'lush, green' 1aa11e 'raw, green' 
Age 
1akki 'new' garci 'old (of people) 
gimpi 'ol~ (older than garci) c'lmi 'old (people and objects)' 
cfegge 'young (of male)' 1urga 'young (of milk, not sour) 
Value 
ptlrta 'bad' 16rgocci 'rich' 
k'ara 'good' kupi 'poor' 
k6Ji 'good' mank'o 'poor' 
wudde 'expensive' (borrowed from Amharic: widd) 
It is interesting to note that there is a considerable decline in the number of adjectives 
as one goes down the list of adjectives in the above table. Physical property, 
Dimension and Human propensity adjectives number more than those expressing 
Colour, Value and Age. Based on data from seventeen languages, Dixon (1982: 46) 
makes the following generalization about the number of adjectives represented under 
the seven semantic types proposed: 
Note that the VALUE,. AGE, COLOUR and SPEED types normally 
have very restricted size - involving from two to half-a-dozen words, 
according to the language. DIMENSION usually involves a dozen or so 
words, rarely very many more. PHYSICAL PROPERTY always 
involves at least several score items, while HUMAN PROPENSITY 
words can run into the hundreds. 
The list of Maale adjectives in Table 6.1 partly confirms the generalization: 
compared to Colour, Age and Value, Physical property, Dimension and Human 
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propensity contain more adjectives, while no lexical form is recorded for Speed. On 
the other hand, in contrast to Dixon's generalization, Human propensity words are 
smaller in size than those_adjectives refering to Physical property and Dimension. 
6.2 Numerals and other quantifiers 
6.2.1 Cardinals 
Maale has a decimal system. Thus, the basic counting forms are the following : 










Numerals between 'eleven' and 'nineteen' are formed with the combination of lower 
numerals (one to nine) and the word for 'ten'. In this compounding, no formal 
modification of the input words is made. 
10. taBB6 pette 'eleven' 
taBB6 Iam16 'twelve' 
taBB6 hayts6 'thirteen' 
taBB61oyd6 'fourteen' 
taBB6 d6ngo 'fifteen' 
taBB6 Iahho 'sixteen 
taBB6 lankayi 'seventeen 
taBB6 salli 'eighteen' 
taBB6 tasufia 'nineteen' 
Multiples of 'ten' are formed by a modified form of the single digit followed by 
tammi (which seems to be the plural form of taBB6 'ten'). Because of the phonetic 
modifications involved, these compound numerals are written here with a hyphen (-) 
















When adding single digits to multiples of ten, the word for the single digit is placed 
after the multiple of ten, without formal modification. Below we give examples using 
the first two smaller digits pette 'one' and lam16 'two'. 
12. lama-t~mmi pette 'twenty-one' lama-tammi lam16 'twenty-two' 
haytsi-tammi pette 'thirty-one' hayts'I-tammi lam16 'thirty-two' 
1oyd'I·tammi pette 'fourty-one' 1oyru-tammi lam16 'fourty-two' 
d6ngi-tammi pette 'fifty-one d6ngi-tammi lam16 'fifty-two' 
Iahhi-ta.mmi pette 'sixty-one' lahhi-tammi lam16 'sixty-two' 
lankayi-tammi pette 'seventy-one' Iankayi-tammi lam16 'seventy-two' 
salli-tJimmi pette 'eighty-one' salli-tammi lam16 'eighty-two' 
tasuBi-tammi pette 'ninety-one' tasu6i-tammi lam16 'ninety-two' 
There is one larger numeral after tasu6i tammi tasu6i 'ninety-nine'. This numeral, 
which is expressed with a morphologically simplex form, is attested in many other 
Omotic languages too. That is: 
13. s'eeta 'hundred' 
The following two are borrowed from Amharic (which itself has borrowed the word 
for 'million' from Italian or English). Note the slight phonetic difference between the 






( cf. Amharic: 
fib 'thousand') 
milion 'million') 
Counting above hundred may involve the use of the InstrumentaVconjunctive marker 
-na, as illustrated below: 
15a. s'eeta-na d6ngi-tammi-na 
hundred-INST five-ten-INST 
'one hundred fifty' 
15b. pette Jiya-na d6ngo s'eeta-na d6ngi-tammi d6ngo 
one thousand-INST five hundred-INST five-ten five 
'one thousand five hundred fifty five' 
But note that the Instrumental is not attached to smaller numbers. Compare example 
(15) with (16) below: 
~ ,..., : 
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16. s' eeta-na d6ngi-tammi d6ngo 
hundred-INST five-ten five 
'one hundred fifty five' 





pas-allo pette-z-6 haJJi 
criticise-CNVz one-DF-ABS IDEO 
ge7-e blya pas-am ga7-a-m6 
say-2SG:IMP all criticise-PURP say-IPF-RHT:Q 
'Having expressed criticism on one (fault), leave the other. Do you mean to 
criticize everything?' 
Ordinals 
Ordinal numerals are formed by suffixing -asi or -atsi to the cardinal numerals. The 
fmal vowel of the cardinal numbers is replaced by the vowel of the suffix -asi/atsi. 
18. pett-asi 'the first' 
lam7-asi 'the second' 
haits-asi 'the third' 
7oid-asi 'the fourth' 
ta66-asi 'the fifth' 
In larger numbers, -asi is affixed to the last number: 
19. ta666lam7-asi 'the twentieth' 
ta666lam767oid-asi 'the twenty fourth' 
The suffix -asi changes to -asa when the ordinal number is combined with another 
noun in the Absolutive case position: 
20a. haits-asa keH-ell-6 ne 6ok'is-a 
Three-ORD day-F-ABS 2SG:NOM remember-IPF:Q 
'Do you remember (what happened on) the third day?' 
20b. 7IZa ta666 lam7-asa keii-ell-6 paid-lba-se 
3FS:NOM ten two-ORD day-F-ABS count-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'She did not count the twelfth day' 
When the noun which the numeral modifies is dropped, the case inflection is slightly 
different. When gender is not distinguished, this involves the gemination of the 
consonant preceding the Absolutive case marker -6; a similar gemination process 
takes place when definiteness is involved. 
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21. lam1-ass-6 1ekk-e 
two-ORD-ABS take-2SG:IMP 
'Take the second one' 
If gender is marked, the case marker which matches the gender is selected: 
22a. 7Iii haits-as-atsi kaizi baaka denk' -e-ne 
3MS:NOM three-ORD-M:ABS forest:ABS middle fmd-PF-A:DCL 
'He found the third one (M) in the forest' 
22b. taani lam1-asa-z-6 zag-iba-se 
6.2.3 
lSG:NOM two-ORD-DF-ABS see-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I did not see the second one (F)' 
Quantifiers 
Maale has the following quantifiers. 
23. mirge 
dlbi 
'a lot, several' 
'a lot, several' 
gube 'all' 
bia 'all' 
1uuga 'a few (only of cattle)' 
pette pette 'some, certain' (cf. pette 'one') 
tooka tooka 'each' (cf. tooki 'head') 
lYA·· 
Some of these quantifiers express the same meaning. Synchronically, no distinction 
could be made in their use: e.g., both mirge and dlbi might be used with countable 
and uncountable nouns, as illustrated in the following sentences: 
24a. 7IZa-ko mirge waari 1a-a-ne 
3MS:GEN-GEN a lot goat exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'He has a lot of goats' 
24b. 7IZa-ko dlbi waari 1a-a-ne 
3MS:GEN-GEN a lot goat exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'He has a lot of goats' 
24c. 1iini dlbi mu1-e-ne 
3MS:NOM a lot eat-PF-A:DCL 
'He ate a lot' 
24d. 1iini mirge mu1-e-ne 
3MS:NOM a lot eat-PF-A:DCL 
'He ate a lot' 
Similarly, gtlbe 'all' and bia 'all' can be used interchangeably: 
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25a. 1iini gube na-att'-6 1ekk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM all child-PL-ABS take-PF-A:DCL 
'He took all the children' 
25b. Tuni bia na-att-6 1ekk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM all child-PL-ABS take-PF-A:DCL 
'He took all the children' 
The quantifiers dibi and gube behave like adjectives and nominal modifiers in that 
the consonant before the terminal vowel of these quantifiers is geminated when the 
noun they modify is defmite singular or indefmite plural. Note the formal difference of 
the quantifier in (26a-b) below, in which the quantifier occurs with indefmite/citation 
form nouns and those in (26c-d) in which it occurs with defmite nouns. 
26a. gube 1asi mu1-anda-ya k61-is-a-ne 
all person:NOM eat-F:IPF-NMZ want-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'Every person needs to eat' 
26b. cfi.bi laali mad'-a-ne 
several woman:NOM work-IPF-A:DCL 
'Several women are working' 
26c. gubbe sall-a nee-r6-ke 
all land-NOM 2SG:GEN-GEN:NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'All the land is yours' 
26d. cfi.bb6 laal6-ntsi mad'-a-ne 
several:AGR woman-PL:DF:NOM work-IPF-A:DCL 
'(The) many women are working' 
When used without a head noun, these quantifiers may also take nominal affixes such 
as defmiteness, number and case, as illustrated below. 
27. ta cfi.bb6-ntsi zag-e-ne 
6.3 
6.3.1 
lSG:NOM all-PL:DF:ABS see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw several ofthem' 
Deictics 
Demonstratives 
Two basic forms ofDemonstratives can be distinguished in Maale: ha- 'close to the 
speaker' and ye- 'far from the speaker'. No reference is made as to the location of the 
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hearer. The two basic demonstratives iMlect for gender, number and case, as a result 
of which there are twelve distinct demonstratives listed below. 
close to the speaker Far from the speaker 
·Nominative: M. ha-yi ye..J 
F. ha-nna ye-nna 
PL. ha-ata ye-yata 
ha-ntsi ye-ntsi 
Absolutive: M. ha-ya ye-ya 
F. ha-nn6 ye-nn6 
PL. ha-ata ye-yata 
The Nominative form of demonstratives occurs only in subject positions: 
28a. hanmi ta nayi-ke 
this:F:NOM lSG:GEN child-BE:A:DCL 
'This is my daughter' 
28b. hayi ta nayi-ke 
this:M:NOM lSG:GEN child-BE:A:DCL 
'This is my son' 
28c. haata ta na-att-6-ke 
these:NOM lSG:GEN child-PL-ABS-BE:A:DCL 
'These are my children' 
We use the term Absolutive to show the structural parallellism between 
demonstratives and nouns. Like nouns, demonstratives in the Absolutive case occur 
in direct object position of transitive verbs, as predicative categories and before 
secondary case markers. The following are examples: 
29a. haya Jank'-e 
this:M:ABS buy-2SG:IMP 
'Buy this!' 
29b. haya-ke miu-m ?ala Jank' -e-tsi 
this:M:ABS-BE:A:DCL lPL:ABS-DAT beer:ABS buy-PF-NMZ 
'It is this one who bought beer for us' 
29c. haya-m ta ?ing-e-ne 
6.3.2 
this:M:ABS-DAT lSG:NOM give-PF-A:DCL 
'To this one, I gave' 
Locative deictic terms 
The Locative deictic forms are expressed in one of the following two ways: 
ii':·. 
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+ with the combination of the basic demonstratives ha- or ye- and the Locative 
suffix -ka. 
Close to the speaker 
hai-ka 'here' 
ha-ka 'here' 
Far from the speaker 
ye-ka 'there' 
?ii-ka 'there' 
The form ?ii-ka 'there' above is related to the the third person pronoun ?i- (see 
Chapter Four). 
+ with the combination of Locative adverbs and the Locative case marker -ka. 
Compare the Locative adverbs in (30a) with the deictic forms in (30b) below. 
30a. 166 'up' 
lu6 'down' 
s66 'there on level ground I distant but visible place' 
30b. le-ka 'up there' 
11-ka 'down there' 
se-ka 'there on level ground, to the side of speaker' 
In order to refer to a very distant but visible place the expression pett6 s66 'over 
there, on level ground or to the side of speaker' is used. pett6 obviously involves 
the numeral pette 'one'; with place deictic terms and with adjectives (e.g. pett6 
p66pp6 'very big') pett6 is used as an expression of degree. 
As the list in (30b) shows the distal locative deictic terms are more detailed than 
their proximal counterparts. Thus, besides yeka and ?iika 'there' in which no 
information about the altitude of the place in reference stated, the speaker can use the 
deictic words leka 'there, in altitude higher than where the speaker is found' or lika 
'there, in altitude lower than where the speaker is found' and seka 'there, to the side 
of the speaker'. Hayward (1980: 284-5) reports that Dirayta, a Cushitic language, 
makes a parallel distinction of location relative to a plane horizontal to the speaker. 
In proximal deictic expressions, a similar meaning distinction is expressed through 
the use of two independent words: haka 166 'here, a higher altitude than where the 
hearer is located' and haka 166 'here, in a lower altitude than where the hearer is 
found'. There is no proximal expression corresponding to seka. (cf. Frawley 1992 
who points out that finer distinction in distal deictic expressions is a tendency 
attested in many languages.) 
Demonstratives and place deictic terms shown in example (30b) above can be 
combined to refer to/identify predicated nouns, as shown below (morpheme 
boundaries are ignored here). 
3la. yey lekkei ?oyd'i.Ja-ke 
that: NOM up _there:M:NOM OyDisha-BE:A:DCL 
'That, up there is OyDisha (M)' 
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31 b. yey 11kkel ,, 7oydiJa-ke 
that:NOM down there:M:NOM OyDisha-BE:A:DCL 
'That, down there is OyDisha' 
31 c. yey sekkel 7oyolj'a-ke 
that:NOM to the side:M:NOM OyDisha-BE:A:DCL 
' 'That, sideways from the speaker is OyDisha' 
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Examples in (31) above illustrate masculine forms. The predicated proper nouns in 
example (32) below identify a female referent. In this case the demonstrative yenmi 
'that (f)' is used. 
32a. yenmi lekka belet' eci-ke 
that:F:NOM up_there:NOM Belet'ech-BE:A:DCL 
'That, up there is Beletech' 
32b. yenna llkka belet' eci-ke 
that:F:NOM down there:NOM Beletech-BE:A:DCL 
'That, down there is Beletech' 
32c. yenna sekka belet' eci-ke 
that:F:NOM sideways:NOM Beletech-BE:A:DCL 
'That, over there I sideways is Beletech' 
6.4 Adverbs 
Using semantic parameters (cf. Payne 1997: 69) Maale adverbs are grouped into 
three: time, place and manner adverbs. Time adverbs tend to be expressed with 
simple lexical forms. Most of the place adverbs are derived from demonstratives. 
There are very few lexical manner adverbs. Manners is often expressed with 
ideophones (cf. Chapter Thirteen) or with adjectives, as will be shown below. 
6.4.1 Time adverbs 
The following expressions of time are deictic because they are dependent on the day 










'the day after tomorrow' 
'the fourth day, counting from the day of the conversation' 
'the fifth day, counting from the day of the conversation' 
'the sixth day, counting from the day of the conversation' 







'the night before (yesterday night)' 
'the day before yesterday' 
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Thus there are no fixed week-day references in Maale like the ones we find for 
example, in Amharic: safifio, maksafifio, or in English: Monday, Tuesday. Next to 
















gidimiJi 'midnight' (also expresses 'center, equally dividing line') 
Some of the time expressions are made with compound forms as shown below. 
35. g6tte wons'a 'dawn' (g6tte 'morning'; wons'a '?' ) 
7a hi d'uussi 'noon' (7ahi 'sun'; d'uussi 'explosion') 
7ahi gele 'evening' (7ahi 'sun'; gel- 'enter') 
hanna le7e 'this year' (hanna 'this:F' Ie7e 'year') 
hlnna here 'last year' (? yenna 'that:F'; here '?') 
hitsa here 'the year before' (both components are unknown) 
(The meanings of the component words hlnna, here and hitsa of the last two 
expressions are not known.) The following are illustrative sentences of time 
adverbials: 
36a. Toni hann6 mukk-anda-ne 
3MS:NOM today come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'He will come today' 
36b. 7iz'I hint6 mukk-anda-ne 
3MS:NOM the day after tomorrow come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'He will come the day after tomorrow' 
36c. Toni wante mukk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM yesterday night come-PF-A:DCL 
'He came yesterday night' 
The Maale have their own calendar consisting of thirteen months. While it is 
customary in Ethiopia to consider September as the first month of the year, following 
the national calendar, in the Maale calendar the first month of the year is December. 
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This division of the year into months is associated with the agricultural cycle, as 
when they say that such and such a month is a month for doing this or that farming 
activity. The exact number of days in a month, and the basis of calculation fur 
dividing the year into months has not been studied in detail. From what informants 
described in terms of the Ethiopian calendar, we provide below a 'rough translation', 















'1st month, in December' 
'2nd month, in January' 
'3rd month, in February' 
'4th month, in March' 
. '5th month, in April' 
'6th month, in May' 
'7th month, in June' 
'8th month, in July' 
'9th month, in August' 
'1Oth, starts some time between the end of August and September' 
'11th month, in September, a short month, counted on half moon' 
'12th month, in September, a short month, counted on half moon' 
'13th month, in October' 
It should be noted that many young native speakers' knowledge of the words listed 
in (37) is limited. Particularly those who followed formal education in Amharic in 
primary and secondary school tend to use the Amharic calendar. They know the 
names of the months but some are not sure about the order of the months or the 
number of days each month contains. Similarly, these speakers tend to use names of 
the week days in Amharic, e.g. safifw 'Monday', maksafifio 'Tuesday', etc. instead 
of the deictic time references shown in (1) above. 
Time adverbs corresponding to the English 'now', 'earlier', 'yet' etc. are also 
lexical: 
38a. ?-ats1 batsi mukk-a-ne 
man-M:NOM now come-IPF-A:DCL 
'The man is coming now' 
38b. neeni w6ndi glgln1-e-m6 la-lah-e-y 
2SG:NOM earlier sleep:INT-PF-RHT:Q lay_down:INT-PF-Q 
'Earlier, were you really sleeping or lying down?' 
3 8c. biri keezz-e kaa33-ell-6 keezz-a-ne 
earlier tell-PF:REL ritual-F-ABS tell-IPF-A:DCL 
'(He) is telling (about) the ritual which he told about earlier' 
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38d. taam tuk6 gidangi burk' -iJ-anda-ne 
lSG:NOM coffee:ABS later boil-CAUS-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'I will make coffee later' 
Expressions of time such as 'always', 'every day', etc. are expressed by compound 
forms: 
39a.. 7ilm bla wode-na yeekk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM all time-INST cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is always crying' 
39b. laal-ell-a bla keHi Bark' -l.nt-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM all day beat-PAS-IPF-A:DCL 
'The woman is beaten every day' 
39c. 1ilm hatsi hell-a11o 1a-a-ne 
6.4.2 
3MS:NOM now reach-CNVz exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is still alive' 
Directional adverbs 
Locative adverbs which are formed with the combination of demonstratives and 
locative markers are described in Chapter Three, section 3.5.2.4. Directional adverbs 
include hange 'direction towards the speaker' and songe 'direction away from the 
speaker'. The use of these words is illustrated below. 
40a. 7iinl hanga mukk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM DIRECT come-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is coming towards here' 
40b. songe-na 1ing-e 
DIRECT-INST give-2SG:IMP 
'Give me through that side (i.e., the side further away from the speaker)' 
40c. hange-na 1ing-e 
DIRECT-INST give-2SG:IMP 
'Give me through this side (i.e., the side close to the speaker)' 
6.4.3 Manner adverbs 
Maale has some lexical forms for expressing manner. These include: palle which 
expresses 'to d0 something completely, honestly', as in the following: 
41. fiZi palle mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM really work-IPF-A:DCL 
'He works really good' (k6Ji 'good') 
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Another example is hacca 'badly' 
42a. taa-k6 koc' -a hacca kis' -ad'-e-ne 
lSG:GEN-GEN hand-NOM badly wound-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'My hand is badly wounded' 
42b. nu ?ac'c'-a hacca mel-e-ne 
lPL:GEN area-NOM badly dry-PF-A:DCL 
'Our area,became badly dry' 
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Converbs are often used as an adverbial modifier to a main verb (cf. Chapter Eight). 
The adverbials saz-1. 'purposely' and lam -I 'again, repeatedly', in which the .:1 suffix 
seems be the converb marker, however, are special since they seem to be derived from 
the noun saza 'heart' and the numerallam16 'two' respectively and not from verbs. 
43a. ?iilii sai1 mukk-i tokk.:'mt-e-ne 
3MS:NOM purposely come-CNV1 tie-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'He came purposely and got imprisoned' 
43b. 1-atsi Iami ?eell-e-ne 
person-M:NOM again call-PF-A:DCL 
'The man called out again' 
There is also the adverbial?erink'o 'purposely, knowingly', which is derived from 
the verb ?er-'know'. Elsewhere, the suffix -ink'- is attested only in one instance: as 
a verbalizer morpheme with predicative ideophones (cf. Chapter Thirteen). 
44. d'aabb-6 k61-a-ne ge?-1. ?er..J.nk'o melle 
grave_stone-ABS search-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 knowingly another 
baazzi k61-aza 
thing:ABS search-TEMP1 
'Saying that (they) are searching for the grave stone, while (they) purposely 
search for something else, ... ' 
The adjectives k6Ji 'good' and porta 'bad' are attested as modifiers of verbs: 
45a. 7ulii k6Ji mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM good work-IPF-A:DCL 
'He works well' (k6Ji 'good') 
45b. ?iii porta mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM bad work-IPF-A:DCL 
'He works badly' or 'He works too much' 
45c. ?iii porta kis' -ad'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM bad wound-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'He is wounded badly' (kitsi 'wound') 
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In some cases a combination of an adjective or a noun and the Instrumental marker 
-na may denote an adverbial expression, as illustrated below. 
46a. 1iin1 ruuri-na 1aad'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM haste-INST go-PF-A:DCL 
'He left hurriedly' 
46b. Tum k'amltsi-na mukk-anda-ne 
3MS:NOM short-INST come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'He will come soon' 
CHAPTER 7 
SENTENCE TYPES AND MODALITY 
Sadock and Zwicky (1985: 155) define 'sentence type' as "a coincidence of 
grammatical structure and conventional conversational use". Thus, according to these 
authors the term refers to both the grammatical structure as well as its function. 
Palmer (1986) on the other hand, uses terms such as declarative, interrogative, 
imperative, for formal/structural categories, and he takes their function such as 
making statements, asking questions, making commands, etc. as notional or 
'semantic categories'. Palmer's two-way distinction is parallel to that already made 
in Lyons (1977). The notional categories which involve the expression of the 
speaker's attitudes, demands, opinions, factuality, etc., whether these are indicated 
by morphological elements on the verb or by lexical means, belong to the category of 
modality (cf. Lyons 1977, Palmer 1986). 
In Maale four formal/structural categories or sentence types are distinguished: these 
·••••· are declarative, interrogative, imperative and optative sentence types. Some of these 
\ sentence types further distinguish various modal expressions related to the speaker's 
•••••• commitment, attitude, knowledge, etc. The imperative and optative forms are 
discussed in Chapter Five, together with other verbal inflectional categories because 
do not only involve the modal category of 'command' and (good) will of the 
but also non-modal features such as person and number distinction on the 
Interrogatives are discussed in detail in Chapter Ten. In this chapter emphasis 
on declarative sentences. 
Declaratives 
languages possess structural means for marking interrogative, optative, and, to 
extent, imperative sentences. Declaratives however, tend to be formally 
cross-linguistically (c£ Lyons 1968: 307). This tendency is seen as their 
characteristic. For instance, in his dictionary of linguistic terminology Trask 
. 73) writes: "The declarative is the least marked of all the mood categories, 
in most languages it is expressed by constructions and verb forms which carry no 
marking of mood, all other distinctions of mood being overtly marked in some 
Sadock and Zwicky (1985: 159) make a similar claim: "Declaratives are 
unmarked (without special elements in them or any special 
However, later in the same article they discuss a few languages which do 
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actually mark the declarative (cf. Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 165-167). In Maale all 
sentence types, including the declarative, are morphologically marked on the verb. In 
this language there are no unmarked independent sentences. Within the declarative, 
various forms are distinguished. Each type is discussed below. 
7.1.1 Simple declarative sentences 
Simple declarative affmnative sentences are distinguished by suffixing the morpheme 
-ne to the verb, whereas their negative counterparts are marked by suffixing -se to the 
verb. These are illustrated below in examples (1 a-b) and (1 c-d) respectively. 
1a. 1-atsl ztgmo mukk-e-ne 
person-M:NOM yesterday come-PF-A:DCL 
'The man came yesterday' 
1 b. 1-atsi mMtri man-a-ne 
person-M:NOM house:ABS build-IPF- A:DCL 
'The man is building a house' 
1c. nuu-m maari man:mt-iba-se 
1PL-DAT house:NOM build-PAS-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'No house is built for us' 
1 d. 1-atsi maari man-uwa-se 
person-M:NOM house:ABS build-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The man is not building a house' 
The morphemes -ne and -se in example (1) above, never co-occur with interrogative, 
imperative, or optative morphemes. Instead, -ne and -se are in paradigmatic contrast 
with these other modal markers. Furthermore, sentences with -ne and -se express 
simple, neutral statements. These are in contrast with other subtypes of declarative 
sentences which express emphasis, surprise or disapproval. In such attitudinal 
constructions -ne and -se are absent. 
As the above examples illustrate, the morphemes -ne and -se can be combined 
with either Perfective or Imperfective aspects, and they occur only in independent 
clauses. Ifthe independent clause in (2a) below is relativized as in (2b), the simple 
declarative sentence type marker does not occur. 
2a. 1-atsi ztgmo mukk-e-ne 
person-M:NOM yesterday come-PF-A:DCL 
'The man came yesterday' 
2b. 1-atsi ztgmo mukk-e saatt-a 




'The time when the man came yesterday is not known' 
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One exception to the. above claim is the quotative clause. In quotative clauses, •ne or 
-se do occur with the verb in the quoted clause as illustrated in (3) below. In this 
respect, the quotative in Maale does not behave in a similar way to other dependent 
clauses (see Chapter Eleven). Except for its obligatory occurrence with the quotative 
verb ge7- 'say', there are no other ways to distinguish it from main clauses. This 
may be because quotative clauses in this language involve 'direct speech' forms, i.e., 
a reported speech represents the actual utterance of the quoted speaker. The indirect 
speech form is not used in Maale. Consider the following two connected reported 
speech forms. 
3a. 1iJe taam harg-int-e-ne ga7-a-ne 
eldest brother:NOM lSG:NOM be sick-PAS-PF-A:DCL say-IPF-A:DCL 
'(My) eldest brother says: "I am sick"' 
3b. 1ind-a harg-int-iba-se bels' -um6-ke 
mother:NOM be_sick-PAS-PF:NEG-N:DCL lazy-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
7ade 7iza 
father:NOM 3MS:ABS 
Bark' -6m ge7-e-ne 
beat-30PT say-PF-A:DCL 
'(My) mother says: "He is not sick. It is laziness. Let father beat him!"' 
Also, mental process verbs, e.g. mal- 'think' and expressions of intention are given 
as quoted speeches: 
4a. 1ilnl 7iyata mad" a -6 1ek' -is-e-ne ge7-l 
3MS:NOM 3PL:NOM work-ABS stop-CAUS-PF-A:DCL say-CNV 1 
mal-e-ne 
think-PF-A:DCL 
'He thought that they stopped working' 
4b. gem-atsl maatt-6 m67- a-ne ge7-l magg-6 
ox-M:NOM grass-ABS eat-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 cliff-ABS 
7aacf-e-ne 
go-IPF-A:DCL 
'The ox fell off the cliff when it was trying to eat the grass' 
The morphemes -ne and -se normally occur in sentence-fmal position. However, 
when the word order is altered for pragmatic reasons, these two suffixes occur in 
sentence-medial position, as the following three examples illustrate. This indicates 
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that these morphemes are not sentence boundary markers as claimed for some related 
languages (see below). 
Sa. lam1-asa 1abb6 1annl-m 1ing-a-ne laal-ell-6 
two-ORD sun husband-DATgive-IPF-A:DCL woman-F-ABS 
'On the second day, they give the woman to her husband' 
5b. haimma hell-a116 1a-a-ne taanl s'oossi wolk'a-na 
this:DIM reach-CNV2 exist-IPF-A:DCL lSG:NOM God:GEN power-INST 
'Up to now I exist through the power of God' 
5c. waar-a . d'eeJJ-e-to w6y mas' -a d'eeJJ-e-to 
7.1.2 
goat-NOM cure-PF-CND DISJ bee-NOM cure-PF-CND 
Jo1:mt-a-ne na11-a 
born-PAS-IPF-A:DCL child-NOM 
'If goats (with their blood) or bees (with their honey) cure (the mother), the 
baby will be born' 
The mirative 
Payne (1997: 255) uses the term mirativity to refer to "grammaticalized ways of 
expressing how well a piece of information is integrated into the speaker's store of 
previous knowledge. For example, in many languages there is a distinction between 
the expression of information that is surprising versus that which is unsurprising or 
expected." In Maale surprise or unexpectedness are stated by using the suffix -y. A 
sentence with this modality marker may start with the interjection particle ka as in 
(6a) below (cf. Chapter Thirteen on interjections). 
6a. ka hay-1 1amm-e-y 
INTJ this-NOM give fruit-PF-MIR 
'Oh, this has given fruit! (talking of a three year-old mango tree)' 
6b. nu 1ade gem-atsi Janc-a-y 
lPL:GEN father:NOM ox-M:ABS sell-IPF-MIR 
'Our father is selling the ox! (contrary to the speaker's expectation)' 
The suffix -y in the above examples looks formally similar to the interrogative 
marker -y which co-occurs with content question words (see below). However, these 
two are distinct forms, since the interrogative morpheme does not occur with the 
perfective aspect marker whereas the morpheme marking surprise occurs both with the 
Perfective and Imperfective morphemes. There is also a clear difference in intonation 
between these two sentence types: the interrogative with a content question word 
may be uttered with a level intonation throughout the sentence which is similar to 
the intonation in simple declarative sentences or it may, alternatively, start with level 
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' intonation and end in rising intonation. On the other hand, a sentence with the verb 
marked for surprise starts with a rising intonation and ends with a sharply falling 
intonation. (Unfortunately, our impressions on the intonation pattern of various 
sentences could not be systematically studied with the help of instruments.) 
7.1.3 The veridical 
The veridical, as Payne (1997: 254) states expresses "an increased intensity of the 
truth of the proposition". This description of the term veridical captures the function 
ofthe morpheme -i in Maale (see also section 7.1.5 below for examples). When this 
morpheme is suffixed to a verb root it obligatorily changes all low tone vowels in the 
verb root to high tone. For example, the verb root keezz- 'tell' has low tone. In its 
veridical form in (7b), however, this verb root is realized with high tone. The same 
is true with 1ekk- 'take' in example (8). 
7a. neenl hruk'k'-a 1asi-m keezz-a 
you.NOM die-IPF:REL person:ABS-DAT tell-IPF:Q. 
'Do you tell to the person who dies (that he is going to die)?' 
7b. keezz-i 
tell-VER 
'Yes, I certainly do!' 
The veridical may be used to make a positive assertion in the context in which its 
denial is expected. For example, the participant who utters the interrogative sentence 
in (7a) expects a negative response. The response in (7b) does not meet this 
expectation and is expressed with increased emphasis or intensity. Similarly, a 
command such as that in (8) below is made with the expectation that it is obeyed. 





'Do not take!' 
?ekk-i 
take:VER 
'Yes, I will certainly take' 
The informative 
In Maale the suffix -(i)skay is used when one makes a statement which the speaker 
thinks is completely new to the other speech participant(s). This suffix is mainly 
used in expressing past events. 
9a. dingicca gabi gel-iskay 
sw~et potato:NOM market:ABS enter-NEW:DCL 
'Sweet potatoes are sold in the market' 
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9b. daane maalle mucci gap·IS·l 1aacf-iskay 
Don Maale language' fmish-CAUS-CNV1 go-NEW:DCL 
'Don learnt the Maale language fluently before he left' 
9c. luu cf'ull-a 1aa-skay 
down flour-NOM exist-NEW:DCL 
'There is flour in (the house) down there' 
In (9a) the speaker assumes that based on general knowledge about seasonal 
variation, the hearer does not have the information the speaker volunteers. The same 
is true with the utterances in (9b) and (9c) which indicate the subjective judgment of 
the speaker towards his addressee's state of knowledge. Interestingly, we have one 
example in which the same modality marker is used in a context in which it is not 
expected. The utterance in (10) below was addressed to someone who was wearing 
shoes which were much too big for her and kept walking in and out of a room with a 
cemented floor creating a lot of noise with her steps. 
10. hayi c'aamm-a nena dees's'-iskay 
this:M:NOM shoe-NOM 2SG:ABS be heavy-NEW:DCL 
'This shoe is heavy for you!' (lit. 'this shoe is burdening you') 
In this context -(i)skay is used in a remark about a situation which was obvious to 
all participants. With this, the speaker expresses annoyance and was indirectly 
suggesting that the addressee should do something about it. It is possible that the 
other modal markers described above also have implicational uses, but this is not 
known. 
7.1.5 The potential 
In Maale declarative sentences, the factual and potential sentences are not marked by 
distinct morphemes. The distinction between these two involves the form of the verb 
used in the potential: a 'possible' or 'potential' event is expressed in a relative 
clause form. This relative clause is then immediately followed by the predicative verb 
n-. The latter verb takes the Future Imperfective aspect marker and the simple 
declarative affirmative sentence type marker -ne. Compare the factual sentence in 
(11a) with the potential in (11b) below. 
11a. nu 'lind-a zigin6 
1PL:GEN mother-NOM yesterday 
'Our mother came yesterday' 
mukk-e-ne 
come-PF-A:DCL 
11 b. nu 'lind-a Zigm6 mukk-e n-anda-ne 
1PL:GEN mother-NOM yesterday come-PF:REL BE-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Perhaps our mother came yesterday' 
(lit. 'Our mother will be the one who has come yesterday') 
MODALITY 
Sentences expressing possibility may be preceded by a 'sentential modifier' 166rey, 
which seems to be a contracted form of166nl. 1erey 'who knows?' 
12a. 166rey nu 'lind-a mukk-anda n-anda-ne. 
S:MODF lPL:GENmother-NOM come-F:IPF:REL BE-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Who knows, maybe our mother will come' 
Compare: 
12b. nu 'lind-a mukk-anda-ne 
lPL:GEN mother-NOM come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Our mother will come' 
Declarative sentence types discussed so far involve main verbs. There is also a 
declarative sentence type marker which is used in non-verbal sentences, as shown in 
the next section. 
7.1.6 The declarative in non-verbal sentences 
Non-verbal declarative affirmative sentences are marked by -ke. Consider, for 
example, the following equative and attributive non-verbal sentences. 
13a. hayl ta nayl-ke 
this:M:NOM lSG:GEN child:ABS-BE:A:DCL 
'This is my child' 
13b. waas'-a Jimme-ke 
water-NOM cold-BE:A:DCL 
'The water is cold' 
Nominals (nouns, adjectives and numerals) which have low tone on all vowels get 
high tone on their last vowel when they occur before -ke. At first glance, -ke appears 
to be a "predicative verb". There are reasons for analysing -ke as a sentence type 
marker and not as a predicative verb. Firstly, like -ne and -se, -ke does not occur 
with other sentence type markers. The negative of the above sentences, for example, 
needs a predicative verb which takes the same sentence type markers as main verbs 
discussed in the previous sections. 
14a. waas'-a Jimme t-uwa-se 
water-NOM cold BE- IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The water is not cold' 
14b. hayl ta nayi t-uwa-se 
this.M:NOM lSG:GEN child:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'This is not my child' 
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The following sentence shows 'that -ke does not occur in interrogative sentences 
either: 
15. hayi waatsi t-uwa-y 
this:M:NOM water:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-Q 
'Is this not water? 
Secondly, when the above non-verbal sentences are changed to dependent clauses, 
they obligatorily take one of the predicative verbs t- or d-. Thus, -ke never occurs in 
dependent clauses. The following sentences illustrate dependent clauses with 
predicative verbs. 
16a. waas' -a Jimme t-a-to taani 1uJk-anda-ne 
water-NOM cold BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM drink-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the water is cold, I will drink it' 
16b. waas'-a Jimme d-a-to taani 1UJk-anda-ne 
water-NOM cold BE-IPF-CND lSG:NOM drink-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the water had been cold, I would have drunk it' 
Thirdly, and more importantly, non-verbal sentences with -ke express simple 
assertions (just like -ne and -se in verbal sentences). Comparable equative or 
attributive sentences which expresses a stronger commitment about the truth on the 
part of the speaker need a predicative verb and the same veridical marker -i as in main 
verbs ( cf. section 7 .1.3 above). With the predicative verb t-, the veridical suffix -i is 
realized with high tone. Note the contrast in the (a) and (b) forms in the following 
examples: 
17a. hayi garzante-ke J66Ji t-uwa-se 
this:M:NOM kind oflizard-BE:A:DCL snake:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'This is a (kind of) lizard. It is not a snake' 
17b. hay! garzante t:I 1aidd6 J66Ji d-a-y 
this:NOM kind oflizard:ABS BE-VER when snake:ABS BE-IPF-Q 
'This is a (kind of) lizard. It is not at all a snake!' 
(lit. This is a (kind of) lizard. When has it ever been a snake?) 
18a. 1iii taa-k6 legate-ke 
3MS:NOM lSG:GEN-GEN friend-BE:A:DCL 
'He is my friend' 
18b. 1iii taak6 
3MS:NOM lSG:GEN-GEN 





Notice that the sentences in (17b) and (18b) need the predicative verb t-. 
Furthermore, the declarative sentences in (17a) and (18a) may be speaker-initiated 
whereas their veridical counterparts (in the 17b and 18b) are hearer-initiated. That is, 
the latter are used when the speaker is reacting to statements already made or 
questions addressed to him/her. From the examples shown in this section, we 
conclude that like the declarative sentence type markers -ne and -se, -ke in Maale 
identifies simple assertions or neutral descriptive sentences as opposed to emphatic or 
attitudinal ones. 
7.2 Interrogatives 
There are several ways of forming the interrogative in Maale (for details, see Chapter 
Ten). In this section we briefly show the form of the interrogative in 'yes_or_no' 
questions and interrogative sentences involving content question words, and an 
interrogative form expressing doubt on the part of the speaker. 
7.2.1 Polar interrogatives 
In the Perfective aspect, yes_ or_ no questions are distinguished with the morpheme 
-lya suffixed to the verb; in the Imperfective aspect, the interrogative is marked with 
rising intonation. Note also that, in addition to the distinction in intonation, 
Imperfective interrogatives differ from Imperfective declarative sentences by the fuct 
that the latter always occirr with one of the declarative sentence markers -ne or -se. 
Examples (19) and (20) below illustrate Perfective and Imperfective interrogative 
sentences respectively: 
19a. 1-atsl mukk-lya 
person-M:NOM come-PF:Q 
'Did the man come?' 
19b. 1annl-m neenl m66zzi kats-lya 
husband:ABS-DA T 2SG:NOM food:ABS cook-PF:Q 
'Did you cook food for your husband?' 
20a. 1-atsl mukk-a 
person-M:NOM come-IPF:Q 
'Is the man coming?' 
20b. suugatsi-m neem 
chief:ABS-DA T 2SG:NOM 
'Do you work for the chief?' 
mad'-a 
work-IPF:Q 
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7.2.2 Non-polar interrogatives 
Non-polar interrogative sentences, i.e., those involving content question words are 
distinguished by suffixing -y to the verb. This suffix my be preceded either by 
Perfective or Imperfective aspect markers. 
21a. neeni 1aig-6 mad'-a-y 
2SG:NOM what:ABS work-IPF-Q 
'What are you doing?' 
21 b. 1iza-m ne 1aig6 kats-e-y 
3MS:ABS-DA T 2SG:NOM what:ABS cook-PF-Q 
'What did you cook for him?' 
21c. 166-m neeni kats-a-y 
who-DAT 2SG:NOM cook-IPF-Q 
'For whom are you cooking?' 
7. 2. 3 The dubitative 
The Dubitative is expressed by -sinway. In this case the speaker has the opinion that 
the event expressed should not take place. However, the speaker doubts that others 
share the same view. 
22. kas's' -e 161si-na tift-int-e-ne 
ripe-PF:REL butter:ABS-INST smear:REFL-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
gonte za11-anda-sinway 
however stink-F:IPF-DUB:Q 
'(I) had to smear myself with old butter but it may be stinking, right? 
The morpheme -sinway may not be a true interrogative marker since it occurs with 
forms which independently express questions. As discussed in Chapter Ten, -ond6 
expresses the permissive question (23a). In example (23b) below, this morpheme is 
followed by the dubitative marker. Compare the following two question forms. 
23a. 1aare zala-na 1iz6-m keezz-ond6 
Aari half-INST 3FS:ABS-DAT tell-PERM:Q 
'May I tell her about the Aari clan?' 
23b. 1aare zala-na 1iz6-m keezz-ond6-sinway 
Aari half-INST 3FS:ABS-DAT tell-PERM:Q-DUB:Q 
'Shall I tell her about the Aari clan or not?' 
Thus, it is possible that the Dubitative form is used in non-interrogative sentences as 
well. In his word lists, Donham (unpublished field notes) translates -sinway as 
~ ;.t. ' 
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'maybe'. However, in our data the dubitative is interpreted by informants as a 
question form. 
7.3 The imperative 
As shown in Chapter Five, Maale has three non-negative imperative markers, which 
differ from each other in the degree of politeness. These are: 
+ The regular imperative, which is marked by affixing -e to the verb for second 
person singular, and by -uwate for second person plural, as illustrated in the 
following examples: 
24a. hani mukk-e 'Come here!' 
here come-2SG:IMP 
24b. hani mukk-uwate 'Come here!' 
here come- 2PL:IMP 
+ The polite imperative in which the verb takes the additional morpheme -tera after 
the morphemes marking regular imperative. Thus, the polite form for second 
person singular is marked by -etera while that for second person plural is marked 
by -uwatera. 
25. nee-m 7IZa naj'k-e-to ?ekk-etera 
2SG-DAT 3SG:NOM like-PF-CND take-2SG:POL:IMP 
'If she pleases you, please marry her!' 
+ The impolite imperative which is marked by -ibay. Unlike the previous two, the 
impolite imperative does not mark number distinction. 
In the negative, the polite-impolite distinction is neutralized; however, the 
singular/plural distinction is maintained. 
26a. mukk-ippo 'Do not come!' 
come-2SG:NEG:IMP 
26b. mukk-ippote 'Do not come!' 
come-2PL:NEG:IMP 
7.4 The optative 
The optative in Maale has two forms: -om which may be used with both first and 
third person, and -6ngo or -6nk' o, which are used only with third person forms. 
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27a. 'liZi ta nall-6 1ekk-6ngo 
3MS:NOM 1SG:GEN child-ABS take-OPT 
'Let him marry my daughter' 
27b. nuuni 1aaa-6m 
1PL:NOM go-OPT 
'Let us go' 
As shown above, in Maale every sentence type is morphologically spelled out. 
Particularly interesting in this regard is the declarative sentence type, which in Maale 
is not only morphologically distinguished from other sentence types, but also has 
different forms for declarative affirmative and declarative negative. Some of these 
modality markers co-occur with aspect markers while others do not. This is shown 
in the summary given below, in which AP stands for aspect and affirmative/negative 
polarity, MOD+STP for modality and sentence type markers. The descriptions on 
the right show the function of a sentence with these forms. The order of these 
morphemes with regard to the verb root is: Verb Root-(AP)-MOD +STP. 
Looking at genetically related languages, we find in Zayse, another Ometo 
language spoken in South Ethiopia, morphemes which have similar functions as the 
morphemes -ne, -se and -ke in Maale (Hayward 1990). The Zayse morphemes are 
analysed as Final Predication Marking (FPM) elements or sentence terminal 
elements. Noting that the morphemes in question are absent in dependent clauses, 
Hayward (1990) considers what could be an alternative analysis: to identify them as 
the so-called "selectors" or sentence type markers found in some Cushitic languages 
such as Somali (Saeed 1984). 


























Interrogative ( + content question word) 
Declarative, New 
Declarative, Dubitative 
Declarative-Affirmative, Non-Verbal Sentence 
Interrogative Perfective (yes/no answer) 
Imperative (2SG) 
Imperative (2PL) 
Imperative (NEG: 2SG) 
Imperative (NEG:2PL) 
Optative (1 + 3P) 
Optative (3P only) 
CHAPTER 8 
COMPLEX SENTENCES 
Complex sentences in Maale may contain one or more syntactically dependent 
clauses and one main clause, or they may consist of two or more independent 
clauses. As shown in Chapter Seven, independent sentences in Maale are 
characterized by clause final illocutionary force morphemes which classify the 
utterance as an assertion, interrogation, manipulative, etc. Dependent clauses are 
those sentential constructions which are not marked with these morphemes, and 
which, accordingly, cannot form a complete utterance on their own. There are, 
however, restricted, pragmatically determined uses of dependent clauses as main 
clauses, as will be shown towards the end of this chapter. 
Dependent clauses in Maale can be divided into four subgroups: Quotative clauses, 
Relative clauses, Complement clauses, and Adverbial clauses. The latter three are 
identified in Thompson and Longacre (1985) as cross-linguistically widely attested 
ways of subordinating a predicate. However, to this we add quotative clauses since 
although the quotative clause is in itself syntactically and semantically independent 
in Maale, it nevertheless obligatorily occurs in combination with a main clause 
headed by the verb ge1- 'say'. These four clause types are similar in exhibiting 
syntactic and/or semantic dependency to a nominal or verbal head. However, each of 
these is different morpho-syntactically and each contains several subgroups within it. 
For example, apart from being headed by a nominal category, relative clauses diffur 
from other dependent clauses in having no affix indicating the dependent status of the 
clause. All other dependent clauses have affixes indicating their syntactic and 
semantic dependency. Like other dependent clauses, quotative clauses are 
semantically dependent but syntactically independent. Complement clauses differ 
from other dependent clauses in that they have a special morphological marker; 
moreover, the complement clause functions as an argument of a verb in a higher 
clause. In sections 8.1 through 8.6 dependent clauses are discussed; section 8.7 
presents a brief description of co-ordinate clauses. 
8.1 Relative clauses 
The following combination of three features characterizes relative clauses in Maale: a) 
a relative clause has no sentence type or dependent clause type markers; b) a relative 
clause is headed by a nominal category; c) a relative clause involves omitting one of 
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the arguments of the dependent clause, i.e. it employs the gapping strategy cf 
relativization ( cf. Comrie 1976). 
Of the above three features, (a) is particularly important. Feature (b) is not a 
defming characteristic for relative clauses, since the so-called 'headless relative 
clauses', .or 'nominalized relative clauses', as they are referred to in this study, are 
frequently used in the language; also, although the feature in (c) is systematically 
employed in relative clauses, given the right context, it is possible to omit 
arguments from main clauses as well. On the other hand (a) is important, because 
relative clauses differ from main clauses and other dependent clauses in not having 
any of those affixes which (besides other functions) can indicate the syntactic status cf 
a clause. 
Two basic types of relative clauses are identified in Maale; both types have similar 
syntax but they differ morphologically. These are: 1) relative clauses in which the 
verb of the relative clause is affixed with verbal inflectional markers indicating aspect 
and/or polarity; 2) relative clauses in which the verb of the relative clause is marked 
with.affixes identified in the nominal category, namely those marking case. Those 
belonging to the first group are functionally comparable to 'restrictive relative 
clauses' attested in many languages, e.g. English in that they denote specific referents 
whereas those in the second group refer to non-specific/generic nouns. The latter do 
not 'constrain the domain of relativization', and thus are similar to 'non-restrictive-
relative clauses' (cf. Keenan (1985: 169) who mentions this as one of the features 
distinguishing restrictive relative clauses from non-restrictive relative clauses.) We 
use the terms 'restrictive' and 'non-restrictive' to refer to type-one and type-two 
relative clauses in Maale respectively, even though the Maale clauses may differ in 
some semantic details from that observed in other languages. The two types of Maale 
relative clauses are discussed in detail next. 
8.1.1 Restrictive relative clauses 
Restrictive relative clauses mainly involve defmite nouns. Formally, restrictive 
relative clauses differ from non-restrictive relative clauses in that they end in one cf 
the suffixes -e-, -a-, -uwa-, or -iba-, which have been identified in Chapter Five as 
aspect and/or polarity markers. The relative clause precedes the head noun and it 
contains no co-referential pronominal element to the relativized noun. Compare the 
following examples: 
la. 1ats"' z1gmo mukk-e-ne 
person:M:NOM yesterday come-PF-A:DCL 
'The man came yesterday' 
1 b. Tum [[zigin6 mukk-e] 1atsi] zag-e-ne 
3MS:NOM yesterday come-PF:REL person:M:ABS see-PF-A:DCL 
'He saw the man who came yesterday' 
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Relative clauses in Maale take the same aspect and polarity markers as main clauses. 
Example (1) above illustrates a relative clause with Perfective aspect. In (2) below, 
we illustrate relative claqses in the Imperfective aspect: 
2a. tl:ian1 [[garci 1as-a keezz-a] mina haiss-6] 
ISG:NOM old people-NOM tell-IPF:REL ancient speech-ABS 
naJk-uwa-se 
like-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I do not like stories which old people tell' 
2b. taarn [[na-att-6-m mina haiss-6 keezz-anda] 
ISG:NOM child-PL-ABS-DAT ancient speech-ABS tell-F:IPF:REL 
naTI-ell-6] zag-e-ne 
child-F-ABS see-PF-A:DCL 
'I saw the girl who will tell stories to the children' 
Examples (3) and (4) below illustrate Perfective negative and Imperfective negative 
relative clauses respectively. 
3a. gabar6-ntsl mina haiss-6 na-att-6-m 
farmer-DF:PL:NOM ancient speech-ABS child-PL-ABS-DAT 
keezz-iba-se 
tell-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The farmers did nottell stories to children' 
3b. [[mina haiss-6 na-att-6-m keezz-iba] gabar6-ntsl] 
ancientspeech-ABS child-PL-ABS-DAT tell-PF:NEG farmer-DF:PL:NOM 
'The farmers who did not tell stories to children' 
4a. gabar6-ntsl mina haiss-6 na-att-6-m 
farmer-DF:PL:NOM ancient speech-ABS child-PL-ABS-DAT 
keezz-uwa-se 
tell-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The farmers do not tell stories to children' 
4b. [[mina haiss-6 na-att-6-m keezz-uwa] 
ancient speech-ABS child-PL-ABS-DAT tell-IPF:NEG:REL 
gabar6-ntsl] 
farmer-DF:PL:NOM 
'The farmers who do not tell stories to children' 
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With regard to tense-aspect marking in 'prenominal relative clauses', i.e., such as 
those found in Maale in which the relative clause precedes the head noun, Keenan 
(1985: 160) states the following: 
In prenominal RCS, Vrel is almost always in some sort of non-finite 
form, that is a form different from the one it would have as the main 
verb of a simple declarative sentence. Typically, Vrel exhibits a 
reduction in tense-aspect marking and in verb agreement 
morphology .... 
In Maale, although Vrel and the main verb in a declarative sentence are formally 
distinct, there is no tense reduction in the relative verb, as shown in examples (1-4) 
above. The aspect markers used in relative clauses are identical to those in main 
clauses. 
In main clauses, the most frequently used constituent order is SOY. This is also 
the case in relative clauses (cf. examples (1-2) above). Both in main and in relative 
clauses the order of constituents can be altered. However, there is a crucial difference 
between these two clauses with regard to the position of the verb. Whereas in main 
clauses postverbal subject, object or adverbial are allowed, in relative clauses (and 
also in other dependent clauses) the verb obligatorly occurs in clause-final position. 
Consider the following examples: 
5a. [[zigin6 na17-6-m miiJJe 7ing-e] 1ats1] 
yesterday child-ABS-DAT money:ABS give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday' 
Alternatively: 
5b. na17-6-m z1gmo miiJJe 7ing-e 1ats1 
child-ABS-DATyesterday money:ABS give-PF:REL person:M-NOM 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday' 
5c. miiJJe Zigmo na11-6-m 7ing-e 7atsl 
money:ABS yesterday child-ABS-DAT give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday' 
5d. miiJJe na11-6-m z1gmo 7ing-e 1ats1 
money:ABS child-ABS-DATyesterday give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday' 
But not: 
6a. *zigin6 7ing-e na17-6-m miiJJe 1ats1 
yesterday give-PF:REL child-ABS-DAT money:ABS person:M-ABS 
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6b. *zigin6 miiJJe 1ing-e na11-6-m 1atsi 
yesterday money:ABS give-PF:REL child-ABS-DATperson:M-ABS 
6c. *na11-6-m z1gmo 1ing-e miiJJe 1atsi 
child-ABS-DA T yesterday give-PF:REL money:ABS person:M-ABS 
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One of the topics in the discussion of relative clauses involves the extent to which a 
language allows complement nouns with different grammatical relations to be 
relativized (cf. Comrie 1976, Giv6n 1995 among others). In Maale, subject, object, 
and nouns with various peripheral case roles can be relativized. Examples (la) and 
(1 b) above illustrate subject relativization. The following example illustrates object 
relativization. 
7a. na11-ell-a taa-m mina haiss-6 keezz-e-ne 
child-F-NOM 1SG-DAT ancient speech-ABS tell-PF-A:DCL 
'The girl told me a story' 
7b. [[taani nall-ell-6-idda-ppa waiz-e] mina haiss-a] 
1SG:NOM child-F-ABS-LOC-ABLhear-PF:REL ancient speech-NOM 
k'ara-ke 
good-BE:A :DCL 
'The story which I heard from the girl is good' 
7c. [[taan1 nall-ell-6-idda-ppa waiz-e] mina haiss-6] 
1SG:NOM child-F-ABS-LOC-ABLhear-PF:REL ancient speech-ABS 
s'aaf-a-ne 
write-IPF-A:DCL 
'I am writing down the story which I heard from the girl' 
Nouns with Locative, Instrumental or Ablative case can also be relativized. As with 
the relativization of subject and object nouns above, the head noun is marked only for 
its syntactic function in the main clause. There is no morphological information 
available about the (original) case role of the relativized noun in relation to the verb 
in the relative clause. Compare the following examples. 
8a. neeni waatsi 16tt-6-na kis' s' -e-ne 
2SG:NOM water:ABS pot-ABS-INSTdraw-PF-A:DCL 
'You drew water with the pot' 
8b. [[neeni waas'-6 kis's'-e] 16tt-ell-a] 
2SG:NOM water-ABSdraw-PF:REL pot-F-NOM 
'The pot with which you drew the water is broken' 
hruk'k' -e-ne 
die-PF-A:DCL 
In the main clause in (8a) above, the noun 1ot- 'pot' is marked with the 
Instrumental. When this noun is relativized as in (8b), the Instrumental case marker 
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is dropped. In this example, 7ot- 'pot' is marked only for its case role in relation to 
the verb in the main clause, i.e., as the subject of haik'k'- 'die' it receives the 
Nominative case. The interpretation of the noun 1ot- 'pot' in (8b) as having an 
Instrumental function in the relative clause is indirect. If instead of this noun the head 
noun in (8b) were an animate noun, there could be more than one interpretation 
possible for the relative clause, as will be shown below. 
Similarly, the Locative case of a noun is absent if this noun is relativized. 
Compare (9a) and (9b). 
9a. 7i:ii 7afdl-6 w6r-a mask-e-ne 
3MS:NOM cloth-ABS river-LOC wash-PF-A:DCL 
'He washed the cloth in the river' 
9b. ['llZi 7afill-6 mask-e] w6r-a] puupi-ke 
3MS:NOM cloth-ABS wash-PF river-NOM big-BE:A:DCL 
'The river in which he washed the cloth is big' 
The same holds true for the Ablative, as can be seen from the difference in the 
following two examples. 
lOa. 'llmi ba-at-6 wor-o-ppa 7ekk-l ye7-e-ne 
3MS:NOM cow-PL-ABS river-ABS-ABL take-CNV1 come-PF-A:DCL 
'He brought the cattle from the river' 
1 Ob. ['luni ba-at-6 7ekk-i ye7-e] w6r-6] 
3MS:NOM cow-PL-ABS take-CNV1 come-PF:RELriver-ABS 
neeni 7er-a 
2SG:NOM know-IPF:Q 
'Do you know the river from which he brought the cattle?' 
Because of the omission of the case role of the head noun within the relative clause 
itself, some relative clauses can have more than one interpretation. The ambiguity is 
particularly obvious with motion and direction verbs which can take alternative 
arguments with contrasting case roles. For instance, the verb 7ekk-i ye7- 'bring' can 
take Agent, Patient and Source nouns, or it can take Agent, Patient, and Goal nouns. 
Thus, example (lOb) above can alternatively express: 'Do you know the river to 
which he brought the cattle?' (Note, however, that this latter meaning would involve 
a slight change in the expression of the Location of the speaker, i.e., that the cattle 
are brought close to where the speaker is located and not exactly to where he is 
found.) Similarly, with the verb tal7- 'lend/borrow' the distinction between example 
(lla) and (llb) below, cannot be maintained if the noun na17- 'child' is relativized 
as in (llc). 
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11a. taanl. na11-en.:6:Idda-ppa miiJJe tal1-e-ne 
1SG:NOM child-F-ABS-LOC-ABL money:ABS borrow-PF-A:DCL 
'I borrowed money from the girl' 
11 b. taanl. na11-ei1-6-m miiJJe tal1-e-ne 
1SG:NOM child-F-ABS-DAT money:ABS borrow-PF-A:DCL 
'I lent money to the girl' 
11c. [[taanl. miiJJe tal1-e] na11-ell-a] hayi-ka 
1SG:NOM money-ABS borrow child-F-NOM this:M-LOC 
b:.i-se 
exist not-N:DCL 
'The girl to whom I lent money is not here' 
'The girl from whom I borrowed money is not here' 
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However, in most cases the above ambiguity can be avoided by spelling out the case 
role of the non-relativized nouns in the clause differently. For instance, example (llc) 
above is disambiguated as shown in (12a) and (12b) below: 
12a. [[taa-m miiJJ-6 ta11-e] na11-ell-a] hayi-ka ba-se 
1SG-DAT money-ABS borrow child-F-NOM this-LOC exist_not-N:DCL 
'The girl who lent me money is not here' 
12b. [[taa-ppa miiJJ-6 ta11-e] na11-eii-a] hayi-ka ba-se 
lSG-ABL money-ABS borrow child-F-NOM this-LOC exist_not-N:DCL 
'The girl who borrowed money from me is not here' 
Alternatively, the information expressed in example (12a) may be expressed as in 
(13) below; in this case, the meaning of the verb tal1- 'borrow'_ now changed into a 
complex predicate form_ allows only one semantic role for the pronoun taanl. 'I' in 
the relative clause, namely the recipient role. 
13. [[taanl. miiJJ-6 tal1-i 1ekk-e] na11-ell-a] hayi-ka 
lSG:NOM money-ABS borrow-CNV1 take-PF:RELchild-F-ABS this-LOC 
ba-se 
exist not-N:DCL 
'The girl from whom I borrowed money is not here' 
We have shown above that a head noun functioning as a peripheral argument with 
Ablative, Locative or Instrumental case in the relative clause is marked with 
Nominative or Absolutive case if its function in the higher, main clause is that of a 
core argument. The following example illustrates the reverse situation, that is, a head 
noun functioning as a core argument in the relative clause being assigned a peripheral 
case role as determined by its grammatical relation to the verb in the main clause. 
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14a. 1ihu na11-ell-6-ldda-ppa 1arap6 1ekk·e-ne 
3MS:NOM child-F-ABS-LOC-ABL knife take-PF-A:DCL 
'He took a knife from the girl' 
14b. 1ilnl [[na11-ell-6-ldda-ppa 1ekk·e] 1arap6-na] s6z-6 
3MS:NOM child-F-ABS-LOC-ABL take-PF:RELknife-with rope-ABS 
tlk'·e-ne 
cut-PF-A:DCL 
'He cut the rope with the knife which he took from the girl' 
One head noun may be modified by two relative clauses, as the following sentence 
illustrates: 
15. [[[zigin6 1atsl nuu-m keezz-e] 1odozz-6 
yesterday person:M:NOM lPL-DAT tell-PF:REL long-ABS 
[1oy-is-a] mina haiss-a] 
be sad-CAUS-IPF:REL ancient speech-NOM 
k'ara-ke 
good-BE:A:DCL 
'The long, saddening story which the man told us yesterday is good' 
As mentioned above, the head of a relative clause can be absent. In this case the 
gender, number, and case markers of the missing head noun are affixed to the relative 
verb. The order of morphemes in such cases is: verb root-aspect-gender or 
number-case. The following are examples. 
16a. [mina haiss-6 keezz-a-tsl] na-att-6-na 
ancient speech-ABS tell-IPF:REL-M:NOM child-PL-ABS-INST 
naJk-lnt-a-ne 
like-PAS-IPF-A:DCL 
'The one who (M) tells the story is liked by the children' 
16b. [ mina haiss-6 keezz-e-z-ell-a ] na-att-6-na 
ancient speech-ABS tell-PF:REL-DF-F-NOM child-PL-ABS-INST 
naj'k-lnt-a-ne 
like-PAS-IPF-A:DCL 
'The one who (F) told the story is liked by the children' 
16c. [mimi haiss-6 nuu-m keezz-e-z-6ntSi] 
ancientspeech-ABS 1 PL-DA T tell-PF:REL-DF -DF:PL:NOM 
k'ara-ke 
good-BE:A:DCL 
'Those who told us stories are nice people' 
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In (16a) above, the vowel of the masculine gender marker -atsi is deleted when it is 
preceded by the hnperfective aspect marker -a. The masculine gender marker looks 
identical to the clausal nominalizer -tsi (cf. section 8.2.1 below). As shown in 
Chapter Two, the defmite singular marker -z- occurs with a few masculine nouns, as 
in kani 'dog' and kan-z-i 'the dog (M)'. In nominalized relative clauses, however, 
-z- is consistently used if this clause refers to feminine or plural nouns, as in (16b) 
and (16c) respectively. However, it is not used if the nominalized clause refers to a 
masculine noun, as in (16a). The occurrence of -z- in nominalized relative clauses 
referring to a plural head noun appears to be redundant since it occurs in addition to 
the defmite plural marker -6ntsi. 
8.1.2 Non-restrictive relative clauses 
The Maale constructions discussed in this section are not really equivalent to the 
English 'non-restrictive relative clauses'. We use the term 'non-restrictive relative 
clause' to refer to relative clauses in Maale which tend to refer to expressions which 
hold true at all times and/or headed by an indefmite noun. In this construction, the 
dependent verb is suffixed with the Absolutive case marker -6 (for related 
constructions marked by -a, see below). Unlike the restrictive relative clause 
discussed in section 8.1.1, in the non-restrictive relative clause aspect distinctions are 
not marked on the relative verb. Consider the following examples: 
17a Tiini [[waatsi gets-6] 1oti] taa-m 1ing-e-ne 
3MS:NOM water:ABSkeep-NRRC pot:ABS me-DAT give-PF-A:DCL 
'He gave me a pot in which water can be kept' 
17b. [[pal1-6-idda bii1-6] daani] c'arJi 





'Poison that is smeared on the bow should be strong' 
Notice that the relative clauses in the above examples are headed by indefmite nouns. 
The -6 suffix in non-restrictive relative clauses illustrated above seems to be the 
same as the Absolutive case marker -6. This, and the absence of aspectual markers, 
makes non-restrictive relative clauses noun-like. (See also attributive constructions 
below.) There is, however, a set of data which might suggest an alternative analyis to 
the -6 morpheme in non-restrictive relative clauses. The data in question concerns the 
following proverbs: 
18a. [dicc-i kess-6na] kan-a] 1ad-6 d'a1-e-ne 
raise-CNV1 take out-NRRC dog-NOM father-ABSbite-PF-A:DCL 
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'The dog which onei raised up bit the master/ 
'The dog which is raised up by the master bit the master' 
18b. [[boh-6na] w6rtSi] b6li wod'-a-ne 
despise-NRRC spear:NOM in-law:ABS kill-IPF-A:DCL 
'A spear which is despised kills one's in-law' 
(An action which demands great courage; the proverb is said to be used to 
highlight the inappropriateness of disrespect.) 
18c. [[dambayl-na Jank'-6na] w6rtsi] damb6 1oti 
tobacco plant-INSTbuy-NRRC spear:NOM tobacco pot:ABS 
wod'-e-ne 
kill-PF-A:DCL 
'A spear which is bought by (selling) tobacco plants breaks a pot from which 
one smokes tobacco' 
(Is used to criticize ungratefulness.) 
In the proverbs the morpheme -6na seems to have the same function as that of -6. 
The morpheme -6na in these examples can be replaced by -6, apparently, without 
causing a meaning difference. Two questions can be raised from this._ Is -6 a 
shortened form of -6na? If this is the case, -6na can be considered as a morpheme 
marking non-restrictive relative clauses. Or, alternatively, is -6na Absolutive -6 plus 
Instrumental-na? Notice that, as shown in Chapter Three, the Instrumental marker 
-na is always preceded by a citation form (i.e., an unmarked Absolutive noun) or by 
a noun morphologically marked for the Absolutive by -6. Moreover, the way the 
proverbs are translated allows for Instrumental reading. The only problem with the 
analysis of -6na as an Absolutive plus Instrumental form is that in other relative 
clauses, case roles are not marked on the relative verb. 
The relative clause with -6na was never given in elicitation forms. After 
recognizing this form in proverbs when the researcher asked if the same form can be 
used in referential relative clauses headed by defmite nouns, the response was 
positive. The following is an example. 
19. mu1-6na mill-a k'ara-ke 
eat-NRRC food-NOM good-BE:A:DCL 
'The food which we ate is good' I 'The food which is eaten (by us) is good' 
Examples such as the above are given without an overt subject noun. However, in 
the interpretation the subject noun is the first person plural. With other subjects, the 
sentence is judged ungrammatical. It appears that the above expression involves an 
unspecified agent and the whole structure is interpreted as a passive form (in the 
regular passive as well the agent is marked by the Instrumental morpheme -na). 
Since, in the rest of its grammar Maale does not mark Subject agreement on verbs, 
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the interpretation of relative clauses such as that in (19) as having first person plural 
subject is conventionally understood rather than being expressed in the grammar. 
Such cases have also been reported for other languages in studies dealing with 
conversational implicature. 
When the head noun of a non-restrictive relative clause is absent, the relative clause 
is nominalized by affixing -ya to the relative verb. In contrast to the restrictive 
relative clauses, nominalized non-restrictive relative clauses do not show gender or 
number distinction. However, the Nominative-Absolutive case distinction can be 
seen by the tone difference on the nominalized relative clause as illustrated below. 
20a. 7eehl . polo go-o-ya 7aa-ne 
something polo:ABS say-NRRC-NMZ:NOM exist-A:DCL 
(cf. polo ' a small, makeshift hut where women give birth') 
'There is something which is called polo' 
20b. 7iyata 7ad-6-m gets-6-ya mo7-a-ne 
3PL:NOM father-ABS-DAT put down-NRRC-NMZ eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'They eat what is kept for father' 
The suffix -6 is also attested in attributive constructions involving Verb + Noun 
structures such as the following. 
21a. lah-6 saleena 'a mat for sleeping' 
lie-NRRC mat 
21b. koll-6 sil6a 'a stirring spoon' 
stir-NRRC spoon 
One may argue that the above structures are compound constructions. However, as 
shown in Chapter Three, compound nouns in Maale do not involve more than two 
components. But attributive constructions may involve more than two elements, as 
illustrated in (22) below. Furthermore, unlike compounds, attributive constructions 
are typically semantically transparent and descriptive. 
22a. 
1
w6s' e wos' -6 diste 
sauce:ABS make sauce-NRRC pan:ABS 
'a pan for making sauce' 
22b. 7apill-6 sikk-6 narpe 
cloth-ABS sew-NRRC needle 
'a needle for sewing cloth' 
22c. 7eebi 7uJk-6 k'anda 
something drink-NRRC calabash 
'a calabash for drinking' 
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Furthermore, since compounds in Maale do not take any connecting element, the role 
of the -6 in the above examples cannot be explained. Finally, when the attributed 
head noun is the actor in the event expressed by the relative clause, the suffix -a is 
used to link the verb and the noun. This occurs mainly, but not exclusively, when 
the head noun is animate (see examples 25-26). The following are examples: 
23a. s66r6nk'-a kapi 'a whistling bird' 
whistle-NRRC bird:ABS 
23b. koom-a b61o 'a jumping animal' 
jump-NRRC wild animal:ABS 
23c. 1uJk-a 1asi 'a drinking man' 
drink-NRRC person:ABS 
23d. korg-a laali 'a dancing woman' 
dance-NRRC woman:ABS 
23e. yeekk-a nayi 'a crying child' 
cry-NRRC child:ABS 
In contrast to examples (21-22), the head nouns in (23) above, function as the agent 
of an action described by the verb. Switching the -a and -6 morphemes in the 
attributive constructions illustrated in (21-23) above, yields different judgements 
among informants. Some were rejected completely e.g. *1uJk-6 1asi (cf. 1uJk-a 1asi 
'a drinking man'). In some, speakers pointed out that this renders the sentences 
anomalous: 
24a. ? 1eebi 1uJk-a k'anda 
something drink-NRRC calabash:ABS 
'a calabash which drinks something' 
24b. ? lab-a saleena 
lie down-NRRC mat:ABS 
'a mat which sleeps' 
Some, however, can take either of the morphemes, but with slight difference in 
meaning as can be seen from the following examples: 
25a. 1afki tik' -a ?a para 
meat:ABS cut-NRRC knife:ABS 
'a knife which cuts meat (well)' 
25b. 1aJki tik' -6 ?a para 
meat cut-NRRC knife:ABS 
'a knife for cutting meat/with which one cuts meat' 
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The difference between (25a) and (25b) is that in the latter, the head noun 1apara 
'knife' is merely an instrument one uses for cutting whereas in (25a) it is its ability 
to carry out the action of cutting which is important. The knife in this latter case is 
more of a· 'doer' than an 'Instrument'. However, the term "effector'' (as defined in 
Van Valin and Wilkins 1996), instead of agent, can describe attributives with -a 
better. Consider also the following examples, which can only take -a, but the head 
noun of which cannot be treated as an 'agent'. 
26. sugdtt-a kitsi 
bleed-NRRC wound:ABS 
'a bleeding wound' (cf. *sugutt-6 k"'tsi 'a bleeding wound') 
In (26) kitsi possesses the state-event described by the verb sug(Itt- 'bleed' as one of 
its qualities. In this sense it is comparable to attributive constructions with 
agent/effector nouns such as the following which can only take the suffix -a: 
27a. Iuuk'k' -a 1asi 
lie-IPF:REL person:ABS 
'a lying person' (also: luuzzi 'liar') 
27b. wtiuk'k' -a 1asi 
steal- IPF:REL person:ABS 
'a stealing person' (cf. wussi 'thief) 
Notice that the morphemes -a and -6 in examples (21-27), which we identified as 
marking non-restrictive relative clauses are formally identical to the -a and -6 suffixes 
marking respectively the Nominative and Absolutive cases. The morpheme -6 in the 
non-restrictive relative clauses in (20-22) can be analysed as a distinct morpheme 
from the Absolutive marker or it may be regarded as the same morpheme. In the 
latter case, the claim will be that case markers are freely attached to verb roots, which 
is not supported in many theories of linguistics. Similarly, the interpretation of the 
morpheme -a in attributive constructions shown in (23-27) above is equally 
problematic. This morpheme can be given two, equally acceptable interpretations. 
Firstly, -a in attributive constructions can be analysed as an exponent of the 
Nominative case. This gets support from the fact that in attributive constructions 
with -a the head noun functions as agent or effector (thus, non-patient) noun whereas 
the head noun of an attributive construction with -6 has the role of a patient, receiver 
or instrument. 
The second possible interpretation of attributives with -a is to analyse this 
morpheme as an exponent of the Imperfective aspect marker -a. This seems to be 
plausible when the forms in examples (23-27) are compared to restrictive relative 
clauses (see section 8.1.1. above). The latter type of relative clauses include relative 
clauses in the Imperfective aspect which take the Imperfective aspect marker -a. In as 
far as they involve a Verb+ Noun construction in which the role of the verb is that of 
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modifying or attributing the noun, attributive constructions are similar to other 
relative clauses. Thus in Maale, w66k'k'-a 1asi can express 'a stealing person' (a 
person with the attribute of stealing)' or 'a person who is engaged in the act of 
stealing at the moment of the utterance, or habitually'. The possibility of using the 
Imperfective aspect marker to express habitual actions, and by extention, to the 
expression of a relatively permanent attribute, supports the analysis of the morpheme 
-a in (23-27) as the same as the Imperfective aspect marker. 
Concluding this section, illustrative sentences of attributive constructions are given 
in (28) below: 
28a. n66n'i waas' -6 76Jk-6 7anda k61-a-ne 
lSG:NOM water-Abs drink-NRRC calabash search-IPF-A:DCL 
'We are looking for a calabash for drinking water' 
28b. hayl 76Jk-6 waatsi d-a 
this:NOM drink-NRRC water:ABSBE-IPF:Q 
'Is this drinking water?' 
28c. lah-6 wudd-a wo-ka d-a-y 
lie down-NRRC hut-NOM where-LOC BE-IPF-Q 
'Where is the hut for sleeping?' 
28d. 1ainad'-a nall-ats1 hell-e-ne 
sing-IPF:REL child-M:NOM arrive-PF-A:DCL 
'The singing boy arrived' 
8.2 Complement clauses 
Complementizing verbs in Maale include, among others, the following verbs: 1is's'-
'refuse', danda1- 'manage, be able', 1ark'- 'start, hold', maadd 'help', wall-
' forget', gumurk'- 'believe' haJJ- 'give up', 1er- 'know', gapis- 'finish', tukk-
'decide', giig- 'agree' and wall- 'forget'. Complement clauses of these verbs may be 
infmitival clauses, nominalized clauses, or clauses marked with -ani or gudi 
'like/as'. Elsewhere, -ani and gudi are used respectively to mark 
purposive/intentional and reason/causal clauses. The use of these two morphemes in 
complement clauses shows that the distinction between 'complement clauses' and 
'adverbial clauses' is not always observed. The verb in infmitival clauses and 
nominalized complement clauses is marked by the same morpheme. However, these 
two clauses differ syntactically, as the following sections show. 
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8.2.1 Nominalized complement.clauses 
The clausal nominalizer/complementizer in Maale is: -tsi. It occurs immediately after 
the aspect and/or modality markers. Compare the nominalized clause in (29b) with 
the main clause in (29a). 
29a. na11-ell-a timirto maari dakk-l.nt-e-ne 
child-F-NOM school house:ABS send-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'The girl is sent to school' 
' 29b. taani [na11-ell-a timirto maari dakk-l.nt-e-tsi] 
lSG:NOMchild-F-NOM school house:ABS send-PAS-PF-NMZ 
waizz-e-ne 
hear-PF-A:DCL 
'I heard that the girl is sent to school' 
The following are examples of nominalized clauses in the Imperfective aspect. 
30a. nu 7aJinn-a jink-6 7aad'-a-ne 
lPL:GEN neighbour-NOM Jinka-ABS go-IPF-A:DCL 
'Our neighbours go/are going to Jinka' 
JOb. nu 7aJinn-a jink-6 7aad'-a-tsi gone-ke 
lPL:GEN neighbour-NOM Jinka-ABSgo-IPF-NMZ true-BE:A:DCL 
'It is true that our neighbours go/are going to Jinka' 
An example of a nominalizeq clause with the future Imperfective: 
3la. ta miJa i1r6 mukk-anda-ne 
lSG:GEN sister-NOM tomorrow come-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'My sister will comt'; tomorrow' 
31 b. [ta miJa zrr6 mukk-anda-tsi] ta 
lSG:GEN sister-NOM tomorrowcome-F:IPF-NMZ lSG:NOM 
7er-a-ne 
know-IPF-A:DCL 
'I know that my sister will come tomorrow' 
Existential sentences can also be nominalized, showing that -tsi is a phrasal affix 
attached to any fmal constituent: 
i1r6 timirte ba-se 
tomorrow lesson exist not-N:DCL 
'There will be no lesson tomorrow' 
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32b. Tlmi tamaar-6-m zrr6 timirte ba-tsi 
3MS:NOM student-ABS-DAT tomorrow lesson exist not-NMZ 
keezz-e-ne 
tell-PF-A:DCL 
'He told the students that there will be no lesson tomorrow' 
The following is an example of nominalized predicative construction. We have 
shown earlier that when used in dependent clauses, predicative constructions need the 
predicative verb t-. Simple declarative predicative sentences, however, do not take a 
predicative verb. 
33. gaalli mucci t-a-tsi ta 1er-a-ne 
Amhara languageBE-IPF-NMZ lSG:NOM know-IPF-A:DCL 
'I know that it is Amharic (that you are speaking)' (cf. gaalli mucci-ke 'It is 
Amharic') 
In the section on relative clauses, we showed that nominalized relative clauses are 
formed by suffixing -tsi to the verb in the relative clause if the gender of the omitted 
head noun is masculine, e.g., mukk-e-tsi 'the one (m) who came'. In simple nouns, 
masculine gender is marked with a similar morpheme, i.e., -atsi as in, nall-atsi 'the 
child (m)' from na1i 'child'. This raises the following question. Is the nominalizer-
tsi in examples (29-33) above and that in relative clauses such as mukk-e-tsi 'the 
one (m) who came', related to the masculine gender marker? Our hunch would be to 
answer this qjlestion positively. However, this aspect needs further historical-
comparative research. The nominalizer -tsi is also formally similar to the morpheme -
itsi which is used to derive infinitival verbs from verb roots. This will be discussed 
in the following section. 
Before going into the discussion of infmitival clauses, we will briefly comment on 
the structure of complement clauses with the verb mal- 'think, seem, look alike'. 
This verb demands the nominalizer -ya, not -tsi, in the complement clause whether 
the subject of the main clause is masculine or feminine (-ya is also used in 
nominalized non-restrictive relative clauses as shown in section 8.1.2). Consider the 
following example: 
34a. 1iza booka 1aad'-a-ya mal-a-ne 
3FS:NOM market:ABS go-IPF-NMZ seem-IPF-A:DCL 
'She seems to be going to the market' 
'It seems that she goes/is going to the market' 
34b. Tlz1 booka 1aad'-a-ya mal-a-ne 
3MS:NOM market:ABS go-IPF-NMZ seem-IPF-A:DCL 
'He seems to be going to the market' 
'It seems that he goes/is going to the market' 
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34c. *1iza booka 1aad'-a-tsi mal-a-ne 
34d. *1iii booka 1aad'-a-tsi mal-a-ne 
'She seems to be going to the market' 
'He seems to be going to the market' 
There is no person agreement on the verb. Because of this it is not possible to 
determine whether the subject in 'seem clauses' belongs to the dependent clause or 
to the main clause. For example, the pronoun 1iza in (35) below may be the subject 
ofthe verb mal- 'seem' in the main clause, or that of1aad'- 'go' in the dependent 
clause. 
35. 1iza booka 1aad'-anda-ya mal-a-ne 
3FS:NOM market:ABS go-F:IPF-NMZ seem-IPF-A:DCL 
'She seems to be one the who will go to the market' I 'It seems that she will 
go to the market' 
In other Ethiopian languages such as Amharic (cf. Baye 1994) and Wolaitta which 
show subject agreement on th~ verb, the form of the verb differs when a noun in this 
context functions as subject of the dependent clause, or when it serves the same 
function in the main clause. This distinction cannot be made in Maale. 
Another characteristic of complement clauses of the verb mal- 'seem, think, 
resemble' is that they alwaysoccur in the Absolutive case. We have shown in the 
section on relative clauses that relative clauses with the nominalizer -ya may be 
marked for Nominative case by way of high tone on -ya if the clause is used as a 
subject complement clause. That the complement clause of the verb mal- 'seem, 
think, resemble' in Maale can take only the Absolutive suggests that this verb is a 
transitive verb. For example, when this verb is used to express 'resemble, look 
alike', it takes two arguments, one realized with the Nominative case and the second 
argument with the Absolutive case: 
36. 1iini pe 'lind-6 mal-a-ne 
3MS:NOM 3LOG mother-ABS resemble-IPF-A:DCL 
'He resembles his mother' 
When this verb is used to express 'think', it takes a quotative complement clause 
(for more examples on the quotative, see below): 
37a. taani 1iza booka 1aad'-anda-ne ge1-i 
1SG:NOM3FS:NOM market:ABS go-F:IPF-NMZ say-CNV1 
mal-a-ne 
think-IPF-A:DCL 
'I think she will go to the market' 
3 7b. 1J.inJ. neenJ. mukk-anda-ne ge1:1 mal-a-De 
3MS:NOM 2SG:NOM come-F:IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 think-IPF-A:DCL 
'He thinks that you are going to come' 
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8.2.2 Infinitival complement clauses 
The infmitive in Maale is formed by affixing -itsi to a verbal root. The first vowel of 
-itsi exhibits optional tone polarity. If it is affixed to a verb root that has a high tone 
on a preceding vowel, -itsi is realized with low tone, if it is affixed to a verb root 
with low tone on all of its vowels, the first vowel of -itsi may be realized with high 
or low tone, as can be seen from the list ofinfmitival verbs in (38a) and (38b) below. 
38a. zag-itsi or zag:Itsi 'to see' 
waizz-itsi or waizz:Itsi 'to hear' 
nafk-itsi or nafk-l.tsi 'to like' 
la1-itsi or la1:Itsi 'to lick' 
38b. 1ark' -itsi 'to hold, to start' 
d"tm1-itsi 'to squeeze' 
7eell-itsi 'to call' 
mu1-itsi 'to eat' 
This high' tone insertion rule is described in detail in Chapter Two. 
The following examples illustrate the use of the infmitive as an object complement 
clause. · 
39a. Tum kawo mu1-itsi 1is's' -e-ne 
3MS:NOM dinner:ABS eat-INF refuse-PF-A:DCL 
'He refused to eat dinner' 
39b. 1iyata go3-6 gidda macf:Itsi 
3PL:NOM farm-ABS inside:LOC work-INF 
'They stopped working on the farm' 
haJJ-e-ne 
give up-PF-A:DCL 
In the examples above, the infmitival clause is marked for case by tone, i.e., low tone 
on the fmal vowel for the Absolutive. However, the infmitival clause can be marked 
with the Absolutive case suffix -6 as illustrated in (40) below. In this case, it is 
interpreted as a defmite nominal. Notice that in the following example the ts of the 
infmitival marker is changed to s' before the case marker. This glottalization rule is 
described in detail in Chapter Two. 
40a. taan't d'aww-is' -6 haJJ-induwa•se 
lSG:NOM show-INF-ABS give up-F:IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I will not give up showing (it)' (lit. I'll not give up the showing) 
40b. taa-k6 lagg-atsi maar-6 ma33-is' -6 




'My friend helped building the house' 
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Infmitival subject complements are marked for Nominative case in a similar manner: 
in indefmite forms Nominative case is marked by high tone on the fmal vowel of the 
infmitival clause whereas on defmite infmitival clauses it is marked by -a. The 
following two examples illustrate the two ways of marking Nominative case on 
infinitival nominals. 
41a. 1ala 1U.Jk-itsi nay'i-m k'ara t-uwa-se 
beer:ABS drink-INF:NOM child:ABS-DATgood BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Drinking beer is not good for a child' 
41 b. 7lZO-kO timirto maari ]aaa-is' -a 
3FS:ABS-GEN school house:ABS go-INF-NOM 
ko1-is-a-ya-ke 
want-CAUS-IPF-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'Her going to school is necessary' (lit. Her going to school is one which is 
needed) 
The case marking on infinitives described above, shows that in terms of case 
marking, infmitives are treated in exactly the same manner as prototypical nouns. 
The infmitival complement clause can take peripheral cases as well, as the following 
example with the Instrumental case illustrates. 
42. nee-k6 k'amitsi 1aad'-is'-6-na ta 
2SG:GEN-GEN short go-INF-ABS-INST lSG:NOM 
giig-uwa-se 
agree-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I do not agree that you go so soon' I 'I do not agree with your going so 
soon' 
It is important to notice that whether the infmitival clause is used as subject or object 
of the main clause, the subject of the infmitival clause itself is the same as that of the 
main clause. As will be shown later, this feature will prove crucial in determining 
whether a certain dependent clause may or may not allow switch-reference. 
The infmitive marker -itsi is formally similar to the nominalizer -tsi discussed in 
section 8.2.1 above. These two also have a partly similar function of changing, 
respectively, a verb root and a verbal construction into an argument. The difference 
between these two relates to the presence and absence of aspect markers: while the 
infmitive involves only verb roots, the nominalized clause exclusively involves finite 
clauses which are marked for aspect. That is, the latter occurs with -e- which marks 
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the Perfective aspect, or with the Present Imperfective -a- or with the Future 
Imperfective -anda-. Thus, we claim that there is basically one affix -tsi which forms 
the infinitival when attached to a verb root and a complement clause when affixed to 
an inflected verbal stem. Since verb roots in Maale generally end in one or more 
consonants, the -i in the infinitival suffix -itsi must be epenthetic. 
8.2.3 Complement clauses or adverbial clauses? 
There are two other forms, -ani and gudi, which are used to form clauses which are 
either complements or adverbial modifiers. Noonan (1985: 42) states "[b]y 
complementation we mean the syntactic situation that arises when a notional 
sentence or predication is an argument of a predicate." Thus, the labelling of clauses 
with any of these two morphemes as a 'complement clause' or an 'adverbial clause' 
stems from the function of the clause in the complex sentence. If it is used as an 
obligatory argument, it is analysed as a complement clause; if it is an optional 
modifier of the verb in the main clause, we refer to it as an adverbial clause. 
The suffix -ani functions as a complementizer and as a purposive/intentional clause 
marker. A clause affixed with -ani can, in some contexts, be used alternatively with 
the infinitival marker, as illustrated below. 
43a. taani nabbab-anl k61-a-ne 'I want to read' 
lSG:NOM read-INF want-IPF-A:DCL 
43b. taanl nabbab-itsi k61-a-ne 'I want to read' 
lSG:NOM read-INF want-IPF-A:DCL 
Consider example (44a) below, in which in the first occurrence -ani is interpreted as 
purposive, whereas in its second occurrence no such purposive reading is possible. In 
the latter case, -ani. can be replaced by the infinitival morpheme -itsi, as (44b-c) 
demonstrate. 
44a. 1ugg-ani mu1-alii ko1-is-a-ne 
grow-PURP eat-PURP want-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'In order to grow, eating is necessary' 
44b. 1ugg-an'I mu1-itsi ko1-is-a-ne 
grow-PURPeat-INF want-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'In order to grow, eating is necessary' 
44c. kats-anl tami 1eets-itsi ko1-is-a-ne 
cook-PURP frre:ABS burn-lNF want-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'In order to cook, making fire is necessary' 
However, unlike the above examples, in (45) below the verb in the dependent clause 
cannot take the infmitival marker -itsi, as the sentences with (*) demonstrate. This 
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shows that, even though these two morphemes at times have similar distribution, 
they are not exact equivalents semantically. 
45a. 7il.m timirto m{uiri 7aad"-am tukk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM school house:ABS go-INF tie-PF-A:DCL 
'He decided to go to school' 
*Tum th}lirto maari 7aad"-itsi tukk-e-ne 
45b. Tli.m .iir6 maar-6 koJJ -ani gng-e-ne 
3PL:NOl\1 tomorrow house-ABS repair-INF agree-PF-A:DCL 
'He agreed to repair the house tomorrow' 
*Tum Zir6 maar-6 koJJ -ltsi giig-e-ne 
45c. TIZa gutte-na mukk-am danda7-a-ne 
3FS:NOM early-INST come-INF be able-IPF-A:DCL 
'She is able to come early' 
?T1za gutte.:na mukk-ltsi danda7-a-ne 
Notice that there· is no obvious purposive reading in the above examples, but 
intention and a higher degree of control on the part of the subject is in fact involved. 
A look at the other complementizing verbs which take -am as a complementizer 
strengthens this point. These are: ko7- 'want, tukk- 'decide, tie', gonas- 'promise', 
giig- 'prepare, agree', and 7e7e- 'agree'. 
Clauses taking the complementizer gudi 'like/as' seem to overlap in meaning with 
the infmitival clause. In other contexts, clauses with gudi function as 'Purposive 
Clause' (see, section 8.3.5 below). 
46a. taam mad" a ·0 haJJ -anda gudi TIZa-m keezz-e-ne 
3PL:NOM work-ABS give up-F:IPF COMP 3MS:ABS-DAT tell-PF-A:DCL 
'I told him to stop the work' 
46a. 7iyata TIZa wolla 7aad" -and a gudi wolk' -ad" -e-ne 
3PL:NOM 3MS:ABS together go-F:IPF COMP power-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'They forced him to go with them' 
46c. 7atsl. maceo Jooc' -6-m saamm-6 7ing-anda gudi 
person:M:NOM wife:ABS guest-ABS-DAT food-ABS give-F:IPF COMP 
7aits-e-ne 
order-PF-A:DCL 
'The man ordered his wife to give the food to the guests' 
Verbs taking gudi as complementizer include: ko7- 'want', 7e7e- 'agree', keezz-
'tell', zor- 'advise', 7ooc'c'- 'ask', wolk'ad"- 'force' and 7aits- 'order'. 
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As examples (39) through (46) demonstrate, clauses with -itsi, -am and gudi are 
similar in so far as the clauses containing these markers are used as arguments of the 
verb in the main clause. However, each of these exhibits different morpho-syntactic 
and semantic characteristics. On the one hand -itsi and -am differ from gudi in that 
they are bound morphemes attached directly to the verb without an intervening tense-
aspect marker, while gudi always requires a verb marked for aspect, namely the future 
imperfective aspect. On the other hand, complex clauses with -an'! and gudi differ 
from -itsi in that a clause with -itsi can be affixed with case markers while this is not 
possible with -am and gudi. The forms -am and gudi differ from each other in their 
morphological status: i.e., they are, respectively, bound and free forms. However, 
next to their role as complementizers with verbs that require clausal arguments, -ani 
and gudi are also used to mark optional, adverbial clauses: both are used to mark 
purposive clauses. This latter function of -an'! and gudi will be discussed in the 
section on adverbial clauses below. gudi is also used for comparison, as 
demonstrated below: 
47a. ?ii'I nayi gudi Bafk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM child:ABS like run-IPF-A:DCL 
'He runs like a child' 
47b. 1iini suugg-atsi gudi ?odossi t-uwa-se 
3MS:NOM chief-M:NOM like tall BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He is not as tall as the chief 
47c. na??-ell-6-na goodaina-na haya gudi gar-aa de?-a-ne 
child-F-ABS-INST friend-INST this:ABS like inside-LOC sit-IPF-A:DCL 
'The girl and (her) friend sit inside; like this (in this manner)' 
8. 3 Adverbial clauses 
An adverbial clause bears a range of semantic relations to its main clause. On the 
basis of such semantic relations expressed, and/or morphological distinctions, six 
adverbial clause types are identified in Maale. These are: Conditional, Concessive, 
Temporal, Purposive, Preventive and Reason clauses. Aspect marking plays a role in 
the distinction of these adverbial clause types. That is, some of these adverbial 
clauses are affixed with an identical dependent clause marker but they express different 
meanings because they select different aspect markers. For example, the Preventive 
and one of the Temporal clauses, namely the Simultaneous, are marked by the 
morpheme -nte, however, in the former the verb is realized with the Perfective aspect 
whereas in the latter the verb always occurs in the Imperfective aspect. Below, each ci 
the adverbial clause types is discussed separately. 
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8.3.1 Conditional clauses 
Two types of conditional clauses operate in Maale: reality conditional clauses and 
hypothetical conditional clauses. In reality conditional clauses the fulfillment of the 
situation expressed-by the conditional clause is prerequisite for the fulfillment of the 
state of affair exp~essed by the main clause. This type of conditional clause is marked 
in Maale by affixing -to to the verb which is mainly realized with the perfective aspect 
( cf. Haspelmath and Konig 1998, who refer to the use of Perfective aspect in a non-
Perfective expression as conversational implicature or conditional perfection). In 
realis conditionals the verb in the independent clause is realized either in the future 
Imperfective or in the present Imperfective. 
48a. haya fumm-6 m61-e-to ta wm-t-anda-y 
this:ABS mushroom-ABSeat-PF-CND lSG:NOM Q-BE-F:IPF-Q 
'What will happen to me, if I eat this mushroom' 
48b. goys' -6 ne tana cfaww-e-to ta nee-m 
road-ABS2SG:NOM lSG:ABS show-PF-CND lSG:NOM 2SG-DAT 
miij'fe 1ing-anda-ne 
money:ABS give-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If you show me the road, I will give you money' 
The following are examples of the conditional verb occuring with an Imperfective 
aspect. 
49a. plwwe 1amman-anda-to 1amman-i haff-anda-to haJJ-i 
IDEO believe-F:IPF-CNDbelieve-VER give up-F:IPF-CND giveup-VER 
'Believe (in your religion) properly or give it up altogether' 
(lit. If you will believe properly, believe! If you will give it up, give it up!' 
49b. 1anni-na na11-ell-6-na wolla 1ur-acf.:J. 
husband-INST child-F-ABS-INST together fight-VBZ-CNV1 
purt-a-to 
be bad-IPF -CND 
'If the husband and the daughter become bad by fighting with each other, ... ' 
In contrast to this, the hypothetical conditional which expresses an imagined 
situation, is expressed by a relative clause. 
50 b. goys' -6 ne tana cfaww-e-ya d-a-to 
road-ABS 2SG:NOM lSG:ABS show-PF-NMZ BE-IPF-CND 
ta nee-m miiffe 1ing-anda-ne 
lSG:NOM 2SG-DAT money give-F:IPF-A:DCL 
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'If you showed me the road, I would have given you money' 
(lit. If you were one who showed me the road, I would give you money) 
We have shown in Chapter Five that there are three 'predicative verb' roots in 
Maale: ;n-, t-, and d-, which have different distributions. In conditional clauses, the 
verb roots t- and d- might be used. The former is used in realis conditionals as in 
(51 a) below, whereas d- is used in hypothetical conditionals. This choice seems to 
indicate the aspectual distinction between the two types of conditional clauses (see 
also Chapter ~ive for aspect marking in predicative sentences). Consider the 
following examples: 
51 a. neeni 16rgocci t-a-to waari nuu-m 
2SG:NOM rich BE-IPF-CND goat:ABS 1SG-DAT 
Jukk-anda-ne 
slaughter-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If you are rich, you will slaughter a goat for us' 
51 b. neeni 16rgocci d-a-to waari nuu-m 
2SG:NOM rich BE-IPF-CND goat:ABS 1SG-DAT 
Jukk-anda-nte 
slaughter-F:IPF-PRVN 
'If you w<:re rich, you would have slaughtered a goat for us (but that did not 
happen)' 
The conditional clause mainly occurs before the main clause but speakers do reverse 
this order. Thus there is no difference in the dependency relation between (52a) and 
(52b) below. It seems that the variation in the order does not alter the basic meaning 
either. 
52a. 7IZa mukk-e-to taani booka 1aad'-anda-ne 
3FS:NOM come-PF-CND 1SG:NOM market:ABS go-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If she comes, I will go to the market' 
52b. taan1 booka 1aad'-anda-ne 'l1za mukk-e-to 
8.3.2 
1SG:NOMmarket:ABS go-F:IPF-A:DCL 3FS:NOM come-PF-CND 
'I will go to the market, if she comes' 
Concessive conditional clauses 
The concessive clause in Maale is formed by adding the Inclusive marker -a to a 
conditional verb (see Chapter Three, Section 3.5.2.1. for discussion on the 
Inclusive). We use the term 'concessive conditional' to refer to this structure because 
of the presence of the conditional marker (cf. Haspelmath and Konig (1998), Crevels 
(2000) for semantic explanations for the overlap between concessives and 
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conditionals).CThe glide w is inserted between the vowel of the conditional marker 
-to and the inclusive marker -a. As discussed in the chapter on phonology, the vowel 
o is raised to u when it is immediately followed by w. The following are examples. 
53a. 1iza miza66i ma1-iha-tu-wa 
3FS-NOM beautiful happen-PF:NEG-CND-INCL1 
161-anda-ne 
marry-F:IPF -A:DCL 
'Although she is not beautiful, she will marry soon' 
k'amitsi 
short 
53b. 1iza 1orgocci ma1-iba-tu-wa miiJJe 
3FS:NOM rich happen-PF:NEG-CND-INCL1 money:ABS 
1as-6-m 1ing-a-ne 
person-ABS-DAT give-IPF-A:DCL 
'Although she is not rich, she gives money to people' 
53c. 1iza 1orgocci ma1-e-tu-wa miiJJe 
8.3.3 
3FS:NOM rich happen-PF-CND-INCL1 money:ABS 
1ing-uwa-se 
give-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Although she is rich, she does not give money away' 
Temporal clauses 
Two types of temporal clauses are discussed: sequential and simultaneous clauses. 
Sequential clauses are marked by -aana and -aza, which differ semantically only in 
that -aana emphasizes that the event expressed in the main clause immediately 
follows that expressed by the dependent clause. Compare the following examples. 
54a. na1-ell-a tana harg-a-ne ga1-aza 
child-F-NOM lSG:ABS pain-IPF-A:DCL say-IPF-TEMP1 
maar6 1as-a hakume 1eell-e-ne 
house person:PL-NOM doctor:ABS call-PF-A:DCL 
'When the girl said "I'm sick", her family called a doctor' 
54b. na1-ell-a tana harg-a-ne ga1-aana 
child-F-NOM lSG:ABS pain-IPF-A:DCL say-IPF-TEMPz 
maar6 1as-a hakume1eell-e-ne 
house person-PL:NOM doctor call-PF-A:DCL 
'When the girl said "I'm sick", her family immediately called a doctor' 
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Simultaneity is expressed in two ways. If the subject in the main and the dependent 
clause are co-referential, this is marked by way of a reduplicated con verb with fmal -i. 
The converb form with -a7l6 carmot be used for this purpose. (For converbs, see 
section 8.5.) 
55. Iaall-ell-a w6ntsi wod'.;J wod'.;J 1ayn-ad'-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM mill kill-CNV1 kill-CNV1 sing-VB-IPF-A:DCL 
'The woman sings while grinding' 
In (55) above, the converb is fully reduplicated in order to express simultaneity. 1f 
only one converb is used, the state of affairs expressed in the main clause ts 
consecutive to that expressed by the converb. Consider the following example: 
56. Iaall-ell-a w6ntsi wod'.;J 1ayn-ad'-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM mill:ABS kill-CNV1 sing-VB-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having ground, the woman sings' 
If the subject in the matrix and in the dependent clause are different, the morpheme -
nte is affixed to express simultaneity. The subject of the main clause may or may not 
be expressed, as the difference between the following two examples demonstrate. 
57a. Iaal-ell-a w6ntsi wod'-a-nte 1ayn-ad'-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM mill:ABS kill-IPF-TEMPJ sing-VB-IPF-A:DCL 
'(Somebody) sings, while the woman grinds' 
57b. laal-ell-a w6ntsi wod'-a-nte nuuni 1ayn-ad'-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM mill:ABS kill-IPF-TEMPJlPL:NOM sing-VB-IPF-A:DCL 
'While the woman grinds, we sing' 
The following example illustrates the occurance of Temporal affixes with a verb 
marked for negative polarity. 
58. hans'lll-6 ta denk'-uwa-nte gaazz.;J 
frrewood-ABS lSG:NOM find-IPF:NEG-TEMPJ take_much-CNV1 
gap-is-e-ne 
fmish-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'They fmished the frrewood without my knowing it' 
There are two other periphrastic ways of expressing sequentiality. Firstly, a 
nominalized clause may be used as a temporal modifier when it is followed by the 
spatial terms berta 'in front' or gins'a-ppa 'from behind' with which it forms a 
possessive construction, as illustrated in (59a-b). 
59a. 1iini 1eed'-anda-tsi-ko berta mirge lank' -a-ne 
3MS:NOM swallow-F:IPF-NMZ-GEN in front a lot chew-IPF-A:DCL 
'He chews long before swallowing' 
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59b. 1iini mirge hink'-e-tsi-ko gins'a-ppa 1eed'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM a lot chew-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-ABL swallow-IPF-A:DCL 
'He swallows after chewing a lot' 
185 '··' 
In the second type, a converb marked by -1 is immediately followed by the word 
bek'k'a. (No lexical meaning of the word bek'k'a is known). In this case the event 
expressed in the dependent clause is interrupted by the starting of the event expressed 
in the main clause. More importantly, dependent clauses with bek'k'a express that 
the subject of the dependent clause her/himself willingly stops/interrupts the action 
described in the dependent clause. Compare (59c and d) with (59e and f). 
59c. 1iii na11-6 Bark' -i bek'k'a haJJ-e-ne 
3MS:NOM child-ABS hit-CNV1 TEMP4 give_up-PF-A:DCL 
'He stopped/interrupted hitting the child' 
(lit. 'While hitting the child he gave up') 
59d. taani 1aaa-i bek'k'a ma1-e-ne 
lSG:NOM go-CNV1 TEMP4 return-PF-A:DCL 
'I interrupted going away (and returned)' 
(lit. 'While going, I returned') 
59e. 1iii na11-6 Bark' -a-nte 1iza 
3MS:NOM child-ABS hit-IPF-TEMPJ 3FS:NOM 
haJJ-is-e-ne 
give_ up-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'While he was hitting the child she made him stop/give up' 
59£ taani 1aaa-a-nte 1iza tana mah-e-ne 
8.3.4 
lSG:NOM go-IPF-TEMPJ 3FS:NOM lSG:ABS return:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'While I was going, she made me return' 
Purposive clauses 
Like the simultaneous form, the purposive clause marker shows whether or not the 
subject of the main and the dependent clause is the same. If the subject of the main 
clause is different from the subject of the dependent clause, the purposive is expressed 
with -6m. 
60a. 1iza [na11-ell-a tuk6 burk' -iJ-6m] tami 
3FS:NOM child-F-NOM coffee:ABS boil-CAUS-PURP frre:ABS 
1eets-a- ne 
burn-IPF-A:DCL 
'She makes frre so that the girl will make coffee' 
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60b. ?iini [liZa 7am76 Jane-om] bookk-6 dakk-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3FS:NOM coffee sell-PURP market-ABS send-PF-A:DCL 
'He sent her to the market to sell coffee' 
60c. [ba-at- a kesk-6m] karr-6 bUH-e-ne 
cattle-PL-NOM go out-PURP door-ABS open-PF-A:DCL 
'(Somebody) opened the door so that the cattle go out' 
60d. ?iini [waar-a henk'-6m] k'66r-a mah-1 
3NS:NOM goat-PL:NOM graze-PURP grazing area-LOC direct-CNV1 
haJJ-e-ne 
give_up-PF-A:DCL 
'He directed the goats to the grazing area so that they eat' 
When the subject of the main clause is the same as that of the dependent clause, the 
purposive is expressed with -ani. As shown in section 8.2.3, -ani is also used in 
infmitival complement clauses. 
6la. 'li.za tuk6 burk'-iJ-ani tami 7eets-a-ne 
3FS:NOM coffee:ABS boil-CAUS-PURP frre:ABS burn-IPF-A:DCL 
'She makes frre to make coffee' 
6lb. laai-ell-a w6ntsi wod'-ani bez-6 koJJ-a-ne 
woman-F-NOM mill kill-PURP place-ABS make good-IPF-A:DCL 
'The woman prepares the place to grind grain' 
6lc. 1iyata nena zag-ani kap-a-ne 
3PL:NOM 2SG:ABS see-INF wait-IPF-A:DCL 
'They are waiting in order to see you' 
While sentences like those in (60) above might optionally have two subjects 
corresponding to the two clauses, in (61) only one subject for both the main and 
dependent clause can be used. 
In (60) -6m which marks different-subject purposive clauses is presented as though 
it is a single unit. However, it is possible that this form consists of two morphemes, 
namely the absolutive marker -6 followed by the Dative marker -m. There are both 
semantic and morphological grounds for this analysis. Semantically, the use of the 
Dative benefactive marker for purpose marking is attested in many languages, e.g. in 
Amharic the Dative marker Ia 'for' may be used, as in: 
62. i'ssu dabdabbe la-mas'af i'skripto gazza 
3MS:NOM letter 'for'-write pen buy:3MS 
'He bought a pen in order to write a letter' 
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Morphologically, in Maale the Dative is always preceded by the Absolutive form, 
i.e., in indefmite nouns with the unmarked absolutive form and in defmite nouns 
with the Absolutive marked with the morpheme -6. Furthermore, there are a rew 
examples, which could be regarded as complex predicates, where the suffix -6 is 
directly affixed to verbs which are then combined with a main verb. These include 
the sentences in (63) which are recorded from spontaneous speech. Comparable forms 
are not encountered in elicited sentences; neither are equivalent structures to those in 
(63) below are widely used in texts. 
63a. lastik-a bUll..J.nt-6 1is's' -a-ne 
plastic-NOM open-PAS-ABS refuse-IPF-A:DCL 
'The plastic container would not open' 
(lit. The plastic refused opening) 
63b. na11-a narp-6 7IS's'-6 1is's'-a-ne 
child-NOM needle-ABS refuse-ABS refuse-IPF-A:DCL 
'The child refused to take the injection' 
And as a response to the question 'What will you do, now that you have lost the 
cow you are supposed to watch over?' a child responded: 
64. k611-6 k611-anda-ne 
search-ABS search-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'(I) will search searching (for the cow)' 
Examples (63-64) suggest that -6m in purposive clauses consists of two morphemes. 
The word gudi 'like/as' is also used to relate two clauses in 'purpose' relation: 
65. 1iirn naR-a 1am1-6 Janc-anda gudi bookk-6 
3MS:NOM child-NOM coffee-ABS sell-FUT:IPF COMP market-ABS 
dakk-e-ne 
send-PF-A:DCL 
'He sent the girl to the market in order to sell coffee' 
Morphologically, gudi is always used in connection with verbs with the 
future/intentional form while -am and -6m are affixed to verbs not inflected for aspect. 
This shows that the purposive clauses with -ani and -6m are more noun-like. 
The purposive/infmitival verb followed by the verb ge1- 'say' expresses 
ingressive, inceptive temporal meaning: 
66. 1il.rn mukk-arn ga-a-ne 
3MS:NOM come-PURP say-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is about to come' 
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Similarly, the purposive followed by the non-verbal declarative sentence type marker 
-ke expresses a defmite future action. 
67. Tum mukk-anl-ke 
3MS:NOM come-PURP-BE:A:DCL 
'He is going to come' 
8.3.5 Preventive ( counterfactual) clauses 
The counterfactuaUpreventive is formed by affixing -nte to the verb. In section 8.3.4 
it is shown that -nte is used to mark simultaneous temporal clauses. These two 
adverbial clauses which employ the same affix differ from each other only in their 
choice of aspect markers: the simultaneous takes only the present imperfective aspect 
marker -a- whereas the preventive may occur either with the Future Imperfective 
marker -anda- or with the Perfective marker -e-. 
68a. 7iz1 taa-m miiJJe 'ling-anda-nte 71Za 
3MS:NOM lSG-DAT money:ABS give-F:IPF-PRVN 3MS:GEN 
mace-a k'U.lp-6 'lark' -e-ne 
wife-NOM key-ABS hold-PF-A:DCL 
'He would give me money but his wife kept the key' 
68b. 7iyata jink-6 7aad'-anda-nte 7rr-a koJJ-i 
3PL:NOM Jinka-ABSgo-F:IPF-PRVN rain-NOM good-CNV1 
work'-e-ne 
rain-PF-A:DCL 
'They would go to Jinka, but it rained hard (thus making the road impossible 
to pass' 
The preventive, like the purposive, can occur in the main clause position with the 
Declarative sentence type marker -ke which occurs with predicative nominals and 
adjectives. 
69a. ta miJ-a mukk-e-ya d-a-to naatt6-ntsi 
lSG:GEN sister-NOM come-PF-NMZBE-IPF-CND child:PL-DF:PL:ABS 
ta Bec'c'-anda-nte-ke 
!SG:NOM wake_up-F:IPF-PRVN-BE:A:DCL 
'If my sister had come, I would have woken up the children (but this did not 
take place)' 
69b. nu 7aJinn-a jink-6 7aad'-e-ya d-a-to 
lPL:GEN neighbour-NOM Jinka-ABS go-PF-NMZ BE-IPF-CND 
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nu gurda koJ.fi c'ewWiyo ge1-anda-nte-ke 
lPL:GEN village very IDEO say-F:IPF-PRVN-BE:A:DCL 
'If our neighbours had gone to Jinka, our neighbourhood would have been 
very quiet (but this did not take place)' 
Reason clauses 
The reason clause is marked by adding the suffix -r6 to a nominalized clause. 
70a. nuunl 7Iza nu 7Ind-6 maadd-e-tsi-r6 
lPL:NOM 3FS:NOM lPL:GEN mother-ABS help-PF- NMZ-REAS 
galat-a-ne 
thank-IPF-A:DCL 
'We thank her because she helped our mother' 
70b. nuunl 7unl gone keezz-e-tsi-r6 galat-a-ne 
lPL:NOM 3MS:NOM truth tell-PF-NMZ-REAS thank-IPF-A:DCL 
'We thank him because he told the truth' 
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Notice that in the examples in (70) above, the subject of the dependent clause is the 
object of the main clause, however, the object function is left unexpressed. The same 
equi_ NP deletion is observed for subjects, as in the following example: 
71. 7IInl harg..J.nt-e-tsi-r6 mad'-uwa-se 
3MS:NOM sick-PAS-PF-NMZ-REAS work-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Because he is sick, he does not work' 
The suffix -r6 in the above examples looks identical to the possessive nominalizer 
-r6 as in the following example: 
72. hanna taa-r6-ke 
this:F:NOM lSG:GEN-GEN:NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'This is mine I This is for me' 
In Chapter Four, we argued that -r6 in possessive pronouns such as taar6 'mine' 
expresses a Dative/Benefactive meaning (in other nouns the Dative is marked by -m). 
The semantic connection of -r6 to the Dative may explain why this same form is 
used in reason clauses. 
(In Zayse, an East Ometo language which is related to Maale, a cognate morpheme 
-r6 expresses indirect object; cf. Hayward 1990.) 
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8.4 The con verb 
In this section we discuss a salient dependent clause type in Maale which is 
frequently used in texts as well as in elicited material. As will be shown later in this 
section, Maale texts contain several 'complex sentences' which express in one 
sentence sequences of events which in other languages (e.g., English) are often 
rendered by using several sentences. 
Similar verbal constructions are reported for many other Ethiopian languages. 
However, the terms used to refer to these structures, and the syntactic status they are 
claimed to have, differ: Gasser (1983) refers to parallel constructions in Amharic as 
'converb clauses' while other scholars of Ethio-Semitic languages used the terms 
'gerundive' and 'participial' alternatively (cf. Leslau 1968). On the other hand, 
scholars studying Cushitic languages prefer the term 'medial verb' (c£ Sim 1989 on 
Hadiyya; Wedekind 1990 on Burji, Gedeo and Sidamo). In Omotic language studies 
the terms 'converb' (Adams 1983; Hayward 1992) and 'participle' (Breeze 1990) are 
used. The terminological differences mentioned relate to the tradition of research. 
They do not represent a significant difference among the structures described. Given 
this background, we present the defmition of the term used in this study, and 
subsequently show its morphological, syntactic and semantic properties in Maale. 
Haspelmath (1995: 3) defmes the converb as "a non-fmite verb form whose main 
function is to mark adverbial subordination." As argued in Van der Auwera (1998), 
this is a narrow defmition of the term, capturing only one of the functions of the 
converb. We show below that besides its use as an adverbial modifier, the converb in 
Maale has the function of chaining or conjoining clauses which describe independent 
states of affairs. We fmd the definition ofthe term 'converb' given in Vander Auwera 
(1992: 281) as "a verb form that is [+dependent, -argumental, -adnominal, -fmite]' 
to be closest to the role of this dependent verb in Maale. 
In Maale, the converb may be used as temporal (simultaneous or sequential) or 
marmer adverbial to the main clause. However, while other dependent verbs may 
inflect for aspect and negation the converb, with one exception, does not inflect for 
aspect and negation. For this, it is fully dependent on the main clause. The exception 
is the converb marker -a11o which may occur with morphemes which mark negation 
(see example 80c below). (Note that for some dependent clauses, the morpheme 
marking the dependency relation is a portmanteau morpheme expressing both 
aspectual meaning as well as the dependency relation.) 
There are three converb markers in Maale: -I, -a11o and -em, henceforth labelled 
CNV~, CNV2 and CNV3 respectively, which are affixed to the verb root. 
73a. 1iz"i miS' -6 nk' -I makiin-aa 
3MS:NOM wood-ABS cut-CNV1 car-LOC 




73b. 7izi nliS1 -6 (Ik' -a11o makiin-aa 
3MS:NOM wood-ABS cut-CNV2 car-LOC 
'Having cut the wood he loaded it on a car' 
c'aan-e-ne 
load-PF -A:DCL 
73c. 7izi nliS1 -6 6k-em nuunl makiin-aa c' aan-e-ne 
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3MS:NOM wood-ABS cut-CNV3 lSG:NOMcar-LOC load-PF-A:DCL 
'He having cut the wood, we loaded it on the car' 
The converb marker -em is used when the subject of the converb and that of the main 
verb are different. With -1 and -a17o the converb and the main verb have one and the 
same subject. However, there is a slight meaning difference between .:1 and -a17o: a 
converb with the suffix -i can be used to express simultaneous or sequential events' in 
relation to that expressed by the verb in the main clause, whereas -a77o is used only 
to express the sequential i.e., an action which takes place immediately before that 
expressed by the main verb. It appears that -a17o is more temporally oriented while 
being similar to -1 in terms of its syntactic and semantic function. For instance, in 
combination with the verb hell- 'reach', -a17o expresses the temporal meaning 
'until', 'yet' or 'next', as the following examples illustrate: 
74a. 7un1 hatsi hell-a17o mukk-iha-se 
3MS:NOM now reach-CNV2 come-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He did not come yet' or 'Until now, he did not come' 
(lit. Having reached now he did not come) 
74b. berta 7ade 6k' -a-ne hell-is-a77o s66kk6 
in front father:NOM cut-IPF-A:DCL reach-CAUS-CNV2 chyme 
be em bayi f1k' -a-ne 
bond friend cow:ABS cut-IPF-A:DCL 
'First the father (i.e. host) slaughters (a cow). Next, the bond friend slaughters 
one' 
There are two other differences between -1 and -a17o: next to temporal marking -i can 
be used to express manner whereas this is not possible with -a17o. For' instance, 
example (73a) above, repeated as (75a) below, can have two interpretations: 
75a. 1izi nliS 1 -6 (Ik' -1 makiin-aa 
3MS:NOM wood-ABS cut-CNV1 car-LOC 
'Having cut the wood he loaded it on a car' 
c'aan-e-ne 
load-PF-A:DCL 
'He loaded the wood on the car by cutting it into smaller pieces (not by 
leaving it in one piece or not by doing something else, e.g. splitting or 
peeling its bark)' 
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The second difference is that unlike the other two converb markers, the verb with the 
morpheme -a7lo may also take the negative marker. Compare the affirmative and 
negative dependent clauses in (75b) and (75c) below. 
75b. 1yata mu1-a7lo 1aad'-a-ne 
3PL:NOM eat-CNVz go-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having eaten, they leave/are leaving' 




'They leave/are leaving without eating' 
Despite its special syntactic and morphological characteristics mentioned above, 
-a11o has the same meaning as the other two converb markers and in some contexts 
it may be used in alternation with them. 
More examples of the converb functioning as an adverb of manner: 
76a. 1atSi tats:I mu1-a-ne 
person:M:NOM slow-CNV1 eat-PF-A:DCL 
'The man eats slowly' 
76b. 7iinl bl.a kelli kets-1. kets-1. mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM all day reduce-CNV1 reduce-CNV1 work-IPF-A:DCL 
'Each day he works less and less' 
We have shown in (73) above that a converb with :1 can be used to express 
consecutive actions. The following examples illustrate its use in order to express 
simultaneous action. In this latter function, the converb is obligatorily reduplicated. 
77. lllnl mu1:1 mu1:1 gest-a-ne 
3MS:NOM eat-CNV1 eat-CNV1 speak-IPF-A:DCL 
'He talks while eating' 
If in the above sentence only one con verb is used, then the sentence expresses two 
consecutive events: 
78. lllnl mu1:1 gest-a-ne 
3MS:NOM eat-CNV1 speak-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having eaten, he talks' 
However, the reduplicated converb is used also to express repetitive or distributive 
actions, as illustrated below: 
79a. d'ibb6 ba-at-6 Jukk-1. Jukk-1. wulj'-6 
Several cow-Pl-ABS slaughter-CNV1 slaughter-CNV1 canopy-ABS 
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demm-a kul-a-ne 
under-LOC accumulate-IPF-A:DCL 
'(They) slaughter several cattle and accumulate (the meat) under the canopy' 
79b. 1aj?-6 beelamm-6-m sees's' -1. sees's' :1 
meat-ABS b.friend:PL-ABS-DA T cut_ and _give-CNV 1 cut_ and _give-CNV 1 
biri 1ekk-a-ne 
money take-IPF-A:DCL 
(They) cut and give the meat to the bond friends and receive money' 
Haspelmath ( 1995: 14) states that in complex sentences containing several con verbs, 
the position of the converbs exhibits tense iconicity. In Maale, such temporal 
iconicity is attested when the converb is used to express consecutive actions, that is, 
the first converb expresses an action that takes place first, the second converb the next 
action, etc. In this case, changing the order of the con verbs alters the meaning of the 
sentence (in some cases rendering it anomalous). For example, (80a) below cannot 
begin by altering the converbs as in (80b). 
80a. taarn . zigin6 bookk-6 7aad' -1. 1aJki Jank' -1 
1SG:NOM yesterday market-ABS go-CNV1 meat:ABS buy-CNV1 
macc-6-m maari 1ekk-1 ye1-l. kats-e 
wife-ABS-DAT house:ABS take-CNV1 come-CNV1 cook-2SG:IMP 
ge1-em 1iza kats-e-ne wolla mi mu1-e-ne 
say-CNVJ 3FS:NOM cook-PF-A:DCL together 1PL:NOM eat-PF-A:DCL 
'Yesterday, I went to the market, bought meat, brought it home to my wife 
and (I) having said (to her) 'cook!', she cooked. We ate together' 
SOb. ? taani z1gmo 7aJki Jank' -1 bookk-6 1aaa:I 
1SG:NOM yesterday meat:ABS buy-CNV1 market-ABS go-CNV1 
macc-6-m maari 1ekk-i ye1:1 
wife-ABS-DAT house:ABS take-CNV1 come-CNV1 
'Yesterday, I went to the market, bought meat, brought it home to my 
wife .... ' 
However, when two or more simultaneous actions are expressed by converbs, their 
order can be reversed without the inversion causing ungrammaticality or significantly 
altering the meanings. Consider the following examples: 
81a. na-att-a 6aJk-i 6aJk-i miic'-1. miic'-1. 




'The children play running and laughing' 
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81 b. na-att-a miic' :1 miic' .;I 6afk-l 6afk-i 
child-PL-NOM laugh-CNV1 laugh-CNV1run-CNV1 run-CNV1 
1amall-a-ne 
play-IPF-A:DCL 
'The children play laughing and running' 
Opinions about the syntactic status of the converb differ: some claim that the converb 
is a subordinate form (e.g. Haspelmath 1995); others, e.g. V. P. Nedjalkov and LV. 
Nedjalkov (1987, as quoted in Van der Auwera 1998: 276), Bisang (1995: 154) 
mention converb types which are 'coordinative'; still others, e.g. Van Valin and 
LaPolla (1997), claim that the converb contains both properties of subordinate 
clauses and co-ordinated main clauses. These authors suggest a distinct syntactic 
juncture, i.e., co-subordination, which falls mid-way between subordination and co-
ordination for the converb. We adopt this latter approach because it reflects the 
syntactic and semantic status of the converb construction in Maale more properly. 
The converb is similar to co-ordinated clauses in that it is syntactically partially 
independent, i.e., it can subcategorize its own syntactic arguments (cf. object nouns 
of con verbs in examples 79-80 above) and it also expresses a semantically 
independent situation (see also section 8.5 below on the relatively independent status 
of the con verb). On the other hand, the converb construction shares the feature [ + 
dependent] with other subordinate clauses because unlike other co-ordinate forms a 
clause headed by a converb cannot form an independent utterance. However, the 
converb in Maale has some characteristics which distinguish it from other dependent 
clauses: while other syntactically dependent verbs may be morphologically marked 
for negation and aspect, the con verb depends on the main verb for aspect and polarity 
values (see however, discussion on the converb marker -a11o above). Furthermore, 
the con verb in Maale functions in the nucleus juncture as well. That is, together with 
a main verb, it forms a 'complex predicate' (also known as compound verb), as 
illustrated in the examples in (82) below. In such constructions, the converb cannot 
have different arguments to those of the main verb and no intervening element may 
occur between the two categories. Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) in fact state that 
functioning at different levels of juncture is one of the properties of converbs. 
82a. laal-ell-a w6s' -6 la7.;I zag-e-ne 
woman-F-NOM sause-ABS lick-CNV1 see-PF-A:DCL 
'The woman tasted the sauce' 
(cf. la1-1 zag- 'taste') 
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82b. na11-eU-a waatsi 1ekk-1 mukk-e-ne 
child-F-NOM water:ABS take-CNVI come-PF-A:DCL 
'The girl brought water' 
(cf. 1ekk.:'J mukk- 'bring') 
82c. 1ade na-att-6 1ekk.:• 1aad'-e-ne 
father:NOM child-PL-ABS take-CNVI go-PF-A:DCL 
'Father took the children' 
(1ekk-11aad'- 'take') 
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It is widely known that SOV languages make frequent use of long sentences or 
complex constructions consisting of several dependent clauses which are headed by a 
fmal, main verb. For example, the following extract from the Maale version of the 
picture book story entitled "Frog, where are you?" represents one 'complex 
sentence', which consists of a series of dependent clauses but one fmal main verb. 
83. b611-a karr-6-na na11-6mma ked-a11o 1ekk-l 
w.animal-NOM hom-ABS-INST child-DIM:ABS carry-CNV2 take-CNVI 
6afk-aza · kan-ell-a berta berta 6afk-l 6afk-i 
run-TEMPI dog-F-NOM in_ front in_front run- CNVI run-CNVI 
ga-a-nte magi keemm-ats-ldda mukk-a11o iika 
say-IPF -SIMUL cliff:ABS 
' 
huge-M-LOC come-CNV2 there 
magg-a 3ib-a11o b611-atsl ma1.:1 1aad'-aza 
cliff-LOC throw-CNV2 w.animal-M:NOM return-CNV I go-TEMPI 
iika lou magg-6 gidd-6-ldda na11-6mma 
there down cliff:DF-ABS interior-ABS-LOC child-DIM:NOM 
1agitsi Ioomm.:• 
backwards fall-CNV I 
bak'anna-ppa mek'k'-1 d'ab-a11o 
neck:ABS-ABL break-CNVI err-CNV2 
kan-eii-6-na wolla 6af1-1 sukk-6 pink' -e-ne 
dog-F-ABS-INST together run-CNVI across-ABS cross-PF-A:DCL 
'The wild animal ran with the little boy on its horns. The dog also ran in 
front of it. And then they reached the edge of a big cliff. The wild animal threw 
the little boy there, over the cliff and went away. Down in the ravine, the little 
boy fell backwards, almost breaking his neck. Then he and the dog crossed the 
cliff running.' 
(lit. 'The wild animal having carried the little boy with its hom, when it is 
running, while the dog also is running in front (of the wild animal), having 
reached the edge of a big cliff, there, having thrown (the boy) in the big cliff 
when the wild animal went back, there, down inside the ravine the little boy 
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having fallen backwards, his neck almost broken, (he) together with the dog 
crossed to the other side') 
As example (83) above illustrates complex sentences often correspond to an 
information unit such as a paragraph. Wedekind (1990: 80) uses 'complex sentence' 
and 'paragraph' as equivalent terms in describing parallel structures in some Cushitic 
languages. Stirling (1993: 17 -18) argues against the equation of a complex sentence 
with a paragraph because switch-reference marking, i.e., identifying whether a 
participant(s) mentioned in a new paragraph is the same or different from the one(s) 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph, can be carried over from one complex sentence 
to the next through the device of recapitulation clause, i.e., repeating the fmal verb 
of a complex sentence (or paragraph) in the first clause of the next immediate complex 
sentence or paragraph. To illustrate this in Maale, the first sentence which is uttered 
following that in (83) above begins by repeating the underlined final verb phrase in 
(84): 
84. sukk-6 pink' -a11o 1iyata k61-l k61-l seka 
across-ABS cross-CNVz 3PL:NOM search-CNV1 search-CNV1 there 
Ie1-a-nte ... 
go sideways-IPF-TEMPz 
'Having travelled to the other side, while they were searching and walking .... 
Although recapitulation clauses are frequently used in Maale, switch-reference in this 
language does not operate across sentence boundaries. Thus, Wedekind's idea that in 
Cushitic languages a complex sentence may represent a coherent information unit, 
which in typologically different languages is represented by a sequence of independent 
sentences, is valid for Maale too. 
8.5 On switch-reference in dependent clauses 
According to Comrie (1983: 18) "Africa has generally been considered one of the 
areas of the world devoid of switch-reference." He cites Gokana (an Ogoni language 
spoken in Nigeria) as an exception in having a switch-reference system. 
The phenomenon of switch-reference is widely attested in Om otic and in Cushitic 
languages (cf. Adams 1983 on Wolaitta; Breeze 1990 and Rapold (p.c.) for Bench; 
Hayward 1990 on Zayse). Nevertheless, detailed study of the phenomenon needs yet 
to be done. As illustrated in the examples in purposive, simultaneous and converb 
clauses, in the preceding sections, Maale possesses a proto-typical switch-referrence 
system in dependent clauses. That is, unlike Gokana which only marks switch 
reference for same-subject and leaves different-subject unmarked, Maale indicates both 
the presence or absence of co-referentiality between the subject of the dependent and 
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main verbs. The domain of the co-reference or disjoint reference in Maale involves the 
sentence. Switch-reference in this languages does not function across sentence 
boundaries. The category involved in switch-reference in Maale is the subject; object 
and other nouns in the sentence are not involved in this reference system. 
One of the issues in the discussion of switch-reference is whether it obligatorily 
needs its antecedent. Switch reference in Maale may be used even when there is no 
overt subject with which co-reference is expressed, if the co-referenced subject can be 
, identified from the context. For instance, (85) is uttered as a response to the question 
'Do you mean that new couples are obliged to give their child to the grandparents?' 
85. naJk-e-to k61-e-to k'6lmo yenk' -6m 1ing-a-ne 
like-PF-CND want-PF-CND cattle:ABS herd-DS give-IPF-A:DCL 
'If (the new-couple) like it, if (they) want to, (they) give (their child to the 
grandparents) so that (the child) herds cattle' 
Consider also the utterance in (86) which involves two dependent clauses and a main 
clause and an intervening fixed expression which is realized in the form of an 
imperative sentence. This utterance is an extract from a story about the police 
managing to capture a fugitive. Notice that there are missing arguments both of the 
dependent and main verbs. 
86. s' oss1 d"funm-6-na kants-em 1ark' :1 1ekk-'i. 
God:NOM darkness-ABS-INSTmeet:CAUS-CNV3 hold-CNV1 take-CNV1 
ha zag-e s'aabb-6 gel-z-e-ne 
this look-2SG:IMP prison-ABS enter-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'Now believe me, God having let (them) meet in the darkness, (the police) 
captured (the fugitive) and put (him) in prison' 
In (86) the subject of the first dependent clause, i.e., s' ossl 'God', is different from 
that of the main clause. This is indicated by the different-subject converb marker -em. 
The subject of the second dependent clause 1ark'i 1ekki 'capture', and the main 
clause is the same and this is indicated in the dependent verb by same-subject 
¢onverb marker -I. However, the subject of these latter two clauses, i.e., polisa 'the 
is not lexically realized in this sentence. Examples (85) and (86) show that in 
to other co-reference marking systems such as the reflexive, switch-reference 
not require the antecedent in the same clause. Rather, it seems to be determined 
discourse and stylistic features (cf. Wilkins 1988 who shows the same for 
Arrente). 
In example (86), the fact that the imperative form ha zage 'look at this!' which 
express 'listen carefully!' or 'believe me!' occurs between the two converb 
and the main clause confirms that the converb construction is not a 
:unorclinl:tte form to the main clause. Rather it is co-subordinate with the main 
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Concerning the source of switch-reference markers, for some languages, it is 
reported that the switch-reference affixes developed through grammaticalization of 
various nominal modifiers (cf. Haiman 1983). However, synchronic grammar can also 
be the source of this system (cf Jacobsen 1983, Wilkins 1988, Simpson 1988, 
among others). The Maale switch-reference system indeed shows that the language 
uses other independently existing constructions to make the distinction between 
same and different subject. For instance, different affixes are used to mark the converb 
when the latter has the same subject as the main verb and when it has a different 
subject from the main verb. These are respectively -1. and -em. In simultaneous 
clauses same-subject is marked by reduplicating the same-subject converb marker -1. 
whereas different-subject is marked by using the suffix -nte. Similarly, in the 
purposive, same subject is marked by -am (which is connected to the infinitive) 
while different subject is marked by -6m. As stated in section 8.3.5 -6m could be 
analysed as consisting of the Absolutive marker -6 and the Dative marker -m. 
Similarly, it could be argued that the different-subject converb marker -em consists of 
the Perfective aspect marker -e and the Dative marker -m. The question may be raised 
whether the similarity of same/different-subject marking and the various affixes just 
mentioned is an accidental similarity, or whether there is a structural or semantic 
motivation for the choice of these morphemes which have a different function in the 
rest ofthe grammar. Obviously, it is not accidental that a morpheme which marks 
the infmitival or a converb construction is used for marking same-subject. And, from 
the point of view of the subject, the Dative in general expresses dislocating 
something away from the subject. Thus, its use for marking a purposive clause which 
contains a different subject in the dependent and independent clause does not appear 
to be accidental. Thus, the reference tracking system in Maale employs 
synchronically transparent morphology. 
Interestingly, Maale also has another type of reference tracking for noun phrases, 
namely, 'logophoricity', which is a system whereby a special pronoun is used to 
indicate whether the subjects in the main clause and in the dependent clause are co-
referential (cf. Chapter FourJ. In contrast to the switch-reference described above, 
logophoricity expresses only co-referentiality; it does not express disjunctive 
reference. While logophoricity and switch-reference are functionally similar, they differ 
in that the former expresses the functional identity or lack of identity between two or 
more nouns on the nouns themselves. Because of this, logophoricity is described as 
'iconic'. In switch-reference however, whether two or more nouns are co-referential or 
not is marked on the verb. In this sense switch-reference is not iconic (cf Comrie 
1983: 22; Haiman 1983: 105). Stirling (1993: 12) rejects this characterisation of 
switch-reference, by arguing that since languages with switch-reference systems tend 
to be head-marking, the realisation, in such languages, of referential relations which 
involve nouns on the verb should not come as a surprise. Unfortunately, this account 
does not hold true for Maale, which is a dependent-marking language with no 
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agreement marking morphemes on the independent verb. And yet, Maale allows for 
switch-reference and 'pro-drop'. Thus, as Wilkins (1988) suggests notions of 
"reference recoverability" should be examined beyond the syntactic domain. 
8.6 Quotative clauses 
The quotative clause is syntactically identical to a main clause; it represents thus a 
'paratactic' form of clausal linking in which a syntactically and semantically 
independent form is contained within the scope of another syntactically independent 
clause (cf. McGregor 1994). The relation between the two clauses is thus one of 
interdependency. These differ in syntactic status from the 'hypotactic' dependent 
clauses described in the previous sections. 
87a [suugg-atsl [taB66 waari taa-m c'igg-e] ge1-e-ne] 
chief-M:NOM ten goat me-DAT pay-2SG:IMP say-PF-A:DCL 
'The chief said: "pay me ten goats"' 
87b. [1ats• [nuuni 1aad'-6m] ge1-e-ne] 
person:M:NOM lPL:NOM go-1 :OPT say-PF-A:DCL 
'The man said: 'let's go' 
87c. [1ats1 [nall-ell-6 zag..;Jya] ge1:1 tam! 166c'c'-e-ne] 
person:M:NOM child-F-ABS see-PF:Q say-CNV1 lSG.ABS ask-PF-A:DCL 
'The man asked me if I had seen the girl' I 'The man asked me saying: "did 
you see the girl?"' 
As the above examples show, with quotative words such as 'say' and 'ask' all types 
of sentences (main clauses) can be put into a dependency relation with another clause. 
Maale speakers hardly use 'indirect speech' in reporting. For example, sentence 
(88) below was given as an equivalent form for both 'The chief said to me, "I am 
very angry with you, because you are a liar."' and 'The chief told me that he was 
very angry with me because I was a liar.' 
88. suugg-ats1 ta ne g-ldda koJJ-1 
chief-M:NOM lSG:NOM 2SG:GEN inside-LOC good-CNV1 
d'ag-ad'-e-ne neeni luuzzi t-a-tsi-r6 
angry-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 2SG:NOM liar:ABS BE-NMZ-REAS 
ge1-e-ne 
say-PF-A:DCL 
'The chief said "I am very angry with you because you are a liar"' 
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However, when the researcher suggested transfonning the embedded direct speech 
fonn into indirect speech, as in (89) below, speakers judged this as an acceptable 
sentence. 
89. suugg-atsi t:.i luuzzi 1asi t-a-tsi-r6 1iini 
chief-M:NOM lSG:NOM liar person BE-NMZ-REAS 3MS:NOM 
ta g-idda koJJ-i d'ag-ad'-e-ne ge1-e-ne 
lSG:GEN inside-LOC good- CNV1 angry-VBZ-PF-A:DCL say-PF-DCL 
'The chief told me that he was very angry with me because I was a liar.' 
Since the Maale speakers who expressed their judgement on the above sentence are 
also fluent in Amharic (the contact language), in which both direct and indirect 
speech are quite common, we take the positive judgements of the transfonned indirect 
speech fonns to be due to the influence from Amharic. In addition to elicited 
sentences, an examination of texts shows that the speakers themselves do not make 
use of indirect speech. Languages may develop such latent distinctions into 
important grammatical distinctions through contact with other languages. 
Dimmendaal (1998: 508-509) notes a similar situation in written Rausa involving 
the distinction of 'direct' and 'indirect' reporting. Furthennore, as Dimmendaal 
(1989, 1998) observes for Rausa, in Maale too, the proposition headed by the 
quotative verb ge1- 'say' does not necessarily represent 'a verbatim report'; it may 
represent intention (90a) or an expectation (90b). 
90a. 7Iini koom-a-ne ge1-i loomm-e-ne 
3MS:NOM jump-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 fall-PF-A:DCL 
'He fell while trying to jump' (i.e., 'Intending to jump, he fell') 
90b. 1as-a 7Iii 1ukke-na haik'k' -anda-ne ge1.:1 
person:PL-NOM 3MS:NOM near-INST die-F:IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 
mal-a-ne 
think-IPF-A:DCL 
'People think that he will die soon' 
8. 7 Co-ordination 
If two disjoint clauses have the same subject, the connector gaante 'but' occurs 
between the two clauses (91a-b). 
91a. 1iza mizaBBi-ke gaante 1orgocci t-uwa-se 
3FS:NOM beautiful-BE:A:DCL but rich BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'She is beautiful but not rich' 
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91 b. 1iza 1orgocci t-uwa-se gaante miiJJe 
3FS:NOM rich BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL but mooney:ABS 
taam 1ing-a-ne 
lSG-DAT give-IPF-A:DCL 
'She is not rich but she gives me money' 
However, when (9la) was uttered with gaante in the second clause, the sentence is 
'less acceptable'. 
• 92. ? 1iza mlza66i-ke 1orgocci gaante t-uwa-se 
3FS:NOM beautiful-BE:A:DCL rich but BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'She is beautiful but not rich' 
The subjects of the two clauses can be different. In this case gaante may occur after 
the second subject. 
93. 1iza mlza66i-ke 1iz6-ko ml[a gaante mlza66i 
3FS:NOM beautiful-BE:A:DCL 3FS:OBJ-GEN sister but beautiful 
t-uwa-se 
BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'She is beautiful; her sister, however, is not beautiful' 
In Maale two clauses may be coordinated by using the Inclusive marker -a, as shown 
in the following examples: 
94a. 1iza mlza66i t-uwa-se k'amttsi-ya 
3FS:N0Mbeautiful BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL short-INCL1 
161-induwa-se 
marry-F: IPF:NEG-N :DCL 
'She is not beautiful and she will not marry soon' 
94b. 1iz"t 1orgocci t-uwa-se miiJJe-ya 
3MS:NOM rich BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL money-INCL1 
1as-6-m 1ing-uwa-se 
person:ABS-DAT give-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He is not rich and he does not give money to people' 
As shown in section 8.4 above, verbal coordination is also possible through the use 
of the con verb construction. 
In summary, one can easily distinguish between main and dependent clauses in 
Maale by looking at verbal endings. The verb of the main clause ends in one of the 
sentence type markers such as the declarative -ne and -se, the interrogative -"tya, etc. 
whereas verbs in dependent clauses take various dependency relation markers (see list 
below). However, there are also cases where main clauses can be used as dependent 
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clauses, as in the quotative clause in which an independent clause is used as a 
dependent clause. There are also some examples in which dependent clauses are used 
as main clauses. This latter case has the pragmatic effect of exaggeration. Consider 
the following examples: 
95a. ne hldd-e-to woine gel-e-nte 
2SG:NOM be like-PF-CND prison enter-PF-PRVN 
'Oh, if you were like that, you would certainly have been in prison!' 
95b. himi 7aig6 met-e baazzi 7a-a11o 
lSG:ABS what trouble-REL:PF thing:ABS exist-CNVz 
'There is absolutely nothing which troubles me!' 
Such non-canonical uses of clausal structure need further research. 
The following is a list of morphemes marking dependent clause types (labelled 
DCTM below). AP stands for aspect and polarity. Some of the dependent clause 
markers occur preceded by aspect markers while others (at the bottom of the list) do 
not co-occur with aspect markers. 
SUMMARY OF MAALE DEPENDENT CLAUSE MARKERS: 
AP DCTM Clause Type 
















Infinitive and Purposive (Same Subject) 
Purposive (Different Subject) 
Converb (sequential/simultaneous); (SSbj) 
Converb (Different subject) 
Converb (Same subject+ sequential) 
CHAPTER 9 
TRANSITIVITY 
In their seminal article Hopper and Thompson (1980) argue that transitivity is not a 
fixed value of verbs (determined by the presence or absence of a direct object noun, as 
traditionally accepted). Rather, it represents a continuum whereby verbs can be on a 
scale from 'more transitive' to 'less transitive' depending on the presence or absence 
of one or more of the ten Parameters of Transitivity: Participants, Kinesis, Aspect, 
Punctuality, Volitionality, Affirmation, Mode, Agency, Affectedness of object, and 
Individuation of object. For instance, clauses involving two or more participants are 
more transitive than those with just one. However, when the clause with one 
participant fulfils more of the other parameters while the one with two participants 
does not, the former will be ranked higher in transitivity than the latter. Thus, 
Hopper and Thompson (1980: 254) claim for English that the clause: Susan left is 
more transitive than Jerry likes beer. Interestingly, Maale treats both of these 
sentences as transitive. Thus, an equivalent clause to, Susan left may occur as a 
cardinal transitive clause with two core arguments whereas the 'reduced transitivity' 
of Jerry likes beer is explicated by changing the semantic role of the core arguments. 
'Volition' and 'control' seem to be the relevant features determining the change in 
the semantic role and in effect in the transitivity, rather than the mere number of 
participants (cf. section 9.3 below). With this background, in this chapter, we 
examine the morphosyntactic means which help to distinguish between intransitive 
and transitive verbs in Maale. We show the lexical, morphological, syntactic and 
semantic properties affecting transitivity. 
9.1 Formal distinction 
In Maale transitivity is not marked morphologically. However, there are a number of 
verbs which have different consonant endings for transitive and intransitive forms: 
1. Intransitive Transitive 
mic'c'- 'burn' mice- 'burn something' 
6ec'c'- 'wake up' 6ecc- 'wake somebody up' 
1igic'c'- 'fear' 1igicc- 'threaten' 
kas's'- 'be ripe, cooked' kats- 'cook' 
1agis's'- 'move' 1agits- 'move something' 
pas'- 'be well, cured' pats- 'cure' 
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baik'k'- 'be lost' 
mek'k'- 'break' 
mill- 'eat' 
kesk- 'go out' 
k6Jk- 'be good' 
loomm- 'fall' 
Examples: 
2a. laadd-a mic' c' -e-ne 
bread-NOM burn-PF-A:DCL 
'The bread burned' 
baizz- 'lose' 
ments- 'break something' 
muuzz- 'feed' 
kess- 'take out' 
koJJ- 'repair, make good' 
loots 'spill, make fall' 
2b. ?ilnl taa-k6 tiis' -6 micc-e-ne 
3MS:NOM lSG:GEN-GEN fence-ABS burn-PF-A:DCL 
'He burned my fence' 
*mic'c'-e-ne 
2c. ba-at- a kesk-e-ne 
cattle-PL-NOM go_out-PF-A:DCL 
'The cattle went out' 
2d. 11.inl ba-at-6 kess-e-ne 
3MS:NOM cattle-PL-ABS take_out-PF-A:DCL 
'He took out the cattle ' 
9.2 Transitivity and subcategorization 
f' 
Based on the number of core arguments they can take, most Maale verbs can be 
divided into one-place verbs (intransitive) and two-place verbs (transitive). The 
former normally take one core argument while the latter take at least two core 
arguments. The following examples illustrate these two cases: 
3a. harg-a ?ats1 1agis's' -a-ne 
sick-IPF:REL person:M:NOM move-IPF-A:DCL 
'The patient moved' 
3 b. na-att-a bayi yenk' -a-ne 
child-PL-NOM cattle:ABS herd-IPF-A:DCL 
'Children herd cattle' 
Thus, one can have the following two-way division of verbs: 
4. One place verbs 
1att- 'remain' 




neg- 'be late' . duukk- 'bury' 
bar ann- 'fly' laal- 'scatter' 
de?- 'live, sit' 6ark'- 'beat' 
poll- 'be light (not dark)' mal- 'resemble' 
However, there are some verbs which may take one or more arguments and can thus 
function as both transitive and intransitive. Compare the (a) forms in the following 
examples with the (b) forms: 
5a. ?irii wark' -a-ne 
rain:NOM rain-IPF-A:DCL 
'It is raining' 
5b. tana ?irz:I wark' -e-ne 
ISG:ABS rain:NOM rain-PF-A:DCL 
'I got wet by rain' 
6a. 'liii hell-e-ne 
3MS:NOM reach-PF-A:DCL 
'He arrived' 
6b. ?iii gurd-6 · 'hell-e-ne 
3MS:NOM village-ABS reach-PF-A:DCL 
'He arrived in the village' 
Also: 'lilnl b6R-6 hell-a-ne 
3MS:NOM wild animal-ABS reach-PF-A:DCL 
'He touched the wild animal' 
7a. nan-a yeekk-a-ne 
child-NOM cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'The child is crying' 
7b. nuunl nuu-k6 ?ad-6 yeekk-a-ne 
IPL:NOM IPL:GEN-GEN father:ABS cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'We mourn our father' 
Some verbs have an optional cognate object noun which is formally similar to the 
verb. Notice that most of such verbs contradict the semantic notion of a transitive 
verb, namely that an activity is carried over or transferred from an agent to a patient 
(cf. Lyons 1968, Hopper and Thompson 1980). 
'lilm ?autti ?autt-ad'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM dream:ABS dream-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'He dreamed (a dream)' 
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8b. hial-ell-a JeeJi · Jeek'k' -a-ne 
woman-F-NOM urine:ABS urinate-IPF-A:DCL 
'The woman is urinating (urine)' 
8c. ?ilnl k6tsi korg-a-ne 
3MS:NOM dance:ABS dance-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is dancing (a dance)' 
8d. na11a d'antsi d'ank' -a-ne 
child-NOM breast:ABS suck breast-IPF-A:DCL 
'The child is sucking at the breast' 
Although subcategorisation is a useful means to identify transitive and intransitive 
verbs, the surface realization of argument nouns does not necessarily suggest that in 
all two-place or transitive verbs an agent transfers an activity onto a patient, as 
illustrated above. In some cases, argument nouns can be omitted. For instance, one-









'It is raining' 
'It is windy~ 
Similarly, with some two-place verbs subject or object nouns can be omitted even 
though there are no agreement markers on the verb from which information about 
missing nouns can be retrieved. Compare examples (lOa-b) with (lOc-d) below. 
1 Oa. 1as-a 1uJk-a-ne 
person:PL-NOM drink-IPF-A:DCL 
'The people drink' 
1 Ob. na11-a yeekk-a-ne 
lOc. 
child-NOM cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'The child is crying' 
1as-a 1ala 
person:PL-NOM beer 
'The people drink beer' 
1uJk-a-ne 
drink-IPF-A:DCL 
1 Od. 1ad-ats-l. de1-l yeepp-6 yeekk-a-ne 
father:NOM sit-CNVt mouming-ABS cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'The father sits and mourns' (cf. yeeppi 'tears') 
Similarly cognate objects may not be realized: 
11a. ?ilnl korg-a-ne 
3MS:NOM dance-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is dancing' 
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11 b. 7un'i k6tsi korg-a-ne 
3MS:NOM dance dance-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is dancing' 
llc. 7un'i 1awtt-a£f-e-ne 
3MS:NOM dream-VBZ-PF-A:A:DCL 
'He dreamed' 
lld. 7un'i 1awtti 1awtt-ad'-e-ne 
3~MS:NOM dream:ABS dream-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'He dreamed a dream' 
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Transitive verbs can be further divided into simple transitives with two arguments 
and di-transitives ocurring with three or more arguments. Such clauses may include a 
subject noun and two object nouns or they may contain a subject noun, an object 
noun and another noun marked with one of the peripherial cases such as the Dative, 
Ablative, or Instrumental. Each of these is illustrated below: 
12a. 1ind-a na11-6 1aJki muuzz-e-ne 
mother-NOM child-ABS meat:ABS feed-PF-A:DCL 
'The mother fed the child (with) meat' 
12b. 1iii 1ifms' -6 miS' -a tukk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM beehive-ABS tree-LOC tie-IPF-A:DCL 
'He tied the beehive to the tree' 
The number of core arguments of verbs is obligatorily increased when the causative 
marker is affixed. 
13a. waas'-a burk'-a-ne 
water-NOM boil-IPF-A:DCL 
'The water is boiling' 
13b. 1izi waatsi burk' -is-a-ne 
3MS:NOM water:ABS boil-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is boiling water' 
13c. 1iii 1iz6 waatsi burk' -is-is-e-ne 
3MS:NOM 3FS:ABS water:ABS boil-CAUS-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'He lets her boil water' 
Similarly, simple transitive verbs and di-transitive verb roots (expressing involved 
causer) may have different verbal endings and subcategorization (see also Chapter 
Five). 
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14a. na11-a dalk' -6 16Jk-e-ne 
child-NOM soup-ABS drink-PF-A:DCL 
'The boy drank the grain soup' 
14b. '1inda na11-6 dalk' -6 1uJJ-e-ne 
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mother-NOM child-ABS soup-ABS drink:CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
In contrast to the causative, when the passive is suffixed the number of arguments 
decreases. The agent noun in passives is often left unexpressed. 
15a. s'ila koida nayi 1ekk-e-ne 
hawk:NOM chicken:ABS child:ABS take-PF-A:DCL 
'A hawk took a chick' 
15c. koida nayi 1ekk-int-e-ne 
chicken:ABS child:NOM take-PAS-PF-A:DCL 
'A chick is taken' 
9.3 Transitivity and semantic relations 
The notion of subject is crucial in Maale. As shown in Chapter Eight, different 
morphemes are used which indicate the identity or lack of identity of subject nouns 
in main and dependent clauses. There are also a few verbs which incorporate 
information as to the singular-plural status of the subject. That is, these verbs refer to 




'to run together' 
'to enter together' 
'to go/move together' 
Compare the grammatical (17a) and ungrammatical forms (17b) below. 
17a. na-att-a s'aabb-6 bantsi dirg-e-ne 
child-PL-NOM prison-ABS DIRCT run together-PF-A:DCL 
'The children ran together towards the prison' 
17b. * na11-atsi s'aabb-6 bantsi dirg-e-ne 
child-M:NOM prison-ABS DIRCT run together-PF-A:DCL 
'The boy ran towards the prison' 
Experiencer nouns may be realized with Nominative case (i.e. as Subject) or with 
Absolutive case (i.e., as Object) depending on the Volitionality ofthe subject. In the 
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the experiencer is realized as a non-subject, the causative form of the verb is used 
(18b) and (19b): 
18a. taanl.' sooge naJk-uwa-se 
1SG:NOM salt:ABS like-NEG:IPF-N:DCL 
'I don't like salt' 
18b. sooge himi naJJ-uwa-se 
salt:NOM 1SG:ABS like:CAUS-NEG:IPF-N:DCL 
'I don't like salt' ('Salt does not agree with me') 
19a. taanl. m66ti naJk-a-ne 
1SG:NOM argument:ABS like-IPF-A:DCL 
'I like arguing' 
19b. m66f'1 tana naJJ-a-ne 
argument:NOM 1SG:ABS like:CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'I like arguing' ('Arguing makes me happy') 
The choice of transitive or di-transitive or causative verbs in the above examples 
relates to volitiomility. In examples (18b) and (19b) the subject does not conciously 
or purposely act on the patient (cf. Hopper and Thompson 1980: 252 on this 
characteristics of volitionality). Even though s66ge 'salt' and m66f'1 'argument' in 
these examples appear in the Nominative, these nouns are not the agents of the action 
described by the verb. The use of the causative verb in the (b) examples suggests that 
there is an unspecified agent involved. These examples suggest that a proto-typical 
subject in this language is a volitional, animate noun. An animate subject lacking 
volition can thus be realized as a patient noun. Consider also examples (20) and (21) 
below, which involve different verb roots, i.e., 1is's'- vs 1its- when the grammatical 
relation/semantic role of subject are changed: 
20a. taanl. 1iza 1is's' -a-ne 
1SG:NOM 3PL-ABS refuse-IPF-A:DCL 
'I hate him' (I refuse him) 
20b. 1iz1 tana 1is's' -a-ne 
3PL: NOM 1SG:ABS refuse-IPF-A:DCL 
'He hates me' (He refuses me) 
But with the verb 1its-, which seems to contain transitive/causative meaning, 
involuntary experience is expressed: 
21. 1iz1 hina 1its-a-ne 
3PL: NOM 1SG:ABS refuse:CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'He disgusts me' (lit. He causes me to refuse') 
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Other experiencer verbs involving tlte same subject/object relations include: 
22. miJk- 'be saturated' 
boit-aa- 'be bored' 
m\fJ- 'saturate' 
boit-a-s- 'bore somebody' 
It is often said that motion verbs only have one core argument which refers to the 
participant which undergoes change of location (cf. Gruber 1976, Jackendoff 1976, 
Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). However, motion verbs in Maale take not only the 
Theme, the participant undergoing change of state, but also the Goal, i.e., object 
noun marked in the Absolutive case. For example as an answer to ne 1anka 
1aad'-e-y 'where are you going?' one gets: 
23a. ta besi 1aad'-uwa-se 
1SG:NOM place:ABS go-NEG:IPF-N:DCL 
'I go nowhere' 
23b. 1iyata besi 1aad'-e-ne 
3PL:NOM place:ABS go-PF-A:DCL 
'They went somewhere' 
Defmite nouns with Absolutive case are also used as objects of motion verbs: 
24a. 1ayale jink-6 1aad'-iya 
A. Jinka-ABSgo-PF:Q 
'Did Ayele go to Jinka?' (cf. jinka 'place name') 
24b. ne timirte maar-6 16d-e 
2SG:NOM school house-ABS go_up-2SG:IMP 
'You go up to the school' (cf. timirte maari 'a school') 
24c. 'lintsi gisklr-6 16d:Iya 
2PL:NOM G.-ABS go_up-PF:Q 
'Did you (PL) climb the Giskiri mountain?' (cf. giskiri 'name of a 
mountain') 




'The frog entered into the interior of the house' (cf. garsi 'interior') 
24e. 1iyata niis'6 baakk-6 bant-a-nte 
3PL:NOM tree-ABS middle-ABS walk-IPF-TEMPJ 
'When they were walking in the middle of the forest, .. .' (cf. baaka 'middle') 
24f. na11a puupp-6 mls' -atsi gi1-e-ne 
child-NOM big-AGR tree-M:ABS climb-PF-A:DCL 









Ifmotion verbs are followed by bantsi 'towards', this specifies the path and not the 
goal of the motion. Motion verbs do not take nouns with locative markers either. If 
the latter are used, they refer not to the goal of the motion but to the site where the 
motion occurs. Consider the following examples: 
25a. jinka bantsi 7aaa -e-ne 
Jinka t~~ards go-PF-A:DCL 
'He went towards Jinka' 
25b. * jink-a 7aad'-e-ne 
Jinka-LOC . go-PF-A:DCL 
'He went to Jinka' 
25c. *jink-ka 7aad'-e-ne 
Jin.ka-LOC go-PF-A:DCL 
'He went to Jinka' 
25d. ? jinka-idda 7aad'-e-ne 
Jinka-LOC go-PF-A:DCL 
Example (25d) might be used in the context that one who already lives in Jinka went 
to a specific place, e.g. to a hospital, to a school, etc. which is located in Jinka and 
not in some other town. 
It seems that some verbs are obligatorily transitive while others might function 
either as a transitive or intransitive verb. For example. the verb haJJ· 'give up, 
leave' always occurs as a transitive verb: 
26a. 1iz1 maa-6 haJJ-e-ne 
3MS:NOM work-ABS give_up-PF-A:DCL 
'He gave up the work' 
26b. 1iz1 gurd-6 haJJ-e-ne 
3MS:NOM village-ABS give_up-PF-A:DCL 
'He left the village' 
Similarly, mad'- 'work, do' always occurs with an object noun. Even when the 
patient, i.e. the work to be done is not clear from the context, a cognate object is 
used as in (27a). 
27a. 1iz1 mad'o mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM work:ABS work-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is doing (some) work' 
27b. 1iz1 go3-6 mad'-a-ne 
3MS:NOM farm-ABS work-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is working in the farm' 
CHAPTER 10 
INTERROGATIVES 
In Chapter Seven we have shown how the difference between interrogatives and other 
sentence types is indicated through affixes attached to verbs. In this chapter, we take a 
closer look at the morphology, syntax and lexical properties of interrogatives. For 
this purpose, it is useful to divide Maale interrogatives into two types: polar 
interrogatives, which elicit "yes" or "no" answers, and non-polar interrogatives, 
which involve content question words. Each of these is discussed in turn below. 
10.1 Polar interrogatives 
10.1.1 Informative polar interrogatives 
Aspectual distinctions play a role in the formal realization of the verb in polar 
interrogatives. In the Imperfective, polar interrogatives are not morphologically 
marked on the verb. The verb in the Imperfective interrogative form consists only of 
the verb root and one of the Imperfective aspect markers -a or -anda. Still, this type 
of an interrogative sentence can be distinguished from other sentence types by the 
rising intonation on the verb and by the absence of any other sentence-type marker on 
the verb. There are clear differences in intonation among the different sentence types 
and between Perfective and Imperfective interrogatives. Unfortunately, lack of proper 
instruments prevented us from recording acoustic information in the field. The 
following sentences illustrate the morphological differences between declarative 
affmnative sentences and their polar interrogative counterparts in the Imperfective 
aspect. 
I a. nee-k6 mace-a 1aj'k-6 kats-a-ne 
2SG:GEN-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-IPF-A:DCL 
'Your wife cooks meat' 
I b. nee-k6 mace-a 1aj'k-6 kats-anda-ne 
2SG:GEN-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'Your wife will cook meat' 
Ic. nee-k6 mace-a 1aJk-6 kats-a 
2SG:GEN-GEN wife:NOM meat-ABS cook-IPF:Q 
'Is your wife cooking the meat?' 
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1 d. nee-k6 mace-a 1afk-6 kats-anda 
2SG:GEN-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-IPF:Q 
'Will your wife cook the meat?' 
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In the Perfective aspect, polar interrogatives are marked by the suffix .:1ya. In this case 
the verb may optionally take rising intonation. Compare the interrogative sentences 
in (2b and 3b) with the affirmative ones in (2a and 3a) 
2a. nee-k6 mace-a 1aJk-6 kats-e-ne 
2SG-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-PF-A:DCL 
'Your wi:f~, cooked the meat' 
l 
2b. nee-k6 , ' mace-a 1aJk-6 kats..J.ya 
2SG-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-PF:Q 
'Did your wife cook the meat?' 
3a. ?iilii bookk-6 1aad'-e-ne 
3MS:NOM market-ABS go-PF-A:DCL 
'He went to the market? 
3b. Tum bookk-6 1aaa.:1ya 
3MS:NOM market-ABS go-PF:Q 
'Did he go to the market? 
The response to polar interrogatives may contain 1eyHe 'no' or hlyyo 'yes' which 
may be followed by an explanatory sentence. The response to (4a) below, may thus 
be as in (4b) or (4c): 
4a nee-k6 mace-a 1aJk-6 kats.:'1ya 
2SG-GEN wife-NOM meat-ABS cook-PF:Q 
'Did your wife cook the meat?' 
4b 1eyHe m6l6 kats-e-ne 
no fish:ABS cook-IPF-A:DCL 
'No, she cooked fish' 
4c. hlyyo 7IZa 1aJk-6 kats-e-ne 
yes 3FS:NOMmeat-ABS cook-PF-A:DCL 
'Yes, she cooked the meat' 
10.1.2 Permissive polar interrogatives 
'Permissive interrogatives' appear to be more of a suggestion than a real question (to 
the addressee) whose positive or negative response will determine whether the action 
can be carried out or not. Such question forms are marked on the verb with -ond6. 
This question form is always accompanied by rising intonation. As may be expected, 
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this question type involves the Imperfective aspect only. Notice also the partial 
fonnal similarity between the morpheme -ond6 and -anda-, which marks Future 
Imperfective in affinnative sentences. 
5a. zlr6 mukk-ond6 
tomorrow come-PERM:Q 
'May I come tomorrow?' 
5b. ?intsl-na wolla mu1-ond6 
2PL'- INST together eat-PERM:Q 
{• 
'May' I eat with you?' 
10.2 Non-polar interrogatives 
Two types of non-polar interrogatives are identified: those involving content question 
words and 'rhetorical interrogatives'. The verb in these two interrogative fonns is 
differently marked. In non-polar interrogatives with content question words, the verb 
is affixed with the interrogative particle -y whereas in rhetorical interrogatives it is 
affixed with -m6. The latter type does not require content question words. 
10.2.1 Non-polar interrogatives with content question words 
There are about fifteen content question words in Maale. However, all of these seem 
to have been derived from two basic fonns wo-/wa- and 1o-na-. In most cases, as in 
(6a) and (6b) below, the morphemes added to these basic fonns cannot easily be 
identified synchronically. (For some suggestions, see below.) 
6a. 1aige 'what (NOM)' 
1aig6 'what (ABS') 
1aldd6 'when' 
1anko 'where' 





waa11i 'how many' 
In some cases, as in (7) below, the basic fonns are suffixed with morphemes which 
are identified elsewhere in the nominal category. Note that the tone of the basic fonns 
in (6-7) varies. 
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7a. 16n-a 'who?' 
Q-ABS 
7b. 166n..J. 'who?' 
Q-NOM 
7c. wo-mma 'which (DIM)?' 
Q-DIM:ABS 







7£ wo-ka 'where?' 
Q-LOC 
In terms of case marking, the question words 166m 'who (NOM)?' and 16na 'who 
(ABS)?' in (7) above parallel personal pronouns such as taani 'I' and tana 'me'. 
As shown in detail in Chapter Four, the latter involve addition of case markers -na 
and -ni ~o basic pronouns, in this case ta 'I' which, as an alternative form to the 
inflected form taani, occurs independently as a subject pronoun. Similarly, gender 
and case distinctions in woyi 'which (M)?' and w6nn6 are identical to what we find 
in demonstratives such as hayi 'this (M) and hanna 'this (F)'. These, and the 
locative and diminutive forms of the question words in (7), which clearly involve 
suffixation, suggest that w6-/wa and 1o-na- are bound question words from which 
various nominal and adverbial forms are derived. In contrast to the forms listed in 
(7), the morphemes involved in the question words in (6) cannot be easily identified. 
Some suggestions: The contrast between the question words 1aige 'what (NOM)' 
and 1aig6 'what (ABS)' seems to involve case marking. That is, it seems that the 
high tone in 1aige 'which (NOM)' is the same case marking tone attested in the 
Nominative form of other nouns ( cf. Chapter Three). In contrast, the absoluti ve form 
of the same question word is formed by suffixing the Absolutive case marker -6; in 
both cases, the role of -ig(e)-, which follows the basic question form 1a-, is not 
known. The morphemes ..J.dd- and the final -i in w6ddi 'how' and wommaiddi 
'how' appear to represent, respectively, the verbalizer and the converb1 morphemes. 
These morphemes are attested elsewhere with demonstratives (as in hiddi 'having 
done like this' which contains ha- 'this', the verbalizer -idd- and the converb.:'1), and 
in transitive predicative ideophones, e.g. :iitt..J.dd- 'make keep quite' from i1tti ge1-
'keep quite'. The -k· in 1anko 'where' could have originated from the locative -ka, 
and 1aidd6 'when' might be a contracted form of the question word 1a- and wode 
'time'. 
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In the following example sentences, morpheme by morpheme translations of 
content question words are given when these can be clearly distinguished. In other 
cases, a translation of the whole word is given. 
Sa. 1atsl wo-ka-ppa mukk-a-y 
person:M:NOM Q-LOC-ABL come-IPF-Q 
'Where does the man come from?' 
8b. neenl 1aldd6 dend-anda-y 
2SG:NOM when go-F:IPF-Q 
'When are you leaving?' 
8c. waa11i 1atlnk'e 1asl mukk-e-y 
how many male person:NOM come-PF-Q 
'How many men came?' 
8d. woyl s'aap-lnt-e-y ga-aza 
which:NOM write-PAS-PF-Q say-TEMP1 
'When (one) says 'which one is written?' ... ' 
In Maale, there is no syntactic movement associated with content question words. 
These occur in situ: subject question words occur in subject position and object 
content question words occur in object position. 
9a. 166m mukk-e-y 
who:NOM come-PF-Q 
'Who came?' 
9b. 1iza 16na naJk-a-y 
3FS:NOM who:ABS like-IPF-Q 
'Whom does she like?' 
However, as with other nominal categories, optionally, subject-object word order can 
be switched. Compare examples (9b) above with (9c). 
9c. 16na 1iza naJk-a-y 
who:ABS 3FS:NOM like-IPF-Q 
'Whom does she like?' 
Sequences of question words occur: 
1 Oa. 166m 16na Bark' -e-y 
who:NOM who:ABS beat-PF-Q 
'Who beat whom?' 
1 Ob. 166nl. 1aig6 mu1-e-y 
who:NOM what:ABS eat-PF-Q 
'Who ate what?' 
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1 Oc. 166n'i 766-na wolla 1aig6-dd-e-y 
who:NOM who-INST together what:ABS-VBZ-PF-Q 
'Who did what with whom?' 
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Content question words may take peripheral cases such as the Dative and 
Instrumental. When such case affixes are added to the basic question forms which end 
in a vowel, the fmal vowel of the question form is lengthened (11a-b). The same 
phenomenon of final vowel lengthening is observed in short personal pronouns (cf. 
Chapter Four) .. 
~ 
11a. 166-na · rrl(l1:mt-e-y 
Q-INST eat-PAS-PF-Q 
'By whom was it eaten?' 
(compare: ta 'I', taana 'by/with me') 
11 b. mas'app-6 166-m 1ing-e-y 
book-ABS Q-DAT give-PF-Q 
'To whom did (you) give the book?' 
(compare; ne 'you'; neem 'to/for you') 
11c. 1aig-6-ppa ma33-e-y 
what-ABS-ABL creat-PF-Q 
'From what did (you) make it?' 
Content question words can be conjoined with pronouns or other nouns: 
12. taa-na 166-na w6r-6 
1SG-INSTQ-INST river:DF-ABS 
'With whom will I go to the river?' 
1aad'-anda-y 
go-F:IPF-Q 
(lit. 'I and who will go to the river?' ) 
10.2.1.1 Extended question phrases 
Some of the content question words shown above may take other morphemes with 
which they form question phrases. Consider the following examples. 
13a. 1aig6-r6 ne yeekk-a-y 
what:ABS-REAS 2SG:NOM cry-IPF-Q 
'Why do you cry?' (lit. 'For what do you cry?') 
13b. haya gude nangi 1aige-nde nangi d-a-y 
this:ABS like life:NOM what-kind life:ABS BE-IPF-Q 
'What kind of life is this?'(lit. this kind of life is what kind of life?') 
The form 1aige-nde 'what kind' obviously involves 1aige 'what' and -ode. The 
form -ode is not an independent word. It is also combined with the word 1eebi 
'something' to form 1eebinde 'some kind of, something or other'. Compare 
examples (13c) and (13d) below. 
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13c. neeni 1eebi mu1:xya 
2SG:NOM something eat-PF:Q 
'Did you eat something?' 
13d. kayzi baak-ka gel-:a11o 1eebinde baazzi denk' -:a116 
forest:ABS middle-LOC enter-CNVz some kind of thing:ABS fmd-CNVz 
·'(they) having gone into the forest and having found some kind of thing, .... ' 
No other nominals are recorded with -nde. It will thus be necessary to regard 1aige-
nde and 1eeb'I-nde as special compound forms. 
10.2.1.2 Special question forms 
Combined with the predicative verb t- and with the interrogative particle -y, the 




14b. neenl. w6i-t-e-y 
2SG:NOMQ-BE-PF-Q 
'What happened to you?' 
14c. na11-a wo1-t-anda-y 
child- NOM Q-BE-F:IPF-Q 
'What will the boy do?' 
Consider also the following example in which the derived question verb occurs as a 
con verb. 
15. w6y-t:I haJ.k'k'-e-y 
Q-BE-CNV1 die-PF-Q 
'How did (it) die?' 
In examples (14-15) above, we fmd that the basic question form wo- and the 
predicative verb t- with its inflection and the verbal question particle -y are clustered 
together. As can be seen from Chapter Five, the predicative verb t- is an independent 
verb. In contrast, we have shown in section 1 0.2.1 that the question forms wo- and 
1a- are bound forms which form independent question forms by taking case, gender, 
diminutive or Locative suffixes. In the absence of such morphemes, the bound 
question words procliticise to the following independent verbal form as in (14-15). 
We have shown in Chapter Five that by reduplicating the initial CV of the verb, 
Maale expresses the 'intensive'. With content question words, such a reduplication 
expresses emphasis. The response to the reduplicated question form is also given 




'What has really happened?' 
na~aJt0a gar-6 ge-gel-e-ne 
chiPd-PL-NOM inside-ABS RDP-enter-PF-A:DCL 
.._ .. -' 
'The children went inside!' 
16b. ne w6-w6-dd-e-y 
2SG:SBJ RDP-Q-VBZ-PF-Q 
'What did you do exactly?' 
ta hii-bull-e-ne 
1 SG:NOM RDP-untie-PF-A:DCL 
'I untied it!' 
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In sentences with question words, the verb is affixed with the interrogative marker -y. 
This morpheme always occurs sentence-fmally, immediately following aspect or 
negative polarity markers. Preceding the verb, the syntactic position of content 
question words is flexible. For instance, content question words referring to the 
object may occur before or after the subject as illustrated in (17) below. However, no 
cases of content question words occurring following the verb are recorded, although 
this is possible with other nominal categories. 
17a. 7aig6 neeni mad'-a-y 
what:ABS 2SG:NOM work-IPF-Q 
'What are you doing?' 
17b. Tum 1aig6 mad'-a-y 
3MS:NOM what:ABS work-IPF-Q 
'What is he doing?' 
17c. 1am1ats-idda-ppa wo-mma neeni k61-a-y 
two:PL-LOC-ABL Q-DIM 2SG:NOM want-IPF-Q 
'Which of the two do you want?' 
10.2.2 Rhetorical and disjunctive questions 
Both rhetorical and disjunctive question types are formed by affixing the morpheme 
-m6 to the verb root. However, there is a difference among these in the way the 
second verb of the disjoint clauses is inflected. Each of these are discussed in tum. 
A rhetorical question may or may not be accompanied by a question word; the 
intonation in this type of question sounds similar to that in statements, i.e. no rising 
intonation. It is mainly used to express lines of thoughts of the speaker in which 
he/she addresses questions which need not be answered, hence the label "rhetorical". 
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For instance, the following sentf;,nces are extracted from a text in which the speaker 
tells a story which he has made up based on a picture book known as Frog, where 
are you? The story is told by simultaneously showing the relevant pages to the 
hearers. The latter have not seen the picture book before and are not expected to 
answer the questions. Furthermore, the speaker rather quickly gives a response to the 
questions posed or continues with the next part of the story. 
18a pank' -ell-a 1anko 1aad'-am ga-a-m6 
frog-F-NOM where go-PURP say-IPF-RHT:Q 
'Where does the frog want to go?' 
18b. yaa gar-a gel-e-m6 ha bilk'as'a-ppa 
that inside-LOC enter-RHT:Q this bottle-ABL 
kes1-I 7IZa 1anko1aad'-e-m6 
go out-CNV1 3FS:NOM where go-PF-RHT:Q 
'Has it perhaps gone into that, or having gone out of this bottle where did it 
go?' 
18c. 1i(ms' -ell-6-ldda g66nte n-anda-m6 
beehive-F-ABS-LOC perhaps BE-F:IPF-RHT:Q 
'Perhaps it is in the beehive?' 
The morpheme -m6 is also used to form disjunctive questions. In this case two 
question sentences are involved. When such a disjunctive interrogative sentence is 
used rhetorically, the verb in both sentences is affixed with -m6 (19a and b); if 
instead the disjunctive complex sentence is used to address a question to somebody 
else, as in (19c) below, the verb of the first sentence takes -m6 and that of the second 
sentence takes the interogative particle -y. 
19a. c' a-c' ank' -a-m6 m611(i m6l1(i 
RDP-bitter-IPF-RHT:Q IDEO IDEO 
ga-a-m6 
say-IPF-RHT:Q 
'Is it bitter or sweet-sour?' (Said after tasting tea with little sugar in it) 
19b. 1iza 1er-a-m6 1er-uwa-m6 ge1-I 
3FS:NOM know-IPF-RHT:Q know-IPF:NEG-RHT:Q say-CNV1 
ta mal-e-ne 
lSG:NOM think-PF-A:DCL 
'I thought about whether she knew (it)' 
(lit. 'I thought saying "does she know or doesn't she know?"' 
19c. neeni suuggatsi-m hann6 mad'-a-m6 zrr6 mad'-a-y 
2SG:NOM chief-DAT today work-IPF-RHT:Q tomorrow work-IPF-Q 
'Is it today that you work for the chief or is it tomorrow? 
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It should be remembered, however, that in non-interrogative sentences, another 
disjunction marker, i.e., w6y is used, as in the following example: 
20. Jimme t-a-to Jimme t-uwa-se w6y 
1
£gld BE-IPF-CND cold BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL DSJ 
' ?oufi t-uwa-se 
hot BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'It is neither really cold nor is it hot' 
10.3 Focus and non-polar interrogatives 
When the question word is in focus, a cleft construction is used. The interrogative 
marker of the verb is affixed to the copula verb whereas the main verb is nominalized: 
2la 76na d-a-y yenn6 7apHl67ing-e-tsi 
who: NOM BE-IPF-Q that:F:ABS cloth give-PF:REL-NMZ 
'Who is it that gave (you) that garment?' 
21 b. 76na d-a-y hanga mukk-a-tsi 
who: NOM BE-IPF-Q towards here come-IPF:REL-NMZ 
'Who is it that is coming here?• 
The nominalized clause can be omitted, as in the following example. 
22a. 76na d-a-y 
who:ABS BE-IPF-Q 
'Who is it? (as a response to a call, or a knock at the door) 
22b. 76na d-a-y mukk-a-tsi 
who:ABS BE-IPF-Q come-IPF:REL-NMZ 
'Who is it that is coming? 
The above examples show that in Maale, content question words are focused using 
the same means, i.e., cleft construction, as that employed to focus other categories. 
The predicative verb d- is used in interrogative forms questioning nominals (23). 
In such forms d- is freely interchangeable with z-. Interrogative sentences with d-
involve rising intonation (a similar intonation pattern is observed in polar 
interrogatives as mentioned in section 10.1). 
23a. hay!. 7arsa d-a 
this:M:NOM bed:ABS BE-IPF:Q 
'Is this a bed?' 
(or: hayl1arsa za) 
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,'2:3b. bayi kara d-a 
this:M:NOM door:ABS BE-IPF:Q 
'Is this a door?' 
(or: bayi kara za) 
r·· 
Also when focus is directed towards the verb, d- is used. The focused verb can only 
occur as a converb. 
24. neen1 ?aad'-l d-a mukk-e-tsi 
2SG:NOM go-CNV1 BE-IPF:Q come-PF-NMZ 
'You have gone and already returned?' (for surprise) 
(lit. Is it having gone that you came?') 
Interrogatives eliciting confirmation or rejection of an assertion (i.e., tag questions) 
are expressed using the copula verb t-. Consider the following examples: 
25a. ?iza tamaare-ke t-uw-alla d-a 
3FS:NOM student-BE:A:DCL BE-IPF:NEG-E:NEG BE-IPF:Q 
'She is a student' 'Is she not?' 
25b. ?iza tamaare t-uwa-se gone t-uwa-y 
3FS:NOM student:ABS BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL true BE-IPF:NEG-Q 
'She is not a student' 'Is it not true?' 
CHAPTER 11 
NEGATIVES 
In Chapter Five and Chapter Seven we mentioned that there are five morphemes 
which mark negation on the verb, and furthermore that the use of one or the other of 
these is determined by aspect and modality of the clause. In this chapter, details <i 
the fnorpho-syntactic properties of negation on the verb are discussed. Syntactic 
issues involving scope and periphrastic expressions of negation are also examined. 
Studies in negation have emphasized the distinction between 'sentential negation', 
i.e. negating the entire proposition and 'constituent negation', i.e. negation of a 
nominal category within a sentence (cf. Lyons 1968, Payne 1985, Kahrel 1996 and 
DeHaan 1997, among others). In Maale, both sentential and constituent negation are 
marked on the verb, using the same suffixes. However, a distinction between these 
two can still be made based on the types of verbs used: for sentential negation either 
main verbs or predicative constructions can be used. For constituent negation, 
however, only sentences involving predicative constructions (i.e., 'Be verbs') and 
cleft constructions are used. This is shown in the following section. 
Negation in declarative sentences 
Verbal sentences 
sentences, negation is marked by affixing -iba- or -uwa- to the verb 
These two morphemes are portmanteau morphemes indicating both negation 
aspect: -iba- marks Perfective aspect as well as negation, and -uwa-
marks Imperfective aspect and negation. As in the affirmative 
sentences, in negative Declaratives, too, the Imperfective aspect is further 
(llStiDJgUish(lCl for the Present Imperfective, which is marked by -uwa-, and the Future 
which takes -induwa-. Notice that the suffix -ind- is an allomorph of 
Imperfective marker -anda- in corresponding Declarative affirmative 
serttertce:s. The morphemes -iba- and -uwa- are alternatively pronounced as -lba- and 
, i.e., with high tone on the first vowel. No meaning difference is attached to 
(As argued in section 11.1.3 below, the negative suffix -iba- or -iba-
to have developed from the existential verb root ba- with the vowel i added as 
,.,...., ........... ,.~·,...,vowel.) 
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Negative declarative sentences in Maale stand in formal contrast with other 
sentence types (e.g. with interrogatives) as well as with affirmative declarative 
sentences. In the negative, a declarative sentence is marked by attaching -se to the 
verb, which is first affixed with one of the negative suffixes ..Jba- or -uwa-, resulting 
in: Verb root/stem-iba!uwa!induwa-se. In contrast to this, the affirmative 





















'They will not run' 
11.1.2 Emphatic verbal sentences 
There is another kind of negative declarative sentence. This is marked by suffixing 
-a77a to the verb root. Although aspect is not overtly marked on the verb in this 
construction, -a77a expresses a denial of a state/event that is yet to take place. While 
the Future Imperfective negative marked by -induwa- expresses simple negation, the 
one with -a77a expresses emphatic denial. When the subject is a first person, -a77a 
also expresses emphatic refusal. 
2a. Ja77a ta woini-ya 7aad'-a77a 
INTJ lSG:NOM prison-INCL1 go-E:NEG 
'Nonsense, I will not even go to prison!' 
2b. nuuni w6r-6 7aad'-a11a maari 7aad'-anda-ne 
lPL:NOM river-ABS go-E:NEG house:ABS go-IPF-A:DCL 
'We won't go to the river. We will go home!' 
In order to express determination (or positive certainty), a sequence of two negative 
verbs, is used of which the former is marked by -677a and the latter by the negative 
marker -a77a. This structure can be represented as follows: 
v~-6Ra + Vz-alla 
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No other category occurs between the two verbs. The V 1 and V 2 positions can be 
filled by any verb in the language; however, in the expression of more modal notions 
such as must and certainly, the V2 position is filled by 1att- 'remain' or haJJ- 'give 
up'. (For other verbs in this slot and the meaning expressed by this, see discussion 
below.) 
3a. 1iinl. hann6 mukk-ti11a 1att-a11a 
3MS:NOM today come-E:NEG remain-E:NEG 
'He will certainly come today' 
3b. yeepp-6 ntitinl. yell-ti11a 1att-a11a 
mourning-ASS lPL:NOM reach-E:NEG remain-E:NEG 
'We must go to the mourning place' 
The morpheme -tilla seems to be a contracted form of the Imperfective negative 
marker -uwa- and the negative Declarative form -a11a. This contracted form -ti11a is 
not attested in constructions other than those shown above. However, in negative 
interrogative forms the non-contracted sequence -uwa-a11a does occur (cf. section 
11.7). It is not dear why two distinct negative forms should occur in these 
constructions. The syntactic status of these constructions is also unclear: they might 
constitute complex predicates or two co-ordinated sentences. As shown in Chapter 
Five, there are complex predicates in Maale which have the structure: 
V1-CNV1 + V2-INFL(ection) 
However, in this latter type V 1 cannot take a negative suffix. Rather, negation and 
aspect are marked only on V 2, i.e., once for the whole complex predicate, showing 
that V 1 is dependent on V 2· In example (3) above, however, both verbs contain the 
negative suffix -a11a which otherwise occurs in main clauses. This suggests that the 
structure in question involves two paratactic negative sentences. If this view is 
correct, (3a) involves the expression: 'He does not come today, (he) will not 
remain'. 
When the V 2 position of the V 1-tilla + V 2-a11a sequence is filled by verbs other 
than 1att- 'remain' and haJJ- 'give up', the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of the state 
or event expressed by V 1 is a precondition for the fullfilment of the state or event 
expressed by V 2, as the following example illustrates. 
4a. taani suuggatsi zag-ti11a 1aad'-a11a 
lSG:NOMchief:ABS see-E:NEG go-E:NEG 
'I will not leave without seeing the chief (lit. I will not see the chief, (I) will 
not go!) 
In section 11.7, which deals with negative questions, we further discuss the function 
of -ana. 
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11.1.3 Non-verbal sentences 
We have shown in Chapter Seven that affmnative non-verbal sentences expressing a 
property or identity of a nominal are formed by attaching the suffix -ke to a nominal 
category (i.e., to a noun, adjective or numeral). We have argued in the same chapter 
that -ke is not a predicative verb; rather, it is a morpheme which marks the nominal 
sentence as being a simple declarative affmnative one, rather than an emphatic or 
other sentence type. Thus, sentences with -ke are non-verbal. In the negative, there 
are no non-verbal sentences since, in this case, the negative marker occurs with the 
predicative verb t-. This is in accordance with the morpho-syntax of negation in 
Maale in which negative morphemes are strictly verbal. That is, to negate some 
property or identity of a nominal category a verb is obligatory, whereas in order to 
affirm some property or identity a verb is not necessary. This shows that the 
opposition between verbal and non-verbal sentences is neutralized in the negative. 
Furthermore, unlike verbal sentences, negative and affmnative declarative sentences 
with the predicatie verb t- do not distinguish aspect, as shown in (5) below. 
5a. kanl-ke 'It is/was a dog' 
dog-BE:A:DCL 
5b. kani t-uwa-se 'It is/was not a dog' 
dog BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
It is interesting to note that in terms of the kind of morphemes it takes and the order 
in which these occur, the verb t-in negative sentences behaves like main verbs. That 
is, as with main verbs, t- is immediately followed by -uwa-, which marks aspect and 
negation, plus the sentence type marker -se. In affrrmative sentences, however, t- and 
other predicative verbs cannot co-occur with the declarative sentence type marker -ne. 
Thus, in non-negative constructions t- never occurs as the main verb in a declarative 
sentence; it is found only in dependent clauses such as the conditional and temporal 
clauses. Compare the negative (6) and non-negative (7) conditional clauses and 
declarative sentences below ( cf. 'lizl 'he', tamaare 'student') 
6a. 1'tzl tamaare t-uwa-se 'He is/was not a student' 
6b. 1izl tamaare t-uwa-to 'If he is/was not a student' 
6c. (cf. 1izl mukk-uwa-se 'He is not coming') 
7a. *1'tzl tamaare t-a-ne 'He is/was a student' 
7b. 1izl tamaare t-a-to 'If he is/was a student' 
7c. ( cf. 1izl tamaare-ke 'He is/was a student') 
The above examples show that the declarative affirmative sentences pose more 
restrictions on morpheme combinations and that they make more distinctions, both 
between verbal and non-verbal sentences and main verbs and predicative verbs, while 
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declarative negative sentences lack these details. Similar neutralisations can be 
observed in existential sentences, as the next section shows. 
11.1.4 Existential sentences 
The existential verb (1)i- 'exist, be present' is replaced by ba- in the negative. As in 
non-verbal sentences, here, too, no aspect distinction is made (8). 
8a. rniiJJe 1a-a-ne 'There is/was money' 
money:NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
8b. rniiJJe ba-se 'There is/was no money' 
money:NOM exist:NEG-N:DCL 
The negative existential verb ba- is formally similar to the negative suffix -iba 
except that the former is a verb root whereas the latter is a suffix attached to other 
verbs. This dual· morphological status seems to have an historical explanation, 
namely that the negative suffix -iba- developed from the verb root ba-. 
There is internal and external evidence for the analysis sketched above. The 
external evidence relates to the historical development of a Perfective (non-negative) 
aspect marker -d- in Omotic languages which was shown to have developed from 
de1- 'exist' in Hayward (1984). The case of Maale under consideration involves a 
parallel development of a Perfective negative suffix -iba- from ba- 'lack/exist: NEG'. 
Furthermore, in Wolaitta, an Ometo language related to Maale, negative verb 
paradigms show irregular tone-accent patterns, in which more than one high tone-
accent is marked on a negative verb whereas in its affrrmative counterpart an inflected 
verb gets one high tone-accent. This irregularity is accounted for by suggesting that 
the negative marking suffix was originally an independent verb with its own high 
tone-accent which later got cliticised onto the verb (Azeb Amha 1996). Further 
comparative research among the Ometo languages is needed to verify these claims. 
Internal evidence which supports our claim that the negative suffix -iba- and the 
existential verb ba- have one and the same source comes from the synchronic use of 
the non-negative existential verb 1a- in Maale. This verb is used in combination 
with a single converb form to express a stative as in (9) and with a reduplicated 
converb to express a progressive as in (10) below. It should be noted that these 
constructions can alternatively be expressed with the Present Imperfective marker -a-, 





'She is sleeping' 
Compare: 1iza gin1-a-ne 'She is sleeping' 
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lOa. 1i1rn mu1..:J. m61..:J. 1a-a-ne 
3MS:NOM eat-CNV1 eat-CNV1 exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'He is eating' 
Compare: Turn m61-a-ne 'He is eating' 
Also: 
1 Ob. Turn mu1:1 mu1..:J.-ke 
3MS:NOM eat-CNV1 eat-CNV1-BE:A:DCL 
'He is eating' 
In the above examples 1a- 'exist' is used (as a non-cliticised verb root) in 
combination with other verbs to express aspectual distinctions. Similarly, ba- could 
have been used as a second or third member of complex predicates or clause chains 
and later got encliticised to the verb root. If the verb ba- is the source of the negative 
suffix -iba-, where did the i of this suffix come from? There are two possible sources 
for this. The first, which looks more plausible in view of the complex predicate 
formation and also in the use of existential verbs illustrated in (9-1 0) above, is that 
the -i- in -iba- is originally the converb marker -1-. The second possibility is that -i-
was an epenthetic vowel. With the exception of the existential verbs 1a- and ba- verb 
roots in Maale end in consonants; ifba- got affixed to the verb root directly, then an 
epenthetic vowel would be necessary to separate the final consonant(s) of a verb root 
and ba. The alternative pronunciation of -iba- with or without a high tone on i, 
which we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, shows that perhaps the process 
of creating a negative suffix is not yet complete. The fact that both the derived suffix 
and the source verb root are synchronically functional, shows that we are dealing with 
a case of a grammaticalization process characterized as functional split "[ w ]here two 
different developments of one and the same unit coexist in the language" (Heine and 
Reh 1984: 57). 
Based on the grammaticalization route which the Perfective negative followed, one 
can go one step further and argue that the Imperfective aspect marker -a- was also 
derived in a parallel way from the existential verb 1a- 'exist'. Notice also the formal 
similarity between the independent verb root 1a- and the suffix -a-. However, this 
issue is not further pursued here. 
11.2 Negation and mood 
In imperative and optative forms we have different negative suffixes from those shown 
above for declarative sentences. Speaking of morphological marking in negative 
imperatives and negative declaratives, Kahrel (1996: 116) claims that "[W]hether a 
language uses distinct negative elements in these sentence types appears to correlate 
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strongly with geographical location." In a map provided by the same author, in 
which areal distribution of languages which do or do not distinguish between 
negative imperatives and negative declaratives are shown, no language is registered in 
the eastern region of Africa using distinct forms for these two sentence types. 
However, in Maale, and in virtually all other Omotic languages, such a distinction is 
in fact made. 
11.2.1 Negative imperative 
In non-negative constructions three distinct imperative types are recorded: regular 
imperative, polite imperative, and non-polite imperative, the first two of which also 
make a distinction for number. In the negative, there is only one imperative negative 
marker: -lppo for second person singular and ..'tppo-te for second person plural. 
Consider the following examples: 
lla. dend-ippo 'lir-a wark'-a-ne 
go-2SG:NEG:IMP rain-NOM rain-IPF-A:DCL 
'Do not go (2SG)! It is raining' 
11 b. dend-lppote 'lir-a wark' -a-ne 
go-2PL:NEG:IMP rain-NOM rain-IPF-A:DCL 
'Do not go (2PL)! It is raining' 
11.2.2 Negative optative 
The negative optative is marked on the verb root by suffixing -6ppa or -uppa to it. 
In this form, no number and gender distinction is made. The imperative and the 
optative are in complementary distribution with regard to person: the former involves 
second person whereas the latter involves third person. 
12. korg-uppa taarn mad'o mad'-anda-ne 
dance-OPT:NEG lSG:NOM work:ABS work-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'let him/her/them not dance. I will work' 
For first person singular and plural the optative negative cannot be used. 
Consequently, no forms are recorded corresponding to English 'let me/us not 
VERB' in Maale. 
11.3 Special negative forms 
The kind of negation we discuss in this section involves Maale forms corresponding 
to English 'no', 'nothing', 'no one', 'nobody', etc., which are known as 
'inherently negative quantifiers' (cf. Payne 1985) or 'term negation' (Kahrel 1996). 
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In Maale only 7eyl7e 'no', which is used to give a negative response to a question, 
can be said to be 'inherently negative'. Expressions which translate as 'nothing', 
'no one', etc. however, involve a negative element on the verb and not on the 
quantifiers or nominals themselves. Consider the following examples: 
13a. 766ni-ya tami zag-iba-se 
who:NOM-INCL1 lSG:ABS see-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'No one/nobody(NOM) saw me' (lit. 'Who too did not see me') 
13b. 76na-a taam zag-iba-se 
who:ABS-INCL1 lSG:NOM see-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'I saw no one/nobody (ABS)' (lit. I did not see who too) 
13c. wqi-ka-a Tum 7aad'-iba-se 
where-LOC-INCL1 3MS:NOM go-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He did not go anywhere' (lit. 'He did not go where too) 
Thus, the term 'inherently negative' is not fitting for the above Maale forms. 
The form pette ta17o, which consists ofthe numeral pette 'one' and the 'verb to 
be' t- and the converb marker -a17o, followed by a negative verb is used to express 
'never', 'nothing', 'no one'. It may be interpreted as a nominal or an adverbial 
modifier, as can be seen from the following examples. 
14a. Tum pette t-a776 
3MS:NOM one BE-CNV2 
'He never cries' 
yeekk-1. 7er-uwa-se 
cry-CNV1 know-IPF.NEG-N:DCL 
14b. pette t-a77o loomm:Iba-se 
one BE-CNV2 fall-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Nothing fell down' 
14c. pette t-a77o 
one BE-CNV2 
'Nothing is left' 
7att-iba-se 
remain-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
Other lexical categories can intervene between the numeral and the verb as in: 
15. taan1 pette baazzi t-il11o mad'-a77a 
lSG:NOM one thing BE-CNV2 work-E:NEG 
'I shall not do anything' 
It is interesting that Maale uses the numeral pette 'one' to express 'term negation', 
which, as Kahrel (1996: 28-32) argues, involves expression of zero quantification. 
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11.4 Negation in complex sentences 
11.4.1 Negation in dependent clauses 
In subordinate clauses negation is marked by the same morphemes as those used to 
mark negation in main clauses. Suffixes marking clausal relation occur following the 
negative marker. Examples (16) and (17) below illustrate respectively, negative 
conditional clauses and relative clauses: 
16. na11-a seekk-iba-to diik'k' -6 ne 1ing-induwa-se 
child-NOM cry-PF:NEG-CND milk-ABS 2SG:NOMgive-F:IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Ifthe baby does not cry, you will not give him milk' 
17. z1gmo mukk-iba 1ats1 dabdabbe dakk-e-ne 
yesterday come-PF:NEG:REL person:M:NOM letter:ABS send-PF-A:DCL 
'The man who did not come yesterday, sent a letter" 
The following are examples of relative clauses with negative existential verbs. 
18a. 1iri ba wode 
rain:NOM exist:NEG:REL time:ABS 
'At the time when there is/was no rain' 
18b. waats1 ba besi 
water:NOM exist:NEG:REL place:ABS 
'A place where there is/was no water' 
Negation in adverbial clauses and in converbs is also marked by using the same 
negative markers as in main clauses. The following are examples: 
19a. laal-ell-a zag-uwa-nte na11-atsi tats:1 
woman-F-NOM see-IPF:NEG-TEMPJ child-M:NOM slow-CNV1 
miiJJ-6 1ekk-e-ne 
money-ABS take-PF-DCL 







'They leave/are leaving without eating' 
11.4.2. Complete denials 
By 'complete denial' we refer to an emphatic negative construction in Maale which 
is formed with the combination of two headless relative clauses. The first relative 
clause appears in the affirmative Perfective form while the second one occurs in the 
·._.,: 
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negative Imperfective aspect. The combination yields an exaggerated negative 
expression. 
20a. 1er-t-e-ya 1er-t-uwa-ya 
know-PAS-REL:PF-NMZ know-PAS-IPF:NEG:REL-NMZ 
'something completely unknown' 
20b. 66k'k' -e-ya 66k'k' -uwa- ya 
remember-REL:PF-NMZ remember-IPF:NEG:REL-NMZ 
'something completely unfamiliar' 
20c. m61-int-e-ya mu]:mt-uwa-ya 
eat-PAS-REL:PF-NMZ eat-PAS-IPF:NEG:REL-NMZ 
'something that cannot be eaten at all' 
11.4.3 The expression 'nothing other than x' 
The expression 'nothing other than x' in Maale involves the use of a complex 
sentence construction. The relation between the dependent and the main clause 
involves the different-subject converb construction discussed in Chapter Eight, 
namely that marked by -em. Consider the following example: 
21. laadda-ppa 1att-em 1iyata melle m61-uwa-se 
bread-ABL remain-CNV3 3PL:NOM another eat-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'They eat nothing other than bread' 
The subject of the dependent clause in (21) above is not 1iyata 'they'. The 
unexpressed subject of the dependent verb can be compared to the English expletive 
'it'. Such an expletive NP is not used in Maale. 
The subject of the main clause can be realized at the initial position of the 
sentence, as illustrated in (22a) below. Furthermore, as example (22b) illustrates, the 
verb 1att- of the dependent clause might optionally be omitted. 
22a. 1iinl. muuzz:ldda-ppa 1att-em melle baazzi 
3MS:NOM food:ABS-LOC-ABL remain-CNV3 another thing:ABS 
mad"-uwa-se 
do-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He does nothing other than eating' 
22b. lllnl muuzz:Idda-ppa melle baazzi mad"·UWa·Se 
3MS:NOM food:ABS-LOC-ABL anotherthing:ABS work-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He does nothing other than eating' 
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11.5 Negative interrogatives 
Two types of negative interrogatives are observed. Firstly, there are those in which 
the verb is marked by the interrogative particle -y which normally occurs in 
interrogatives in which content question words are used. 
23a. 1iza gaalli mucci 7er-uwa-y 
3FS:NOM Amharic language:ABS know-NEG:IPF-Q 
'Doesn't she speak Amharic?' 
23b. neenl. dend-1. suuggatsi gest-is-uwa-y 
2SG:NOM go-CNV, chief:ABS talk-CAUS-NEG:IPF-Q 
'Don't you go and talk to the chief?' 
The second type of negative questions are those in which the predicative verb d-
follows a negative declarative sentence. We have shown in the previous chapter that, 
in simple interrogative forms, d- is only used to question noun phrases, as in: 
24. hay!. b67o d-a 
this:NOM wild animal:ABS BE-IPF:Q 
'Is this a wild animal?' 
When d- occurs following a negative declarative sentence it questions the whole 
proposition. Notice also that in this type of interrogatives, the verb is double marked 
for negation. 
25a. neenl. 7aad'.;Jb-a11a d-a 
2SG:NOM go-PF:NEG-E:NEG BE-IPF:Q 
'Didn' t you go?' 
25b. 1iza mad'd'-6 kurs-ib-alla d-a 
3FS:NOM work-ABS fmish-PF:NEG-E:NEG BE-IPF:Q 
'Didn't she fmish the work?' 
We have shown in section 11.1.2 that the negative suffix -alla denotes negation as 
well as modality. It is affixed to the verb in independent emphatic negative sentences. 
Furthermore, unlike the other negative suffixes, no sentence type marker occurs 
following -alla in Declarative sentences. The interrogative form with the verb d- in 
(25) above has scope over the entire sentence. Interrogative sentences with d- are not 
necessarily informative questions. Rather, such question forms may be used as polite 
suggestions (26a) or as a reminder for a situation that is expected to take place but 
did not (26b ). 
26a. 1ints'i. kats-6 m-uw-alla d-a 
.2PL:NOM food-ABS eat-IPF:NEG-E:NEG BE-IPF:Q 




w6r-6 1aad'-6w-a11a d-a 
river-ABS go-IPF:NEG-E:NEG BE-IPF:Q 
'Aren't you (PL or SG Polite) going to the river at all?' 
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As predicted in Bybee (1985), in SOV languages in which interrogatives are marked 
by suffixes, these suffixes occur as fmal suffixes on the verb. This prediction is correct 
as far as Maale is concerned, since verbal affixes such as aspect and negation markers 
precede interrogative suffixes. Thompson (1998) provides a plausible discourse-based 
explanation for this. According to this author, since the interrogative signals where 
speakers exchange turns in conversation, the locus of interrogative morphosyntax is 




In the previm,ls chapters we discussed various syntactic categories with little 
emphasis on issues of constituency. This chapter presents basic and alternative word 
order patterns in main and dependent clauses in Maale; and questions pertaining to 
phrasal categories are dealt with. In addition, it is shown how pragmatic categories 
such as focus interact with word order. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 
12.1 presents data showing word order variation in main clauses. It is argued in this 
section that of the various possibilities, SOV should be taken as a basic word order 
for Maale. This· position is supported by data and analyses presented in three 
subsequent sections: 12.2, which deals with word order patterns in complex 
sentences, 12.3 and 12.4 which, respectively, discuss word order in noun and verb 
phrases. Finally, we show in section 12.6 that part of the word order variation is 
motivated by focus structure. 
12.1 Word order in main clauses 
The most frequent word order in intransitive and transitive sentences is respectively, 
SV and SOV, as in the following examples. 
la. :rum gin1-a-ne 
3MS:NOM sleep-IPF-A:DCL 





'He is sowing sesame' 
However, both VS order for intransitive sentences and OSV order in transitive 
sentences are attested: 
2a kumin-uwa-se 1aginn-a 
fill-IPF:NEG-N:DCL month-NOM 
'It does not last for a month' (lit.:'a month does not fill') 
2b. waas' -6 taaiii. laal-e-ne 
water-ABS lSG:NOM spill-PF-A:DCL 
'I spilled the water' 
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In sentences with a Dative complement, there are several alternative word orders. 
Consider the following examples. 
3a. ta 7iza-m d'akka tirbo kats-a-ne 
lSG:NOM 3MS:ABS-DAT little porridge:ABS cook-IPF-A:DCL 
'I cook a little porridge for him' 
3b. !Jim haiss-6 pette pette 7asi-m keezz-a-ne 
3MS:NOM story-PLane one person-DAT tell-IPF-A:DCL 
'He tells stories to certain/some people' 
3c. 7ad-6-m taam mad'-a-ne 
father-ABS-DAT lSG:NOM work-IPF-A:DCL 
'I work for my father' 
In command sentences involving the Dative, the Object-Dative complement-Verb 
order is most frequently used: 
4a d'akka waatsi taa-m 7ekk-l. mukk-e 
little water lSG:ABS-DAT take-CNV1 come-2SG:IMP 
'Bring me some water!' 
Likewise, the position of complement nouns in relation to the verb is also varied. 
Either the Dative complement or the Object noun in the sentence may occur post-
verbally as in, (Sa) and (Sb) respectively. 
Sa. mace-a c'igg-a-ne liZa-m 
wife-NOM pay-IPF-A:DCL 3MS:ABS-DAT 
'The woman pays for him' 
Sb. lam1-atsa 7abb-6 7anm-m 1ing-a-ne laal-ell-6 
two-ORD sun-ABS husband-DAT give-IPF-A:DCL woman-F-ABS 
'On the second day, (they) give the woman to her husband' 
Adjunct noun phrases may also occur in post-verbal position. Consider the following 
examples: 
6a. ne haad'm balk'i nang-anda-ne bia k'ane-na 
2SG:NOM like this cheap live-F:IPF-A:DCL all day-INST 
'You (sg) will live all days as a useless person.' 
6b. hayi-mma 
this-DIM 
hell-a11o 7a-a-ne taan1 
reach-CNV2 exist-IPF-A:DCL lSG:NOM 
s'oossi wolk'a-na 
God:ABS power-INST 
'Up to now I exist, by the power of God' 
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The subject of a non-verbal sentence may occur preceding or following the predicate, 
as shown below. 
7a. yey ta 1ad6-ke 
that:NOM lSG:GEN father-BE:A:DCL 
'That i~ my father.' 
7b. ta nango-ke 
lSG:GEN life-BE:A:DCL 
'That is my life.' 
yey 
that: NOM 
Often, the post-verbal position is used for residual information (i.e. "an 
afterthought"). That is, it may contain a nominal which is added in order to clarify a 
noun phrase in the sentence and which has no argument status with respect to the 
main verb. Consider the following examples. 
Sa. waari waari 1ing-a-ne marmari 
goat:ABS goat:ABS give-IPF-A:DCL a goat that has not given birth 
'(The host) gives (each of them) a goat, a goat that has not yet given birth' 
Sb. 1aapp-6 geeJJ-a baazzi ta nee-m 
eye-ABS clean-IPF:REL thing lSG:NOM 2SG:ABS-DAT 
1ing-6m d'eeJJa 
give-1 :OPT medicine 
'Let me give YO)l something which will clean your eyes, (this thing is) 
medicine' 
Sc. pette laali hay a hiddi 1ark' -a-ne gnr-o 
one woman:NOM this:ABS like this hold-IPF-A:DCL waist-ABS' 
'A woman holds this like this, (what she holds is) the waist' 
In each of the examples in (S) the post-verbal nominal is associated to a noun phrase 
in the sentence: in (Sa) marmari further specifies the kind of goat mentioned in the 
sentence; in (Sb) the post-verbal noun d'eeJJa 'medicine' refers to 1aapp6 geeJJa 
baazzi 'a thing which cleans the eye' and in (Sc) the post-verbal giir6 refers to the 
demonstrative haya which is the object of the verb 1ark- 'hold'. 
Having noticed word order variation in texts, informants were asked to judge word 
order variation in elicited sentences, e.g. existential, predicative and simple 
declarative sentences with possessive noun phrases, sentences with adverbial 
modifiers, etc. When the arguments involved were defmite and when they were 
morphologically marked for possession or other case roles, all possible word order 
variations were judged as perfectly acceptable. The following is an example of SOV 
word order variation in which both arguments are defmite: 
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9a. kan-z-i ?aJk-6 m6.?-e-ne 
dog-DF-NOM meat-ABS eat-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog ate the meat' 
9b. ?afk-6 kan-z-i m6.?-e-ne 
meat-ABS dog-DF-NOM eat-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog ate the meat' 
9c. kan-z-i m6.?-e-ne ?afk-6 
dog-DF-NOM eat-PF-A:DCL meat-ABSI 
'The dog ate the meat' 
9d. ?aJk-6 m6.1-e-ne kan-z-i 
meat-ABS eat-PE-A:DCL dog-DF-NOM 
'The dog ate the meat' 
9e. m6.?-e-ne kan-z-i ?aJk-6 
eat-PF-A:DCL dog-DF-NOM meat-ABS 
'The dog ate the meat' 
9f. m6.?-e-ne ?aJk-6 kan-z-i 
eat-PF-A:DCL meat-ABS dog-DF-NOM 
'The dog ate the meat' 
When the arguments ofthe verb are indefmite or generic, verb-initial sentences are 
judged to be less appropriate. Consider the following forms: 
9g. kanl ?aJki m6.1-a-ne 
dog:NOM meat:ABS eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'A dog eats meat' 
9h. ?aJki kanl m6.?-a-ne 
meat:ABS dog:NOM eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'A dog eats meat' 
9i. kani m6.?-a-ne ?afki 
dog:NOM eat-IPF-A:DCL meat:ABS 
'A dog eats meat' 
9j. ?aJki m6.1-a-ne kanl 
meat:ABS eat-IPF-A:DCL dog:NOM 
'A dog eats meat' 
But: 
WORD ORDER 
9k. ? mu1.-a-ne kan'i 1aJki 
eat-IPF-A:DCLdog:NOM meat:ABS 
'A dog eats meat' 
91. ? mu1-a-ne 1afkl kani 
eat-IPF-A:DCL meat:ABS dog:NOM 
'A dog eats meat' 
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Can we conclude from the above data that word order in Maale is completely 
unconstrained? This does not seem to be the case. Firstly, most of the sentences in 
texts and in elicited material occur with SOV order. That is, this order has the 
highest frequency. Secondly, variation from this order may involve focus (to be 
discussed in section 12.6 below) and other pragmatic effects, such as residual 
information (as in example 6 above). Thirdly, the prevalent word order in complex 
sentences, tb,e structure of phrases and the morphotactics of Maale confirm all of the 
major typological observations made with respect to SOV languages. It is well-
known that there is a strong correlation between word order in simple sentences and 
the order of modifying categories and heads in complex sentences and phrases. For 
example, it is sometimes claimed that languages with SOV order have Modifier-Head 
order in noun phrases; and dependent clauses in such languages precede main clauses; 
such languages have postpositions rather than prepositions (the status of the category 
'postposition' in Maale is arguable, see 12.4 below) and SOV languages tend to 
have suffixal morphology (cf. Comrie 1989, Hawkins 1983, Giv6n 1984, Foster and 
Hofling 1987, among others). Sections 12.2-12.3 below show that these correlations 
hold true for Maale. 
12.2 Word order in complex sentences 
Generally, dependent clauses in Maale occur before the main clause. Conditional, 
purposive and temporal clauses, however, might occur after the main clause as the 
examples in (10-11) below demonstrate. However, the dependent clause-main clause 
order is the preferred one. Furthermore, some dependent clauses, e.g. the converb 
construction, cannot occur after the main clause. 
1 o. 1atsi mukk-e-to laal-ell-a 1aad'-anda-ne 
person:M:NOM come-PF-CND woman-F-NOM go-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'If the man comes, the woman will go' 
or: laal-ell-a laad'-anda-ne 1atsi mukk-e-to 
woman-F-NOM go-F:IPF-A:DCL person:M:NOM come-PF-CND 
'If the man comes, the woman will go' 
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1 L 1atsi mukk-aza Iaal-ell-a 1aad'-anda-ne 
person:M:NOM come-TEMP1 woman-F-NOM go-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'When the man comes, the woman will go' 
or: laal-ell-a 1aad'-anda-ne 1ats• mukk-aza 
woman-F-NOM go-F:IPF-A:DCL person:M:NOM come-TEMP1 
'When the man comes, the woman will go' 
As in simple sentences, in complex sentences we fmd that word order is not strict. 
For instance, in (12a-b) the subject noun of the complex sentence occurs post-
verbally. In (12a) the dependent and main clause share the same subject whereas in 
(12b) the dependent and main clause have different subjects. In both cases the subject 
occurs after the verb. 
12a. du66-i kedd-a11o sa11-6-l.dda d'uuk' -e-ne mas' -a 
break-CNV1 descend-CNV2 ground-ABS-LOC explode-PF-A:DCL bee-NOM 
'(The hive) having been broken, the bees covered the whole ground' 
12b. waar-a d'eeJJ-e-to w6y mas' -a d'eeJJ-e-t6 
goat-NOM cure-PF-CND DISJ bee-NOM cure-PF-CND 
Jo1-i.nt-a-ne nall-a 
bom-PAS-IPF-A:DCL child-NOM 
'If the goat (with its blood and meat) or the bee (with its honey) cures (the 
mother), the baby will be born.' 
The following sentences illustrates that adverbial modifiers too occur in post-verbal 
position. 
13a. 1urad'-allo laal-ell-6 Ia ali ge1-l. k' ol-1. 
fight-CNV2 woman-F-ABS woman:ABS say-CNV1 treasure-CNV1 
woits-uwa-se k'ara 
keep-IPF:NEG-N:DCL good 
'After fighting, (the husband) does not consider the woman worthy and does 
not treat her well' 
13b. ne haad'd'i balk' -1. nang-anda-ne 
2SG:NOM like this be_cheap-CNV1 live-F:IPF-A:DCL 
bla k'ane-na 
all day-INST 
'You will live for the rest ofyour life as a useless person' 
Quoted clauses often occur within the quotative (main) clause headed by the verb ge?-
'say', as in (14a) below. However, there are examples which show that the quoted 
clause may occur before the quotative clause, as in (14b ). 
WoRD ORDER 
14a suugg-atSi bi666 waari bia-m c'igg-e 
chief-M:NOM ten goat:ABS lSG:ABS-DAT pay-2SG:IMP 
ge1-e-ne 
say-PF-A:DCL 
'The chief said "pay me ten goats'" 
14b. w6bb-a-tsi-na w6bbo ma1:1 Bed'-a-ne 
crooked-IPF-M-INST crooked happen-CNV1 be seen-IPF-A:DCL 
ga1-a-ne s' oozz-atsi 
say-IPF-A:DCL God-M:NOM 
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'God says "With wicked (people) I will pretend to be wicked (i.e. appear as 
one who is wicked)' 
There are also cases where the quoted utterance follows the quotative clause. In this 
case it might be necessary to treat the two clauses as paratactic. An example: 
15. hatsi hann6-idda hizi ge1-e-ne ta 76rg6cci-ke 
now this:F:ABS-LOC like this say-PF-A:DCL lSG:NOM rich-BE:A:DCL 
'Now, right here, (he) said like this "I am rich"' 
Concerning the internal structure of dependant clauses, the common SO word order in 
such clauses might be altered into OS, as is the case in main clauses. However, the 
position of the verb in dependent clauses is restricted: the verb must occur in clause-
fmal position. For example, sentence (16a) below can alternatively be expressed as in 
(16b-d) in which the arguments of the dependent verb assume different positions. In 
contrast, the sentences in (17) in which the verb in the dependent clause is not final 
are ungrammatical. The same holds for other dependent clauses. 
16a. z1gmo nall-6-m miiJJe 1ing-e 1atsi 
yesterday child-AB~-DA T money:ABS give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday is a thief 
Alternatively: 
16b. nall-6-m z1gmo miiJJe 1ing-e 1atSi 
child-ABS-DA T yesterday money:ABS give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday is a thief 
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16c. miiJJe z1gmo nall-6-m 1ing-e 1atsi 
money:ABS yesterday child-ABS-DAT give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday is a thief 
16d. miiJJe nall-6-m Zigmo 7ing-e 1atsi 
money:ABS child-ABS-DAT yesterday give-PF:REL person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
'The man who gave money to the girl yesterday is a thief 
But not: 
17a. *zigin6 1ing-e nall-6-m miiJJe 7atsi 
yesterday give-PF:REL child-ABS-DATmoney:ABS person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
17b. *zigin6 miiJJe 1ing-e nall-6-m 1atSi 
yesterday money:ABS give-PF:REL child-ABS-DAT person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
17a. *nall-6-m Zigmo 7ing-e miiffe 7atsi 
child-ABS-DATyesterday give-PF:REL money:ABS person:M:NOM 
wussi-ke 
thief-BE:A:DCL 
Thus, although some dependent clauses, such as the conditional, might occur after 
the main clause, this is not possible for all dependent clauses. Furthermore, within 
dependent clauses post-verbal elements are not allowed. It should also be noted that 
in relative clauses, the relative clause cannot occur after the head noun. This is not 
the case with other modifiers of the noun phrase. This issue is taken up in the next 
section. 
12.3 Word order in noun phrases 
The basic word order within the noun phrase is: Modifier Head. Thus, adjectives, 
numerals and demonstratives precede the noun they modify, as illustrated respectively 
in examples (18a-c) below. 
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18a. 1od'ossi mHsi 'a tall tree' 
tall tree:ABS 
d'akka tiiki 'a little monkey' 
small monkey:ABS 
18b. lam161as-6ntsi 'two persons' 
two' . person-DF:PL:ABS 
haits6 1asi 'three persons' 
three person:ABS 
18c. hay! na11-atsi 'this boy' 
this:M:NOM child-M:ABS 
hanna na11-ell-a 'this girl' 
this:F:NOM child-F-NOM 
The word order shown above can be reversed into Noun-Adjective, Noun-Numeral 
etc. However; this word order alternation has consequences: morphological gender, 
number and syntactic and semantic case roles of the head noun, if any, are realized on 
the modifying category. Consider the following examples in which adjectival, 
demonstrative and numeral modifiers occur following the head noun. 
19a. kukute keemm-atsl gar-a-ppa kes1-aza 
owl huge-M:NOM inside-LOC-ABL go out-TEMP1 
'When a huge owl came out from inside ... ' 
19b. 1as-6 yentsl-na wolla kaaJi 1ark' -a-ne 
people-PL those:ABS-INSTtogether ritual hold-IPF-A:DCL 
'With those people (he) starts the ritual' 
19c. bert-ad':• bayi pette tik'-a-ne 
infront-VBZ-CNV1 cattle:ABS one cut-IPF-A:DCL 
'First, he slaughters a cow' 
The examples in (19) show that despite the variable order of nouns and modifiers, 
these two categories form a close syntactic unit. Foster and Hofling (1987) show that 
case marking adjectives in SOV languages corresponds to word order alternation. 
Thus, when in such languages the expected AN word order is altered into NA, the 
adjective is marked for agreement in case. The functional explanation for the 
interaction between word order variation and agreement, according to these authors, is 
that: "agreement often appears to facilitate the processing of information when 
constituents are in orders irregular in a specific language or are distant from each 
other." (Foster and Hofling 1987: 480). 
~ ~= 
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The genitive construction-· in Maale can be formed by juxtaposition, i.e., with 
Possessor[-] Possessed word order: 
20. kana 1unke 'a dog's tail' 
dog:ABS tail:ABS 
Another possibility is morphological marking: as Possessor-ko Possessed, e.g. 
kan6-ko 16nke 'a dog's tail' (for details, cf. Chapter Three). As might be expected, 
in Genitive constructions in which the possessor and possessed noun are 
distinguished only by their position, word order cannot be altered without changing 
meaning. In morphologically marked genitive constructions, however, the head noun 
can occur before the modifier as in (2la) below. More interestingly, in such 
constructions an intervening adverbial modifier might occur between the possessor 
and the possessed noun as example (21b) demonstrates. 
21a. nan-a taa-k6 koJJ-1. harg-a-ne 
child-NOM lSG-GEN good-CNV1 be_sick-IPF-A:DCL 
'My child is very sick' 
21 b. betekristann-6-ko gintsa siraat-6 nuunl. w6bb-is-ani 
church-ABS-GEN again discipline-ABS lPL:NOM crooked-CAUS-PURP 
t-uwa-se 
BE:IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'We do not intend to spoil the church's discipline as well' 
Also, a quantifier can occur following the noun it modifies. Furthermore, an 
intervening temporal modifier may occur between the head noun and the quantifier. 
This can be seen in example (22a) in which hann6 'today' occurs between the head 
noun nuunl. and the quantifier gubetsi 'all'. Compare this to (22b), which shows the 
unmarked position of quantifiers. 
22a hatsi n66nl. hann6 g6be-tsi kall6-ke 
now lPL:NOM today all-PL naked-BE:A:DCL 
'Well, today, we are all naked' (i.e., we are ashamed) 
22b. gube san-a nee-r6-ke 
all land-NOM 2SG:GEN-GEN:NMZ1-BE:A:DCL 
'All the land is yours' 
12.4 Word order in verb phrases 
Unlike the noun phrase, the verb phrase in Maale does not strictly abide by the 
'adjacency principle' which, as stated in Giv6n (1995: 179), observes "a strong 
tendency in languages for functionally-related operators to be placed next to their 
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relevant operands." As section 12.3: above shows, in the case of noun phrases, when 
the modifier-head order of the noun phrase is reversed, the modifier is affixed with the 
inflectional categories ofthe noun. Similarly, in extended noun phrases in which a 
head noun has several modifiers, each of the modifiers is affixed with case markers (cf 
Absolutive and Genitive case marking in Chapter Three). In the verb phrase however, 
the verb and its (object) complement(s) ot adverbial modifiers may be distant from 
each other spatially (e.g. occurring in OSV order) or temporally (as in SVO order in 
which the verb and the object noun constitute different intonational units) without 
this having any morphological consequences (see examples in section 12.1 above). 
However, the notion of the syntactic constituent VP is still useful in the description 
of Maale since as argued in section 12.1, SOV is the basic word order in Maale; 
devi~tion from this order may be related to focus marking. Secondly, the presence of 
expressions such as those illustrated in (23-24) below, in which the modifier must 
occur before the verb, establish these two as constituent units (c£ also Chapter Five 
for similar expressions). 
23a. sani 1ing- 'give repeatedly' 
repeatedly give 
23b. sani soof- 'work repeatedly' 
repeatedly work 
24a. gaazzi 1aad'-e-ne 'take much and go' 
take much go-PF-A:DCL 
24b. gaazzi mukk-e-ne 'take much and come' 
take much come-PF-A:DCL 
Other meaning based arguments, e.g., whether or not the 'logical scope of assertion 
or denial' of the verb includes the (displaced) complement(s) or modifier(s) can also 
be used as an argument for a VP constituent (cf. Giv6n 1995: 182). Thus, despite the 
non-configurational properties of verbs in Maale, the VP node exists. The following 
are examples of the basic word order in VPs. 
25a. Object + V 
kan-z-i ba-at-6 dauss-a-ne 
dog-M-NOM cattle-PL-ABS chase-IPF-A:DCL 
'The dog chases the cattle' 
25b. Adverb + V 
1izi g6tte 1ek'k' -a-ne 
3MS:NOM early stand_up-IPF-A:DCL 
'He gets up early' 
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25c. Locative complement + V 
Jooc' -a sall-aa de7-e-ne 
guest:PL-NOM earth-LOC sit-PF-A:DCL 
'The guests sat on the floor' 
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For varjation •from the above basic order in VPs, see section 12.1 above. 
12.5 Excursus: are there postpositions in Maale? 
One of the issues in word order universals is whether or not a language has 
prepositions or postpositions. As mentioned above, SOV languages tend to have 
postpositional phrases in which the modifying noun precedes the postposition. Before 
discussing word order in postpositional phrases, we will first raise questions related 
to the status of this category in Maale. 
The distinction between adpositions and semantic/peripherial cases has been a 
centre of attention in various studies (to mention a few, Andrews 1985, Blake 1994, 
Comrie and Polinsky 1998). In Omotic studies, this issue is particularly problematic 
because even for closely related languages of this family, significantly different 
terminology and analyses are sometimes given. For example, cognate morphemes are 
identified in one language as 'postpositions' while in the other they are labelled as 
'case markers'. In a few cases, the choice of terminology can be attributed to 
theoretical approaches used as background for analyses. In structural linguistics and in 
formal theories of syntax, for example, postpositions are one of the four universal 
lexical categories and are expected to be found in every language. However, it has 
also been claimed that the syntactic categories adjective and adposition are not 
universally valid categories (cf. Dixon 1982, DeLancey 1997, van Valin and LaPolla 
1997, among others). 
Most of the 'postpositions' or 'cases' in closely related Omotic languages have 
formally and/or semantically cognate forms in Maale. These fall into one of the 
following two groups: 
+ morphologically independent forms such as: demme 'under', 1utsi 'top, body', 
k6ra 'side', 1ac'i 'side, area', garsi 'inside, interior' etc. and, 
+ morphologically bound forms such as : -ppa 'Source/Ablative', -idda, -ka or 
-aa 'Locative', -m 'Dative/Benefactive', etc. 
In our analysis, the independent words in the first group are analysed as 'Locative 
nominals'; whereas forms belonging to the second group are labelled 'peripheral 
cases'. As can be seen from the list, Locative nominals in Maale include those 
relational terms expressing spatial information such as 'interiority', 'superiority', 
etc. Some of these are body part nouns and they take Absolutive, Genitive, 
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Instrumental or Locative cases, depending on their case role in a construction or a 
combination of cases (see Chapter Three). Consider the following example in which 
7utsi 'body' is used as a Locative nominal. 
26. sinn-a s'arHez-6 7us'-a 7a-a-ne 
cup-NOM table-ABS body-LOC exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The cup is on top of the table' 
Compare the abov~ example with the following Genitive construction in which the 
head noun 7utsi 'body' is realized with a Nominative case: 
27. na77-6 7us'-a kink'-e-ne 
child-ABS body-NOM be_dirty-PF-A:DCL 
'The child's body is dirty' 
It may be suggested that the 'peripheral case' markers listed above be analysed as 
postpositions. Such an analysis would ignore the fact that, unlike other independent 
syntactic categories in Maale such as nouns and adjectives which are independent 
lexical categories and unlike verbs which are roots, all of the forms belonging to 
peripheral case markers are suffrxes. It is possible that these forms represent a 
morphologically reduced nominal or postpositional element by undergoing various 
grammaticalization processes. We follow Andrew (1985) and Luraghi (1991), among 
others, in treating only bound morphemes such as -ldda and -ka (which express 
semantic relations) as case suffrxes. However, we still maintain that peripheral case 
suffixes differ in syntactic status and semantic expression from the more structural 
Nominative (which may be used to mark nouns with different semantic roles 
including patient nouns in passive constructions) and Absolutive cases, as our use of 
the terms 'core cases' and 'peripheral cases' to refer to these two types suggests. As 
discussed in Chapter Three, this hierarchical division of case markers is justified by 
morphological restrictions as well. . 
With regard to word order issues, locative nominals generally occur following their 
modifiers, e.g. s'arHez-6 7us' -a 'on the table' (i.e., 'table-ABS body-LOC') in (26) 
above. However, unlike what we have shown for other noun phrases, when this word 
order is reversed, the case of the head noun is not transferred to the modifier. Both 
nouns keep the case suffixes which they would receive if they occurred in Modifier-
Head order. For instance, we would expect to fmd the Locative nominal in (28) 
below in the Modifier-Head order as: b677atsiko demma 'under the wild animal'. 
This word order is altered but case marking remains the same. 
28. kan-a demm-a b617-atsi-ko 7ek'k' -e-ne 
dog-NOM under-LOC animal-M-GEN stand-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog stood under the wild animal' (lit. The dog stood at the under of the 
wild animal) 
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The only relational word which is not a bound morpheme in Maale is the 
comparative word gudi 'like'. This word might be considered as a postposition. 
gudi does not belong to the same syntactic category as the other independent 
relational npuns in that when it is used in predicative constructions, it needs a 
nominalizer, as in the following example: 
29. 'liti zok'k'e cfelle faninje gudi-ya-ke 
3MS:NOM red IDEO European like-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'He is very white like a European' (lit. He is red like a European') 
Furthermore, as we have shown in Chapter Eight, gudi is used as a complementizer 
morpheme in complex sentences. 
12.6 Focus and word order 
In this section we discuss focus only in relation to word order. Detailed discussion of 
focus phenomenon is not attempted here. In Maale, focus in general is not 
morphologically marked. Contrastive focus, however, is marked by moving 
categories to the unmarked focus position or by way of a cleft construction; both of 
which alter word order patterns. 
Concerning the first type, the unmarked focus position in Maale sentences is the 
position immediately preceding the verb. When a subject noun or any other argument 
noun is focused, this element is moved into the pre-verbal position, as the following 
examples demonstrate: 
30a. 1iin1 laal-ell-6-m cfeefa 1ing-e-ne 





'He gave MEDICINE to the woman. He did not give her beer' 
30b. Iaal-ell-6-m cfeefa 1iin1 1ing-e-ne 
woman-F-ABS-DATmedicine:ABS 3MS:NOM give-PF-A:DCL 
hakume 1ing-iba-se 
doctor:NOM give-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'HE gave medicine to the woman. The doctor did not' 
30c. 1iin1 cfeefa laal-ell-6-m 1ing-e-ne 
3MS:NOM medicine:ABS woman-F-ABS-DAT give-PF-A:DCL 
taa-m 1ing-iba-se 
I SG-DAT give-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He gave medicine TO THE WOMAN' (He did not give to me) 
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(Thus, some of the examples given in the previous sections, which involved non-
object nouns before the verb involve focus.) 
Among other Ethiopian languages, a similar situation can be observed, for 
example, in Amharic. In fact, Van Valin and Lapolla (1997: 209) state that this 
phenomenon is commonly attested in SOY languages. 
Clefting is the most commonly used strategy in Maale. It is basically similar to 
the strategy sho;.vn above, in that it too involves word order variation. Consider the 
following ex~ples: 
31 a. 1iza-ke nena 1eell-e-tsi 
3MS:ABS-BE:A:DCL 2SG:ABS call-PF-NMZ 
'It is him who called you' 
31 b. nena-ke 1izl 1eell-e-tsi 
2SG:ABS-BE:A:DCL 3MS:NOM call-PF-NMZ 
'It is you whom he called' 
3lc Tlii mukk-e-ts'i z1gmo t-uwa-se 
3MS:NQM come-PF:REL-NMZ yesterday BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'It is not yesterday that he came' 
As argued in the beginning of this chapter, Maale is basically an SOY language. 1f 
categories should occur immediately before the V in order to be focused, does that 
mean that 0 is focused in all instances of clauses with an SOY word order? If not, 
how do we know when object is focused and when it is not? 
With regard to the first question we take the position that not all sentences with 
SOY order have focused object nouns. Such sentences could be focused or they could 
be neutral statements. A useful notion in this regard is what Giv6n (1990) calls the 
'assertion scope'. According to this author (1990: 701-2): 
With or without contrastive focus, a portion of most propositiOns 
('clauses') tends to fall under assertion scope. Further, clauses in 
natural discourse tend to have, on the average, one chunk of asserted 
information per clause, while the rest of the information is not asserted . 
... the chunk of information that falls under assertion scope is not 
necessarily under contrastive focus. When the asserted information is 
not in contrastive focus, we tend to consider the clause pattern neutral. 
Sasse ( 1987) addresses a similar problem in various typologically different languages: 
the 'thetic' and 'categorical' sentence distinctions may be signalled by variation in 
intonation or other ways of focus marking. In the case of Maale in which no 
morphological or syntactic indication is given for sentences with SOY order in which 
the object noun is focused or not, intonation and/or context, i.e., what Sasse (1987) 
calls 'the background of expectation of the speech participants' seems to be crucial. 
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We have shown earlier in this chapter that word order in Maale is relatively 
flexible. The flexibility in word order is partly used for focus marking: for a category 
to be focused, it should occur in pre-verbal position in this language. As Van Valin 
and LaPolla (1997: 213) state, this points to the adaptation of syntax and discourse 
structure to each other's demands: 
If we compare English and Italian, in English, word order is very 
constrained and focus placement is very flexible, whereas in Italian word 
order is very flexible and focus placement is very constrained. This 
contrast could be characterized in terms of how syntax and focus 
structure adapt to each other: in English, the focus structure adapts to 
the rigidity of word order by allowing free focus placement ... whereas in 
Italian, the syntax adapts to the rigid focus structure by having 
constructions which allow focal elements which would normally be 
prenuclear to occur in a postnuclear position. 
Word order and focus marking in Maale exhibit a situation similar to that reported for 
Italian: Maale is a language with flexible word order but restricted focus marking. 
Besides focus marking, word order variation in Maale involves other discourse-related 
phenomenon such as adding residual information, as the examples in sections 12.1 
and 12.2 demonstrate. 
CHAPTER 13 
IDEOPHONES AND INTERJECTIONS 
This chapter deals with two related but distinct categories in Maale: ideophones and 
interjections. As Samarin (1965) has shown, traditionally, ideophones and 
interjections were not properly distinguished. In recent works, however, these two 
represent distinct classes. Ideophones are defined differently by various authors. 
Nevertheless, almost all of their defmitions reflect in one way or another Doke's 
pioneering defmition of the term as "a vivid expression of an idea in sound" (Doke 
1935: 118). The term interjection is defined in Ameka (1994: 1712) as: "[w]ords 
which conventionally constitute utterances by themselves and express a speaker's 
current mental state or reaction towards an element in the linguistic or extra-
linguistic context". Compared to the rest of the lexicon, ideophones and inteijections 
in Maale share some properties in common. However, they are still distinct from 
each other in various ways, as will be shown in this chapter. 
In Maale, ideophones and interjections are characterized by phonological, 
morphological or syntactic restrictions which do not affect other word classes. For 
instance, ideophones in Maale impose restrictions on the combination of back and 
front vowels (see 13.1 below); ideophones and interjections can not be directly affixed 
with inflectional and derivational morphemes. Semantically, ideophones and 
interjections are more expressive. That is, paraphrases of ideophones or interjections 
would not achieve the same communicative effect as that achieved by using the 
ideophone or interjection. 
On the other hand, ideophones and interjections are distinct from each other. That 
is, interjections are typically syntactically independent since they may occur with or 
without accompanying sentences. Except for a few interjectional phrases which occur 
with fixed combinations of pronouns, interjections are not dependent on other 
categories. Ideophones, on the other hand, are completely dependent on other 
categories: they must occur in combination with verbs or adjectives. In the former 
case they are part of the predicate, and in the latter case they are part of a noun phrase 
and thus are syntactically more integrated into the grammar. Furthermore, 
ideophones in Maale denote 'actions or states' whereas interjections mainly express 
the mental state or the reaction of the speaker towards an action or an utterance. 
This chapter is organized as follows: section 13.1 deals with the phonological, 
morphological and semantic characteristics of ideophones. In section 13.2, a 
description and classification of interjections and the context of their use is presented. 
A brief description of greetings and other interactional routines, which are expressed 
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partly by interjections 'and partly by formulaic words, are also included in this 
chapter (section 13.3). 
13.1 Ideophones 
Based on the constructions in which they occur, ideophones in Maale can be divided 
into two groups. The first group consists of a limited number of ideophones wl11ch 
only occur in combination with adjectives. We refer to these as 'intensifying 
ideophones'; and discuss them in detail in section 13 .1.1 below. The second type, 
to which most of the ideophones recorded belong, is labelled here 'predicative 
ideophone'. ldeophones from this group mainly occur with the verbs ge1- 'say' with 
which they form the predicate (nucleus) of the sentence, and are discussed in section 
13 .1.2. However, first, an explanation of why we use the restrictive terms 
'intensifying' and 'predicative' is in order. . 
Although ideophones in various languages are comparable in terms of their 
semantic characteristics of being 'expressive', 'sensual' and 'poetic' (cf. Samarin 
1970, Noss 1986, to mention a few), they differ considerably in their syntactic status. 
For example, in Somali ideophones are nouns (Dhoorre and Tosco 1998); in Shona 
they are verbs (Fortune 1962); in Chichewa they are adjectives (Kumeleka 1992). For 
some languages, different authors propose a different word class. For example, 
according to Courtenay (1976) ideophones in Yoruba are verbs whereas Awoyale 
(1981) rejects this and claims that ideophones in this language constitute a separate 
word class. 
In Maale, too, the syntactic category of ideophones is not clear-cut. Intensifying 
ideophones in Maale express the intensity of colour, size, shape, etc. which, 
otherwise are expressed through adjectives. However, these ideophones differ from 
adjectives in being syntactically dependent on other adjectives. Predicative 
ideophones are similar to prototypical verbs in denoting ( eventive and stative) 
situations. However, we do not regard predicative ideophones as verbs because they 
need special marking in order to be affixed with verbal categories such as aspect and 
polarity. Furthermore, predicative ideophones typically include in their meaning 
attributive or qualificative properties of their arguments or various adverbial 
meanings, whereas such incorporation is rare with prototypical verbs. 
13.1.1 Intensifying ideophones 
Intensifying ideophones in Maale are few in number. As mentioned above, these 
ideophones occur in combination with adjectives. The order of occurrence is always: 
adjective+ ideophone. Semantically, intensifying ideophones can be characterized in 
different ways. Some add precision to the meaning of the adjective with which they 
occur, as can be seen from the following example. 
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1. garci h6b6ccu 1asi odenk'-1 1iz6 z:ma 166c'c'-e-ne 
old JI)EO person:ABS find-CNV1 3FS:ABS half ask-PF-A:DCL 
'(I) met 'a reliable elderly person and asked him about her' 
Informants are unanimous and very specific about the interpretation of garci h6b6ccu 
in the above example: the person must be male, about fifty years of age, partly 
grey-haired and stout. garci h6b6ccu cannot be used to refer to a very old person and 
it does not refer to just any middle aged adult, for which there is a specific adjective: 
d6nza. The ideophone and adjective combination in (1) expresses the impression of 
the speaker with regard to the appearance and character of the person in question. 
In some cases iritensifying ideophones augment or exaggerate the meaning of the 
adjective: 
2a. waas'-a Jimme d"uc'c'i-ke 
water-NOM cold IDEO-BE:A:DCL 
'The water is very very cold' 
2b. 1izl zok'k'e aelle faranje gudi-ya-ke 
3MS:NOM red IDEO european like-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'He is very white like a European' (lit, 'He is very red like a European') 
The adjective + ideophone combination shown above form compound adjectives. 
The possibility that the combination represents a phrase is ruled out for the following 
reasons. Firstly, there is a problem of determining whether the ideophone or the 
adjective is the head of the phrase. If the adjective is taken to be the head of the 
phrase, we fmd that the adjective obligatorily occurs in a non-canonical position for 
heads of an adjectival phrase (compare: koJJi boore 'very white' in which the head 
boore occurs on the right-hand side). While the basic (modifier-head) word order in 
other phrases might be altered, the order of adjectives and ideophones in the above 
examples cannot. On the other hand, treating the ideophones in (1-2) above as heads 
of their respective phrases is not semantically plausible since in each of the examples 
above, the phrase seems to be a projection of the adjective, not of the ideophone. 
Furthermore, the combination is lexically determined; for example the ideophone 
ae11e can only be combined with the adjective zok'k'e 'red' and its meaning 
includes lightness of colour and/or intensity of heat. In contrast to zok'k'e oe11e, 
sugutsi zok'k'e 'bright red' with the combination of sugutsi 'blood' and zok'k'e 
'red' lacks a collocational meaning. Also dlnki zok'k'e 'dark red' is non-
collocational (the meaning of dlnki is not known to my informants). The fact that, 
compared to predicative ideophones, the intensifying ideophones are few in number 
suggests that they form a closed class of non-productive endocentric and exocentric 
compounds. An example is given in (3) below, in which the same adjective (boore 
'white') expresses totally different meanings when combined with different 
ideophones: 
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3a. boore buk'uk'k'u 
white IDEO 
'group of black spotted white cattle or several people with white shawls seen 
from distance (the contrast of black hair and white shawl is important here)' 
3b. boore plJJi 
white IDEO 
'one who unexpectedly became very poor' 
13.1.2 Predicative ideophones 
Ideophones in this group mainly occur with the 'verb' ge1- 'say' with which they 
form the predicate of the sentence. Consider the following examples: 
4. k6c'c'-a J66Ji gel-l lah-anda gudi 
wall:DF-NOM snake:NOMenter-CNV1 lie down-F:IPF:REL like 
kor1uk6r1u ge1-e-ne 
IDEO say-PF-A:DCL 
'The wall of the house got so old that a snake can easily get into it' 
In the above example, the verb in the main clause is ge1- 'say'. However, the 
sentence does not refer to the act of speaking. The verb ge1- 'say' here serves as a 
verbalizing element allowing the ideophone to be marked with verbal inflection, such 
as aspect and polarity. For some languages, the fact that ideophones do not take 
inflectional categories and always need an accompanying verb is used as an argument 
for not treating ideophones as verbs. However, in Maale ideophones are not unique in 
not taking aspect and polarity markers directly. Converbs cannot be inflected for 
aspect, polarity or illocutionary force markers either; they depend on the main verb 
for these categories. Furthermore, although ideophones cannot be fully equated to 
proto-typical verbs or even to converbs, they nevertheless express situations. In this 
latter function, ideophonic predicates are special in that often they incorporate verbal 
and adverbial expressions. In the following utterance for instance, both the fact that 
the water runs (on the sand) and the manner in which it runs, are expressed by the 
ideophone. 
5. waas'-a maaJalla-idda s'albababb ga1-aza 
water-NOM sand-LOC IDEO say-TEMP1 
'When the water runs quietly on the sand, ... ' 
As Newman (1968: 107) states, ideophones are typically phonologically peculiar. In 
Maale, the phonological peculiarity of ideophones includes the-possibility of ending 
in single or geminate consonants, as in example (5) above. Non-ideophonic words 
always end in vowels (for further examples of consonant-fmal ideophones, see below). 
Formally, predicative ideophones can be further divided into two types: those 
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involving full or partial reduplication and non-reduplicated ideophones. The non-
reduplicated base fonn does not have a distinct meaning. Example (6a) and (6b) 
below illustrate, respectively, full and partially reduplicated ideophones: 
6a. Tum -k'jrrik'lrri ge1:1 mukk-a-ne 
3MS:NOM Il)EO say-CNV1come-PF-A:DCL 
'He comes every day' 
6b. ne 1aig6ro zor6o6o6u ge1-a-y 
2SG:NOM why IDEO say-IPF-Q 
'Why are you so lazy and sleepy?' 
The following sentences illustrate the use of non-reduplicated predicative ideophones. 
These are typically monosyllabic or disyllabic. 
7a. na11-a 1eell-its 1ark' -aza gins' -aa 
child:DF-NOM call-INF hold-TEMP1 behind-LOC 
1eebl kuttu ge1-e-ne 
something:NOM IDEO say-PF-A:DCL 
'When the boy started calling out (for help), something heavy fell behind 
him.' 
7b. hlrc' ge1:1 hant-e 
IDEO say-CNV1 walk-2SG:IMP 
'Be alert on the way!' 
As can be seen from the examples in (4-7), polysyllabic predicative ideophones 
contain sequences of identical vowels, except that the mid vowels e and o are raised 
in open fmal syllables. Exceptions to this are durah ge1- 'stand up suddenly and 
run' and cfiill6 ge1· 'be very quiet'; the latter has an alternative expression: cfiilicfiili 
ge1- 'be very quiet'. (See also the list ofideophones in 9 below.) 
13.1.3 ldeophones, sound symbolism and iconicity 
Ideophones with high vowels (i and u) are often associated with lightness, smallness, 
or fast speed, whereas those with non-high vowels (e and o) are associated with 
heaviness, bigness, or slowness, as example (8) below illustrates. Tone distribution 
seems also to affect meaning. However, this has not been studied in detail. Notice 
also that the vowels in these examples have the same value for the feature front or 
back. 
8. n616cn616c ge1 
ni11cm11c ge1-
lukkulukku ge1-
'walk, of a short and stout person; of a big baboon' 
'walk, of a short and thin person, walk in small steps' 
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'move away slowly, of big animal, e.g. a buffalo' 
'move away slowly, of small animal, e.g. a rabbit' 
'fall in water, of something big' 
'fall in water, of something small' 
k' oos'uk' 66s'u ge1- 'squat, of a tall and stout person' 
kuus'ukuus'u ge1 'squat, of a small person' 
Disyllabic predicative ideophones (without reduplication) have either a CVCC(V) or 
a CVVCCV structure. Interestingly, this phonological shape involves semantic 
iconicity in that ideophones with CVCC(V) structure express momentary states or 
unexpected situations, whereas those with CVVCCV express durational states 
(examples with CVVCCV structure are limited in number). These are illustrated in 











'fall, of sth. larger on a small object, or on a small place' 
'fall, of something dry' 
'fall, of something small by escaping from the hand' 
'fall, of something wet and heavy' 
'be very hot of pepper' 
'be very cold of drinks, food, or of a house without frre' 
'be very hot and reddish, offrre flame, or heated iron' 
'be very hot and reddish, of frre flame, or heated iron') 
13.1.4 ldeophones and derivation 
Predicative ideophones discussed so far are intransitive. These can be transitivized by 
adding the ca,usative suffix to their accompanying verb ge1- 'say' as in (10) below. 
10. nena 1aige p6ns'up6ns'u ge1-is-a-y 
2SG:ABS what:NOM IDEO say-CAUS-IPF-Q 
'What makes you so emotional and disagreeable?' 
Furthermore, by dropping the verb ge1- 'say' (which, when combined with 
ideophones, always yields intransitive ideophonic verbs) and by suffixing the 
ideophone with -idd-, a transitive ideophonic verb is derived. When -idd- is 
attached to an ideophone, the original ideophone is shortened. For example, from 
poddup6ddu ge1- 'to tear unexpectedly' the verb poddidd- 'tear something 
unexpectedly' is formed which can occur without the dummy verb ge1- 'say' and 
which can take verbal inflection directly is formed, as in (11) below. 
11. kan-z-i taa-k6 maa1-6 podd-idd-e-ne 
dog-DF-NOM lSG:GEN-GEN cloth-ABS IDEO-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog bit off my cloth' 
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The morphological status of -idd- is not fully understood. Typically, ideophones 
affixed with ..Jdd- are transitive. Consider the following minimal-pair sentences: 
12a. 'liZi :iJtti ge7-e-ne 
3MS:NOM IDEO say-PF-A:DCL 
'He kept quiet' 
12b. 'l1:iJ laal-ell-6 :iJtt:Idd-e-ne 
3MS:NOM woman-F-ABS IDEO-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
'He m:;td,e the woman keep quiet' 
•'\ 
Other ideophonic verbs taking :1dd- include: 
tiwHdd- 'shoot and hit target' 
d'anc~dd- 'hit hard with a stick and leave the victim unconscious' 
zins' :ldd-' 'drop a big and heavy object on a small object or in a small place ' 
(We have recorded the intransitive counterpart only for the last ideophone: zins'i ge7-
'fall, of something large on a small object or in a small place'.) 
It seems that -ldd- is a verbalizing suffix with the meaning 'make' or 'do like'. 
Elsewhere, a similar form occurs in expressions such as w6ddi 'how?' (lit. having 
done what?) which consists of the bound question word wo-, -idd- (with deletion of 
-1) and the converb form -1 (for details, see Chapter Ten), hlddi 'having done like 
this' which involves the demonstrative ha- 'this', ..Jdd- and the converb -1; hlddeto 
'if (one) does like this' from the demonstrative ha-, the verbalizer ldd-, the 
Perfective aspect marker -e and the conditional suffix -to. Also: ha-mma..Jdd-e 
'be/do like this' with the demonstrative ha-, the diminutive marker -mma, the 
verbalizer ..Jdd- and the second person singular imperative -e. In all these cases ..Jdd-
involves manner. 
A few ideophones are recorded with two alternative forms, apparently without any 
meaning difference. For example, jeemjeem ge7- can be replaced by jeemm:mk' • 
which is formed by attaching the suffix -Ink'- to part of the ideophone; both have the 
meaning: 'to move around nervously, of one who has lost direction'. The only 
difference between these two is that ideophones with -Ink'- can directly take 
inflectional suffixes. Compare the following two sentences: 
13a. mehh-6 baakk-aa jeemjeem ge7-lppo 
goods-ABS middle-LOC IDEO say-2SG:NEG:IMP 
'Do not walk around in the middle of the goods as someone who has lost 
direction!' 
13 b. mehh-6 baakk-aa jeemm..Jnk' ..Jppo 
goods-ABS middle-LOC IDEO-VBZ-2SG:NEG:IMP 
'Do not walk around in the middle of the gooqs as someone who has lost 
direction!' 
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Unlike -ldd-, the verbalizer -Ink'- is not widely attested elsewhere: we find a similar 
fonn only in one of the few manner adverbs found in the language: 1erink'o 
'purposely' which contains the verb root 1er- 'know', ·ink'- and (the Absolutive 
marker ?) -o. However, it should be remembered that by virtue of their function (i.e., 
expressing situations) we consider ideophones with -idd-, -ink'-, as well as those 
which,.co·occur with ge1- 'say' as predicative ideophones. 
There,are a few examples showing that qualificative adjectives may be derived from 
ideophones. Compare (14a-b) with (14c-d): 
14a. tenkitenki ge1- I tenk-ink' • 
',stagger, especially of a tall person' 
14b. teemteem ge1- I teemm-ink'-
'm6ve absent·minded; look but fail to notice' 
14c. tonK'Imaile 
'one who walks staggering like a drunkard' 
14d. telemba 
'a moron; one who moves around absent-minded' 
The fonns in (14c·d) above occur in the adjective slot in noun phrases, as in 
tonkimrule 1asi 'a person who walks staggering like a drunkard' and in non-verbal 
sentences with the declarative mood marker ·ke as in, 1atsl teh~mba·ke 'the man is 
a moron'. Notice that in the examples in (14), the derived adjectives are not identical 
to the base ideophones. Whether all predicative ideophones have a corresponding 
adjectival fonn is not known. However, the data in (14) suggest that ideophones 
might contribute to the expansion of the category of adjectives. 
Predicative ideophones can be used in a non-eventiveldescriptive expression. In 
this case the predicative ideophone is a nominalized relative clause, as in the 
following examples: 
15a. 1iza·ko 1aapp·a mol3um6I3u ge1-a-ya-ke 
3MS:ABS-GEN eye:PL·NOM IDEO say-IPF:REL-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'His eyes are very big and shiny' (lit. his eyes are ones which say 
mol3um6l3u) 
15b. liZa-ko tookk-a monkum6nku ge1-a-ya-ke 
3MS:ABS-GEN head-NOM IDEO say-IPF:REL-NMZ-BE:A:DCL 
'His head is very big' (lit. His head is one which says monkum6nku) 
The following list contains the rest of predicative ideophones in our data-base. The 
list is divided into three parts: non-reduplicated (16a), fully reduplicated (16b) and 
partially reduplicated predicative ideophones (16c). The last group is relatively 
small. 
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16a. 'die quickly and unexpectedly, e.g. due to suffocation' 
'stand up suddenly and angrily' 
'stand up suddenly and run' 
'be alert and careful in dangerous circumstances' 









liww ge1- 'pass by quickly, e.g. a car passing by one's side forcing one 
to lose one's balance' 
16b. sil1isil1i ge1 
sol1usol1u ge1 




'walk, of a slim person' 
'walk, of a tall person' 
'rain continuously and lightly ' 
'look very embarrassed' 
'lose memory, be bald (ofhair), be empty/cleared (of 
forest)' 
kencikenci ge1- 'stick to, of porridge to the pan' 
pon1up6nu wot- 'scoop up too much and too fast by hand' 
w6c'c'w6c'c' ge1- 'run fast and disappear from sight' 
hempihempi ge1- 'feel soft and squashy' 
b611ub611u ge1- 'be lukewarm (of liquids)' 
mol3urn6l3u ge1- 'be big, of eyes' 
k' oppuk' 6ppu ge1- 'be big, of chick' 
k'eggik'eggi ge1- 'be big, of ear' 







'be tall and stout' 
'be very dry and strong' 
'glitter' 
'shine' 
'be very quiet; be completely dark' 





s'ilili ge1- or 
(s'alall ge1-
'water or blood spilling in an oozing manner' 
'sudden pain in the body' 
'fall, of something big' 
'movement of snake' 
'be very clean (of water)' 
'be very clean (of water)' 
Based on the above data we conclude that the ideophone in Maale forms a distinct 
word class. Its internal sub-division can be summarized as follows: 
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Ideophonic words 
Intensifier Ideophones Co-predicates of ge1- 'say' 
I I 
Derived ideophonic adjectives Derived ideophonic verbs 
' 
13.2 Interjections 
Using commUnicative function as the criterion for subdivision, Ameka (1992, 1994) 
identifies t:!rree basic types of interjections, each with its own subtype: a) 'expressive 
interjections' which are indicative of the speaker's mental state, b) 'conative 
interjections' which are directed at an auditor, e.g. interjections that are used to get 
someone's attention, demand an action or response from someone; and, c) 'phatic 
interjections', used in the establishment and maintenance of communicative contact. 
The latter include feedback signalling vocalisations and various interactional 
routines. This three-way division is useful to categorise Maale interjections into 
basic types. However, there are some interjections which may belong to more than 
one group. For instance, some expressive interjections may be regarded as phatic 
interjections and vice versa. Concerning the issue of categorisation of interjections 
Ameka (1992: 114) states that: "[a] particular item may have multiple functions and 
hence multiple categorisation." Thus, the division of Maale interjections into the 
three groups does not mean that group membership is exclusive. Below, each of the 
three interjection types are discussed in tum. 
13.2.1 Expressive interjections 
Expressive interjections in Maale include interjections which express the speaker's 
emotions or sensations at the time of utterance. Below, a description and an 
approximate translation into English are given. Possible contexts for the use of each 
interjection are indicated. However, considering the psychological factors involved in 
the use of interjections, we do not claim that the contexts stated here are the only 
ones in which the interjections are used. 
17. 'lalla 'I think something bad is going to happen'. 
This may be used, for example, when one sees something or somebody falling. 
18. Jaha 'I am disgusted by what you said and I hate to see you around me' 
The above form looks similar to the verb root Jab- 'uproot, destroy'. 
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19. ka 'I am impressed by what I hear/see' 
This interjection expresses surprise and admiration. It may be immediately followed 
by a sentence, in which case the verb will take a special emphatic ending rather than 
the simple declarative ending (cf. Chapter Seven). Another frequently used form of the 
verb with this interjection involves the negative intensive verb. With ka the negative 
intensive verb does not deny a proposition or a quality but instead emphasizes that 
the proposition or quality talked about is beyond what one would ordinarily expect. 
Consider the following example: 
20. ka 1atsl k6k6rg-ii11a 
INTJ person:M:NOM RDP:dance-E:NEG 
'Oh,.how good does the man dance!' 
Finally, we,hllVe the following expressive interjectional phrase: 
'~ "----. 
21. tana badile 
lSG:ABS INTJ 
·'I am frightened an~ helpless, I don't know what to do in this situation' 
( 
There is another interjectional phrase: fa11a tana which expresses the same meaning 
as the phrase shown in (21 above). Both express despair. For example, when fuced 
with an imminent danger (which may involve people other than· the speaker) one 
would say: tana badile or fa11a tana. Notice that the order of the interjection and 
the pronoun in these two forms is different. These two interjections do not occur with 
other pronouns. 
13.2.2 Conative interjections 
Conative interjections in Maale can be subdivided into four types. The first group 
consists of responses to calls, namely, y66 and w6y. Men can use either of these 
forms as a response to a call made by a man or a woman. Women on the other hand, 
respond to a call with w6y. It is inappropriate for a woman to respond to a call made 
by an adult male using y66. (It is said that if a woman responds to h()r husband's 
call using y66, she is initiating a quarrel). The call can be made by mentioning 
one's proper name or by conventionalized titles such as 'the mother of so and so' or 
by vocative pronouns 1enaare 'you (2FS)!' and 1eb.zay 'you (2MS)!'. A 
reduplicated form ofy66 is used to comfort a crying baby. It is possible that factors 
other than gender, e.g. social factors such as age and status, may play a role in the 
choice of the response to calls. Unfortunately, information on this is not available. 
The second type of conative interjections include those which demand an action 
from the hearer. Examples: 
22. c'akku 'I want you to stop what you are doing/saying!' ('stop!') 
hinda 'I challenge you to do what I say'. 
·-.:o· 
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The interjection hlnda can be used for threatening. 
In the third group we have the following two 'presentational interjections'. These 
can be described as 'I want you to take this thing I am holding out to you now' (cf. 
Ameka 1994: 1713). 
23. hab6 said when giving somebody something, e.g. coffee, food or money 
hab6te said when giving something to be used or consumed by several 
people or to a single person if one wants to address this person in a 
polite manner. 
Finally, the fourth type of conative interjections includes calls made to animals. 
24. 66(1 666 
wuruu wtlruu 
' ' 
'call to cows/oxen' (cf. bayi 'cow/cattle', gemayi 'ox') 




'call to chicken' (cf. koida 'chicken') 
'call to cats' (cf. bawwi or wurri 'cat' ) 
· 'call to get chicken into their nest' 
The call to sheep is special in that, unlike the calls shown above, it is followed by 
the noun marayi 'sheep' which may be reduplicated two or more times: 
25. baa marayi marayi 
INTI sheep:ABS sheep:ABS 
call to sheep 
In contrast to the calls made to summon animals (cf. examples in 24-25 above), 
different forms are used to 'disperse' them: 
26. 7ay 7ay 
heyi keyi 
kaci or k'Ici 
cukku cukku 
bee prrr 
to chase away cattle (cow/oxen) 
to chase away goats 
to chase away cats 
to disperse chicken 
to disperse birds 
Interestingly, to chase away cats, other than kaci or k'Ici which are listed above, a 
non-interjectional form: Jikkibey 'move aside!' may be used. It consists of the verb 
root Jikk- 'move side ways to make room' and the impolite imperative marker 
-ibey ( cf. Chapter Five). 
13.2.3 Phatic interjections 
Phatic interjections in Maale include various vocalisations which are uttered while 
listening to somebody's speech. They express the speaker's reaction to an ongoing 
speech. These may be realized with 'co-utterances', i.e., they may be immediately 
followed by question forms or statements with regard to the utterance of the preceding 
speaker. 
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27. 7eeka 'okay!' 
The above interjection is uttered as feedback in longer speeches in order to express 
the idea that the person who utters this interjection gives full attention to the speech 
being made and to encourage the speaker to continue. 7eeka may also be said while 
talking to a visitor or to a family member who has just returned from a journey. After 
every 'good' or 'satisfactory' response to questions related to the health of relatives, 
good harvest, abundant rain, etc. in the place(s) where the traveller came from, one 
repeats 7eeka meaning something like 'I am happy with what you said'. In the latter 
usage, 7eeka expresses the speaker's mental state and can be viewed as belonging to 
expressive interjections. As mentioned above, depending on the communicative 
context and the intention of the speaker, the same interjection may have different 
functions. 7eel,\.a is also used as a welcoming expression (see below). 
28. 7a 'I don't believe what you said and if it is true, I don't like it'. 
This interdection is preceded by 7eezzo when the reaction is expressed to a man and 
it is preceded by 7ena if the reaction is made to a woman. When the reaction is 
directedto other participants (male or female) in the speech event as well, 7a is 
preceded by 7eezzato. It should be remembered that 7eezzo and 7ena are similar to 
the second person masculine and feminine vocative forms 7eezzay and 7enaare 
respectively. Thus, the interjection 7a occurs in fixed combination with categories 
identifying the gender or number of the speech participant(s). Consider the following 
examples: 
29a. 7eezzo 7a 7iii woi-t-e-tsi-ro tukk-lnt-a-y 
2MS:INTJINTJ 3MS:NOM Q-BE-PF-NMZ-REAS tie-PAS-IPF-Q 
'Oh you (2MS), why should he be imprisoned?' 
29b. 7ena 7a ne hagi maari 167-1 
2MS:INTJINTJ 2SG:NOM yet house:ABS go_up-CNV1 
work' -anda-m6 
spend night-F:IPF-RHT:Q 
'Oh! Will you still go up to your home to sleep (at this late hour)?' 
kaci and kaJi are alternatively used to express a reaction when one is told bad news, 
e.g. when told about a death of a relative or friend. 
30. kaci 1 kaJi 'I don't want to hear what you are saying' 
The interjection s'a17a 'I am annoyed by what you said' is often said by interrupting 
someone's speech. Among intimate friends, s'a17a can also be used as a joking 
disapproval of one's statement. The following is an example: 
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31. s'alla haya-anda-tsi taa-m berta keezz-uwa-y 
INTJ this:ABS-F:IPF-NMZ 1SG:ABS-DAT infront tell-IPF:NEG-Q 
'Ugh! Shouldn't you have told me earlier that it will be like this?' 
The interjection madda 'I do not care how you judge me or how bad you think of 
me!' might be said in response to a reproach or accusation. For example, as a 
response to an accusation about hiding a ball so that his friends could not play while 
he was away, the accused reacted by saying: 
32. madda i',ekk-e-ne 
INTJ take-PF-A:DCL 
'So what? (I) took it!' 
The follow~g two swearing interjections are recorded: Jarr6 'never again!' which is 
mainly used by men; z6kko 'never again!' which is used by women. The latter is 
considered to be weaker than Jarr6. 
33a. J~r6 laml'-atso haya gude baazzi 
INTJ two-ORD this:ABS like thing:ABS 
'Never again (will I do) such a thing!' 
33b. z6kko taani kaamm-a11a 
INTJ 1SG:NOM meet-N:DCL 
'!will never meet (them) again!' 
Interjections are generally regarded as forms which are morphologically invariable. 
This holds true for Maale too: the interjections shown in the previous sections form 
utterances. But they do not take any of the illocutionary force markers (c£ Chapter 
Seven). Neither are derivational or inflectional affixes added to them. However, the 
lexical form of interjections in this language may vary depending on the gender of the 
speaker (e.g. the swearing terms in example 26, and responses to calls) or the gender 
or number of the addressee (e.g. the presentational forms in 13.2.2 and phatic 
interjections 13.2.3). 
13.3 Greetings and leave-taking expressions 
Interactional routines such as greetings and leave-taking expressions are often treated 
as sub-types of phatic interjections. Generally, in Maale, greeting and leave-taking 
expressions are not interjections. Perhaps an exception could be the greeting term 
bee which is exchanged between 'non-blood relatives' or lifetime friends (i.e., 
people who have entered into a specially close friendship through elaborate rituals 
and exchange of special gifts). Such people greet each other as illustrated in the 
following example: 
IDEOPHONES AND INTERJECTIONS 
34. ta beem bee 
1 SG:GEN friend INTJ 
'My friend, I greet you!' 
The response to the above greeting is: bee: 
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Other greetings and leave-taking expressions in Maale involve conventionalized 
formulae. Unlike some of the south-west Ethiopian speech communities in which 
silence is part of the conventionalized system of establishing contact ( cf. Dimmendaal 
1999), in Maale one has to announce one's arrival or that one is leaving which is 
then followed by exchange of verbally elaborate greeting or leave-taking utterances. 
When a visitor approaches the house of his hosts, she/he calls attention to 
her/himself by saying maar61as61asl. mukkane 'People of the house, a person has 
come!' the welcoming response is k'araway or k'arake 'It is very good!'. The 
welcoming response can also be expressed by using the phatic interjection 1eeka 
'Okay!, I am happy with what you said!'. After this, various greeting expressions 
(typically involving interrogative sentences) may be used. Consider the following 
exchange _between two speakers. 
)' ,, ,;: 
35. A: maar-6 1as-6 1asi mukk-a-ne 
house-ABS person:PL-VOC person: NOM come-IPF-A:DCL 




A: k6Ji peek' -iya 
good spend the day-PF:Q 
'(Did you) spend the day good?' 
B: k6Ji-ke neenl. k6Ji peek' -iya 
good-BE:A:DCL 2SG:NOM good spend the day-PF:Q 




The verb peek'- 'spend the day' is used for daytime and evening greeting. In the 
morning, the verb work'- 'spend the night' is used. For greeting somebody whom 
one did not see for a long time the verb de1- 'sit' is used. k'ara in the context of 
welcoming (see above) is interpreted as 'very good'; however, this word is not used 
as an attributive adjective. For this, k6Ji 'good' may be used as in, k6Ji 1asi 'good 
person'. k6Ji may also be used as an adverb, as can be seen from the second 
utterance of speaker A in the above extract. The verb 1eeH- 'call' may be used as a 
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greeting fonn in a special context: For example, when a younger person or somebody 
with a lower social status joins a group of older or respected adults, he does not 
nonnally take the initiative to greet them. Instead, one of the elderly will say: 
36. hi nemi 1eell-a-ne 
I SG:NOM 2SG:ABS call-IPF-A:DCL 
'I call you!' 
A person so addressed may respond by saying the usual greeting fonns, e.g. 'lintsi 
k6Ji peek'k' -iya 'Did you (2PL or POL) spend the day good?'. After this, the 
same exchange as described above will continue. 
Leave-taking is expressed in Maale by using imperative sentences, as illustrated 
below: 
\ - .~. 
37a. k6j),- peek'k'-e 'Have a good day!' 
gMd spend the day-2SG:IMP 
37b. k6Ji peek'k' -uwate 'Have a good day!' 
good spend the day-2PL:IMP 
37c. k6Ji de1-e 'Stay well!' 
good sit-2SG:IMP 
TEXTS 
In this section three texts are presented. The frrst is a descriptive text of one Maale 
ritual, known as dami or dami kaafi, which involves a ceremonial re-burial 'or 
mourning ritual that enables children to rightfully succeed their father and inherit 
' property. The word dami refers to the entire sequence of events related to the re-
burial; kaafi means 'ritual'. The dami may take place months or years after the 
deceased has been physically buried (depending on the economic situation of the 
family, particularly of the eldest son, who is responsible for its organization). It is 
believed that the deceased's spirit should be appeased by giving it the necessary 
respect through the killing of a number of cattle1, and asking for its "blessing", thus 
allowing the surviving family to lead a healthy and prosperous life. 
The second text, entitled "Frog, where are you?" is based on a well-known picture 
book story, written by Mercer Mayer and published by Dial Books for Young 
Readers. It is used by linguists working on spatial cognition in different languages. 
This text will be relevant for comparative purposes, especially on spatial expressions 
and motion verbs. The picture book was presented to tlrree speakers. Each speaker 
gave a slightly different version of the story. One of the tlrree versions recorded is 
presented here. 
The third text presents a short extract from a conversation between two women 
(one Maale speaker and an outsider asking about customs related to marriage and 
child birth). Although in Maale there is no stylistic difference between men's and 
women's speech, this text is chosen to include a sample recorded from the latter. 
These texts are meant to be used as source material for further linguistic research. 
Since most of the data_presented in support of our analysis of the grammar involve 
short sentences (from elicited and spontaneous speech), the texts provide connected 
speech which helps tt> assess the analysis. Discourse and pragmatic phenomena in 
Maale are not thoroughly dealt with in this study. However, as Dimmendaal (2000, 
among others) emphasizes, texts are important for the understanding of these two 
aspects of grammar. Accordingly, I believe that the texts will be useful for future 
study on these topics in Maale. 
1 When asked if everybody could afford this expensive ritual, the speaker explained that 
the number of cattle sacrificed can be reduced by substituting some of them with the fruit 
of solanum spp. (known in English as 'Indian night shade' or 'sodom apple'). 
Interestingly, this custom of symbolic substitution resembles the ox - wild cucumber 
sacrifice among the Nilotic-speaking Nuer (cf. Evans-Pritchard 1956: 146, 205) and Pari 
(Kurimoto 1992). 
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The free translation is made to reflect the original structure, i.e, we used one 
sentence where Maale uses one sentence, even though occasionally this creates 
stylistically awkward English sentences. 
Text 1 dami kaaJi 
Speaker: Ligo Kemokosha Guuzze; Age: 47; Recorded on March 22, 1998. 
1iJJi maalle-ko damma haad'd'i-ke 
O.k. Maale-GEN DAMI like this-BE:A:DCL 
'Well, the Maale Dami is like this' 
bert-ad'.:. 30-atsi-na geett-atsi-na 
in front-VB-CNV1 diviner-M-ABS-INST ritual officiator-M-ABS-INST 
haiss6 1ad6-na wolla buk.;J.nt.;J. pette laali 
speech father-INST together gather-RECP-CNV1 one woman:ABS 
gidda 1ekk-i d6ngo1asi wolla wulJa wulJ-a-ne 
inside take-CNV1 five person together canopy:ABS make canopy-IPF-A:DCL 
'First, the diviner, the family's ritual officiator and the family's ritual advisor get 
together and taking a woman among them, these five people (i.e., including the 
eldest son) build a canopy' 
w6IJ-6 demm-a de1.:. gapa gins' -6-:.dda-ppa kucci 
canopy-ABS under-LOC sit-CNV1 fmish behind-ABS-LOC-ABL hand:ABS 
tukk-a-ne 
tie-IPF-A:DCL 
"Having sat down under the canopy, they decide on the day of the ritual'2 
30-atsi 
diviner-M-NOM 
3ook'k' -a11o damm-a damm.:.nt-anda gudiya 
divine-CNV2 DAMI-NOM DAMI-PAS-F:IPF COMP 
k6Ji-ke 1eebi ba-se 
good-BE:A:DCL something:NOM exist_not-N:DCL 
2 kucci tukkitsi, literally meaning 'tying a hand', refers to the custom of deciding on the 
date of an important event by making as many knots of a rope as the number of days 
between the day on which the decision is made and that on which the important event is 
supposed to take place. If, for example, the event is to occur on the thirtieth day from the 
date of the meeting, a rope with thirty knots would be sent to each relative. The receiver 
unties one knot every day; the date on which the final knot is to be untied is when the 




the diviner concludes the divination and says "All is good. There is nothing 
preventing the ritual from taking place)", they then decide on the date' 
-ell-6 t6kk-e-s-1a-ppa 1as-a buk-int-anda 
F-ABS tie-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL person-PL:NOM gather-RECP-F:IPF:REL 
ments-a-ne 
S break-IPF-A:DCL 
having decided on the date of the ritual, they decide on the date on which 
attending the ritual should come' 
puupp-6 1as-6-m kuc' -o tukk-i gapa 
big-DF person-PL.ABS-DAT hand-ABS tie-CNV1 finish 
1abb6-ntsi-m dakk-a-ne 
uncle-DF:PL-ABS-DAT send-IPF-A:DCL 
buk-int-i dorba Jo1-int-i 
gather-RECP-CNV1 drum:ABS beat-RECP-CNV1 
gudiya kuc'-6 tukk-i dakk-aza yenn-6 k'ann-6-na 
COMP hand-ABStie-CNV1 send-TEMP1 that-ABS date-ABS-INST 
mukk-i gapa dorba Jo1-int-i 
come-CNV1 finish drum beat-RECP-CNV1 
mukk-a-ne 
come-IPF-A:DCL 
'After the message (about the appointment) is sent out so that the uncles get together 
and come beating drums, on the fixed day, the uncles come and they enter (the 
compound) beating drums' 
bert-ad' -I 
in front-VBZ-CNV 1 
ABS 
damma gel-anda-tsi-ko berta want-eii-6 
DAMI:NOM enter-F:IPF-NMZ-GEN in front night before-F-
gel-z-a-ne 
enter-CADS-IPF-A:DCL 
The word wuduro is distinct from wuduro 'girl'. According to my informants the former 
(i.e. wuduro) is a collective term which refers to one's daughter(s) and son(s)-in-law. In 
his word list, Donham translates this word as 'taboo relatives'. 
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'Earlier, the night before the ceremony, they let the daughters' husbands into the into 
the house (i.e., daughters of the deceased or daughters of the eldest son who is 
organizing the ceremony)' 
wudur-a berta m'i.J-ell-6-ldda-ppa 1ark' -a116 
inlaws-NOM in front eldest sisiter-F-ABS-LOC-ABL hold-CNVz 
dend-i gapins' -6 wudur-6 nall-6 hell-and-aana 1 bia-tsi 
go-CNV 1 last-ABS girl-ABS child-ABS reach-F:IPF-TEMP2 all-PL:NOM 
gel-a-ne 
enter-IPF-A:DCL ( 
'The daughters (and their husbands), starting from the eldest up to the youngest, 
they all enter the house' 
gel-e-s-1a-ppa 1ad-6 yerk' -a-ne 
enter-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL father-ABS kiss-IPF-A:DCL 
'After they enter, (they) kiss the father (i.e., their eldest brother)' 
1ad-6 yerk':1 yerk'-i gap-e-s-1a-ppa gintsa karr-6-na 








'After they have kissed the father, the daughters and their husbands are made to go 
outside' 
zull-a kes1-i gapa 1iyata k6tsi korg-a-ne 
outside-LOC go out-CNV 1 fmish 3PL:NOM dance:ABS dance-IPF-A:DCL 
'After going outside they dance' 
k6s' -ell-6 korg-i 1ii-ka 1iyata work' -a-ne 
dance-F-ABS dance-CNV1 there-LOC 3PL:NOM spend the night-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having danced, they spend the night there (i.e., outside)' 
maar a 
house 
1ade gintsa Jir-i d6ngo 1as6-ntsi-na 
father:NOM behind tum-CNV1 five person-DF:PL:ABS-INST 
wolla bookk-i naabo ge1-i 16ti de1-its:l meyi 
together dig-CNV 1 fire place say-CNV 1 pot:ABS sit-CAUS-CNV 1 grain:ABS 
bar1:1 1ala ta 1al-a-ne ge1-i gints-a 
grind-CNV1 beer:ABS I SG:NOMbeer brew-IPF-A:DCLsay-CNV 1 behind-LOC 
gus-idda 1arts-a-ne g6cca nay-idda 
gourd-LOC put into-IPF-A:DCL pull child-LOC 
'The host in his tum, with the five people (i.e., those who decided on the date), 
TExTs 
makes a hearth and places a pot on it. (He) grinds grain (acts as one who does so) 
and says 'I am brewing beer' and he later pours (the grain) into a gourd' 
7arts-e-s-7a-ppa maara 7ade 7aara s66 dend-1 
put into-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL house father:NOM now there go-CNV 1 
ba-at-6 - gar-6-J.dda pette dlrsi fah-1 gapa 
cattle-PL-ABS inside-ABS-LOC one fence:ABS dismantle-CNV1 fmish 
s'upa ge7-1 fah-e karr-6-na gel-1 gapa 




'After pouring it, the host goes to where the cattle are kept and pulls out one of the 
woods (from which the barn is made), and after entering the barn through the broken 
fence, slaughters a goat (for sacrifice/offering)' 
7ade hruk'k'-e-ne ge7-1 yeekk-a-ne 
father: NOM die-PF-A:DCL say-CNV 1 cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'(Then he) cries saying his father has died' 
yeepi d'uuss-a-ne 
mourning:ABS explode:CA US-IPF-A:DCL 
'(He) starts crying out loud' 
yeepp-a duuk'k' -e-s-7a-ppa bert-aa:I bayr 
mourning-NOM explode-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL in front-VBZ-CNV1 cattle:ABS 
pette tik' -a-ne 
one cut-IPF-A:DCL 
'After the mourning has started, they first slaughter a cow' 
tik' -1 silalli ge7-1 7as-6 yents1-na wolla 
cut-CNV1 dusfl say-CNV1 person-PL:ABS those-INST together 
kaafi 7ark' -a-ne 
ritual:ABS hold-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having slaughtered (the cow), saying that "there is dust" (i.e., there is mourning)", 
together with those people (he) starts the ritual' 
kaa33-6 berta 7ark' -e-s-7a-ppa 
ritual-ABSin front hold-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL 
7aara gintsa-ppa d'ibi 
now behind-ABL a lot 
4 The word silalli 'dust' is interpreted as indicator of a mourning day (dust raised by 
large number of mourners). 
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bayi wod'-a-ne 
cattle:ABS kj.ll-IPF-A:DCL 
'First they start the ritual and then they kill many cattle' 
d'ibb6 ba-at-6 Jukk-i Jukk-i 1as;a 
a lot-ABS cattle-PL-ABS slaughter-CNV1 slaughter-CNV1person-PL:NOM 
. w6lJ-6 demm-a kul-aana dorb-ats1 Jo1-int.:I 
canopy-ABS under-LOC accumulate-TEMPz drum-PL-ABS hit-PAS-CNV1 
Jo1-int-i mukk-a-ne 
hit-PAS-CNV 1 come-IPF -A:DCL 
'Having slaughtered many cattle while the people accumulate (the meat) under the 
canopy, the drummers come beating to each other's rhythm' 
maar a 
house 
1ade dorb-atsi bert-6 1ala ked-i 
father:NOM drummer-PL-ABS in front-ABS beer:ABS carry-CNV1 
ked-i dend-a-ne 
carry-CNV1 go-IPF-A:DCL 
'The host walks before the drummers carrying (a pot of) beer' 
dend-1 dorb-atsi w6IJ6 gidda de1-its.:I de1-its.:I 
go-CNV1 drummer-PL-ABS canopy inside sit-CAUS-CNV1sit-CAUS-CNV1 
berta k6c' -6 1ekk-i 1aaa-e 1ats-ats1 zed'i 1agg.:I 
in front hand-ABS take-CNV1 go-PF:REL person-M-NOM mat:ABS lay-CNV1 
1agg.:J 1as-6 de1-its-a-ne 
lay-CNV1 person-PL:ABS sit-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having walked before them, he makes them sit inside the canopy; ... the person 
who first took the message (announcing the date of the ritual) lays skin mats on the 
ground and lets them sit' 
1as-a de1-e-s-1a-ppa gins' -a-ppa 1as-6-m 
person-PL:NOM sit-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL behind-LOC-ABL person-PL:ABS-DAT 
1ala 1agg-i 1agg.:J 1aJ1i-nta 1abb6-ntsi-m 1ad-6 
beer:ABS add-CNV1 add-CNV1 meat-INCL2 uncle-DF:PL-ABS-DAT father-ABS 
1abb6-ntsi-m 1aJ1i 1agg.:I 1agg.:J 1ind-6 
uncle-DF:PL-ABS-DAT meat:ABS add-CNV1 add-CNV1 mother-ABS 
1abb6-ntsi-na god-att-6-na dain-6-na gatt6 
uncle-D:PL-ABS-INST chief-PL-ABS-INST judge-PL-INST gatto 
ma1-e-tsi-na yaa 1as-6 1as-6 de1-its-i 




'After the people are seated, they give them beer and to the maternal and paternal 
uncles they give meat and other things; uncles, chiefs, judges, and Gatto (i.e. those 
who are one rank lower than the chiefs), all those people, (they) make them sit 
according to their group/rank and they give them beer' 
yaa-ppa damm-a d'uuk'k' -aza 1as-a yeepi 
that-AAL DAMI-NOM explode-TEMPr person-PL:NOM mourning:ABS 
( 
yeekk-1 peek'k' -a-ne 
Cl)'·CNV1 spend the day-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, when the mourning starts, the people spend the day mourning' 
y"eepp-6 yeekk-1 peek'k' -e-s-1a-ppa 1aara d6ngo 
mourning-ABScry-CNV1 spend the day-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL now five 
1as6-ntsi buk-1nt-1 duupp-6 1us' -6-1dda gintsa 
person-D:PL-NOM gather-RECP-CNV r grave-ABS body-ABS-LOC behind 
wuiJa wuiJ-a-ne 
canopy:ABS make canopy-IPF-A:DCL 
'After spending the day mourning, now, the five people (who first decided on the 
date of the ritual) gather and make a canopy over the grave' 
w6IJ-6 wuiJ-e-s-1a-ppa w-Dij'-6-ko 1ac' -6 
canopy-ABS make canopy-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL canopy-ABS-GEN area-ABS 
gldd-6-1dda dari 
inside-ABS-LOC daris 
ga-a-nte 1ang1-nta zed'i-nta 
say-IPF-TEMP3 iron-INCLz skin-INCLz 
maar-6.:1dda 1a-a 1ik' 6 gapiS·l 1ekk-1 
house-ABS-LOC exist-IPF:REL goods:PL fmish-CNV1 taki-CNV1 
1ap1Ia-nta 
cloth-INCLz 
1ac' -6.:1dda wah-a-ne dar-ell-6 duupp-6 1ac' -a 
area-ABS-LOC put into-IPF-A:DCL DARJ-F-ABS grave-ABS area-LOC 
'After making the canopy, around the canopy, they put dari, i.e., iron, skin mat, 
clothes of the deceased and all goods existing in the house and they put these around 
the grave' 
k'6lm-6-wa yenn6 w6dd6-na bukus-1 hanga 
property-ABS-INCLr that:F:ABS time-INST gather-CNV1 DIRCT 
5 dari refers to all goods and movable properties of the deceased which are by custom 
brought to the grave yard. 
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1ukk-itsl maar6 1ac' -6-Idda k'az-e-s-1a-ppa 
near-CAUS-CNV1 house-ABS near-ABS-LOCwait for-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL 
maar-6-ko 1ade k' 61m6 1iJ -1 gar-6 1arts-a-ne 
house-ABS-GEN father: NOM property drive-CNV1 inside-ABS put-IPF-A:DCL 
'At the same moment, they gather the cattle and bring these towards here, i.e., close 
to t;Jle house and wait there. Then the host drives the cattle inside the house' 
gar-6 1arts-e-s-a-ppa maar-6 1ade duupp-6-ko 
inside-ABS put-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL house-ABS father grave-ABS-GEN 
darr6 wah-e 1ik' -atsi-nta ba-att-6-nta-ko zull6 
dari-ABS put into-PF:REL thing-PL-INCL cattle-PL-ABS-GEN back 
Jir-anda gudeya 7IZa ked-a-ne 
tum-F:IPF COMP 3MS:ABS carry-IPF-A:DCL 
'After putting the cattle in the house, (the people) carry the host so that he is shown 
around the dari, i:e., behind all the goods which are put around the grave and around 
the cattle' 
]as-a geett-ats"i-nta maar-6 na-att-6-nta 
person:PL:NOM ritual officiator-M-INCL2 house-ABS child-PL-ABS- INCL2 
buk-i 1iza ked-i duup-6-ko zull-6 
gather-CNV1 3MS:ABS carry-CNV1 grave-ABS-GEN back-ABS 
1ik' -atsl-ko zUll6 gubbe Jir-a-ne 
goods-PL-ABS-GEN back all go round-IPF-A:DCL 
'The people, the ritual officiator and children of the family get together and they carry 
him and go around the grave and all the goods' 
1od-6 Jir-e-s-1a-ppa gintsa 1-atsi sa11-aa 
father-ABSgo round-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL behind person-ABS ground-LOC 
gets-a-ne 
put-IPF-A:DCL 
'(They) take the host around the goods and later (they) put the man (i.e. the host) on 
the ground' 
sa11-aa gets-e-s-1a-ppa 1as-a 
ground-LOC put-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL person:PL-NOM 
ba-at-6 mirge 
cattle-PL-NOM many 
Jukk-e-tsi-ko 1aJ1-6 ma33:1 ma33:1 w61Jo 
slaughter-PF:REL-NMZ-GEN meat-ABS make-CNV1make-CNVI canopy 
gidda wah-a-ne beelam-6-m 1ing-ond6-tsi 
inside put-IPF-A:DCL b.friend-ABS-DAT give-F:NRRC-NMZ 
'After putting him on the ground, people cut up the meat of the many cattle which 
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they have slaughtered and they put that which will be given to the bond friends into 
the canopy' 
yenn6 saatt-6-na 1as-a buk..J.nt-1 yeekk-a 
that:F:ABS time-ABS-INST person:PL-NOM gather-REFL-CNV1 cry-IPF:REL 
1as-a gar-6 gidd-6-idda 1a-a-nte maar-6 
person:PL-NpM inside-ABS inside-ABS-LOC exist-IPF-TEMP3 house-ABS 
1ad-6-mf _ · geett-atsl-na haiss-6 1ad-6-na 
father-AB~-1NST G.-M-ABS-INST story-ABS father-ABS-INST 
buk..J.nt-1 ba-at-6 gar-6-idda 1a-a11o 
gather-RECP-CNV 1 cattle-PL-ABS inside-ABS-LOC exist-CNV 2 
kar-e-s-1a-ppa 1abb-a gel-anda hell-and-aana 
be light-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL sun-NOM enter-F:IPF reach-F:IPF-TEMP2 
beelli 1eessi-na d11k'i-na leiii 





'At that time, while the mourning people (the relatives who were invited) are inside 
(the canopy), the host, the ritual officiator and the ritual advisor are in the cattle bam 
... and starting from dawn until sunset the special bond friend6 drinks only (a 
mixture of) honey and milk' 
melle meyi-na kaamm-e baazzi 1u.n-uwa-se 
other grain-INST meet-PF:REL thing drink-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
mu1-uwa-se 
eat-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'He does not drink other things that are made from grain (e.g. beer) and he does not 






cattle-ABS-GEN in front 
maar a 
house 
1ade bayi s66kko beelli bayi yaa-na tik' -a-ne 
father:NOM cattle:ABS chyme b.friend cattle:ABS that-INSTcut-IPF-A:DCL 
'At that time, again, (talking) of cattle, the host slaughters a head of cattle and the 
special bond friend also slaughters one' 
6 s66kko beelli 'the closest bond friend'(lit. chyme friend) is one who established his 
friendship by accepting a small present, e.g. a goat, but reciprocating for this by giving a 
big present, e.g. a cow. A special ceremony is held to mark a start of such a friendship; on 
this occasion, the two friends smear each other with chyme. 
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yaa-ppa gubbe wudura ba-at-6 fukk-a-ne 
that-AB~ all in-law:PL-NOM cattle-PL-ABS slaughter-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, all in-laws slaughter cattle' 
ba-at-6 tik' -1 tik' -1 s66kk-as-a-ne 
cattle-PL-ABS cut-CNV1 cut-CNV1 chyme-VBZ:CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'(They) slaughter cattle and take out the chyme and smear some of it on their body' 
beelamm-a-a c'arg-1 c'arg-i ba-at-6 b1a pe kuc'-a 
b.friend:PL-NOM-INCL1 stab-CNV1 stab-CNV1 cattle-PL-ABS all LOG hand-LOC 
bal-E~ ba-at-6-na waar-6-na 
bring-PF:REL cattle-PL-ABS-INST goat:PL-ABS-INST 
s66kk-a-s-a-ne 
chyme-VBZ-CAUS-IPF -A:DCL 
'The bond friends also stab and kill the cattle and goats which they themselves 
brought, and smear the chyme on their body' 
yaa ba-at-6 wod'-e-s-1a-ppa haits6 bez-6 pak' -1 
like that cattle-PL-ABS kill-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL three place-ABS divide-CNV1 
maara 1ad-6-m 1ing-a-ne 
house father-ABS-DAT give-IPF-A:DCL 
'Like that, having killed the cattle, (each of them) divides it into two (each share 
consisting of three important parts: one front leg, one back leg and one side of rib) 
and gives (one halt) to the host' 
haits6 bez-6 peer6 mu1-ane 
three place-ABS he alone eat-IPF-A:DCL 
'The other fialfhe eats alone/for himself 
ye-ka-ppa kaa33-6 1ark' -e-s-1a-ppa 
that-LOC-ABL ritual-ABS start-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL 
1abba gel-am 
sun:NOM enter-PURP 
1ukk-aana Jukk-e ba-atsi-ko sillall-6 wod'-e 
close-TEMP2 slaughter-PF:REL cattle-M:ABS-GEN dust-ABS kill-PF:REL 
ba-atsi-ko tookk-6 kats-1 s66kko beelli-m 
cattle-M-ABS-GEN head-ABS cook-CNV 1 chyme bond friend-DA T 
muuss-1 ba-at-6 gar-a 1ing-a-ne 
bring by force-CNV1 cattle-PL-ABS inside-LOC give-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, they cook the head of the oxen that they slaughtered (on the day in 
which) the ritual started just after sun set approached, and that ofthe cattle which 
they slaughtered earlier to mark the start of the ceremony, and they bring the special 
bond friend by force and they give him the cooked oxen head in the cattle bam' 
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s66kko beelli ba-at-6 gar-a 7aj?-6 m67-e-s-7a-ppa 
chyme B.friend:NOM cattle-PL-ABS inside-LOC meat-ABS eat-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL 
gutte berta 7ala 7al-a-ne ge1:1 mey-o 
momjng;in front beer:NOM make beer-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 grain-ABS 
bar7.;J. guz-aa 7arts-e-z-ell-6 gintsa tobb-1. 
grind-CNV1 gourd-LOC pour-PF-DEF-F-ABS again pour-CNV1 
7IZa-m s66kko beelli-m 7ing-a-ne 
3MS:ABS-DAT chyme friend-DAT give-IPF-A:DCL 
'After the special friend eats the meat in the barn, they pour (the mixture) which they 
earlier put in the gourd after grinding grain and pretending that they make beer and 
they give it to the special friend' 
ye-mma saatt6-na mey-6 7aara 71 fat.;J.nt-s.;J. 
that-DIM:NOM tirne-INSTgrain-ABS now 3MS:NOM permit-PAS-CAUS-
CNVI 
7ala ge7.;J. 76j?.;J. 7all-6 hangotsi 76j?4s' -6 
beer:ABS say-CNV1 drink-CNV1 beer-ABS other:PL:ABSdrink-INF-ABS 
saatt~6.;J.dda gel-e-ne 
tirne-ABS-LOC enter-IPF-A:DCL 
'At that time, he gets the grain cleaned (i.e., make it permitted for use through the 
ritual) and pretending (the mixture they gave him) is beer, he drinks it. (This act 
having been performed,) now the time comes for drinking the other (real) beer' 
ye-ka-ppa kaa33-6-ko gapins'o hell-and-aana 
that-LOC-ABL ritual-ABS-GEN end reach-F:IPF-TEMP2 
gintsa 7ad-6-ko fo74nt-e na-at-6 gubbe 
again father-ABS-GEN be bom-PAS-PF:RELchild-PL-ABS all 
ba-at-6 gar-6 gel-z4 gapa berta toyddi 
cattle-PL-ABS inside-ABS enter-CAUS-CNV1 finish in front older child: NOM 
dend-ane 
go-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, until the end of the ceremony, all children of the deceased are put into the 
cattle bam. And then the eldest child leaves the barn walking in front (of the others)' 
gins' -6 s66kko beelli 7aad'-a-ne 
behind-ABS chyme b.friend:NOM go-IPF-A:DCL 
'The special bond friend follows (the eldest son)' 
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hell-is-a11o na-at-a gube maaki ma1:1 bare 
reach-CAUS-CNVz child-PL-NOM all leopard:ABS happen-CNV1 decorating 
plant 
maaki ~\ · ge1-'i maa1:1 wou-ko gins' -6 c' oor-6 
leopard:ABS say-CNV 1 wear-CNV1 eachother-GEN behind-ABS water hole-ABS 
1ac' -6 1oid6 Jir-and-aana g611-'i hant-a-ne 
area-ABS four tum-F:IPF-TEMP2 following each other-CNV1 walk-IPF-A:DCL 
'Next, all children, turning into a leopard, saying that they are leopard, wearing a 
woven decorative plant (around their neck), stand behind each other and lower their 
body and walk around the water hole (dug close to the bam); making four rounds' 
hant-e-s-1a-ppa maar6 1ade de1-'i yeepp-6 yeekk-a-ne 
walk-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL house-ABS father sit-CNV 1 mouming-ABS cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'After walking, the host sits and cries' 
berta 1as-a-a 'l1za-ko berta de1-'i 
in front person-PL:NOM-INCL1 3MS:ABS-GENin front sit-CNV1 
beelamm-a-a meeJi-na dadd-6 tiJ1-i yeekk-a-ne 
b.riend-PL:NOM-INCL1dung-INST chest-ABS smear-CNV1 cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'The people too sit in front of him and cry. The bond friends too; they smear their 
chest with dung, and cry' 
toiddi-na geezz-at-6-na badalk' 6 ga-a 
older child-INST younger brother-PL-ABS-INST badalk'o say-IPF:REL 
baazzi zok'k'e 1ac'i fy-t-1 de1-'i yeekk-a-ne 
thing:ABS red soil:ABS smear-REFL-CNV1 sit-CNV1 cry-IPF-A:DCL 
'The eldest child and his younger brothers smear themselves with a red soil, which 
is called badalk'o, and they sit and cry' 
ye-ka-ppa ka11i-ya ka11-'i 1ek'k' -e-s-1a-ppa 
that-LOC-ABL meeting for mouming-INCL1 meet-CNV1 stand-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL 
1aJ1-6 1ii-ka beelamm-6-m sees's' -a-ne 
meat-ABS there b/friend-PL:ABS-DAT cut and give-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, people who have not visited the deceased's family earlier (to express 
condolences) come and visit them, and after that (the family) give meat to the bond 
friends' 
1aJ1-6 beelamm-6-m sees's'-1 sees's':I 
meat-ABS bond friend:PL-ABS-DA T cut and give-CNV 1 cut and give-CNV 1 
TEXTS 
biri-ya 1ekk-a-ne 1iyata • beelamm-6-idda-ppa 
money-INCL1 take-IPF-A:DCL 3PL:NOM b.friend:PL-ABS-LOC-ABL 
'Giving meat to the bond friends, they take money from the bond friends' 
yek-ka-ppa gintsa Jir-1. 1ade haik'k' -e-tsi b1a 
that-LOC-ABL behind tum-CNV1 father:NOM die-PF:REL-NMZ all 
na-at-a buk-1nt..J. yeekk-e-s-1a-ppa yeepp-6 
child-PL-NOM gather-REFL-CNV 1 cry-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABLmouming 
yenn-6~ka-ppa haJJ-1 gintsa marfa gets-a-ne 
that:F-ABS-LOC-ABL give up-CNV1 behind arch:ABS put-IPF-A:DCL 
g~~:1 ba-at-6 1aara kess-a-ne ba-at-6 




'After that, all the children of the deceased gather and mourn their father; then they 
st~p crying and saying (they) will put the arch (at the door), they take all the cattle 
out of(tlle house through the cattle door7• 
gintsa s66 1as-6 karr-6-na waar-6-wa 1iJ -I 
behind there person:PL-ABS door-ABS-INSTgoat:PL-ABS-INCLchase-CNV1 
kess-a-ne 
take out-IPF-A:DCL 
'And then, over there, through people's door, they chase out the goats as well' 
b1a bakk-6 gap-1s-e-ne kaan-6 ge1-l 
all thing:PL-ABS be_fmished-CAUS-PF-A:DCL ritual-ABS say-CNV1 
damm6 1aara gap-is-am soo 161-1. naabb-6 
dami:ABS now be fmished-CAUS-PURPthere go-CNV1 hearth-ABS 
1ac' -6 gidd-6-1dda d6ngo 1as-a buk-l.nt-1 pette 
area-ABS inside-ABS-LOC five person:PL-NOM gather-REFL-CNV1 one 
guuri ge1:1 guur-ell-6 naabb-6 1ac' -a d'6k'k' -I 
circular _wood say-CNV 1 cercular _ wood-F-ABS hearth-ABS area-LOC plant-CNV 1 
porta met-a kes1-6-wa gudiya wolla 
bad problem-NOM come_out-NRRC-INCL1 COMP together 
7 The arch, made from bent woods and plants, is hung on the upper part of the door. 
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saggi-na d'6k'k' -6na m'itsi '?a-a-ne 
saggi-INST plant-NRRC wood-NOM exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'Saying they have fmished everything necessary for the ritual, now, the five people 
gather and they walk to the hearth with a small circular piece of wood, and they plant 
this wood near the hearth, ... there is a wood which they planted earlier in this place, 
when the bad incident (i.e., the death) occurred by uttering saggi (i.e., a 
curse/wish/promise uttered collectively)' 
yenn-6 m'is' -ell-6 buk-int-i d6ngo '?as-a wolla 




'The five people come together and pull out that wood' 
yenn6 tug-e-s-'?a-ppa '?as-6-m toiddl.-nta 
that:F-ABS pull-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL person-ABS-DAT elder child-INCL2 
hai~s6 '?ad-6-nta s66kko beelli-nta 3oatsi-nta yaa bia 
story-ABS father-ABS-INST2 chyme friend-INSTz diviner-INSTz that all 
waari waari kuc' -a '?ing-i c' oor6 Jank' -a-ne 
goat:ABS goat:ABS hand-LOC give-CNV1water_hole-ABS buy-IPF-A:DCL 
ge'?-i maass6 Jank' -a-ne ge'?-i d'aabb-6 Jank' -a-ne 
say-CNV1yeast-ABS buy-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 grave stone-ABS buy-IPF-A:DCL 
ge'?-i derz-6 Jank' -a-ne ge'?-i Jank' -i '?ekk-a-ne 
say-CNV1 necklace:ABS buy-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 buy-CNV 1 take-IPF-A:DCL 
ge'?-i waari waari '?ing-a-ne marman 
say-CNV1 goat:ABSgoat:ABS give-IPF-A:DCL goat, i.e., has not given birth 
'After they pull that out, (the host) gives to each of the people, i.e., to the eldest 
child, to the story father, to the bond friends, to the diviner, and all (people) like 
that, a goat that has not yet given birth. In return he receives money from them 
claiming that (he needs the money) in order to buy things like a water container, 
yeast, a grave stone and a necklace (which is used in funeral ritual)' 
'?ing-e-s-'?a-ppa gints-a 1ad6 taak6 denk' -i 
give-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABLbehind-LOC father-ABS lSG:GEN fmd-CNV1 
'?ekk-anda-ne ge'?-i d'aabo gets-6na besi 




'After giving (the goats) now saying: "I will fmd my father", ... there is a place in 
the forest where a grave stone is kept' 
geett-atsi kiic' -a 1eessi 1ekk-i 1ing-a-ne 
ritual officiator-M-ABS hand-LOC honey:ABS take-CNV1 give-IPF-A:DCL 
'(The host) takes honey and gives (i.e., puts it in the hands of) the ritual officiator' 
1eezz-6 geett-atsi toiddi 
honey-ABS ritual officiator-M:NOM elder child:ABS 
la11-is-e-s-1a-ppa melle 1asi d'aabb-6 
lick-CAUS-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL another person:ABS grave stone-ABS ~ 
ked-anda-ya la11-is-a-ne 
carry-F:IPF-REL:ABS lick-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'.Jhe ritual officiator makes the eldest child taste the honey, and after that he makes 
other people who will carry the grave stone taste the honey' 
:I'.\ I 
yentsi 1as-a dend-i d'aabb-6 w6nde peer6 
that-DF:PL-NOM person-NOM go-CNV1 grave stone-ABS earlier 3P.alone 
fuw-6 kess-i gets-e-ya t-a11o geett-atsi 
stone-ABS take out-CNV1 put-PF-REL:ABS BE-CNVz ritual officiator-M-ABS 
1ekk-i 1aad'-i toiddi-ya 1ekk-i 1aaa:. d'aabb-6 
take-CNV1 go-CNV1 elder child-INCL1 take-CNV1 go-CNV1 grave stone-ABS 
k61-a-ne ge1:1 denk' -e 1as-a k6rsa 1erink'o 
search-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 fmd-PF:REL person-NOM near knowingly 
melle baazzi k61-aza geett-atsi d'aabb-6 
another thing search-TEMP1 ritual officiator-M-NOM grave stone-ABS 
fiicci d'u1-a-ne denk'-i gapa 
fmd-CNV 1 fmish stone:ABS throw-IPF-A:DCL 
'Those people, while they have earlier kept the grave stone somewhere (in the forest 
and thus know the location), they take the ritual officiator and the eldest child close 
to where they hid the grave stone, and they pretend that they are really searching for 
it. The ritual officiator himself fmds the grave stone and throws a stone on it' 
geett-atsi 1asi 1ad-6 dooma ge1-i fucca 
ritual officiator-M-NOM person:ABS father-ABS dooma say-CNV1 stone:ABS 
d'ii1-e-s-1a-ppa toiddi ta 1ad-6 dooma 
throw-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL elder child:NOM lSG:GEN father-ABS dooma 
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hizi ge1:1 gapa Jiicca d'ii1-a-ne 
like this say-CNV1 fmish stone:ABS throw-IPF-A:DCL 
'After the ritual officiator has thrown a stone saying "here is somebody's father!' the 
eldest child also throws a stone saying "here is my father!"' 
1ekk-1 gapa ked-i mukk-e-s-1a-ppa ked-e 
take-CNV 1 finish carry-CNV 1 come-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL carry-PF:REL 
1as-6-m 1eessi 1ing-a-ne 
person:PL-ABS-DAT honey:ABS give-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having brought the grave stone (to the ritual compound of the family), they give 
honey to the people who carried it' 
1ala-a 1ing-a-ne 
beer-INCL1 give-IPF-A:DCL 
'(They give them) beer too' 
nuu-k6 1ad6 yeekk-a-ne J6c'c'-a-ne ge1-1 
lPL:GEN-GEN father-ABS cry-IPF-A:DCL give present-IPF-A:DCL say-CNV1 
d'aabb-6-m naat-a d'ibi katsa-nta 1ala-nta 
grave stone-ABS-DAT child-PL-NOM a lot food-INCLz beer-INCLz 
1ekk-i JiiJ-a-ne 
take-CNV 1 serve-IPF -A:DCL 
'Saying 'we mourn our father and we give offerings (to his grave stone), the children 
bring a lot of food and beer to where the grave stone is put' 
JiiJ-aza yaya 1aii-6-na kats-6-na daabb-6 
serve-TEMP1 that:ABS beer-ABS-INST food-ABS-INST grave stone-ABS 
ked-e 1as-a mii1-a-ne 1uJ1-a-ne 
carry-PF:REL person:PL-NOM eat-IPF-A:DCL drink-IPF-A:DCL 
'After they brought it, the people who carried the grave stone eat and drink that food' 
ye-ka-ppa daabb-6-ko 1iis' -a 1aa wii.IJ-6 
that-LOC-ABL grave stone-ABS-GEN body-LOC exist-IPF:REL canopy-ABS 
demm-a toiddi-na geett-atsi-na wolla t6kk-6 
under-LOC eldest child-INST ritual officiator-M:ABS-INSTtogether foot-ABS 
kor-1 de1-1 wii.IJ-6-ko demmi-na geett-atsi 
interlock-CNV1 sit-CNV1 canopy-ABS-GEN under-INSTritual officiator-M:ABS 
8 dooma in this context is translated as 'Here it is!'. However, this word cannot be used 





'After that, the eldest child and the ritual officiator sit under the canopy where the 
grave stone is kept, facing each other with their legs interlocked (the grave stone is 
put between them). Then (the eldest child) kisses the ritual officiator' 
geett-atsi yerk' -aza geett-ats"' bla baazzi 
ritual officiator-M:ABS kiss-TEMP1 ritual officiator:NOM all thing:ABS 
tanee-m 6ed'-is-anda-way hizl ge1-i 
lSG:NOM 2SG-DAT be available-CAUS-F:IPF-SP.ACT like this say-CNV1 
7Iza 1anj-a-ne 
3MS:ABS bless-IPF-A:DCL 
'When (the eldest son) kisses the ritual officiator, the ritual officiator blesses him 
saying "I will make you have everything"' 
taa-k6 k'es's'e baazzi d'ibi 1a-a-ne yaa bakk6 
lSG-GEN forbidden thing:ABS a lot exist-IPF-A:DCL that:ABS thing:IDF:PL 
taa-m Jat-ink' -and a gudiya hizl ge1:1 naa-zz:1 
lSG-DAT allowed-VBZ-F:IPF COMP like this say-CNV1 child-DF-NOM 
toidd-i gest-a-ne 
elder-NOM speak-IPF-A:DCL 
'The eldest son (then) speaks, saying: "There are many things which are forbidden 
for me to use. I request that you allow those things to me"' 
geett-ats"' bia Jat:mk' -6nk' 6 Jati maw-U.nk' 6 ge1:1 
ritual officiator-M:NOM all allowed-VBZ-OPT allowed happen-OPT say-CNV1 
1anj-a-ne 
bless-IPF-A:DCL 
'The ritual officiator blesses him saying "Let all be allowed to you"' 
1eebi tana kup-a-s-a-ne hizi ge1:1 
something ISG:ABS poor-VBZ-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL like this say-CNV1 
kooJ1-a-ne 
appeal-IPF -A:DCL 
'The eldest son (again) politely complains saying "Something makes me poor"' 
yey bia nee-m 6ed'-6nk'6 yeya bia ta nee-m 
that:NOM all 2SG-DAT be found-OPT that:ABS all lSG:NOM 2SG-DAT 
Bed' -is-iyaway 
be available-CAUS-SP.ACT 
'"May all that be available to you! I will get all that to you"' 
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yey bia nee-m 16rg6c'-int-6nk'6 dalg-6nk'6 hiz-i 
that:NOM all 2SG-DAT rich-PAS-OPT be wide-OPT like this 
ge1-i geett-atsi gest-a-ne 
say-CNV1 ritual officiator-M:NOM speak-IPF-A:DCL 
'The ritual officiator says: "May all that be owned by you. Let your property be 
large!"' 
dadd-6-ldda d'aabb-6 k6rsa yerk'-a-ne 
chest-ABS-LOC grave stone-ABS around kiss-IPF-A:DCL 
'(While seated, the eldest son) kisses the chest (of the ritual officiator) reaching out to 
him around the grave stone' 
yerk' -es-1a-ppa gintsa 1ek'k' -i wulJ-6 1us' -aa-ppa 
kiss-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL behind stand up-CNV1 canopy-ABS body-LOC-ABL 
Jah-a-ne 
dismantle-IPF-A:DCL 
'After kissing (the ritual officiator, the eldest son) stands up and dismantles the upper 
part of the canopy' 
mirge sugutsi marayi Jukk-1 
a lot blood:ABS sheep:ABS slaughter-CNV 1 
daabb-6 tiJ1-a-ne 
grave stone-ABS smear-IPF-A:DCL 
suglls' -6-na 
blood-ABS-INST 
'A lot of blood ... (he) slaughters a sheep and smears the grave stone with the blood' 
d'aabb-6 16s' -6 suglls' -6-na s66kka-na wolla 
grave stone-ABS body-ABS blood-ABS-INST chyme:ABS-INST together 
tiJ1-i zok'k' -is -I haJJ -a-ne 
smear-CNV1 be red-CAUS-CNV1 give up-IPF-A:DCL 
'He smears the grave stone with blood and chyme and makes it red' 
yeka-ppa 1ek'k' -i k'6Imo kess-a-ne 
that-LOC-ABL stand up-CNV1 property:ABS take out-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, (they) stand up and take out the property' 
ba-at-6-na waar6-na kess-a-ne 
cattle-PL-ABS-INST goat:PL:ABS-INST take out-IPF-A:DCL 
'They take out cattle and goats' 
9 Notic the use of the passive verb root 16rg6c' -1nt-6nk' 6 in this sentence which is 
derived from the intransitive verb 16rg6c'- 'be rich' in order to express 'may (your 
father's property) be owned by you'. 
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kess.:'1 dakk·e-s-1a-ppa maara1ad6-na 
take out-CNV 1 send-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL house father-ABS-INST 
geett-atsi-na wolla bukint-i gail6 
ritual officiator-M:ABS-INST together get together-CNV1 sound board:ABS 
wark' .:1 wark' .:1 damm-6 gintsa miuni gap-is-e-ne 
beat-CNV1 beat-CNV1 Dami-ABS again lPL:NOM fmish-CAUS-PF-A:DCL 
'After taking out (the cattle), the ritual officiator and the eldest son together each 
holding two sound boxes (i.e. made from small square wood pieces) say: "We 
fmished the Dami ritual"' 
1aara maar-a fat-ink' -e-ne 
now house-NOM be allowed-VBZ-PF-A:DCL 
"Now the house is cleaned from taboos" 
korg-uwate yeeppa gap-e-ne ge1.:1 damm6 
dance-2PL:IMPmouming-NOM be fmished-PF-A:DCLsay-CNV1 dami-ABS 
ye-mma-ka haff-a-ne 
that-DIM-LOC give up-IPF-A:DCL 
'Saying "Dance! the mourning is over", they stop the ritual at that point' 
Text 2 "Frog, where are you?'' 
Speaker: Tembel Desta; Age: 32; Place: Koibe, Bako-Gazer Woreda, Ethiopia; 
Recorded on 16 August 1996. 
pette maar-idda haits6 baazzi 1a-a-ne 
one house-LOC three things exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'In one house there are/were three things' 
ye-ntsi 1aig6 d-a-y nayi-na kani-na 
that-PL:NOM what:ABS BE-IPF-Q child:ABS-INST dog:ABS-INST 
pank'6-na 
frog:ABS-INST 
'What are these? A child, a dog and a frog' 
pette maar-ka nang-a-ne 
one house-LOC live-IPF-A:DCL 
'(They) live in one house' 
pank' -ell-6 
frog-F-ABS 
ma1-e bilk'as'e-ko gar-ka 
happen-PF:REL bottle-GEN inside-LOC 
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1iyata 1agg..J. 1agg..J. 1amall-a-ne 
3PL put-CNV1 put-CNV1 play-IPF-A:DCL 
'They put the frog in a certain bottle and they play (with it)' 
pank' -ell-a 
frog-F-NOM 
Jaukki d'akka ma1-e-ya t-a-nte 
light little happen-PF:REL-ABS BE-IPF-TEMP3 
pette k'ane-na 1iyata zag-a wodd-6-na pank'-ell-a 
one day-INST 3PL:NOM see-IPF:REL time-ABS-INST frog-F-NOM 
kesk-i 
go out-CNV1 
pette t6k6-mma Ieiii bilk'as'-6 
one leg-DIM:NOM only bottle-ABS 
gar-6-'idda 
inside-ABS-LOC 
1att-'i karr-6-na kesk-i 6ed'-e-ne 
remain-CNV1 door-ABS-INST go out-CNV1 appear-PF-A:DCL 
'While the frog is light and little, one day, when they look, they found that the frog 
was going out (from the bottle); only one of its legs remaining in the bottle' 
ha-nn-a pank' -ell-a 1anka 1aad'-ani ga-a-m6 hizi ge1:1 
this-F-NOM frog-F-NOM where go-PURP say-IPF-RHT:Q like this say-CNV1 
zag:1 haJJ-e-s-1a-ppa ma1i 1iyata 
see-CNV1 give up-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL again 3PL:NOM 
gins' -a-ppa 
behind-LOC-ABL 
zag-a wodd-6-na gar-6-l.dda-ppa 
see-IPF:REL time-ABS-INST inside-ABS-LOC-ABL 
pank' -ell-a 
frog-F-NOM 
1aad'i baik'k' -1. bilk'as' -6-mma gun 1a-a-nte 
go-CNV1 lost-CNV1 bottle-ABS-DIM:NOM empty exist-IPF-TEMP3 
1iyata zag-e-ne 
3PL:NOM see-PF-A:DCL 
'Saying "where does this frog want to go," they looked at the frog and gave up. 
When they later came and looked , the frog had gone out of (the bottle) and 
disappeared and they found the bottle empty' 
kan-6 na11-6-na 
dog-ABS child-DF-ABS-INST 
k6i-tsi 1izo 1ark' -e-ne 
1as-omma-na 
person-DIM-INST 
search-INF 3FS:ABS hold-PF-A:DCL 
w6i-t-e-y 
Q-BE-PF-Q 
'What did the dog and the little boy do? They started looking for it.' 
1iyata k6y..J. k6y-'i k6y-i gaa wodd-6-na 
3PL:NOM search-CNV1 search-CNV1 search-CNV1 say-IPF:REL time-DF-INST 
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pank' -ell-a bruk'k' -e-ne 
frog-F-NOM disappear-PF -A:DCL 
'While they searched and searched the frog was not found' 
maar-6:1dda c'aamme b6tte c'aamme 7a-a-ne 
house-DF-LOC shoe:ABS boot shoe exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'In their house there is a boot shoe' 
yaa gar-aa gel-e-m6 h3 bilk'as'-a-ppa kes1:1 7IZa 
there inside-LOC enter-PF-RHT:Q this bottle-LOC-ABL go out-CNV 1 3FS:NOM 
7ank-6 7aad'-e-m6 
Q:LOC-ABS go-PF-RHT:Q 
'Has it perhaps gone into that (i.e., in the shoe)? Having gone out of this bottle, 
where did it go?' 
7ank-6 7ete gel-e-y 
Q:LOC-ABS hole:ABS enter-PF-Q 
'Into what hole did it enter?' 
g6nte b6tt-6 c'aamm-6-ko gar6-ldda n-anda-ne hizi ge1:1 
perhaps boot-ABS shoe-DF-GEN inside-LOC BE-F:IPF-A:DCL like this say-CNV1 
7ekk-i 7iyata b6tt-6-ko 
take-CNV1 3PL:NOM boot-DF-GEN 
hiddi zag-e-ne 
like this see-PF-A:DCL 
c'aamm-6-ko gar-6 
shoe-DF-GEN inside-ABS 
'While saying "Perhaps it is inside the boot shoe" they took the shoe and looked 
inside the shoe" 
kan-6 na17-a gints-a dend-i bilk'as' -6-ko gar-6 
dog-ABS child-NOM behind-LOC go-CNV1 bottle-ABS-GEN inside-ABS 
gel-l hayi-ka g6nte gar-aa 7a-a17o 7att-asinway ge7-l 
enter-CNV1 this-LOC perhaps inside-LOC exist-CNV2 remain-DUB:Q say-CNV1 
bilk'as' -6 gar-aa tookk-6 dakk-i k67-a-ne 
bottle-ABS inside-LOC head-ABS send-CNV1 search-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, the dog entered into the bottle and saying "Did it perhaps enter into 
this?" (the dog) put its head inside the bottle and looked for the frog' 
k67-a-nte baik'k' -e-ne 
search-IPF-TEMP3 disappear-PF -A:DCL 
'When (the dog) searched (the frog) was not found' 
pank' -ell-a baik'k' -aza 7ank-6 dend-e-m6 ga-a17o na17-a 
frog-F-NOM disappear-TEMP1 Q:LOC-ABS go-PF-RHT:Q say-CNVz child-NOM 
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mast6t-6-na hiddi sukk-6 bantsi fir-allo 
window-ABS-INST like this across-ABS DIRCT turn-CNV2 
?eel-itsi ?ark' -e-ne 
call out-INF:ABS hold!start-PF-A:DCL 
'When the frog was not found, while saying "Where might it go?" the boy (went) to 
the window, turned his head to the place across his house and started calling out' 
nall-a seka j'ir-i ?eell:IS' -6 ?eell-a-ne 
child-NOM there turn-CNVt call-INF-ABS call-IPF-A:DCL 
'The boy turned sideways and started calling' 
eh kan-6 nall-6mma gints-a bilk' as' -6-idda 





'eh ... later the little dog put its head in the bottle and sought the frog there' 
yaa-ppa gints-a baik'k' -e wodd-6-na neem 
there-ABL behind-LOC disappear-PF:REL time-ABS-INST 2SG:NOM 
?anka baiz-e-y gaa-na kan-6 
Q:LOC lose-PF-Q say-INST dog-ABS 
nall-6mma nall-a 
child-DIM:ABS child-NOM 
?ark' :1 gapa c'uull-i ?indirz-6 kess-i 
hold-CNV1 fmish seize by the neck-CNV1 tongue-ABS take out-CNV1 
d'im?-i ?ark' -e-ne 
tighten-CNV1 hold-PF-A:DCL 
'After that, when it was lost, the boy seized the dog by the neck and held it tightly 
forcing its tongue out while saying "Where did you get it lost?"' 
?ey'I?e taani denk' -iba-se hizi gaa-ya-na ?iyata 
no lSG:NOM fmd-PF:NEG-N:DCL like this say-NMZ-INST 3PL:NOM 
wol-idda 3al-i bek'k'a gints-a sukka kay-atsi 
each other-LOC argue-CNV1 TEMP4 behind-LOC across-LOC forest-M:ABS 
baakk-6 dend-e n-anda-ne 
middle-ABS go-PF:REL BE-F:IPF-A:DCL 
'(The dog) responded "No, I did not see it". Later, they stopped arguing with each 
other (and said) "It might have gone to the other side in the middle of that big forest" 
hizi ga-a??o sukk-6 ?iyata dend-i k6?-anda-ne ge?-i 




kay-6 baakk-6-idda 1asi 
forest-ABS middle-ABS-LOC person:NOM 
1itintsi 
beehive:ABS 
tukk-i haJJ-e-ya denk' -e-ne 
tie-CNV1 leave PF:REL-NMZ fmd-PF-A:DCL 
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'Having said this, they found a beehive in the middle of the forest which somebody 
tied (to a tree) and left there when they came to the other side to search' 
1itins' -ell-6-idda g66nte n-anda-m6 gaa-na kan-eU-a 
beehive-F-ABS-LOC perhaps BE-F:IPF-RHT:Q say-INST dog-F-NOM 




1ek'k' :1 1itins' -6-ko 
stand-CNV 1 beehive-ABS-GEN 
1ark'-e-ne 
wood-ABS hold-PF-A:DCL 
fThe dog stood under the beehive and held the tree thinking "Perhaps it is in the 
beehive"' 
1eyi1e taani hayi-ka melle bes-1a k61-anda-ne hiii 
no ISG:NOM this-LOC another place-LOC search-FUT:IPF like this 
ga-a11o na11-a peek6 musllr-6 1ark' -i 
say-CNVz child-NOM LOG:GEN lip-ABS hold-CNV1 
'bek'k'a hirk-i sa11-6 bantsi zag-a 
mal-i 
think-CNV1 
TEMP4 bend down-CNV1 earth-ABS DIRECT see-IPF:REL 
wodd-6-na 1ete 1a-a-ne 
time-ABS-INST hole:ABS exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'By saying "no I will search here in some other place", the boy held his mouth and 
thought about (what to do next). (Then) when he lowered himself and started 
searching on the ground, he saw a hole' 
ha-ka 1ett-6 gar-aa n-anda-m6 ge1:1 1ett-6 
this-LOC hole-ABS inside-LOC BE-F:IPF-RHT:Q say-CNV1 hole-ABS 
1iza kunt-i zag-a wodd-6-na 
3FS:NOM kneel down-CNV1 see-IPF:REL time-ABS-INST 
1ett-a-ppa 1iis'i 6aJk-i kesk-e-ne 
hole-LOC-ABL rat:NOM run-CNV1 go out-PF-A:DCL 
'When he kneeled down and looked at the hole while saying "It might be here inside 
the hole", a rat ran out from the hole' 
hiis'i 6aJ1-i kes1-aza 1aig6 baazZi-m6 hayi 
rat:NOM run-CNV1 go out-TEMP1 what:ABS thing-RHT:Q this:NOM 
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kes1-e-tsi ge1:1 dik'att-a11o 6aj?-e-ne 
go out-PF:REL-NMZ say-CNV1 scared-CNV2 run-PF-A:DCL 
'When the rat carne out running, scared, (the boy) ran thinking "what is this that has 
come out?"' 
kan-ell-a 1itins' -6-ko miS' -6 





n-anda-ne hizl ga-ya-na zag-a-nte mas' -a 
BE·F:IPF-A:DCL like this say-NMZ-INST see-IPF-TEMP3 bee-NOM 
166-ppa du66-i 1itins' -6-na wolla kedd-e-ne 
up-ABL break-CNV1 beehive-ABS-INST together descend-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog held the tree, and while it was looking and thinking "(the frog) may be up 
there" the beehive broke and fell (on the ground)' 
kedd-a11o sa11-6-idda d'uuk' k' -e-ne mas' -a 
descend-CNVz ground-DF-LOC explode-PF-A:DCL bee:INDF:PL-NOM 
'(The hive) having fallen, the bees dispersed on the ground' 
d'uuk'k' -aza 7IZa 1aige kuttu ge1-i kedd-e-m6 
explode-TEMP1 3FS:NOM what:NOM IDEO say-CNV1 descend-PF-RHT:Q 
ge1-i kan-ell-a hiddi j'ir-i zag-a wodd-6-na 
say-CNV1 dog-F-NOM like this turn-CNV1 see-IPF:REL time-ABS-INST 
166-ppa 1i(ms' -a kedd-e-ne 
up-ABL beehive-NOM fall-PF-A:DCL 
'When (the bees) swarmed the area she (i.e. the little dog) thought "what is this 
heavy thing that fell?" and when it turned like this and looked up it was the beehive 
that had fallen from up there' 
mas'-a sa11-6:idda d'uuk'k'-a11o dauss-itsi 
bee:PL-NOM earth-ABS-LOC explode-CNV2 chase-INF 
1iyat6 1ark' -e-ne 
3PL:ABS hold-PF-A:DCL 
'Having swarmed the ground, the bees started chasing them (i.e. the dog and the 
boy)' 
dauss-aza sukk-6 kesk-a11o na11-a w6i-t-anda-y 
chase-TEMP1 across-ABS go out-CNV2 child-NOM what-BE-F:IPF-Q 
'When (the bees) chased them, (they) crossed towards the other side and what did the 
boy do?' 
6aJk-i pette kaizi baak-ka gel-a11o mitsi k'ooppe 
run-CNV1 one forest:ABS middle-LOC enter-CNVz tree:ABS wood hole:ABS 
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denk'-:.i11o 1e1e hann6 k'oopp-6 gar-aa g6nte 
find-CNVz yes this:F:ABS wood hole-ABS inside-LOC perhaps 
gel-e n-anda-ne pank-ell-a ga-allo kunt-1 
enter-PF:REL BE-F:IPF-A:DCL frog-F-NOM say-CNV2 kneel-CNV1 
zag-aana gar6-idda -ppa kukute kesk-e-ne 
see-TEMPz inside-LOC-ABL owl:ABS go out-PF-A:DCL 
'He (i.e., the boy) entered a forest running, and he saw a hole in a tree. While saying 
"Perhaps the frog has entered this hole" he kneeled down and just when he looked 
(inside) an owl came out from inside (the hole)' 
kukute keemm-atsi gar-a-ppa kes1-aza dik'att-allo 
owl:ABS huge:DF:M:NOM inside-LOC-ABL go out-TEMP1 scared-CNV2 
6aj7-i magg-a loomm-e-ne 
run-CNV1 ravine-LOC fall-PF-A:DCL 
'When a huge owl came out from inside, scared, (the boy) ran and (he) fell in a 
ravine' 
· loomm-i 1iika dik'att-i 1:.1-:.i-nte kan-a mayi mas' -a 
fall-CNV1 there scared-CNV1 exist-IPF-TEMPz dog return bee-NOM 
daus-e-tsi-na dik'att-i 1indlrsi kess-i 6afk-a-ne 
chase-PF-NMZ-INST scared-CNV1 tongue:ABS take out-CNV1 run-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having fallen, while he was still there (in the ravine), being scared, the dog came 
running, its tongue hanging out because the bees chased it' 
dik' :.itt-is' -6-na wolla kan-6 na11-a bert-a 
scared-INF-ABS-INST together dog-DF child-NOM in front-LOC 
6aj7-a-ne nall-a gins'6 6aj7-a-ne 
run-IPF-A:DCL child:DF:NOM behind-ABS run-IPF-A:DCL 
'Full of fear they ran together. The dog ran in front. The boy ran behind (the dog)' 
6aj7-a-nte kaizi 6ed'-e-ne 
run-IPF-TEMP3 forest:ABS be visible-PF-A:DCL 
'While they ran they saw a forest' 
ha kay-6 baak-ka nu gel -I 1aaJ -int-anda-way 
this forest-ABS middle:LOC lPL:NOM enter-CNV1 hide-PAS-F:IPF-E:DCL 
ga-allo gel-a-nte fucci gude baazzi kuullyo gi1-i 
say-CNVz enter-IPF-TEMP3 stone:ABS like thing:ABS IDEO say-CNV1 
sa11-6..J.dda 1a-a ga-aza 7IZ6 1tis' -a c' akku 
earth-ABS-LOC exist-IPF:REL say-TEMP1 3FS:ABS body-LOC INTJ 
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nu gi1-I 1ek'k' -anda-way ga-allo pee-k6 yey puupi 
lPL:NOM climb-CNV1 stand-F:IPF-E:DCL say-CNVz 3LOG-GEN that big 
Juw-6 mal-e-tsi pette puupi b616 t-a-nte 
stone-ABSlook like-PF:REL-NMZ one big wild animal BE-IPF-TEMP3 
b611-atsl.-ko kesk-1. gurann-6 
wild animal-M:ABS-GEN go out-CNV1 hom:PL-ABS 
baakk-6-Idda na11-a 1ek'k' -e-ne 
middle-ABS-LOC child-NOM stand-PF-A:DCL 
'While they entered (the forest) saying "We will hide in the middle of this forest!", 
they saw something big on the ground. This thing looked like stone. (The boy said) 
'wait! we will climb on top of (this thing)'. That big thing which appeared to be a 
stone was in reality a big wild animal and the boy climbed over it and stood in the 
middle of its horns' 
kan-a demm-a 1ek'k' -e-ne 
dog-NOM under-LOC stand-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog stood underneath (the wild animal)' 
kan-a demm-a b611-atsi-ko 1ek'k' -aza na11-a 
dog-NOM under-LOC animal-M-GEN stand-TEMP1 child-NOM 
gi1-I 1l!s' -a 1ek'k' -e-tsi-r6 b6ll-atsl. dik' att-a11o 
climb-CNV1 body-LOC stand-PF-NMZ-REAS animal-M:NOM scared-CNVz 
na11-6 gurann-6 baak-6-l.dda 1ekk-allo BaJk-1 
child-ABS hom-ABS middle-ABS-LOC take-CNVz run-CNV1 
sukk-6 pink' -e-ne 
across-ABS cross-PF-A:DCL 
'When the dog stood underneath the wild animal (and) because the boy stood on top 
of it, the wild animal got scared and while the boy is (still standing) between its 
horns it ran and crossed to the other side' 
na11-a mayi gurann-6 baakk-6-l.dda 1a-a-ne 
child-NOM again hom-NOM middle-ABS- LOC exist-IPF-A:DCL 
'The boy was still in the middle of the (wild animal's) horns' 
Bad'-is-1 Bad'-is-1. 7dat-s-l. 1ekk-l. 
fall to side-CAUS-CNV1 fall to side-CAUS-CNV1 cry-CAUS-CNV1 take-CNV1 
na11-6 sukk6 pink' -aza kan-a 7IIatt-6-na 
child-DF-ABS across cross-TEMP1 dog-NOM cry-ABS-INST 
b611-ats1-ko puupp-um-6-na 1igic' c':.. gints-a 





'Throwing the boy from one of its horns to the other, causing him cry (from the pain), 
(the wild animal) crossed to the other side. The dog, because of the (boy's) crying and 
frightened by the big size of the animal, ran behind them' 
1ekk-1 mukk-a11o dene puup1 magi 6ed'-aza 
take-CNV1 come-CNV2 cliffedge:ABS big rivine:ABS be_seen-TEMP1 
magg-6-ko 1us' -6-J.dda mukk-a11o b611-atsl 
ravine-ABS-GEN body-ABS-LOC come-CNV1 w.animal-M:NOM 
na11-6 3ib-e-ne 
child-ABS throw-PF-A:DCL 
'The wild animal brought the boy and when it saw the edge of a cliff it threw (the 
boy) over (the edge) into the ravine' 
na11-a 1agitsi dend-i kuc' -6 c' arinci bantsi 
child-NOM backwards go-CNV1 hand-INDF:PL sky:ABS towards 
d'aww.;J sa11-aa dend-1 loomm-e-ne 
point-CNV1 earth-LOC go-CNV1 fall-PF-A:DCL 
'The boy fell backwards, his hands stretched towards the sky' 
kan-6-wa dik'att-1s'6-na 6aj?-a11o magg-6 1aad'-e-ne 
dog-ABS-INCL scared-INF-ABS-INST run-CNV2 cliff-ABS go-PF-A:DCL 
'The dog, because it was scared, ran and fell into the ravine' 
kan-a g-idda mukk-a11o dadd-a na11-6-ko 
dog-NOM inside-LOC come-CNV2 chest-LOC child-ABS-GEN 
loomm-aza woli kook'.;} 1ekk-a11o 6aj?.;J sukk6 
fall-TEMP1 eachother embrace-CNV1 take-CNV2 run-CNV1 across-ABS 
1iyata pink' -e-ne 
3PL:NOM cross-PF-A:DCL 
'When the dog fell on the boy's chest, they embraced each other and they crossed to 
the other side running' 
mayi kukutt-ell-a w6nde dik'att-e-tsi-na b611-a 
again owl-F-NOM earlier scared-PF-NMZ-INST w.animal-NOM 
dik'att-e-tsi-na 1inn-a 1iyat6-ko bruk'k' -e-ne 
scared-PF-NMZ-INST heart-NOM 3PL:ABS-GEN disapear-PF-A:DCL 
'Well, because the owl scared them earlier and because the wild animal scared them, 
they lost their mind' 
-. ~ 
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t-a-nte 7iyat6-ko mal.:'JS' -a baJe pank-ell-6 
BE-IPF-TEMP3 3PL:ABS-GEN think-INF-NOM surpass frog-F-ABS 
nuu-k6 nu 'lanka-ppa denk' -1 'lamall-anda-y hizi 
IPL:GEN-GEN IPL:NOM Q:LOC-ABL find-CNV1 play-F:IPF-Q like this 
ga-a ma1:1s' -6 k6y-is' -6 'liyata 7inn-a-ppa 
say-IPF:REL think-INF-ABS search-INF-ABS 3PL:NOM heart-LOC-ABL 
baizz'I-ba-tsi-r6 loomm-atSi-na bia bakk-6 
lose-PF:NEG-NMZ-REAS fall-M:ABS-INST all thing:PL-ABS 
mal:Iba-se 
think-PF:NEG-N:DCL 
'However, their thought was more (focused) on "where can we find our little frog and 
play with it", and because they kept this thought and the search (plan) in mind, they 
did not mind falling badly or any other accidents (they encountered)' 
yaa magg-a-ppa kes'l-1 'liyata sukk6 pink' -aza 
that ravine-LOC-ABL go out-CNV1 3PL:NOM other side cross-TEMP1 
pank' -6 lam76 puupi pank6 'liyata denk' -e-ne 
frog-ABS two big frog 3PL:NOM fmd-PF-A:DCL 
'When they came out from that ravine and crossed to the other side, they found two 
big frogs' 
'le'le nuu-k6 hayi-Jo pank' -atsi hizi ge'l-1 'liyata 
yes! lPL:GEN-GEN this-be frog-M:NOM like this say-CNV 1 3PL:NOM 
'lekk-ani g-aana w6nde 'liyata zag-atSi t-uwa-se 
take-PURP say-TEMP2 earlier 3PL:NOM see-M:NOM BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'Just when they were about to take it, saying, "Yes! here is our frog!", (they realised) 
that it was not (the frog) that they thought they saw earlier' 
'laapp-6 puupi melle pank' 6 7iyata denk' -e-ne 
eye-ABS big another frog:ABS 3PL:NOM fmd-PF-A:DCL 
'They found another frog which had big eyes' 
yaa-ppa gints-a 'ley'ae hayi nu pank' -atSi 
that-ABL behind-LOC no this:M:NOM lPL:GEN frog-M:NOM 
t-uwa-se 
BE-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'After that (they said) "No, this is not our frog'" 
nu w6w6i-t-anda-y hizi ga-allo sukk-6 pink' -a-nte 
lPL:NOM RDP-Q-BE-F:IPF-Q like this say-CNV2 across-ABS cross-IPF-TEMP2 
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dlbi pank' -a Bed'-e-ne 
many frog-NOM be visible-PF-A:DCL 
'When they crossed to the other side, saying "What shall we do?", they found many 
frogs' 
dlbi pank' -a Bed'-aza 1e1e hann6 baak-ka bruk'k' -a11a 
many frog-NOM see-TEMP1 yes this:F:ABS middle-LOC disapear-E:NEG 
'When they found many frogs "yes! (our frog) will certainly be among these!"' 
hizi ga-a11o 1iyata k6i-tsi 1ark' -e-ne 
like this say-CNV2 3PL:NOM search-INF hold-PF-A:DCL 
'While saying this they started searching" 
k6y-is'-6 1iyata 1ark'.:I mukk-aana dlbb-6 
search-INF-ABS 3PL:NOM hold-CNV1 come-TEMPz many-ABS 
pank' -atsi-ko baakk-6-idda 1iyat6 pank' -6mma d'akk-6mma 
frog-M:ABS-GEN middle-ABS-LOC 3PL:GEN frog-DIM:NOM little-DIM:NOM 
Bed'-e-ne 
be visible-PF-A:DCL 
'Just when they started searching, among the many frogs they found their little frog' 
bilk'as' -6-idda w6nde 1iyata 1agg-i 1agg-i ga-a 
bottle-ABS-LOC earlier 3PL:NOM put-CNV1 put-CNV1 say-IPF:REL 
pank-6mma Bed'-aza 11-mma 1iyata w6za-na 1ekk-a11o 
frog-DIM:NOM be visible-TEMP1 that:DIM 3PL:NOM happy-INST take-CNVz 
miic' 6-na mayi 1aapp-6 karr-a miza66-i 
laughter-INST again eye-ABS door-NOM be beautiful-CNV1 
kan-ell-a 1iz6 bantsi kosi de1-e-ne 
dog-F-NOM 3FS:ABS DIRECT squat-CNV1 sit-PF-A:DCL 
'When the little frog was found, the one with which they earlier played by putting it 
in the bottle, they took it happily. Their face looked beautiful because of the smiling. 
Then the dog sat facing her (i.e., the little boy)' 
na11-a kan-6 bantsi fir-a11o 1ekk-i 1iyata denk' -e-ya 
child-NOM dog-ABS towards turn-CNVz a lot-with 3PL:NOM fmd-PF-NMZ 
t-a-ts1-r6 mirge-na w6z-ad'-i kuc' -a hiddi 
BE-IPF-NMZ-REAS a lot-INST happy-VBZ-CNV1 hand-LOC like this 
1ekk-a11o pett6 na11-a c'armc'-6 bantsi kuc'-6 d'egg-idd-i 
take-CNV2 DGRE child-NOM sky-ABS DIRCT hand-ABS high-VBZ-CNV1 
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miic' c' :1 miic' c'..:) ga-aza kan-a pett6 'lunki 3ug..:J 
laugh-CNVdaugh-CNVr say-TEMPr dog-NOM DGRE tail swing-CNV
1 
3ug..:J sukk-6-idda kaamm-allo WOIIa maar-0 bantsi 
swing-CNV1 across-ABS-LOCmeet-CNV2 together house-ABS DIRCT 
dend-allo 'latt-e pank' -atsi 'liyata denk' -1 mayi 
go-CNVz remain-PF:REL frog-PL:ABS 3PL:NOM fmd-CNV1 again 
k6Ji de'l-uwate nu nu pank-6mma 'lekk-e-ne 
good sit-2PL:IMP lPL:NOM lPL:GEN frog-DIM:ABS take-PF-A:DCL 
'The boy turned to the dog, and because they found (the frog) he was very happy. He 
took (the frog) in his hands like this and raised his hands very high towards the sky, 
and (he) laughed, and the dog kept swinging its tail (very fast), and they met on the 
other side and started heading towards home. Then they saw the remaining frogs and 
said "Well, we took our little frog. Stay well!"' 
k6Ji de'l-uwate hizi ge'l..:J selant-allo w6za-na 
good stay-2PL:IMP like this say-CNVr greet-CNVz happy-INST 
pe-maaro bantsi ma'l-e-ne ga'l- a taank-a 
LOG-house-ABS DIRCT return-PF-A:DCL say-IPF:REL story-NOM 
baya-ke 
this:M:ABS-BE:DCL 
"They took leave of them saying "Stay well!" and happily, they returned towards 
their home. This is the story.' 
Text 3 Extract from conversation about Maale customs of 
marriage and birth 
Q- maalle-ko waalle 'lainate 161-itsi 'la-a-y 
maale-GEN how many type marry-INF exist-IPF-Q 
'How many types of marriage are there in Maale?' 
A- maall6 wudur-atsi d'eepp-e-tsi-ko gins' -a-ppa 
maale:PL:ABS girl-PL:NOM be big-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-LOC-ABL 
d'ummi-na gocc-a-ne 
dark:ABS-INST pull-IPF-A:DCL 
'When Maale girls are grown, (young men) take them out' 10 
10 
When a young boy and a girl start a relationship, they keep a big stone nearby the 
house of the girl and in the evenings the boy comes to the house of the girl and the two go 
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d'ummi-na gocc4 gocc4 d'ummi-na kes14 
dark:ABS-INST pull-CNV1 pull-CNV1 dark:ABS-INST take out-CNV1 
kes14 d'umm4dda de1-a-ne 
take out-CNV1 dark:ABS-LOC sit-IPF-A:DCL 
'(The men) take them out in the dark (repeatedly) and sit in the dark' 
d(~1-1 de14 wolla gest-1 gest4 ga-aza 
sit-CNV1 sit-CNV1 together speak-CNV1 speak-CNV1 say-TEMP1 
ga-aza dibi 1asi 1erg-a-ne 
say-TEMP1 a lot person:ABS borrow-IPF-A:DCL 
'They having gone out (repeatedly) and talk with each other (repeatedly), (the 
man) gathers several men together' 
dibi 1asi 1erg-a11o wolla 
a lot person:ABS borrow-CNV 2 together 
gaadd-1 
dance-CNV1 
gaadd-1 nall-6 1anni maari 1ekk-1 
dance-CNV1 child-ABS husband:ABS house:ABS take-CNV1 
dend-a-ne 
go-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having gathered many people to help him, together with (these) people, 
singing and dancing, they bring the girl to the house of the husband (the 
boy)' 
1as-a 1anni maar-a lam1-6 work' 4 
person:PL-NOM husband:ABShouse-LOC two-ABS spend the night-CNV1 
haits-asa kell-6-na kes14 1aad'-a-ne 
three-ORD day-ABS-INST go out-CNV1 go-IPF-A:DCL 
'The people stay for two nights in the house of the husband and on the third 
day they go (back to their home)' 
out and sit on the stone which marks their special friendship. This custom of 'going out' 
is called succi dtW-itsi 'stone sitting' and it may last only for a few months, it may also 
take years. gocc- 'pull' is used to describe the visits the boy makes to the house of the 
girl inorder to 'sit and talk' with her. Pre-maritial sex is forbidden in this time of 
intimacy. This is a test period for both regarding their restraint and discipline. 
11 In Maale there are two verbs which are translated by the speakers as 'borrow': tal7-
and 7erg-. The former is used to refer to borrowing of money or other property; latter verb 
is used when one asks friends, neighbours or relatives to help on the fann, or when 
building a house, etc. Such help is considered as 'borrowing of time and energy' which 
has to be reciprocated later. 
::: 
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na77-ell-a bez-aa 7anni maar-a 7att-a-ne 
child-F-NOM place-LOC husband:ABS house-LOC remain-IPF-A:DCL 
'The girl remains there, in the husband's house' 
7as-a 7ekk-1 ye7-e 7as-a 
person:PL-NOM take-CNV1 come-PF:REL person:PL-NOM 
dend-a-ne 
goiPF-A:DACL 
'The people who brought her go (back)' 
ye-ka-ppa 7anni maar-a de7-1 Jo7-1 
that-LOC-ABL husband:ABS house-LOC sit-CNV1 give birth-CNV1 
Jo7-1 wolla macf-1 macf-1 goJ7-1 goJ7-1 
give birth-CNV1 together work-CNV1 work-CNV1 farm-CNV1 farm-CNV1 
labb-1 Iabb-1 nang-a-ne 
be tired-CNV1 be tired-CNV1 live-IPF-A:DCL 
'After that, she lives in the husband's house, raising children, working, 
farming and labouring together (with the husband)' 
Q- go6-acf-e-tsi-ko gins' -a-ppa w6dd1 nang-a-y 
stomach-VBZ-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-LOC-ABL Q:VBZ live-IPF-Q 
'How is her life like after she becomes pregnant?' 
A-
7aig6 m67-a-y 7aig6 7uJk-a-y 
what:ABS eat-IPF-Q what:ABS drink-IPF-Q 
'What does she eat? What does she drink?' 
1ee .. . goB-ad' -etsi-ko gins' -a-ppa 7us' -aa 
eh .. . stomach-VBZ-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-LOC-ABL body-LOC 
goB-aa 7att-e-tsi barg-e-to 7eessi 
stomach-LOCremain-PF-NMZ:NOM pain-PF-CND honey:ABS 
7uJ7-a-ne 
drink:CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'eh 000 if she is sick after conception, she drinks honey' 
7eessi 7uJk-a-nte baJ-e-to 3oyi maari 
honey:ABS drink-IPF-TEMP3 surpass-PF-CND diviner:ABS house:ABS 




'When the honey does not help, she goes to a diviner and she is massaged 
by the diviner' 
TEXTS 
mah-1nt-a-nte mah-int-a-nte baJ-e-to 
retum-PAS-IPF-TEMP3 retum-PAS-IPF-TEMPJ surpass-PF-CND 





'When repeated massage does not help, (the husband) slaughters a goat and 
makes her drink (the blood of the goat) 
waari tik' -1 1\\f-e-ts-idda-ppa 1akari 
goat:ABS cut-CNV1 drink:CAUS-PF-NMZ-LOC-ABL now 
waar-a cfeeJJ-e~to w61 mas' -a cfeeJJ-e-to 
goat-NOM cure-PF-CND DSJ bee-NOM cure-PF-CND 
Jo1-1nt-a-ne naR-a 
be bom-PAS-IPF-A:DCL child-NOM 
'After slaughtering the goat and made her drink (the blood), now, if the goat 
(with its blood) cures her or if the bee (with its honey) cures her, then, the 
baby will be born' 
Q- 1anka Jo1-a-y 
Q:LOC give birth-IPF-Q 
'Where does she deliver?' 
Q- humb6 gar-6-idda Jo1-a-m6 k'am1-a 
main house:ABS inside-ABS-LOC give birth-IPF-RHT:Q outside-LOC 
Jo1-a-y 
give birth-IPF-Q 
'Is it inside the main house or is it outside?' 
A- Ii-ka daull-6 zall-6 maall-6 t-a-to 
down-LOC Daulle:PL-ABS side-ABS Maale:PL-ABS BE-IPF-CND 
maar-a Jo1-a-ne 
house-LOC give birth-IPF-A:DCL 
'If she belongs to the Maale ofthe lowlands, she delivers inside the house' 
melle 1aar6 zall-6-na ma1-e t-a-to 
another Aari:PL-ABS side-ABS-INST happen-PF:REL BE-IPF-CND 
Jo1-aza zull-a 1ebb-acf-a-ne 
give birth-TEMP, out side-LOC something-VBZ-IPF-A:DCL 
'If she belongs to the Aari (clan), when she gives birth, they make something 
outside (i.e., they build a small hut)' 
maar-ell-6 demm-a gel-1 de1-e-mma-ppa mani 
house-F-ABS under-LOC enter-CNV, sit-PF-DIM-ABL potter:NOM 
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1a-a-ne 16ti ma33-a-ya 
exist-IPF-A:DCL pot:ABS make-IPF-NMZ 
'After she has lived in the small house .. (speaker interrupts).. there is mani, 
one who makes a pot' 
1aginn-a hruk'k'-i gintsa s'eer-aana man-a 
moon-NOM die-CNV1 again become full-TEMPz potter:F-NOM 
tookk-6 guull-a-ne 
head-ABS shave-IPF-A:DCL 
'Soon after the month in which she gave birth is fmished and when a new 
moon rises, the potter shaves the hair (of the new mother)' 
tookk-6 guull-i 1ekk-i hUmb-6 gel-z-a-ne 
head-ABS shave-CNV1 take-CNV1 interior-ABS enter-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'Having shaved her hair, (the potter) brings (the woman) into the main 
house' 
1aare zala-na peesi gel-uwa-se 
Aari:ABS side:ABS-INST 3P:alone enter-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'The Aari (women) do not enter (the house) alone' 
k'es's'e-ke 
forbidden-BE:DCL 
'It is forbidden' 
man-a 1ekk-i maar-6 gelz-a-ne 
potterDF:F-NOM take-CNV1 house-ABS enter-CAUS-IPF-A:DCL 
'The potter brings (the woman) inside the house' 
Q- zull-a fo1-allo work' -a wodd-6-na 
A-
out side-LOC give birth-CNV2 spend night-IPF:REL time-ABS-INST 
1anni mukk-i 1ooc'c'-a nall-6-wa zag-a 
husband:NOM come-CNV1 ask-IPF:Q child-ABS-INCL1 see-IPF:Q 
'After she has given birth outside, when (the woman) is staying there does 












'It is forbidden' 
?anni-na kaamm-uwa-se ?ad-6-na 




'She does not meet with the husband. She does not meet with the father.' 
peesi de?-1 pun-a-nte pun-a-nte 1ag1nn-a 
3p:alone sit-CNV1 hide-IPF-TEMP3 hide-IPF-TEMP3 moon-NOM 
s'eer-1 haik'k'-e-tsi-na ?akari ?anni-ko ?ad-6-na 
be full-CNV1 die-PF-NMZ-INST now husband-GEN father-ABS-INST 
?as-6-na kaamm-a-ne 
person:PL-ABS-INST meet-IPF-A:DCL 
'She will stay alone and she will hide and hide (from the husband and his 
father) and then, when a new moon has risen and died, then she will meet 
with the father of her husband and with (other) people' 
hango muuzzi t-a-to ?ekk-1 ye?-1 
otherwise food:ABS BE-IPF-CNDtake-CNVr come-CNV1 
karr-6-na ha6at-1 ?ing-a-ne 
door-ABS-INST stretch-CNVr give-IPF-A:DCL 
'Otherwise (i.e., before being brought into the main house), even food (they) 
bring it and through the door they stretch out their hands and give (it to her)' 
kaamm-uwa-se 1as1-na k' es' s' e-ke 
meet-IPF:NEG-N:DCL person:ABS-INST forbidden-BE:DCL 
'She does not meet with a (male) person. It is forbidden' 13 
Q- 1aig6 katsa TIZ6-m kats-a-y 
what:ABS food:ABS 3FS:ABS-DAT cook-IPF-Q 
'What kind of food is prepared for her?' 
Q- kats-6 TIZ6-m kats-a-ts1 16na d-a-y 
food-ABS 3FS:ABS-DA T cook-IPF-NMZ who:ABS BE-IPF -Q 
'Who is it that cooks for her?' 
12 The verb kaamm- expresses both 'meet (eye contact)' or 'touch (physical contact)'. 
13 The speaker later mentions that adult female relatives and neighbours may be present 
during the birth or visit the new mother and her baby after the birth. 
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A- kats-6 na1i hann-6 gudiya kats-i ?ekk-i 
food-ABS child:NOM this:F-ABS like cook-CNV1 take-CNV1 
mukk-i ha6at-i ?ing-a-ne 
come-CNV1 stretch-CNV1 give-IPF-A:DCL 
'The food, a young girl like this one [pointing] cooks and (she) gives it (to 
the woman) stretching out her hand (i.e., the girl does not enter the place the 
woman is staying and she does not make body contact with her)' 
na1i ba-a-to maan 1as1 gun melle 
child:NOM exist not-IPF-CND house:ABS person:NOM empty another 
d'akka d'akka na1i ?ekk-i mukk-i ?ing-a-ne 
small small child:NOM take-CNV1 come-CNV1 give-IPF-A:DCL 
'If the woman does not have a daughter any other young family member will 
bring (the food) to her' 
Q-' 1aig6 mu6zzi mu?-a-y 
what:ABS food:ABS eat-IPF-Q 
'What does she eat?' 
A- muuzzi kats-a 1as1 mu?-a-ya 
food:ABS cook-IPF:REL person:NOM eat-IPF:REL-NMZ 
mumu?-a-ne dum-as-i ?ing-uwa-se 
eat:INTS-IPF-A:DCL different-NMZ:CAUS-CNV1 give-IPF:NEG-N:DCL 
'She just eats what the person who cooks for her eats. (They) do not give 
a different food' 
Q- Jo?-e-tsi-ko gins' -a-ppa maray1 fik' -i 
give birth-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-LOC-ABL sheep:ABS cut-CNV1 
waari fik' -i diik' i ?uJJ -i ya gudiya 
goat:ABS cut-CNV1 milk:ABS drink:CAUS-CNV1 that like 
k'ara muiizzi mu?-a baazzi ?a-a 
good foo«d:ABS eat-IPF:REL thing:ABS exist-IPF:Q 
'After (a woman) has given birth, by slaughtering a sheep or a goat (for her) 
by giving her milk, isn't there (a custom) of feeding (the new mother) good 
food?' 
A- tooki kess-i ya-idd-i 




'Giving (the woman) so much importance like that, (they) do not do 
something like that' 
kuc' -a 1eebi 1aa 1asi muuzz-a-ne 
hand-LOC some thing exist-IPF:REL person:NOM feed-IPF-A:DCL 
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'A person who has something (i.e., money) in his hand, feeds (her like that) 
Q- TIZa Jo1-e-tsi-ko gins' -appa waa11e gudiya 
3FS:NOM give birth-PF-GEN behind-LOC-ABL how many like 
work' -e-tsi-ko gins' -appa d-a-y maar-6 
spend the night-PF-NMZ-GEN behind-LOC-ABL BE-IPF-Q house-ABS 
mad'cf-6 1ark'-a-tsi 
work-ABS hold-IPF-NMZ 
'After the birth, how long does she rest before starting work in the house?' 
A- 1aginn-a Jo1-e-z-a baik'k' -aza macf-a-ne 
moon-NOM give birth-PF:REL-DF-NOM die-TEMP1 work-IPF-A:DCL 
'She works when the month in which she gave birth is finished' 
1aginni barge-na 1oop.:i barge-na 
moon:NOM, disease:ABS-INSTbe thin-CNV1 disease:ABS-INST 
1a-a 1asi t-a-to 1aginni kumm-a-ne 
exist-IPF:REL person:ABSBE-IPF-CND moon:NOM be full-IPF-A:DCL 
'A month, if she lost weight badly due to sickness, if she is sick, then she 
rests a month' 
barge ba t'eninete-na bant-a goits-a 
disease:NOM exist not health:ABS-INST walk-IPF:REL road-LOC 
1a-a11o Jo1-e-to kumm-uwa-se 1aginni 
exist-CNV2 give birth-PF-CND be full-IPF:NEG-N:DCL moon:NOM 
'Without sickness, if she delivers while healthy, then (her rest time) does 
not last a month' 
Q- w6i 1atink'e nayi Jo1-e-to w6i wuduro nayi 
A-
DSJ male child:ABS bear-PF-CND DSJ female child:ABS 
Jo1-e-to dum-ad' .:i woot-6 goitsi 1a-a 
bear-PF-CND different-VBZ-CNV1 do-NRRC road:ABS exist-IPF:Q 
'Is the birth of a boy more significant than that of a girl, and is there 
something done to differentiate between these two?' 
pette-ke 
one-BE:DCL 
woot-6 baazzi ba-se 
do-NRRC thing:ABS exist_not-N:DCL 
'It is the same. There is nothing done.' 
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This book is a pioneering study of Maale, a so far undescribed Omotic language 
spoken in southern Ethiopia. The study presents an analysis of the phonology, 
morphology and syntax of the language. Focus, ideophones, interjections and 
greeting and leave-taking expressions are also examined. 
The author describes a number of interesting morpho-syntactic phenomena 
including the expression of modality, clause-chaining and switch-reference. 
One of the theoretical problems raised concerns the marking of case on 
dependent verbs in Maale which is at variance with the accepted way of cate-
gorising inflectional affixes into verbal and nominal classes. New empirical 
material is also provided in the area of sentence-type marking. Maale uses mor-
phological means to distinguish the declarative, which is generally regarded as 
an unmarked sentence-type. The declarative in this language further distin-
guishes simple assertions from assertions involving the speakers' state of know-
ledge (the mirative), his/her commitment to the utterance (the veridical), his/her 
evaluation of the state of knowledge of the hearer (the informative), and the 
potential. In addition to this, assertions about states, e.g. quality or identity of a 
referent, are distinct from assertions about events. 
The analytical and theoretical problems addressed in different sections of the 
book make it interesting to specialists in Omotic studies as well as to those con-
cerned with linguistics in general. 
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